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Preface
This report is a summary of research acnplished cm operational trala.

ing by aviation psychologists in the Continental Air Forces during the
latter part of World War I.

In the presentation of this report there are two related objectives, Fn,
an attempt will be made to present a record of the research activities of
aviation psychologists !n the Continental Air Forces; second, it is hbo
to provide a summary of psychological research on operational tranin
that will be of value to future research workers in this field. Additional
and basic information relative to this report may be found for the most
part in the files of the Psychological Bramch, Offie of the Surgeon, Head-
quarters, Strategic Air Command, Andrews Field, Camp Springs, Marylan.

Credit for the data included in this report is due primarily to the i-
rectors and staffs of the separate research projects in each f the coa-
tinental air forces. These projects were established and functioned directly
under Headquarters, Army Air Forces for several months prior to the
activation of Headquarters, Continental Air Forces. The data presented are
essentially consolidation of data provided by research personnel of each
of several air forces. In the report no attempt has been made to assign
special credit to individuals since, for the most part, all participated as a
team in the activities carried on. A complete roster of all psychologicl
research personnel involved appears in Chapter 1, table 1.1 of this report.

The planning and execution of the final report has also been a coopera-
tive effort. The outline and framework of the-report were developed at a
conference of representatives of research personnel of all four air forces
and of Headquarters, Continental Air Forces. The original writing of most
of the apters was delegated to the staffs of the various air forces. Ainal
revision and editing was accomplished by the research persbnnel of the
Psychological Branch, Office of the Surgeon, Headquarters, Continental Air
Forces. Appreciation is also due personnel of the Psychological Branch,
Office of the Air Surgeon, Headquarters, Army Air Forces, who read all of
the chapters of this report and made many helpful suggestions and criti-

LEWIS B. WARD,
SLt. Co!., AC.

Boiling Field, D..C., 1 June 1946
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CATRONE

Inroduction

This summary of psychological rvrearch in the Continental Air Forces
was prepared as one of a series of :eports on the activities and flndinp of
the Aviation Psychology Program in the Army Air Forces. While the ma-

k terial presnted herein was gathered entirely within the Continental Ai
Forces, its significance may best be appreciated in relation to the research
of aviation psychologists in, other commands, which is treated in detail In
other reports in this series. Since psychologists were assigned to the Can-
tinental Air Forces relatively late in the war, their- mission was larg y
determined by the work already done in the Aviation Psychology Prora
during the prvloit 3 years.

In this introductory chapter there is first presented, for readers unf
with operational training, a brief statement of the history, oiganization,

* and training function of the Continental Air Forces. This is followed by a
statement of mission, organization, personnel and operating procedures of
the psychologists within the command. Finally, there is a discussm of.
certain characteristics of training in the Continental Air Forces which of-
fered special difficulties to aviation psychologists in the fulfillment of thek"

THE CONTNENTAL AIR FORCES

History Oo "

The origin of the Continental Air Forces may be traced to the reorpoi.
j. zation, in 1935, of the Army units charged with training of aviation prsom. .

nel and employment of aircraft. In the reallocation of missions, the General
Headquarters, Air Forces was established with the responsibility for trainin
combat organizations in aerial warfare. The training of individuals ia;

=,rious specialties, both aerial and ground, remained under the direction
of the Office, Chief of the Air Corps. Later, the AAF Training Command
was established and took over the mission of individual training. The

' First, Second, Third and Fourth Air Forces, which make up the bulk of,
the present Continertal Air Forces, grew out of the commands under Gem-
eral Headquarters, .'r Forces. These four air forces were activated in
March 1941, with the primary mission of defense of the continental United
States. With the declaration of war on 8 December 1941, the First and
Four*,h Air Forces became almost exclusively engaged in the defense at
th e"stern and western parts of the United States respectively, while the
Second and Third were assigned the training of combat units. As the needI _ _ 1



for air defense of the continent became less Important, all four air form

During the last 2 years of the war, the our Continental Air Forces
occupied approximately the following secths of the country. The First
Air Force extended along the eastern seaboard from MSAwhuhetts to
Georgia with headquarters at Mitchel Field, Hempetead, Long Island. The
Second Air Force, with headquarters at Colorado Springs, Colorado, cow-: ered the PW- and Rocky Mountain states together with western Texas,
New Mexico an,' Arizona. The Third Air Force extended throughout the
Southeast and was administered from Tampa, Fla. The Fourth Air Frce

i bad blses along the wait coast with headquarters at San Francisco, Call.
fornia. Each of these air forces had certain subordinate wings which
specialized in training on different types of aircraft. During the last half
of 1944 and the first half of 1945. training on different types of airplanes
was distnbuted as follows. The Fni Air Force was responsible for medium
(B-25 and B-26) and heavy (B-24) bombardment training, and for
fighter training using P-47 and P-47N (very. long range) airplanes. The
Second Air Force carried on P-40 and P-47 fighter training, heavy bom-
barduent training using both B-17's and B-24's, and very heavy bombard-
ment training employing B-29's. The Third Air Force included wings
responsible for fighter training using P-Si's, heavy bombardment training
using B-17's and during 1945, very heavy bombardment training with
B-29's. The Fourth Air Force gave training In P-38 fighter-aircraft, P-61
night-fighter aircraft, and heavy bombardment using B-24'L

By the end of 1944 all four air forces and the First Troop Carrier Com-
mand were primarily engaged in training for overseas duty. This simlarity
of functions resulted in the estblishment of a single administrative and
operating headquarters for the five commands. On 15 December 1944,
Headquarteri, Continental Air Forces was activated, to be opened on I
April 194S in its temporary headquarters at Boiling Field, D. C. The mis-
sion of this headquarters was to operate three general types of activities:
training for overseas duty of new personnel received from the AAF Train-
ing Command, redeployment of personnel and units from Europe to the
Pacific, and air defense of the continental United States. Policy making for
the commands under this headquarters remained at Headquarters, Army
Air Fores.

General Tralnlng Proeedarn
Operational training in the Continental Air Forces typically began with

the receipt of individuals, trained in their aerial or ground specialties, from
schools within the AAP Training. Commx-M. In operational training, these
individuals were fitted into combat organizations taught to use combat-
type equipment and instructed in the basic tactics of aerial warfare. Upon
compl-tion of this training, they wc-re shipped to the combat zone where
they either began combat operations immadiately or received further train-

2



IuigIn ttactial doctrines employed in the tbeat to whick
they were asigned. In general, training in the Continental Ar Fattes was
designed to sulat as closely as possible the conditions of aerl waraa.
Te basic requirements to be completed In operational taining wer

sted in publications caled Training Stadards, originally vea at
IHeadquarters, Army Air Forces. After its establishment, Continetal* Air

Forces carried on this lunction. The Training Standards set" foth the
minimum requirements to be accomplished in each type of operat'al
taining. These were usually stated in terms of number of hours to be q at
in flying and ground training, and listed the subjects, types of maneuven
and aerial exercises to be covered. The headquarters of the four air foaes
amplified these training standards in appropriate training manuals which
constituted syllabi for the courses included in thn various types of traning.
The training requirements and procedures --: further ampcified by sub-
ordinate Mang wings, and particular schedules for each clas;s were drawn
up at the station level. In general, training schedules prepared at low
echelons included somwhat more work than the minimum specified In
training standards from Headquarters, Arny Air Forces. This extra work
was completed as time, weather and maintenance conditions permitted.

Operational training was accomplied according to two general plan.
The older plan, referred to as OTU (Operational Training Unit) training
was used to get an entire aerial combat organization ready for overses
shipment. This included the training of both air and ground echelons at all
levels of command from the bomber command to the squadron. On an OTU
base, trainee personnel included the complete complement of a group made

i up of three sqtulrons. The ground and flying training of this personnd was
the responsibility of the Director of Training, a member of the pemmanent
party of the base, assisted by permanent party instructors. Flight and
squadron commanders and other supervisory personnel of the group assisted
in this training, gradually taking over the responsibility toward the end of
the period. Approximately four months were required. to accomplish micl-
mum training. While subordinate groups were being trained at various sta-
tions, their higher echelon command organization, wing and bomber or

* fighter cammand, was based at a central location, and was engaged in per-
fecting its organization and working out tactical exercises.

After overseas air forces were in operation, training was largely done In
CCTS (Combat Crew Training Station) in order to provide replacemiit
crews to keep the overseas organizations up to strength. The same training
directives were used as in OTU training, but trainee personnel comprised
only combat crews. The Director of Training and instructors wert perma.
nent party personnel and typically remained at the station thriugh succes.
sive cLasses. Normally, at any giver, time there were present on i ban.
either two or three classes in different stages . training. The CCTS train-
ing program was more typical, in terms of organization plan, of that in the
AAF Training Command than was OTU Training, siice successive classes
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ASSICAo1NT OF RSRR PERSIWNU

Aviation stdi mmaaetoteCnmnoAi o sfr

underFog qerational training. At this time, the psycogil program
bead already been in operation for Z%~ years in the AAF Training Cm4mxa
wbee a battery of pschoIcal tabt was administered to all aircrew can-
didate for selection and for kasiiatioa in airciew specialties. Thbe reslts
of these tests had been externdvey validated against succs or liininatio.
from Training Command Schools. To follow these individuals through op.
erational training rqiepree:d the neat logical step in validating the selec-
tkW and classification, procedures. Becaus Contineintal Air Force training
simulated combat conditions, and at the same time offered data which were
maire accessible tha any which could be obtained in the theaters, follow-up
studies in the training air forces were regarded as essential Further, it was
believed that psychologists could furnish useful information on aircrew per-
soninel by makring available psychological records from the MEF Training
Command and by devising and amisengnew tests for special types of
awsgaiments. On 23 August 1944 a letter was addressed to the Command-
ing Geners of the First, Second, Third and Fourth Air Formes, subject
"Research Officers," which assigned psychological personnel to these com-
mands a;- i included the following general stater'ent of mission:

a. To collect, assemble, and make available to commanding officers, dassifirakso tee
scores, stanints, profckocy test scon resuini records and. combat adjustment test
scores, and to adyise concerning the use of such information in the selection of person-
mel for lead crew and otber vecia types of operational traliing.

b. To administe aptitude and/or proldencey tests when indicated for the pwrpois ad
securing additIontal information for the selection of persoL4 for special training

c. To coflec and/or develop criterion data on the proficiency of individuals th carry-
Ing out various operational duties. Such data wil be used In refining present, testing
and selection proceduires or wil he forwarded to Headquarters, AAF Training Corn.
mand for use in validatiov studies to be conducted by that HEadq'Aruer.1 4- --
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Of theh tes of aciviyrtd ese n th lti tem " e above, a en d
* pzocrment of proficiency measures and validation of test restilts caled forr the mao effort on the part of research ;Per -oAn

After almost a year of resear6ch xerence had been paindw
Continental Air Forces, a formal statement of the missio, of aviadoa

i psychologists was published in AAF Letter No. 20o103, subjdct -Ayatin
Psyclogy in the Continental Air Forces," dated 19 July 1945, which reV
be found in the Appendix A.2. Those paragraphs relating to misw an
essentially similar to the ones in the letters of 23 August 1944, but no reir-f
ence was made to the development of new tests or studies of attitude
motivation and leadership. These deletions resulted from a decislon to cm.
cenuate on the other areas of research mentioned in the earier letter.

Specific Mission of Psychologica Sectiom ix each Air Pmw- -

I Some division of responsibility in the accomplishment of the over.tV mission stated above was made among the psychological sectims in the for
air forces. Shortly after psychologists were assigned, letters with the .bject
"Research Project" were sent from the Office of the Air Surgeon to each ak
force, indicating particular lines of investigation to be follwed within the

I: framework of the general mission. In a letter dated 22 September 1944, the
First Air Force unit was directed to make a follow-up study of fighter pilots
in order to provide information on the relative validities of all dassficala

I tests for predicting fighter pilot success. This information was of spda
importance since at that time differential stanines were being assigned forS ofighter and omber pilot raining and an empirical c heck was dered an the
relative weights to be given tests for the fighter pilot stanine Suggestiom

i4 as to the type of criteria to be used were made in this letter, one paragraph
of which is quoted below.

2. It bs desired that specal attention be given to a follow-up study of flghar p
I' asigned to the First Air Force from recent AAF Trahiing Comomad O~mm7

follow-up study should include collection of the records of pilots whot have hrd accl.
dents, who have been brought before Flying Evaluatlon Boards, or who have bea
considered unutlsiactory bemse of lack of proficlency or ot.e reanom. Recrd ad
percent hits in fixed gunnery practice and records of gun men m bsions shod be
ollectedt. An o.ffort should also be made to Identify individuals who have bees out-
dandln* sm,.esful In RTU. trabug.

With this assignment, research personnel in the First Air Force inme.
diately concentrated thdr entire attention on fighter pilots In the First
Fhter Command of that air force, in which work they continued until
t h close of the war. The magnitude of these studies allowed no opporttu.

!S



,a* for studes wi the medfn &Wd heavy bombardment cc.w lso bei

tned in tw Fhnt Air Fmr .
e a r AM?, 15 Septembe 1944, subject "R eare PToJ.

ec%" directed that studies be made In the Secon Air Force tm problem
J in the formation of lead crews This letter was written in antilpatioa of a

subsequet Interest throughout the Continental Air Forces In the selection
and training of lead cws before their shipment to combat. A reent
"mgab from this lietter folow

L At th3 poesent time e polem of sectng *W puttng togethr Anlvdua for
Unfang as potential lead crewis aommd to be of highest priority for tho rmrc
ows in your Command. 11e Comunding Generals of adous overes sik fow

A have ilincated thut Insofar as pcuis, superior Individuals should be Identiied sa
trained together in the Zone of the Interior so that overseas commanders can amni
lead crews .aofar vs practicable from among these potential lead czews. Tre develop
meat of spedc procdum for lkatifying superior individuals has already received a
great deal of attention. Available data Indicat that both the starlne scores and specal
combat aptitude rating computed from speci dasaficelon test scores give dgnict
predictions of combat performance and should be Interpreted and used for the purpose
outlined above. It is desired that special attention be given to further work on the
development of lead %sew APW atns

Whl&e they were still in the Training Command, the research personnd
who were assigned to the Third Air Force had been working on a study of
the attLudes toward a second tour of combat duty o:f gunners returned from
overseas. Paragraph 2 of a letter from Headquarters AAF, dated 4 October
1944, directed research personnel in this Air Force to continue similar
studies on the utilization of returned pilots, bombardiers and navigators.
Certain statements were made concerning other studies which should be
undertaken by that research section as indicated by the succeeding para-S graphs of the cited letter:

g. In connection with the type of study outlined in the preceding pargaraph, In-

portance Is attached to the Implications of this or similar research for the more ge.
erad problems of lea" .'.shlp, motivation and attitude in AAF personnel

4. Research that : concerned with the problem of selecting personnel for lead crew
and other spe d t' 1*s of operational training Is important as well as follow-up studies
to determine the ,alidity of present selection and classification tests for predictins
proficency in v- ous operational duties. However, since considerable research on ths
problem s unde way in the Second Air Force and in various overseas Air Forces, it is
believed desira,'. at the present time for personnel in your command to give highest
priority to revarch on the problems outlined in the preceding pamgmphs.

The .,ea of concentration for the psychological section in the Fourth
Air Forc: was similar to that for the First, in which particular emphasis
was giv ,a tc studies on fighter pilots, especially those types of aircraft
which '; ere used only in the Fourth Air Force. Below is quoted a paragraph
from . letter, Headquarters, AAF, 6 October 1944, subject: "Research
Prop.LV

2. it Is desired that special attention be given to !, follow.up study of pilots assigned

to ae Fourth Air Force from recent AAF Training Command cl&sses In this follow.

6,



up study specil :onsideratio sould be gi" to nlght-fghter pilots and two-aSSighter pilots. Studies should be made for the purpose af determhdag the ty"e d

- Inividual who is most ,uccessful as a might-figher ani a two-engie pot and fw
determini the spedal requtmnts that are spedfc opentIout o tiee .W

This letter further indicated the desirability of obtaining additional informs-
tion from instructors and commanding officers relative to pilot proficieocy.
Special mention was made of the importance of determining the rdations*i
between night-vision tests and proficiency in night-fighter pilot training. It
was stated that a study of night-fighter pilots should be done to yidd In-
formation on the requirements of instrument flying.

At the time when psychological sections were assigned to the four air

forces in September 1944, the operation of these commands was directed by
Headquarters, Army Air Forces. Thus the Psychological Branch, Research
Division, Office of the Air Surgeon, dealt directly with the psychological
sections in the four air forces, coordinating their research work and receiv-
ing reports of progress. With the establishment of Headquarters, Con-
tinental Air Forces, a commissioned aviation psychologist was assigned to
the Office of the Surgeon on 3 May 1945, and took over the detailed super.
vision of the psychological sections. Throughout the remainder of the war,
this officer devoted his att-ntion to bringing about a closer coordination of
res'.- rch on similar problems in the four air forces. With the exception of a
new emphasis on the measurement of proficiency of crews as a whole, no
basic change in the mission or operation of the four air forces psychological
sections took place with the establishment of this intermediate headquarters
section.

Psychological personnel sent to the four air forces in Septembd 1944
were assigned to the Surgeon in each of these commands. Initially, all .-
search personnel in the First, Third and Four Air Forces were located in
these headquarttrs, while in the Second Air Force one officer and two en-
listed men were immediately assigned to each of the following subordinate
wings: 16th Bombardment Wing at Biggs Field, El Paso, Tex., where B-17
and B-29 training were carried on; 46th Bombardment Wing at Ardmore
Army Air Field, Ardmore, Okla., which was engaged in heavy bombardment
training using B-17's; 15th Bombardment Wing whose headquarters was
located at Colorado Springs, Colo., and which was engaged in B-24 train-
ing; and 72d Fighter Wing at Peterson Field, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
which gave training in P-40 and P-47 fighter aircraft.''

Research personnel in the Third and Fourth Air Forces remained in the
headquarters organization throughout the war, while in the First Air Force,
a division of personnel took place. One officer and two enlisted men were
detached for a period of 90 days at Bluethenthal Field, Wilmington, North
Carolina, to study long rang. figlhter pilot training. During this period the

7



~301st Fghter Wing requested that this psychological officer accompany the

~Wing oerseas, which be did on an extunded tour of temporary duty. A
pennan, t division of personnel took piace on 2 December 1944, at which
time an operatiug unit was established a) Richmond Army Air Base, Rkb-

Smood, Va., to which all personnel, except1 the Chief of the Section, andth
pmonne on detached service, were assigned. This transfer was made be-
came at that time this base served three functions; a basic fighter pilo

training station, an in-processing base for all fighter pilots reporting to the
Fir-., Air Force for training and a staging area for the out-processing of
fighter pflot grduates for assignment overseas This made it a strategic
location for research operations, since psychological records couldcol
veniently b- initiated, maintained and completed for all student personnel

Ppersonnel
in heFirt igherCommiz

A list of all personnel who were assiged to the psychological sections in
the Continental Air Forces at any time during the existence of these sections
is given in table I.I. This roster is organized in terms of air force units and
gives the name, rank, army serial number and station for each officet and
enlisted man.

Spedfie Tipes of Project Undertaken in Each Air Force

In the main body of this report ,a attempt will be made to present an
integrated picture of the results of research in te psychological units of all
four air forces, organized in rms of the findings about certain aircrew
positions, and in relation to particular research problems. It is, therefore,
believed appropriate to present in this section a brief account of the types
of projects undertaken in each air force to show how each psychological
unit went about the fulfillment .of its general and specific missions.

Firsi Air Pc=
Since research personnel in the First Air Force were directed to give

primary attention to fighter pilots, a procedure was early established for
following all student pilots through their entire training in the First Fighter -

Command. A basic population file was created with a card for each itudent
containing two types of intormation: personnel data and proficiency meas-
ures. In the first category appeared the student's name, rank, officer serial
number, name of last Training Command School and date of departure
therefrom, names of each First Fighter Command Station to which assigned
and dates of departure from these, stanines of all specialties, testing number
and the Training Command Class number. Under proficiency measures
were presented all available proficiency data. A complete ile was main-
tained for all students entering training on or after 25 March I944 kept up
to date until the end of hostilities. Thm file served as a basic research tool

* -.a.'- *,



for studies of reliability of aitez. and for validation of selection pIO

* dures. Among thle studies accol~nislied were analyses of the elac'S ha

recording and distributions of gunnery scores, and studies of their reliabirb-
ties and of Oil learning displayed on successive gunnery inisdom T"e

other types of criteria already in use at certain training bases wore hated

* and studied:. mission grades and comments, and records of 1adi- ad

te-fskept by mobile control units. A great deal of attention was OMvi
to the development of certain over-all proficiency measures. Printed rating
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scales for basic and advanced fighter pilot training were devised, analyzed
and used in validation studies, and later a technique was developed for
obtaing prcficieucy ratings from interviews with instructors. Accidents
were analyzed in terms of psychological causes and were used for validatiam
studies. A procedure was worked out to isolate groups of students of high
ad of low proficiecy, in terms of all available criteria, to be used in ex;
teasive validation studies.

Swtcsd Air Force

Psychological research in the Second Air Force went through four phases.
Preliminary exploration of the relation between aptiiude scores and the de-
grec of success in operational training was made by one officer while on
temporary :'uty from the Training Command. Validation studies using
records of Flying Evaluation Boards and proficiency ratings by instructors
and directors of training on pilots, copilots, navigators and bombardiers in
heavy bombardment training were dcne during this period. The second
phase began with the arrival of other research personnel on permanent as.
signment, and was characterized by a detailed exploration of the types of
proficiency measures available in fighter and heavy bombardment training.
The reliabilities of all available criteria were studied and the usefulness of
simple ratings and rankings was evaluated. During this period, in coopera-
tion with the Operations Analysis Section of Operations and Training,
plans were drawn up for the selection and training of outstanding crews as
potential lead crews. These plans failed to obtain the approval of higher
headquarters and were, therefore, not put into operation. In a third phase,
beginning in the early part of 1945, research activities were gradually.
shifted from heavy to very heavy bombardment training. Time was spent
in the analysis of criterion data already obtained and in a further study of
the problem of selecting potential lead crews. In May 1945 a fourth change
in emphasis occurred, when all personnel, other than those assigned to
fighter pilot studies, worked on the problem of measurirg the proficiency
of B-29 crews. Descriptive rating scales were developed for the assessment
of proficiency of the crew as a whole and of each of its members. These
were tried out at selected OTU and CCTS bases. These latter .tudies rep-
resented part of a coordinated research program in the Second, Third and
Fourth Air Forces on development of standard measures of crew proficiency
to be used throughout the Continental Air Forces in furnishing overseas
commanders with information on replacement crews, and in -validating crew
selection procedures being instituted at that time in the Training Cnmmand.

Third Air Force

Research personnel of thi: Third Air Force spent the first three months
after assignment completin; their survey of the qualifications of returned
combat personnel for furtLr duty. During visits made to all Third Air
Force stations in connect )n with this work, psychologists made observa-
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tions on procedures used in assessing proficiency. A second major pro t

was undertaken in fulfillment of the section's directive to study problem sIn
leadership. The section made two surveys of airplane commander abMtW
and set up and operated practical procedures for the assembly of heavy
bombardment (B-17) crews on the basis of comoatibility. At the direa-

*tion of the Commanding General, Third Air Force, a service project ws
completed on the utilization of negro personnel, and another survey on the
disposition of aircrew trainees in the Third Air Force was done at the sog-
gestion of the Office of the Air Surgeon. Coincident witk] these studies
analyses were made of the relation between stanines and disposition by
Flying Evaluation Boards, and also the occurrence of accident. During
the last few months of the war, Third Air Force psychologists undertook
the development of specific proficiency measures for a variety of aircrew
duties and participated in the general research program on the measure-
ment of crew proficierwy which was directed from Headquarters, Con-
tinental Air Fors.

owtk Air Pore

Upon assignment to Headquarters, Fourth Air Force, research personnd
initiated a systematic approach to the fulfillment of the section's mission in
a series of studies of P-38 fighter pilot and B-24 heavy bombardment
training. These included job analyses, studies of the adequacy and reliabili-

ties of existing criteria, validities of stanines and test scores and studies in
the learning or forgetting of aircrew skills. Completion of these projects
occupied most of the year. Criterion and validation studies were also done
on P-61 night-fighter pilots. Assistance in the validation of tests and
stanines for a large number of P-38 pilots was received from the Analysis
and Records Section of AAF school of Aviation Medicine, Randolph Field,
Texas. During the summer of 1945 the Fourth Air Force also participate
in studies of B-29 crew and individual proficiency measurement. Research
was begun at the B-29 lead crew training school at Muroc Army Air Field,
Muroc, Calif., an installation operated jointly by the Fourth Air Force and
the Twentieth Air Force, fo which ,olected crews were returned from the
Marianas for a period of intensive lead crew training. Assistance was en-
dered to operations analysts and to operations and training personnel at the

School in the construction of rating scales and studies were done by the
psychological section of the reliability of the ratings obtained.

Comments on the Conduct of Research Operations

In the follow-up studies made by all four air forces the general proce-
dures were roughly the same. Personnel of each psychological section or
subsection visited training bases, procured data from the squadron opera-

tions office, and elicited the cooperation of instrucLors and other training
personnel in making ratings and discussing problems of proficiency measure-
ment. In addition to the cooperative relations maintained with training per-



ond, psychologists made helpful contacts with operations analysts, statis-
tical control sections and personnel engaged In acedent analysis. Mention
has already been made of certain projects carried on jointly with operations
analysts. From their professional point of view, operations analysts saw
and appreciated many of the problems which interested psychologists.
Statistical control personnel furnished useful rosters and in some cases sup-
plied statistical aid with IBM equipment. From accident analysis sections,
psychologists obtained over-all summaries of accident data, specific accident
reports and information about causes and classification of accidents. Re-
search personnel also made useful contacts with various other sections at all
echelons of command

Certain characteristics of the training mission of the Continental Air
Forces presenLd -'ifficulties to the pwbolor'_ fi in the accomplishment of

'1cir mission. Many problems had their basis in the fact that in cpsrational
training there was little interest in differences in individual ability above
a certain minimum satisfactory level of performance. This lack of interest
was due largely !o the commitment system which required the air forces to
prteare crews and individuals for combat in the largest possible numbers.
Quotas assigned made little allowance for the elimination of any individuals
other than those who wete obviously below minimum proficiency levels.
Thus, even though training personnel recognized a considerable range in
ability among students, less than three percent of all trainees were re-
evaluated because of poor performance. However, the small percentage of
students found really unsatisfactory also reflects in part the rigid pre-
seaction which occurred in the AAF Training Command. That such selec-
tion was taking place was known to many training officers who then exirected
that most of the students assigned to operational training could be able to
and would perform in a satisfactory manner.

As a result of the lack of emphasis upon or need for discriminating
among students with regard to proficiency, few accurate records of individ-
ual performance were maintained. Research personnel obtained whatever
objective scores were available including fixed gunnery, skip and dive bomb.
ing scores, circular error in bombing, records of camera and radar bombing,
gun camera records and many others. The adequacy and reliability of these
various measures are discussed in appropriate sections of this report.

The measurement of the proiciency of the crew as a whole, in contrast to
or in addition to the assessmemt of the individual crew members, was not
done at all by training personne, er cept in the research procedures initiated
and supervised by thc research sec;lons in the various air forces.

Another source of problems confronting research personnel was the varla.
tion in training from one statio, and class to another. These variations
were in amount of training (hou '., missions) and in emphasis on different
a.Lpects of the curriculum. Varia. on occurred from one station to another
and from one class to anothcr a. the same station. Direct comparison., of
groups on the basis of the rec ds were, therefore, Impossible and large
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sce follow-up studies were difficult Irregularities !a the amot o b i

ing received by students were caused by delays in the formation of cew1
when individual specialists failed to arrive on schedule at the training be., s

by foreshortening of the training program to meet overseas movement M
quirements, and by delays due to maintenance difficulties. Irreulaftes
from station to station in the emphasis on different parts of the curiuum
had two main causes. A trend toward decentralization with delegation of
responsibility for detailed training procedures to the station level cbaracte.
ized Continental Air Forces training, and probably resulted frow the early
mission of continental air force units in tactical and deferse operations. 
This trend was somewhat reversed toward the end of the war. A secod -

reason for differences in emphasis was the fact that imtructors were drawn
in increasing numbers from the ranks of aircrew members returned from
overseas. Their experiences in the combat zone largely determined which
phases of training they thought most important. Since they came from dif--
ferent theaters, their views reflected differences in tactics employed in these
theaters. Thus, in completing the follow-up studies, aiation. prcholosts
had to resort to several different piocedures to correct for differeuces in the
range and the absolute values of proficiency scores obtained from different
base"

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The basic orientation of the Aviation, Psychology Program toward the
individual aircrew position is reflected in the subsequent organization of this
report. The first group of chapters is devoted to each aircrew specialty
found in the Continental Air Forces, outlining the job requirements, meth-
ods for measurement of proficiency in the ,ecialty, and the relation of
achievement of individuals on selection and classification tests to measured
performance on the job. The amount of space given to each is a function of
the amount of research data accumulated during the emergency period, and
does not necessarily correspond to the relative importance of that aircrew
position within the crew or in the tactical formation. Following these Is a
chapter on the crew as a whole which discusses the pt -blem of evaluating a
crew as a working team, achieving a common goal, rather than as a collec-
tion of specialists. Subsequent chapters recount those studies which were
undertaken somewhat aside from or incidental to the major objectives of
the program.

13



CHAPR TWO________

Fighter Pilot Studies

ANALYSIS OF DUTIVS
Although the detailed analysis of the fundamental job of the pilot was

felt to be the responsibility of the Psychological Research Project (Pilot)
In the AAF Trai "ng Command, some study of the training requirements
.q - duties of the fighter pilot in operational training was obviously neces-
sary. In the discussion which follows, those aspects of the requirements are
stressed whic". are peculiar to operational training and combat. No attempt
is made to present a detailed statement of training, since this varied from
time to time, and also can easily be obtained from the appropriate training
manuals and directives. Rather, emphasis Is placed upon the results of
studies made to obtain information about the qualities necessary for success,
and upon those activities of the pilot which yielded criteria of proficiency.

Job Deseptlom
Inforwation about the jcb of the fighter pilot in operational training was

obtained from many sources: Training Standards, manuals, training direc-"
tives, conferences with instructo.s, observations, of certain aspects of train-
ing and conversations with pilots who had had combat experience. Below
is given a brief outline of fightez pilot training requirements as obtained
from these sources. Additional it formation is given under the section on
criteria where more detailed descr' tions are given of those operations and
requirements which yielded data t, ed as criteria of proficiency.

Combat training guides for P-'7, P-40 and P-38 type aircraft were
found respectively in I Fighter Co imand Circular 50-8 with amendments,
in Second Air Force Manual 50-6'1 revised from time to time, and in 4th
Fighter Command Memorand.:m 4 '-8 also revised. Minimum :equirements
in each case included 120 h,,lrs of flight training bpread ov.r a 10- to 12-
week period. In addition, e i ch student took ground courses covering such
subjects as navigation, con nunications, meteorology, tactics, combat in-
telligence, gunnery and othe.. The numbers and typi-3 of missio's and the
organization of flight traini varied somewhat for tOe different types of
aircraft and in the different :ommands involved. For example, with P-38
aircraft, training was at fir divided into two phase, taken at different
stations. Later all P-38 tra ing was done at the same stations and phase
distinctions were dro;:ped. . the Second Air Force th1! P-40 and P-47
training had no phase divisic i except that all missions in Aerial and ground
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guimery, rocket firing, and dive bombing were usually done at special gob-
nery stations to which pilots were assigned for short periodo. Finally, P-47
training in the First Air Force was divided into two phases, basic and .4-.
vanced, taken at different statloM. ,

In the early part of training (basic phase) emphasis was oan famffllari-
tion with the operation of the aircraft and on the simpler combat mam-
vers. Experience was given in missions it different altitudes; and oyg
equipment and the anti-G suit were tried out in approptiate maneuvem.
Individual and unit combat was practiced and some night flying done. In
the later part of flying training (advanced phase) were included more cot-*
plex maneuvers, further experience in fcrtiation flying, training in gnnay,
strafing, bombing, low altitude navigatiov and night flying. UCombimA

training," involving coordinated missions wih bombardment type aircraft,
was an important part of this training

In addition to the requir- d missions, several hours of unspecified flytug
were allotted in the directives, allowing individual stations to supplement
the required missions -according to local nceds. Differences in the use of
this time and differences in facilities and conditions existing at differeut
stations tended to make training less homogeneous than would be-indicated
by statements found in the training directives, Such var'ations in trainin
added greatly to the difficulties met in obtaining adequate criteria of
proficiency of the individual pilot.

Job Specifications

The factors involved in flying fighter type aircraft may be separated
into two categories. They are skills and traits. This is admittedly an
arbitrary division, but seems to be one which permits an efficient handling
of the available data. The term skill is in general applied to a psychomotor
response in a flying situation. The term trait is used in the discussion of
modes of behavior wbich appear to spnring irom the psychological back-
ground of the pilot. An example of a skill is a "quick rejoin"; and an ex-
ample of a trait is "aggressive in the air." The information atout both the
skills and zhe traits important for success as a fighter pilc, was 9btained
from a number of sources. In the discussion which follows, these skills and

traits are discussed separately according to source from which the inform..
tion was obtained. The over-all picture provided by the traits and skills
described in this section may be thought to furnish a rough set of job
specifications for the successful fighter pilot.

Skils'

1. General analysis of skills.-Aviation psychologists in the Fourth Air
Force obtained information as to what were the most important flying skills
for P-38 fighter pilots from four main sources of information: "Hangar
Flying," or interviewing flying personnel; study of training regulations;
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- ,-1 ;sjVu ca~rd conweis.-.A analysis of factor- cogicerned Wfth aykg

the 1-47 was made by research persomnd in F"s Mir Foce- from istructor
co~nmtsou mxsio cards- There were eight tyPes of cards, cover*n the

following iwLi'r in the basic phas of training: transition, kxmatias,
navigation. ins~xment. acrobatics, combat inanennn night ftying and
aros-cwmtrY. The commw!5 were volinmtary additions to the grading of
the missions. During the cocus of instruction,6 a s-tudent, pilt was graded
on different mission by 6 to 1.0 instruictors, usualy several times, by ach.
For a sample of 2W0 cases with a minimum of 10 cards and a minimum total
of 5 camts, the analysis shown in table 2.1 was obtained. It must be
said that the categories are probably to a larP degree a function of the type
of Dlying. Since the misions covered the basic flying phase, cae mut be
exercised in drawing any general coriclusions for all types of flying. Tbe
comments were analyzed into three categories: favorable coniinm&s neutral
remarks, wad major criticismis. Distributiins of the favorable and unfavor-
able comments for different aspects of flying are shown below. The eats-
p orits are not mutualy exclusive, but represent the best grouing of the
comments that could iogically be decided upon. it is clear from 1!S dat
that instructors tended to comment favorably upon rather than criticize
misr,.on rfo.mance by a ratio of two to one. They apparently considered
forn-ation flying in general (unspec.), technique of rejoining formations in
particuiar, and Lw-ding technique as the most important skils in operational

-training for fighter pilots.
3. Deficienicies reported for pilots i ecling ti4ng evaluatiou boards.-

Research personnel in the Fourth Air Ft ce made a study of case reports of
student pilots who appeared before Fl ng Evaluatii'n Boards because of
lack of proficiency in flying P-38, P-3?, and P-61 aircraft. Of 33 day-
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of each of several categories of deficiencies. The data show seVeral de&-
ciencies were reported for some of these student pilots. Deficiencies, in

skills were apparently reportzd about twice as frequently as trait deficiencies
in the student pilots considered for re-evaluation. In the discussion under

traits, it will be shown that many of the observed deficiencies in skil were
actually thought by instructors and flight surgeons to be caused by trait

* deficiencies. Hence, no great weight should be given to the relative fre-
quencies with which traits and skilL were given as official reasons for io.

-evaluation

rSince formation flying was so frequently, reported as a reason for m'
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evaluation, a special aralysis was made of deficencies reported in this
category. The results are given in table 2.3.

Finally, the principal flying deficiencies resulting in Flying Evaluation
Board Action were examined for 13 . 1,u-a-t.d -10.-fighter students Al)
but three of these were reported as failing to meet night-fighter instrument
suandards, probably largely a mattei of deficiencies in skills. One each was
re-evaluated for over-cautiousness, lack of confidence, and "poor pilot

Twa-z 2.2.--Spedfic defidexdes reported for ayi-stukt
co.sidered for re-emdu.5lou

FOLRTU All FO
Defidexda Frequency

Sims: * ~*4
Specifi flyinmg situatbo=

Formation flying ....................................... 22
Acrobatics .......................................................... 5
Gunnery patterns ................................................... 2
Lknft p .... .. ... ..... ...... . ...

Total .......................................... 31

Flying techn~qnc:
Slow progress (slow learning) ....................................... S
Slow reaction time .................................................. 7
UBlow minimum standard ......................................... 4
Poor coordination ...................................................
Roughne s in control ...................................... ......... 1
Oracontrol ........................................................ 1

TO otal .................. . ...................................... 24
Total ......................................................... 1

Tnft:

Dangerous, reckless, carele ............................................ .
Poor judgment ........................................................ 6
Lacks discipline ....................................................... 4
Lacks con~dence ...................................................... 4
Too cautious and delil'rate ............................................ 3
Lacks aggressiveness .................................................... 2
Poor attitude toward his duties ........................................ I

Total. traits ........................................................ 2

4. Student errors noted by in:.bile control unit observers.-.n the First
and Second Air Forces violations aoted by the observer in the mobile con-
trol units were used as a criterion of pilot proficiency. Research personnel
in the First Air Force selected as a sample the violations of 100 students
over a 30-day period for an analysi; of landing and take-off errors. As might
be expected, there are some ca. i of overlapping in the categories used.
Fcr instance, in landing it was w, al that the approach was low if the base
leg and final turn were low. Als if the approach was "hot," the landing
was most apt to be "hot." In .,,me cases, the decision as to where the
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error was reported was based on whether or not the pilot actually 1aded
or was instructed to go around. For example, the former might be reported
as a "hot" landing, wile the latter was reported a "hot" approac. In
table 2.4 is presented the distribution obtained.

1. General analysis ol traits.-An obvious source of information about
traits important for success as a fighter pilot was interviews with instrue.
tors and fighter pilots with combat experience. Research persomnel of both

TAwa 2.3.-Frequency disribsdiox of l cidsms made. Ofg /ormads J
of twtxty-wo re-evaluakd studexts

Fovi m AMR FORMi
Cris Fwwqumy

Failure to maintain position on turns:
Fans out on turns .................................................... I
Lags on turns ........................................................ 2
Loses altitude on turns ................................................ 2
Only shallow tuns........................................ I

Total ............................................................. 12

Failure to maintain position on maneuvers other than tram:
Slow to' join formation ............................................... 4
Starts maneuvem late ................................................ .
Lap In rat ram ....................................................... I
Poor acrobatics ....................................................... 1
Lagon take-off ........................................ 1

Total ............................................... 10

Faflur to maintain position in straight and level flight:
Stragglng, lagging...................... o.......................S
Erratic .............................................. S
Failure to fly dose .................... ................. 1
Mies below .................................. ..... I
Total ................................................ 12

General critidmis: -
Dangerous .............. .............. ... : .......... S
Slow reaction time ............................ .......... I

Total ......................................... ...... 6

the First and Fourch Air Forces obtained considerable information, from
this source. In addition, training manuals, ratin- procedures, and the like,
yielded information from which inferences could be made as to the im-
poitance of various traits. The following is a list of the most important of
the traits identified by research personnel of one or both Air Forces, to-
gether with phrases offering bref trait descriptions in each case.

a. Alertness.-Keeps continually alert while flying, spots installations
and other aircraft quickly, makes quick, intelligent responses to Instructions,
orders, signals, evidences of malfunction in the aircraft.



b. PFY-dues-CeoePrsaio,--Js cheerul ad agreeab fredly with
ev ou-e, geerally well l04ed wears well," is willi g to sacrice individual
desires In the Interests of cambat teamwod4 shows no harmful indfvdual-

ism, is able to work with others routinely without fictiam
c. gemess or combes.-Has strong desire for action with plane saint

TAnt 2.4,.--erm w& by zoo utka Au d eed b
nO&d cob *bmway

Wide, far A ............... ..... b....

LOWoee ... • o . ..... ..... * .o ... ooo oo-o..o1

Low 14

mo a*m voe

Totd . .. . - .. ..........

Nal turn: ow .............................. ....... n

L turn: ..ow ...... 74

wa. ................ ... ........................... 40

Spadn too a ................................................
Hot .2
Hih, overso.t. ........................................ .17
J.......................................... S
SAPPIng ................... ......... .....

Total .......................................... .............. :90

law ........ I ......................................... 29
1H31t ... . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ..20
Shift ................................................................Rough (dropped in) ...................................... 6

W heel I . . . . . . . .I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TOWt ...................................................... 6

Other: W eels down lte ................................. ............... 2
Tako-off:

Low tum ............................................................ 3
Low, (tal high) ...................................................... s

Total .................................................... ........... 3

Total number of errors .......................-.....................

the enemy, as student is primp, and enthusiastic about the routine as well
as more adventurous tasks, likes to be on offensive in simulated combat
maneuvers, is ictively and positively a vare of combat flying as the goal of

operational triining.
d. Leaders'ip.-Accepts and discharg!s responsiblipy well, is willing to

take the leae in new siturtiuns, is respe'.ted by other students.
e. Air disc 'line.-Executes orders pro'.iptly, obeys instructions and fol.

lows flying rtulations, thinks and flies fct fhe success of the whole group
regardlesr of i. i lividual considerations
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beb&vio stabk ad p bh
S. Esdawme.-HU p ad mw lmba to stad b" bom d

h. Idusbiox .- DeAles time and enU to uaing bey l. md
requirements, is determned tos e puts ft ew job m or -k.b
required, ezieods b6isi to le am a pioes, eM tcc
and the limitation and poss&Iblesof blsi .

L M w*y of Sd ,..-Av,,a& hardovg, epeuv pactkas, adbh
toughtless violations of regulations resulting in Inefficient we of adab
follows advice of peiP r pieas

j. Attetion det& -Has a wholsome reect for detail pPc .
devwelop for the safety of y perso l and foOms them Pza*. -I

k. Coowge.-Is able to fly dose formation witbout efaidfn dan.
geroma maneuvers, has few abortive mdimLm

L Mgiwy &diSc oe.-Has reuec for weriors, obeYs requdm 04
orders, is prompt, is nezt, ebc-

m. PouiMy of growt k-Is able to develop as new tasks u* s!w!
ps new prob learns new lessos and aes inacusrmg rp

n. Morc.-Makes the best of the situatim in w.ich he U& kweK,
as no interfwng persona worries, will wto. t combat lmoa Vt hi dwn.
Obviousl, satr, of the above traits considerabl overlap ci., It bs

also lkey that therew -,d be disagreement amng obseeS S to the im-
portance of many of them. For traits i6entified in the First Air Force, =
attempt was made to obtain evidence of both disc'etmas and a P Iqpi.
From interviews with combat pilots, 12 traits had been identified a d]f-
ferentiating the better combat pilots from the poore. "1-se traits wM
then ranked by the experienced pilots in the order of their rehtive g-
cance. Comments were also requested regarding the discretness of the
traits and clarity of definition. The results are summarized in tale 2.5.

TiAw 2 S.-E , wtioa el trdU JIxguiA fI AgW iP

(N-IS)
Msa I

MrkRa Rank Din

Ait dis t and tunwar. ........................ .71. 0

E~a o om@ ........... 2

;:............ __ 2
Toughutiema ......... . ............. . )

h, ........... ............... 9.15

1 Number of pilots who stated this trait to be the saIM ar pat of, asetr t* Atd.
'Refers to the number of plots who stated this trait to be a summstios of a the Otl rW
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On the basis of ratigs of discreteness shown in the uAe, the traits of ag-
pdees cismv ss, and tooh th aking were combined with each
othor with other traits ia the lis.. A similar procedure applied to the
more utenshve lis from both Air Forces would probably result ia ad&i-
tim consolidatice and diadV

2. Commets on Wsie cards.-Since kss than S percent of the mission
card comments referred to traits, the particular traits metom probably
have little significance. "Judgment " "air discipline" and "'cockpit proce-
dxe, seemed to be the oly traits directly .bsm-td by the instructrs

lading mission performance. This is perhaps cly natural since.a trait is
ordinarily thought an ov.r-all cowtnuing Oanrteristic to be inferred from
many ohseatiom. Mission comments us'.fly referred to specific observa-

;Oms of behavy" :r on a single mi9im.
3. Psyckdogicil ca ,ftiow of piot-oo.r accidents.-Anotte method of

obtaining information about qualities important for pilot stratum is to study
the qualities of individuals who fal, particuly those qualities that might
have contributed to the falzre. In a sense, pilots that have aircraft acci-
dents due to pilot error may be considered to have failed in me aspect of
their job. Hence, a study of the psychological reasons for such accidents
would seem to be worth whil

An analysis of P-47 pilot-error accidents in terms of probable psyco.-
logical causation was made by the First Air Force research persoond from
the data recorded on the accident report:; sent in to Headquarters, I FIghter
Command. The examination of the individual accident records consited of
two steps. The first involved abstracting all pertinent information trom the
records on each case. When all records had been abstracted, each cate was
taken up for analysis by a cotranittee of three to five men. Each member,
working independently, made his own assessment of probable psychological
causation from the infonnation on the accident in the ab-tracted record.
Following this step, differences in assessment of a psychologic,: trait were
discussed and eliminated in the committee. A summary table of the ;,..yco,.
logical categories and their relative frequencies is presented in tabh -.6. A
similar procedure yielded somewhat different results in a study of IMG -

secutive P-47 accidents in the Second Air Force. Data from this analyst,
are also shown in table 2.6. The relative frequencies of different categories
of reasons in the twc distributions are somewhat different. Either the nature
of the accidents was different in the two commands or the psychologists
differed markedly in their interpretation of the reports.

4. Reasons for flying evaluation board action.-Studies of reasons given
for re-evaluation of fighter pilots by Flying Evaluation Boards in the Fourth
Air Force indicated that traits were reported approximately one-half as
often as skills. (See table 2.3, page 8). However, in the reports traits were
frequently listed as expl inations or reasons for the lack of skill reported. In
*able 2.7 are given the explanations in terms of traits offered by flight sur-
geons and instructors for deficiencies in skill that were reported. Thus,
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&ahug more than Mal of the re-evaluvtions were ascribed to U& of *K
it was apparenitly belevd unfavorable traits were fundanmntl reaw

S. Study of &*Uts ox tMe Umuesoe persoediy ixwenory ix rdatten to
.wddeuts and flyiu evaluation board action.-As a cooperative pipjad
with the psychiatrist at the P-47 Fighter Pilot. Wiug InotiacmUnit
in the Secon Air Force, the Minnesota 1ultiphasic Personality Jnvmntay

was administered to all incoming trainee and combat returnees in the W1
of 1944. Data are available for this population on the icdneOf aircraftI
accidents and eliminato from. training by FEB action. It was thought that

Tnzz 2-6.-?syckdopkicams co~itnbutal to .it-.um .cdhnt

Caz '#r ir PotL-*cIa C&USWV

N Pen
Speed-&itance umiclatiam .................... 41 26
LncantiOl5 PhOb ......................... 36 23

* Poor diviicof atetas ..................................... 3S n
Reaction, after imposed enrecy .................. It It

a. Speed-dlStanct Miscautca~o .................. (9) (6)
b. Poor 1k- f hgoa e .................... (is) (12)

Poor Plant judgmat ........................ 9 6
Recklesm.................................................7I S

Tot............................. 155 109

Secoad Air P" Svi

N Percen percS 1AP
Poor judgineit (miscalculation of ipeed, etc.) ...... 14 17 32
Incautious planning (includes reciecn)............ 41 51 21
Reaction afttr hmposed aergency ........... 5 10 it
Poor diision of attetion ....................... 17 21 23
Miscellaneous, not dauis ...................... 1 I I

TO .............................. Sia 100 100

a comparison of the test scores of pilots who later had accidents or were
eliminated from trainiing with scores of pilots who were more successful In
training might reveal personality differences that might be of predictiveL value. In table 2.8 are presented the mean scores for pilots with aircraft
accidents and/or who were eliminated by FEB action and mnean scrsfor

* pilots more successful in operational training. Except for a larger per.
centage of doubtful answers among the failure group, none of the difference
between the two groups is of significance. The trait where the diffeze=c
most nearly approaches significance (8 percent level or less) is Pt or
"Psychasthenia" and here the failure group shows the adverse trait even
less than the success group. Sincecthe lie score is also slightly greater for
the failure group, no great significoice can be attached to any of the ob).
served differencem:
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Of perhaps more interest is the senerally favorable score on most trats
of the total group. The main exception here Is the poor or "abnormal"

core an Ma, Hypomanla. Evidently the fighter pilot differs from the
norm of the general population rather markedly In this trailt. is co.
ddes with the popular view of the ideal fighter pilot as slightly manic and

owracdr.
TAws 2.1--PMghs huinmcoW aind Aise Wgte"u' 9X&a *5 Io of

Spedjc kdeukdts in veuwW t. udxtr
YOUyIa AIR YOac

Zsgkua~e

Pernamt and ch, Icter ddeft
Defects not directly assoiated witb iybg

Emotionany lmatuu .......................................... S
Emotionally Unstabl ........................................... 3
IAr of dp ......................................

a eon......... .................................... I

"Totenal l .............. d.....................................63

Deets dixectly asodat! wit b r

A e l ..................................................... ..... 14
L ca tr onfii ............................................... I
"Tempermentary un.ated* ...................................... 6
Nomn e ................................................... 4
PDy atric ondition ............................................ 3
No desire to le ....................................... 4
Tene es ........... ............... ..........................

for acrobatics ...................................

lotracto ti...............................................s7General defects ("I&Av of aptude) ............................... $
Pooc Judgpnevt ... ............................................. S
Slow reaction tim. ........... .................................. $
Slow learning rate ...... ........................................

Tot . "......................................

CRIT'RI4 OF PROFIENCY
The types of mh;sions a! i main emphasis of training have been described

in the previous section. ot all of the missions or all of the training ac-
tivities were suitab!e for 'se in evaluating pilot proficiency. Certain mis-
sions :nd activities yielc i relatively more useful measures than others.
Many provided no nforr i tion whatever except number of hours of ,lying
accomplished. In the fc )wing discussions of the individual crite-ia an
atterrt will be made t, evaluate each in terms of certain standards of
useflies. The main co iderations are: tb , nature of the distributions of
scores (dispersioL, and 'ewness); the reliability of the scores (internal
consistency); the capa, to discriminate between individuals known to
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differ In proficiency; the extent to which all aspecs of the job are covered-
the objectivity (susceptibility to perenal bias, general lmpresoa errOM

etc.); and susceptibility to miscellaneous and special sources of erarr.
Finally, at the i-nd of the section on Criteria, there Is an over-all evaluatlm,
including comparisons between various different criteria.

Single Criteia

Fixed Gunnery, Bombing and Rocket Firig
1. Description.-In the advanced phase or latter half of fighter piles

training at the operational level, the principal emphasis was upon instruo.
tion in gunnery, bombing, and rocket firing. Minimum requirements were
ihe firing of 2,000 rounds per student for P-38, P-40 and P.-47 students.

T~s.z 2.8.-Comparisox of scores on tIe Minnesota multuips* nveisier
163 Pilots having aircraft accidents or FEB action

804 Pilots without accidents or FEB elimIantion
SECOND AIR FORC

Trait desciptiona Faire T"ou Suce a P
Code Mean S. Mainn L.D.

DoubtWl Answers ................ ............ 49.3 2.3 50.3 2.6
Lie Score ........................... Lie ........ 52.3 4.0 51.7 S.6
Bizarr Answes. ................... F .......... 51.1 2.6 51.4 .4

* ..................... E c a......... 43.7 4.3 43.8 4.7
Depres.s .......................... D 45.0 7.5 44.4 76.
Hystera....................... r 52.6 7.0 51.6 6.6

.PsycotPD..::::: 5!.o 9.3 49.3 .1
Mhny......... ........ ........ 4.9 9.0 49.9 9.0

Paranda................ ....... ... ... 50.3 6.4 50.$ 1.2
. .. .... P t ......... 4.2 6.3 45.8 1.4

S..................... . 4S.1 5.6 6.1 6.6
ypnaa...................Ma ..... 57.0 9.5 56.6 9.4

A maximum of 3,000 to 3,600 rounds was permitted. Gun camera missions
up to a maximum of 50 percent of aerial gunnery training time were per-
mitted, provided the minimum rounds-fired requirement was met.

Gunnery training missions were of three types: camera, air-to-air firing,
and air-to-ground firing. Air-to-air firing was done at low, medium, and
high altitudes. The target was towed approximately 1,000 feet behind a
TB-26 flying strmight and level at 175 to 180 m. p. h. Scores on high
altitude missio.s were usually low and such missions were seldom scored,
bV ng flow-s for familiarization only. The data below on air-to-air firing
were t-:.Cen from low and medium altitude missions. The usual target was
6 b' 30 feet in size (180 sq. ft.). The number of hits on the target was
di,,*ded by the number of rounds fired to provide the "gunnery score" (ie.,
,.rcent hits). Because of shortages of materials, targets for air-to-air firing

were not always of the same type or size, although attempts were made to
compenste ;ur this variation by converting the percent hits obtained to

equivalent scores on a standard target. Whenever an atypical or frayed
target was used, a corrected hits score was obtained by the formula:
Corrected score = (180/actual target area) X (actual hits). Records of
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scorable roud fired and numbers of '*Ls were maintained by the gumey
officers or by record derks In the traln sedtions.

In ground gunnery the training direct;ves specified that a fnimum of
1000 rounds be fired for record at ground targets 36 square feet In m

This ground gunn-ay was considered a "build up and prelimuy for
aerial gunnery and strafing." Since a pilot usually obtained quite a few
hits on the target, it gave him confidence in himsel and his plane. Bomb-
ing training included both dive and skip bombing missions. The minimum
requirtmeats in skip bombing were -2 bombs dropped sinly upon a vertical
target 10 by 20 feet. In dive bombing students were required tW drop
16 bombs singly upor a target 300 feet in Jiameter for P-38 aircraft an
100 feet in diameter for P-40 and P-47 aircraft. The bombing was usually
scheduled in conjunction with other missions and was supposed to teach
p, oper approach technique, importance of correct trim, use of the gun sight,
.nd in dive bombing how to break downward at the same point as the
leader. Rocket firing was introduced into fighter pilot training in 1945, but
no data on rocket proficiency have been reported by the research units In
the Continental Air Forces.

2. Disadvantages as a cilion.--Use of gunnery scores as student pilot
proficiency data encountered a number of characteristic difficulties which
have plagued research workers in this field. Among these were the follow-
Ing:

a. Training procedures and requirements were in process of being
chnged almost continually during the fall, winter, and spring of 1944-45,
rendering not comparable the data obt.ined on successive classes of student
pilots

b. Station differences in recording rianery scores, in scheduling missions,
in providing incentives and in instru-l'.onal procedures led also to lack of
comparability of score. from station to station, even within a single air
lorce.

c. The number of s:;orable missiom (especially for air-to-air gunnery)
varied widely from stuident to student -yen in the same station and .ass.
These discrepancies w :re attributable b.,, to differences in number of mis-
sions flown and to su.h factors as numb,, of lost targetzs, gun jams, etc.,
which determined the number of scoreablt issions out of those actually
flown. -

d. The number of rounds fired varied grwl'iy from student to student
both on s'lgle mission, and for the entire cour., of training.

e. The conversion tormula designed to cot \pensate for different sized
targets r obably did not yield strictly comparab. scores in all cases.

Thesr; difficulties led to extensive differences !:om sample to sample of
studer' pilots (by station and class) and ob ,)usly acted as spurious
facto,, affecting the reliability of the gunnery sc(. . A serious implication
of t, :se differences was the necessity of calcuatin. 'eliabilitles and stanine
val;.Ites separately for each sample of pilots obta -. i. Furthermore, there
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was introduced the problem of the best method to employ in combining ta
various small samples In order to achieve statis:ca based on, a suffden
uumber of cases to warrant safe Ceneralizattfoa

3. Factors influencing gunnery scoes.-Aviatio psychologists In do
First Air Force made a systematic attempt to investigate the factors deta
mining the gunnery scores of student pit. This personel spent sewal
weeks at advanced trainiL.g statiCs of the T Fighter Command obse, ing
firsthand the gunnery training process. The investigation reve any
factors affecting gunnery scores, roughly failing into seven categories a
follows:

a. Training metkod.-proper brinfing ard :tq;ue, number of camra
aissions before start of firing, number and type of misiions flown per day,

time elapsing between gunnery-type arssions, and time elapsing betwees
a gunnery mission and its assessment.

b. Motivation a'd interest.-Several techniques were employed; knowl.
edge of success and comparative standing in the group, rewards in the farm
of cross-country flights and early leaves of absence, penalties in being held
back for failure to qualify in gunnery, etc. Extensive differences were found
among stations in the use of incentives. Those stations emphasizing moth.
tion the most, consistently reported the highest gunnery scoresL

c. 1nstructors.-Posi&vc orelation (e.g., coefficient of 0.67 on I samnq
of 33 instructors and 60 students, based on 14 or more 1n.tuctor misdasos)
were found between total percent hits of student pilots and the avera
percent hits of individual instructors. It .wa further found ' fo das
after class, student pilots at those stations where instructors' gunmay scres
were low did less well than students at stations where instrctors' gunnery
scores were higher. The latter of course may or may not have been the
mrsult of a tendency for students and their instructors to have simila gun-

nery skill. Station differences in scoring, gunnery procedures, etc, may
have influenced the scores of both instructors and students.

d. Mechanical factors.-Principal factors include harmonization of thL
guns, condition of the gun mounts, malfunctions, size of target and convar
sion f ator for targets of different size, inaividual aircraft
and shLot-away targets. Of these, harmonization and size of the target were
ger rally considered to be the most important.

e. Weather.-Wind and visibility are the weather compon-nts most af-
fecting gunnery scores. Both day-to-day and seasonal variations probably
influence gunnery performance. Quantification of weather factors to provide
for statistical analysis Is difficzt.

f. Scoring procedure.-Variable factors in this category are the follow-
ing: identification of hits on the target, conversion factor to equate for
different sizes of targets, errors in recording hits and computing percent-
ages, and errors in counting the numbir of unfired rounds at the end of the
mission.

g. Flying experkince.-Data snm .rized below indicate dealy that
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SNOW 92& paotS those wta mawe ezpaiem (e4 inmr Z2trOm)

cnsiswy sbhoc m P zcuatdy tha do mub. r -
It was coaducmEW tka in adto to ame ,abion f CIW"" c1 ly

the factors of ftotivato 4eciwte of isttuctis Va~e 2aix
proadrure (in air-to-air Sumy *al) we the mos impont a r 1
fimdi U .aresces i the ams atai.

4- Diwibmfiew of sco.--The meas and standard ierbtis of p.

any r -s 5f diffem-a saxes of gudet pads varied as m& wili a
sigJ air 5wce as betwee di aent air for-c Fr campie, 5fo 10 dnm
at ca-n of .ree stias is the Fia Ak Force the mean akf4oa r gon
m v-a.ed from 2.07 to 12-5. Tk stamnd deviatii 5r thee &u
varied fro 1.44 to 6-77. The soer of pilots per dam r rmd fr 16
to 53 . - tedi-n size being 40- -,ar data from snal dca at u&
G, 4 s.2. 5 iz the Fcmtk Am Fmre pv me= air-to-air g y - es
rangn from 1.6 to 8-74 and dam ize varied from 27 to 131 wit a

me&n of 70. SR,2ndard dewiati =Wd fimn 1.40 to 4.11. Cwreqnd-
ie da 612cL-n tl Secod Air Foree may b- found in table 2.11 Ipresnting
re-b- -itV ceX:3Mfs Mn the next sti, of this Chlp t-

Air-to-powd gumiery q-s Sam similar results with mean i
from 6-?1 to 21-55 in the Frst Air Force and 4.63 to 21.03 in the Fomt

Air Force- Corespooding variatios in sAwdad deiabo wer 2-31 to
9.63 u d 3.04 to 11.94 in the First and Fourth Air Forces resectivdy.
Data on dive bsombing were available only in the Foarth Air Force where
m -scares rangedf ,nm 22-56 to 82.96 with standaad deviations from
3.3 to 21174.

In the sprin of 1945, the Fist and St"-ecnd Air Forces began to place
Muc-1 greatcer empasr wo gmury and onin sciws wating rap mini-
mum qualifying scores and stressing iproved methods cf training. Te
coasequent improvement in gunnery scores, especially in air-to-air gViny,
is stringly d 2strateA i-i i.zbk 2.11 f-ir data from the Second Air Force.
The d.-a from the First A- f'orce sbrw c z sX- ar trend since the highest
meaa scores were obtained with the most rc.,at cl2 at each staei.

A%-i:.tion psychologiss in the Fourth Air Force made a study of the
shapes of the distniblitioms of scores of P-38 pilots in air-to-sir and air-to-
ground gunnery and in dive and skip bombing. Raw scores for each station
and class we;e transformed ;ino standard scores with a mean of So and a
sigma of 10. The data are presented in table 2 9. Frequency distributions
ot air and ground gunnery scores obtained in the First and Second Air
Forces were essentially simiar to those shown in the table. The distribu-
tions of scores in air-to-v-: gunnery, (and also in air-to-ground gunnery,
but to a lesser extent), are markedly skewed, since most of the pilots made
scores near the poor end of the range of sores. The reason this particular
type of distribution was obtained may lie partly in the fact that pilots
could not get le.ss than zero hits and partly in the fact that an attempt was
made in training to make each piiot attain at least a minimum level of
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-
pe6ronam r- DiMuttloms of mroe affected by i mt-ot poix Vi -

-xo or imiuo score: In coa-rast to the ginay s than for An
jad skV boinbi e haily nw~aly disriuted, those 9or A*~ 1 11 g

bowef being slightly skxwed i the oppos~te directim to gumya
Thes pelwitted a rektirey cotjaum strl o of an m of am,
since iew pilots e wo re. The M anx in A of d m
&arbtiotms may be an arfifact of the smig sM . !

S. Rebi.-- iabity studies o f gummy scoes n be

TAmA ZS9.-PnqimcY AgIeMSO 04 PMS'ds) Of $eW MPv MY
-wr on P-3 pal&

FO3TH T AIR FR

It . : . .2 ---------------- ---
------------------------- 4.

............................. -. .............. . ......
JL. 1.0 .9 LI.ZL_. ................ LS S I.4 I9.2
................ .- €.- .zI .
41 &S3 AI .9OIL ............... k I L9 !

55 13 13-6 WI. VA4
AL ------------------------- -- 8 o 21.0 2 .sI 2.9

. 24. 21-9 29.1 W
- N. 11.1 U1.9 -

i------------ --- ---- ----------------- ---------------

.FUL A&* M.#. L an~

reported from the First, Second, and Fou~rth Air Forces. The Mrst Air
Force reported two studies differing in muLZ -A Both studiies inwdvu the

cor2tioo of scores on odd and even missioi-s. Ile first study was based
on the same nr--ber of missions for all pllo-s in a eiven samnlk, which
meant throwing £way scores on later missions fJor those men whese rcord6

sbowed a larger number of scoreabie missions. Since many pilots Wa o*l
four to six scored missions, only this smal number of missions was utilized
in the study. Hence the size of the correlation rmvfficients to be expected

was necessarily limited. The results of this study are summarized in table

In he ecod elibiltystudy from the First Air F rce an atteonpt was

made to utilize all o the data available, incluing the -ores on I./. m!

sions. The students within a single station w..rc combi. A anl regSrued

on the basis of the number of scoreable missicLs on their cors The odd
and even mission scores were then acoi relatec for each Cf . 'ese subgroups

(Lfour-mission group, six-mission group ight-mission group, etc.) in-
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ds~dndythe resulting coruldoos being lat ecmbined by MFss .
7U resuts for thre uhn statons are summarized In table 2.10.

For the dat otained In the Secnd Air Force the coreatIons betwee

TaMa 21o'-RWAY Mff&_S of jump. Mwefor

1133? AM! 90"M
44 )OWM

N 1bw0Vedd
.... ... ... ... .... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... .... 20

. .................................. D
.... ... .... ... ... .... ... .... ... ... .... .. 4 3

No .................. .......... 1 J
09 .................................. 8 A

AVOMP t y e 1 Ss) ................. 3" .34

31fgidsd.a...................................... ... .52

Mok..................................... 16S 29
Awasi r t hWWAs) ............................. 349 .29

Wdmld Rabblft ................................... ... AS

Al Mi
A&-Ai Ginw,

DfW .............................................. 13 I"
1ak.................................. 135 is

A~wup (by lhbbS s) ..................... 463 5,

D".......................9 .15 A

Node& ............................................... 139 A
Aveiag (by Fhbgr' S)...........) .. .. . 40S 56k

gunnery scores for odd ind even missions (baned on 14 milornq) are given
In table .11.

Tables 2.12 and 2.13 summarize the rellility studies reported htrm the
Fourth Air Force for gunnery and bombingt scores. The coefficienjts MO
poted are based on the correlation between scores made on~ odd'and evan
missions, all scoreable missions being included in the computations. The
95s for the Individua saples in these tables have been adjusted by the
Spaman-Brown formula. The weighted averages of the corrected r'a given
to the tbles &re thus comp"arle to the estimated total reliablitie re.
ported from the First and Seconi Air Forces. Separate data are given for
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P-33 and P-61 pilot; and there Was a narked difference In die rdlbldo
obtained for the two type of aircraft. A possible exphantimof (w whe
tlvey low degree of reliab~ility found for the air-to-air gunnery scoon c
P-33 pilots bs t'e fiCt that1 P-39 pilots did their firing in sevra differat

Tins 2.1-Rd5.bUWy cmffidus of gusstr7 sewu fo " p- AW.
AMRT-A241 GUNWElY-4EWOND AMR MO

Dwnbw. Janaryq. ad 7anov

station N Ma, S. D. Mea L. D. bacwMU4

Abien ....................... 56 11.32 4.8 8.09 5.1 0.49
Ft. Sun........... ... 38 3.55 3.2 5.32 8.6 .41
Strotbur................32 6.62 4.0 6.54 8.4 .
Sweetwatc~.......... ... 27 8.40 5.6 8.33 #.S .8
GteeaVifls.......... ... 23 5.73 3.2 5.36 3.S .5
Pta" .... .~. ... 77 2.99 1.t 2.39 1.8 .5

Ap......... '23...................153.......... .......... 5
EaimtdTeia~t... ..... . .....

______________ arcb, Apa ad Mq__ ___

..ewil.................... 29 17.9 81.44 15.? 7.68 16.71
Stro4ba ...................... 42 19.9 6.77 12.8 5.33 1

Duhz............23 15.1 5.87 14.2 6.3? .
Sweew±aa .................... 24 17.4 6.941 16.9 7.23 .12
FL SaIWer.......................52 15.5 6.7 14.4 5.51 .42

Ablm............... 71 13.3 7.09 12.3 6.28 6

Aveap ................... H 246 ...... 6... ..... ..... O

Fadmzated reliabMty ........... 8.2...... L

TA,!.: 2.12.-RZelibiliy coefficiewts of gunnery and bmnbing scets m P-SV $."

FOURTH AIR FORCE

Afr-ot aflff I 0 togpomd pmamy7

Station Amn mtwent N r (cornuted~l N r (commtad

VNM'.......................................... 68 0.00.... ..............
vwn.-............ ....................... 742 2 3...... .....

8111-1............... ......... 43 .2 4 0.4
sunz...................483 .0 so .20

............................................. 658.00 2
39 3? .2

...................................................... 7 3 3
E8.......................37 .70 ..8. .........

IC.............................8 *.45.... ..........
.......... ............................................... i6 '.785........

018........................................ 62...............17 0

OV........................108 .61 84At1

WeghNamg..................958 0.1 35......... .

VNTI.i..........................6 0.48..... ...........
VNI-2...........................5 .47..... ..........

SMUI...................................... 82........... .... 0 0
PMI ............................................. 5 26S
.................................................. ...7 ........0 .26

Wegted avs.......................................41 166 .8?
Corce by Srfmlrw formula for each amP!* c a t*d. 3
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noels of the aircraft. Since It was not possible to control this factor n
the computations of reliability, the obtained coefficients may have been
somewhat lowered thereby.

Table 2.14 contains a summary of the average reliability coefficlents for
air-to-ir gunnery reported by the First, Second and Fourth Air Forces.

6. Evaduiox.-One important consideration in estimating the adequacy
of a criterion of proficiency is the extent to which It reflects known df.

T .az 2.11.-tMe, y ¢oeffdssoz of1 guam y sms for P-l pAW
FOURIM AM FORC

ferences in proficiency. A study of this tYpe was accomplished In the First
Air Force where a comparison was made of the gunnery scores of pilots
with varying degrees of experience. The hypothesis was that if gunnery
scores were a valid criterion of fighter pilot proficiency, the more experi-
enced pilots, purticularly those with P-47 experience, should make higher
average score. The study was based on the gunnery records of pilots com.
pleting training during the period from January through April 1945 in the
I Fighter Command. Four levels of experience were studied: pilots recently
graduated from the AAF Training Command; pilots who had previously

TAM 2.14.-Average rembil coefidns for air-to-air gumwy scorn
FIEl., SECOND, AND FOURTH AIM FORCES

Air fam Akcruit NTO (vmcer

it M P7..........................................47... 3 0.1
. ..... ............................... P47... 44Sseo d 8 ....................................................... P-47... 3W .0~

Smd P-)....................................... P47... 251 A
............................... ~... 246 .1

been instructors in the AAF Training Command; pilots who had previously
been P-47 instructors in basic training at stations in the I Fighter Com-
mand; and pilots who had previously been P-47 instructors at advanced
training stations of that Command. The average scores for these four
groups are shown In table 2.1,

The average scores for aerial gunnery indicate there was a consistent
positive correspondence between level of experience and excellence of per.
formance. This relation is not quite so clear fcr ground gunnery scores,
but In all cases advanced instructors had the highest scores and new tainee
pilots had the lowest. Since the number of P-47 instructors (from both
basic and advanced training stations) was so small, no attempt was made
to calculate critical ratios between their average scores and those of pilots
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in the other cateSories of ezperence. However, scores wre avaa for
lger numbers of former AAF Training Command instructors and newly
rated pilots and the statistical gnifcance of diffe between the ave-

g scores for these categore is given in table 2.16. In the Second Air
Force, the correlation between average gunnery scores of P-40 pilots andnumber of hours of previous P-40 flying time was found to be 0.68 for en

dassof3S trainees
The differences in First Air Force data favoring the eiperienced pilots

TAz.Z 21S.--A com pawox of tke Vmxery scores.) P-47 p" of
Ivur kewd of experkuc

FHW Al FM0CZ

Station asL-* to *WsL-uctocs' tanm p~aft

N ean.............. .................................. 11.9 7.,

.na. .......... I 9. .4 .N............................................... 5.6 7.9 $.9 3.;

N ........................................................ 13 37 42 In6

M ........... . . .. .6 4.4 3.9 5 .6S. D ............. . ........... ....... 2.8 2.7 Z LS

I *.71 4.?
S ... ............. D.....................................D ...... ........ . 4 3.0

Air-to-Grou d Gumr.ay

NorioL-
N ........................... 0 6 40 155
Me....................................... 24.1 13.3 1.0 12.9
S.D ........................................... 8.3 $.3 9.0 5.0

13 37 41 i
N .................................................... .13 3 41 125
Me . .................................................... 22.2 15.$ 1.s 15.0
S ....................................................... 12.0 7.. .. .

Sueo:
n...... .................................................... 13.2 13.

S.. ... ................................... .7.2 5.1

and the correlation between gunnery score and hours if experience in the

Second Air Force data appear to warrant the conclusion that gunnery scores
do differentiate between the performance of experts (e.g., former instructors
with many hours of flying time) and that of novices (e.g., recently rated
pilots with relatively little flying time).

Although some of the reliability estimates appearing in the tables In
this section are of somewhat lower magnitude than that generally desired
for validation studies, the fact that the r's on t6e individual small samples
are so consistently positive is indicative of a degree of reliability sufficient

t. warrant the use of these criteria as measures of individual differences in
pilot proficiency. As was pointed out earlier, the necessarily small numbers

of missions upon which some of the studies were based, imposed some1 33



mits on the size of the rdiabity e ts which could be ezpecte And
there Is as the known source of etrot in the modd of plane used In the
cas of the lowest reliability reported, that of 0.l for the P-38 pilot.

In sunay, it sbould be pointed out: a. Gunnery, bombing and rocket-
Sring scores are relatively objective and are little affected by personal bias
of any sort. Such erron as were noted could probably be cctrolled by
Mino changes In training procedures. Many early sotrce of errx were
in y om of being overcome at the dose of bostilities. b. These scmes
have a logical validity became of similarty to the ultimate combat objec-

TAmis 2.16.-Me.. 40,frencs in punty ecs e for ? Y1ang Conen
bu Wm S and newly Miw O a

I rNME~f 4YJMMAND ADVANCED TBRWD 5?ATWWI

X. ,o L. . N M LD, I., F~ 6--ft~l
...... 01 5.4 I3.9 154 7.4 3 .3 1.10 6.14
... .42 3. 2.1 134 3., 2.3 0." .30

.................... 4 .? 4.1 50 4.1 3.1 L?4 I .q4

IA ......... .... .... I... . . ... . . ....... -
Ak4u.Oind Ommy

I T -.i, ... -

.. . 40 I16.0 9. 155 12.9 S.6 2.1I
411 18.8 5.5 1) 15. .2 I2 <4
48 I 13 7.2 s0 12.8 5.1 l-4.'AI .8

dam= ,, ud M .4........... . . ....... ... ...... ........ ... . < e

"now *a thin ke. Ide t a dilmo M I tis , &'2m.N.

tm. c. They refect known differences In proficiency. d. And finazjy, ,y
have a moderate degree of reliability. Gunnery scores might thus be e.
pected to provide a useful criterion for validation of selection .sta and

Shw-NW

1. Dvrdtio.-A number of Instructors In the Second Air Force u-
pressed a belief that there was a high degree of correlation between skeet

com and scores In aerial gunnery. Since the former were relatively sily
obtained at the stations Involved, It was decided to make an exploratory
study. In general each fighter pilot was requl-ed to fAre at least 400 rounds
rof skeet during operation training. Scores were recorded in terrs of per-
cent hits obtained In set of 2S rounds fired. At some stations scores of a]
sets of 2S rounds fired were recorded. At other stations records were main.
tained only for certain sets of 25 rounds spaced at about equal Intervals
throughout the 400 rounds fired.

2. Dk*griblon of scom and rekbWHe .- Data on skeet scores were
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aaable for two classes at AAF Pocatello and one class at Peterson Fla&
These 107 fighter pilots had a mean score of 53 with a standMri deviatam
of 9.6. The weighted average of the separate correlations between averap
odd and average even scores for the different cae was .33 giving an ad.
mated reliability of .50 for the average total sco

3. Evaluation.-Although there was very little logical reason to supose
that proficiency in skeet shooting would be much related to over-all fighter
pilot proficiency, the fact that this activity was included in the traiing
requirements was felt to justify at least an exploratory study. For the
smaU number of pilots studied, these scores are seen to have some low do-
gree of reliability. The extent to which they are correlated with gunmy
scores should give an indication whether or not the task is in any way re-
lated to gunnery performance. The average correlation between skeet and
gunnery scores was f, nnd to be 0.28 for 96 pilots of three classes. This
coedcient is rathe: high considering the unreliablity of both types of
scores. The small number of cases makes definite conclusions impossible.

Mission Grades and Commmet

1. Description.-At some training stations in all three air forces respon-
sible for training fighter pilots, it was customary to employ mission cards
on which the instructors evaluated missions after their completion. On
these cards the instructors usually assigned a grade and sometimes added
comments on specific aspects of the student's performance. Grades were
assigned for the most part according to the usual five point military rating
scale ranging from "superior" to "unsatisfactory." At some station in the
Fourth Air Force numerical percentage grades were assigned. The accom-
panying comments were sometimes favorable and sometimes unfavorable.
The specific procedures used in grading, type of mission card employed
and number of missions graded varied greatly from station to station and
from one air force to another. In the First Air Force there were eight types
of cards in use, one for each type of mission flown at the basic training
stations (transition, formation, navigation, instrument flying, acrobatics,
combat maneuvers, night flying and cross-country). In the Second and
Fourth Air Forces a single general mission card was usually used. Durg
the course of instruction, a student pilot was likely to be graded several
times by each of several different instructors. In the First Air Force, grad-
ing was done by from 6 to 10 different instructors.

2. Distribution of Different Mission Card Scores.-Detailed studies of
data obtained from mission cards were carried out only in the First and
Fourth Air Forces. No mission grades or comments in the Second Air For--e
Seeme4 sufficiently oromising to warrant such analyses as were made in the
other air forces. The frequencies and percents of different grades and cate-
sories of comments found in two indtpendent ttudies of mission cards In
'he First Air Force are shown in table 2.17. 1-, this particular analysis,
neutral remarks were not counted.
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In order to carry out further statistical analyses, research personnel In the
First Air Force converted both grades and comments Ir,to quantitative
scores. Weights for the various mission grades were obtained by assuming
a normal distribution of pilot aptitude and then finding the distance from
the mean in a normal curve for the actual percen. receiving each rating.

TAU Z.17.--fttriti I 1 irucIoW gs&# *a ceinmeat an

b""b Wi* I ZOOVriHW AMl r8
'M mow (N WR no

Gd Fraquwaq h go COMMWta YMque Poe

3.'' .3 .0 Ntc tmb&4 ............. .......... ...........' .. ...... Mise ,,., bol........ 1,2, 39.4
145 I Major .. 4

31 .1
TOWl - .................. 4. 1 T.

Secod stud M0 = 124)

1u;7 1 1 ......... 76 1. Camm edadm . .. 2,923 75.2
liaf ht ... 3,773 .2 Neutalrsmab........................

I 423 # I. iUL. Ctb........... M 23.
912.2 Maj Crbdm............. .. 14,

T ..... ......... ..... 4.379 100 T.98 10S

These statistically derived weights were multiplied by a constant to remove
decimal points and seven was added to each one to obviate working with
negative scores. The final values employed were: superior = 11; excel-
lent = '; very satisfactory = 4; satisfactory = 2; unsatisfactory = 0.
For the comments, favorable ones were given a value of 8; minor faults
were given 4; and major faults, 0. Distribution statistics of the resulting
grade-scores and comment-scores for three random b.'mples of data aee
shown in table 2.18.

TA=U 2.18.-Distribution satoks of profcewy scoms de.Oed ;'rem
missi wd gidus and comomh

F11T Am ORC-

X0Grad ScM, Comm~ent SCM,

0 .... ............................................. 46-7.2 6.14 0.2 4,.6-7.8 G. . 3
6 ................................................... 4.&-7.6 J 6.6t .48 5,2-4.0 |7.001 .4

................. ..................... 7.7.3  CS .30 .. .

In tWble 2.19 are given the distribution statistics for scores derived from
mission card grades and comments In tiLe Fourth Air Force. The numerical
values assigned grades and comments in ,he Fourth Air Force differed from
those used In the First Air Force studies.

The grade scores yielding the data In Ie table were the raw numerical
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grades given by the instructors. Mission comments were converted Into
numerical values by computing an "adversity score" for each po.oL M&
score was 100 times the ratio of the number of missions adversely ecmn-
mented upon to the total number of missions graded, one grade being give
for each mission flown.

TAuxL 2.19.-Means and standard devb-ions of grade scores a eodm mi
score from mission cds

FOURTH AIR FOMCE

Grade KOM N dWrralytnwa bos
NMean S. D. Nes LD

;4.............. 1.94 2.33 30 ......... ........... 21."9 L."
80.44 1.38 99 .................... 21.65 13.15

3. Reliabilities.-Grade scores and comment scores from odd and even
numbered missions were correlated to obtain some estimate of the re-
liability of such scores. The reliability coefficients so obtained in the First
and Fourth Air Forces are shown in table 2.20. The coefficients reported
are surprisingly high in view of the following conditions: a. the total num-
ber of missions flown varied from student to student; b. missions were not
flown in the same order by all students; c. the number of cards for any
single type of mission was small; d. missions were flown with several dif-
ferent instructors; e. instructors varied widely in the number and type of
comments recorded on the card; and f. instructors varied greatly in tlIe
relative degrees of importance they assigned to particular aspects of flying
performance. It might be pointed out that the somewhat higher reliability

TABLE 2.20.-Reliabiity coefficients of mission card grade scores and comm"n scorn
FIRST AIR FORCE

Odd missions, I Even Mlsmhm,N -ru r
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. ca.

Grade scm:
Firststudy......... .................... 105 6.07 0.85 6.10 0.72 0.68.
Second study' ................................ 162 2.40 .25 2.40 .26 .79.

Avenrge rs ............................. 267.....................................
Estimated rel bility ............. ................ .
Comment Kcorea: 0.9 6.3 07 .607

Fiststuiy .................................. 104 6.67 0.90 6.83 0.70 0.56 O.?2
Second study ............................... 150 6.94 .64 6.97 .66 .73 .4

Average' . .................................. 254 ........ .............. .. 67 .a

FOURTH AIR FORCE

Grade scores:
VN-............... .............. 116 ........ ............. ............. 0.76
PV.................................... 33 2.85 0.15 2.86 0.15......80
ov ........................................ 17 .75.................. ....

.eight d average66 ............................. 26 ... 76
Mission comments (no reliability data reported) .....

'Different weights used In two studies.
t By F3her'7 .
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obtalned for the mission grades as compared with comment scores might
a reflection of a "halo effect" In the asipmnmt of psadl

4. ltmlasks of grades od connes.-The retos between i .
stuctors' grades and their comments is shown in table 2.21 where tb.1
derived scores for grades and comments were correlated for several samples
of datL

TAnz 22t.-Cmd.*IO between rde s'es and omment scorsl ot msdem w

FItS All MOt

Go& ure. I Ceomeet sem
huU na I.D. Mau S.

ST ............. ....................... 23 S.601 0.1% 6.73 .1 Ol

46.72 0.1,
. ........ 6.14 . . .ss JS

M ........................ 4........................ a 4.61 .43 7.00 S .6
I1 4.24 .39 1.02 .41 .A
41 6.3 .30 6.75 .71 A

. . . . . ........................................... 2 .........

MOUTR AIR ORM

... I .s 0.14 22! .5 9J . 0.71
31 0.711 1.1 29.401 14.481 .73..... ..... ... .................................. In ... ... ....l" '° t.....

5. Evalua ion.-The First Air Force Unit made a comparison between
experienced (former Training Command instructors) and inexperienced
(recent graduates from the Training Command Flying Schools) pilots on
scores derived from the mission card comments. The results appear in
table 2.22. The difference in favor of the former instructors %s evidence of
the capacity of the mission card comments to differentiate ,perienced
pilots from novices in the P-47 airplane.

The distributions of comment scores and the estimates of their rtlibility
show that they should be adequate for use as criterion data of fighter-p&4

TADZm 2122.-Diferences between former 4*.? Trdng Command instracterg
and newly-rated pilont n midoi comment corm

IIST AIR FMICR

T. ....:.... . ..:.. ....... ui . 5 4.. .. . .. .
commu OMM 1; Mea S. D. 1C. k.I!rohab~ty

T. C............. 50 934. O0

......r..a....ct&................................. I :1I

New.-at~piota........................ 1 4  49 1i 24 (00

T-scoe were computed for all newly rated p[nou at this statio. The resulting convsaao, fac;tai
were meed to deive thi st adard scoras of the above maple, of T.C. Instructors an4 newly rated
piloU of the a" luae &ad commltMMa
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proficiency. While statistically the mission grade-scomr appear to be as
satisfactory criterion measures as those derived from the misskc commests
the former are subject to the usual error3 which attend gencral, ve-e
assessments of individual proficiency. The mission card cammails hm an

advantage in that they are likely to be based on co._t-reta i44a$ccs ot god
and poor flying. Both grade and comment scores have the kilowing ad-
vantages as criteria of proficiency:

a. They report the judgments and ass"ssrme.ets of repated ilights, heam
in the aggregate cover the entire course of trainng.

b. They represent a combination of relatively ind -ezdent asse=)mtS
of several instructors.

c. Being recorded immediately after he completion of the mlston, the
comments are relatively free from err,or-s of memory.

6. Devdopment of experimental mission cards.-Both the First and
Fourth Air Force Units experimented with mission cards of their own con-
struction designed for future introduction into all training stations as devices

for obtaining proficiency data on fighter pilots. Research pcrson, in the
First Air Force devised two tentative types of mission cards (se -ppen fix
B.1 and B.2) and tried them out at Richmond Army Air Base, then train-
ing commitment pilots who had just completed operational training in P-
airplanes. The first card followed closely that already in use at one of the -

basic training stations in the First Air Force. Ten aspects of flying or gun-
nery were listed and there was left to the individual instructor the wording
and details of the comments asked for in instances of particularly "good",
or "weak" flying. The second card was of the check-list type and contained
19 items to be checked by the instructor where the student had manifest
a weakness or an outstandingly good performance on that aspect of the
flight. The cards were purposely made brief and undetailed since most of
the instructors interviewed at several stations were agreed that a long, de-
tailed card would be so time-consuming in use that it would lessen the ef-
fectiveness of the device for obtaining proficiency data. Experimental use
of the two cards was curtailed by the sudden closing of the Richmond Army
Air Base, followed shortly thereafter by the end of the war. Opinion of
instructors was about evenly divided as to the relative value of the two
cards. Statistics on use of each of the two cards for a brief period were as
shown in table 2.23. The percentage of items checked and numbers of
comments made are not in entire accord nor strictly comparable because
some of the items on the cards apply only to particular types of missions.
On the basis of the above data, it is not possible to determine which is the
more suitable of the two types of card.

The Fourth Air Force Unit constructed a mission record form which
was considerably more detailed than the cards described above. The check.
list method was followed on this form. No data have been reported from
actual use of this card at training stations.
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observers at a given station and iroin one station to anotbeA1 in the full-
ne. and accuracy of the recrds. This rcmdered ve-v difficult ax- compari-
sons among different stations or diferent comr. :inx-s of pl..Sim~
different offi--rs were posted in the tower or control units from day w~ day,
the resullting record of errors and violations, while indicative of cow-Do
faults in basic flying technique, is probably son.ewbat unreliable as a Ww"~
of criterion data.

2. Di stri but iox statistics.-The number of crro-.s recortikd by mobile
control unit operators was obtained for 9, 5 and 3 classes resp. ively at
Miliville.AAF OlAF, basic training), Andrews Field (1AF, advancez train-
ing) and Strotber Field (2AF, all training). Each class included fron. 2S
to 80 pilots, the median size being A5 The average number of errors w
lind~ng recorded per ch~ss var'ed Irom 1.73 to 6.86 with standard devil-
Coat &f ',oin 1.56 to 5. 17. For pilots in the 3 classest at Strother Field the
'nercent of landing3 un which errors were noted ranged from 0 for somt
pilots to 80 percent for I pilot, tbe median being 30 percent. Six pfilots
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4- E-almaox;-A comparison of pericz (io,--=.,=e Training C m-

mad Istrtors) and inexperienced (recent gradates from Traing
Command Flying ScbooL) pilots, made n #It First Air Force, yie-ded the

results shown in table 2.24. The differencts shown in the table are -;=

for some commitments, but the iexpe-ired pilots consistently shw
greater numbers of errors. Since the iden-tity of tbhe pilot against whom

errors were recorded was not no-.rr by "hhe personrel in the units, the
above differences may be said to indicate soine vai.dity cf the mobile con-

trol unit records as criterion data.

Perhaps the most serious criticism of reports of mobile control units as

proficiency measures is the contmon belief that beyond a inimum lee of

proficiency, performance on larndins And take-offs is relatively unimpor-

tant in combat flying. Although accepted by many', this belief is rnot sup-

ported by data on accidents which sbvw that abilaty to land and take off
safely is extremely important in combat training. In conclusion, it would
be expected that if stanrard recording p! xedures were followed by all

mobile control uait or tower operators and -uch were eaforced at all train-

ing s!atio-,s, the records of spwc;fic insta ces of fauhy taxiing, take-off,

traffic pattern flying, and landing wou!d ;e tsel'l proficiency data on
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1. Fria r~iag SCOWe. 9. DtSCr4:Mi-.ster trial Of a PMUIeMhY
raing scale of fire itef-s a for training sations in the fal of 1944, sev
nai scales fr both the basic aM advanced phases of training mm m-
plya in the First Air Forct Instrucds rated wak of the studMts m
each iem of the scale at the comlusim of tmia& Flight commaadua
were request; o confer with their imructom in arriVing at a final PM&
ci e y rating for a suz n-, so that this rating would rpresent the poo d
judgmett of all instructors wro had Sown with him. Each item was maud
01 ; 4.,Ve-pcit c: " (S -- ieor, 1 = minimum satisfacwy). Th

*s cc the form --ed in basic training stations (.- appendix BJ) fell
into two catLgorkes, IS items relating to ftyimg technique, and 7 fte m-
ating to p-mse di:y tirc-; deemed impoctant in fighter pilots. The rating

scale used in ad. -i traing stations (sw appendix B.4) had three parts:
S items ca fyin.g profciczy; 7 itm onuway teckxiqe; and 7 iteum
Pao7w banits.

b. Diabibiiom of ra: cs obtaiawd.-Ratiags on the individia items of
the scales were summed Wp to provide a total ra.ig score; sub-toa u s
wee also cou~uted oa each section of the rating scale (see above). The
item counts and diszrlbutio statisti obtained indicated a slight tendeacy
for the rating to be cocentrated at the high end of the scale and to dus-
ter about the points 3 and 4. However, opinions of instructors, as nela as
the grades assigned on standardizatio board chec& flights at two -tatiow,
tended to corrobarate the comdusions derived from the ratings-that re-
latively few pilots attract attention as being particularly "good" or "poor,"
and that there are more "good" than "por'" piloUs in the usual run of

For two samples of 25 to 42 pilots at each of f Basic Training Sta-
.ons the average total scores varied from 72.0 to 9 -' wiib -.andard
deviations of from 7.4 to 16.6. Average scores for the flyg,. "-.s only,
varied from 49.9 to 65.2 with standard deviations ranging from to 11.6.
Trait items showed considerably less variation from sample to samp, with

average scores between 22.1 and 28.2 and standard deviations of iro. 3.2
to 5.8. Similar data were available for two samples at each of four A-.-

vanced Training Stations. Total scores on the Advanced Scale averagtZ
from 66.2 to 78.1 with standard deviations ranging from 6.2 to :7 8. Aver-
ages for flying items rangxl from 24.2 to 27.9 with standard deviaz:,%n5 of

from 2.8 to 5.3. Gunnery items r- --d from 20.6 to 24.8 in average ,.-es
and from 2.2 to 7.4 :n standard deviation. A -erage scores on trait iter,:
ranged from 21.4 to 25.4 with standard deviations of from 2.5 to 4.6. Varia-
tions in score from one sample to another are seen to be considerably less
with the Advanced Training ratings.
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C. RdibilitieL-It was to( possible to secure from tie training V
awe than a single set of ratings on individuwi student pilots. Theb ft
mained two other methods of inirectly estimating the reliability of thW
mutdpS The frst of these invoived lntercoffelation of the part-s$Oa oa
both the basic and advanced scales. The second approach was to cgwfdat
the total scores and part-scores en the basic scale with those on the sA
vaceg scale for the ame sample of student pilots. The inte rr&&s d
part-scores for the two forms of the rating scale ranged from 0.60 to 0.92
for 3 or 4 samples from eah of fotr Basic Stations. For two sampk at
each of four Advnced Stations the intercorrelations of part-sc-ores rargd
between 0.49 and 0.98 with a median of 0.66. The generally bigh inter.
correlations for both scales are probably indicative of the "halo" effect

TAszz 2Zli-Crrd~ious bc1t13x rotlxg ,- ,4vwd at bdi* &vi

FMiS AMI FUZCE
UMv-it Mav c It (M 40"

I "f.................................................... I 6. aZI

Nwi& .4 ril cr==i~ot (N = 30)

I B * . . . . . . .. . ..... .. . . .. . . ... . .. 0 . -' 1 . C .1 4 0 .2 6 C

Acd vanay~. ....... -J2

usally found in rating srales ul this type, rather than evideace of re-
fia a..ity. As might have been expected, detailed examination of the ratings
rerealed differences in the adequacy of the rating from one training flight
to another, as indicated by range of ratings given, degree of indepewdence
of individual items, and correlation with otber profidency measures.

Conelations between scores derived from the basic scale and those
derived from the advanced scale were computed for two commitments.
Only nonexperienced pilots were included in the statistics, the results of
w'ich appear in table 2.25. The correlation coefficients obtained indicate
some degree of relation between the ratings assigned at two different
phases of traiaing and by different groups of instructors.

c. Evaliaion.-As with other criteria, a comparison was made between
experienced and inexperienced pilots for several samples of students on
both the basic and advanced forms of the scale. Results are shown in
table 2.26.

It is difficult to tell whether the striking differen,:cs in the table favoring
t -e former instructors were indicative of the adequacy of these ratings as
proficiency data or were merely an i" dication of a ger.rtrad-, 'u',u effect
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operating in favor of the more eperienced pilots. Any tendencY to base
ratings upon experience rather than ability would also operate to raise
the crrelations obtained between ratings on separate parts of the scales
,ad between ratings at bask and advanced stations Follow-up visits to
the training stations where the scales were in use indicated that several of

TAWs Z26.-Dijqw ac n. P.=idemy n=V (Mdc a" dvauai xel) for 44?
TrSkg COmMead 5h4rWs .d MO rad

PIRS? AR FORM
xATLwG SCLE USED AT IRSIC STATINS

T. C miuCsMj NI - IL
N M ] S.D. N M _1SD. iJ, Z

Fbiag s 06*00s Uz
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.5 70.4 9.7 1 8 63.6 I 8. 3.6 < .0
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Tilk km

-m ............................... 3. 127 4.8 1 91243 4.7 2.73 <0.01
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Sds& ..................................... 58 28.1 5.4 56 25.1 3.5 2.-
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.................................. 12s. 3.7 11 23.10 3 2.9 <.06
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44 127.4!1 4.4k 91%125.41 4.1 J2.5: 0.01
'.LiNVOI.....................................101 21.41 4.1 194 22.5 14. 3.89 .01Varfal ................. ........ .......... Ik 25.6 4.0 11 24.1 4., 2.31 .02

Ssol& ................................... S8 25.8 4.8 S6124.! 4.. 1.56 12

Combid probabiity (tues mcurriag by chanc is 100)-Ie tba .01.

the more common sources of error, which usually operate where rating
scales are used, were also influencing these ratings. The rost serious draw-
back was the lack of specific cauzes on which to base the assigned ratings.

The doubtful value of the printed proficiency rating scales led to tie
decision to substitute for them % system of interviewing instructors at the

training statiMS.
2. Instrucior-interv ct- ratings. a. Descriptio.n.-For four commitments

of -t-dent pi.lots, aviati .n psychologists in the First Air Force visited the

advanced training staton s and xec-.1rd ratings of proficiency through de-
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I
interviews with the instructors at the conclusion of training. Fo W

t)pes of information wem secured from each instructor on the studt[
piots in his flight: selection of the most proficient and the least profida
pilot in the flight; assignment of an over-all proficiency rating of pilot
ability on a fivt-point scale; the approximate number of missions flown with
evi student; the specific reasons behind the assigned ratin;s in each case.
In giving reasons for the ratings instructors were required to cover all of
tile major asects of flying training (general handling of the airplane,.
formation flying; execution of maneuvers difficult to follow, aerial gunnery
technique, ground gunnery and strafing technique, freedom from accidents

TAuz. 2-7.--Reliaby oeffidcentS of profclrncy rat nsp obtained from kse,,1

4i iwz irador at adv~anced traiig --tatom

FVSCT . Il FORCE t

Commimem and stao.. N Mcas S. DI to,

56 3.33 1.38 .U
..................... ......................... ............. 60 3.2 1.2 .1 2

- ta&.......................................6 3.23 .2 *s

---O ----------- - ...... ........... 3.7 1.4 4 .155 3.60 1.40 .51
* .......................................................... 83 3.S, 1.49 .74

Ut* 3.21 1.9 .74

.... 1 2.54 1.21 .49
Mifwi~e....................................... 3.4sk 1.491 .41

............................................ 46 13.36 121.$
134. 33S .1 IM - - (b.......... .............................................. 3 .63 .S . 5.

Coelat betwaen ratings mred ly twee dif=nt !ztzzYkcwi

or near-accidents, attitude axid air discipline). Particular emphasis'was
placed on reasons given for extremely high or 'ow proficiency ratings. These
comments or explanations of ".he ratings were entered in the notes of the
interview.

b. Distributions and reliability oJ intervie, ratings.--The ratings ob-
tained in the interviews were given numerial values as follows: "Above

average," 5; "Slightly above average," 4; "Average," 3; "Slightly below
average," 2; "Below 4verago," I. In addition, if a piot was selected as the
Lest pilot in the flight, the numerical rating given was increased by 1. If
elected as the !east proficieut man in a flight, one point was subtracted from

the rating. The ratings of the severa! instru-tors on a single student were
averaged to yield a single proficiency measur-. Means and standard devia-
tions of ratings, together with reliabilVly coefficients obtained by conelat-

J ing the ratings secured from two different instructors are given in table 2.27
for the proficiency ratings on students in four commitments.

c. Etaluation.-Comparison oi experiencei and newly rated pilots on
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the instruct-interview ratInp for student pilots In two CUDmItUM ts
yielded the results in table 22L

The advantages of the Instructor-Interview ratings over thow obtained
by use of the printed scales are the folwinV
(1) Specific reasons can be found for the assignment of ratinp This

is especially important in cases in which ratings are obviously Influenced by
personality factors rather than by pure flying ability.

(2) Degree of acquaintance with the students' flying can be taken into
account; instructors are eicused from rating any student in the flight 'with

whose flying they are not sufficiently familiar.
(3) The interviewer has an opportunity to note the relative ability and

willingness of the several raters to estimate the proficiency of the student..

7x..z 2L-Diffmca = prAimcy vetdp (ebaud from isuiw Iucdovws)
for AAF Tra ,xg Con mx hf ructors "d xady-mtW $,u

in .jiieceA lraiwg steam

FDWsT AIR IOSQ
static d New* r"dI

N 1ea S. D. N Mma S. D.

9 34. 0.79 47 3.53 1.00 0.74 0.23

. . . ................. 9 4.06 1.60 38 3.41 1.36 1.24 .11
N 'nik ...................................... 14 3.96 1.37 41 3.56 .84 1.26 .Al
SdL.................................... 5 4.55 .96 20 3.73 1.04 2.10 .02

DQ ............................... 12 4.63 .89 35 3.67 .9? 2.94 .01
vile....................................... 15 .2f 1.25 35 3.43I 1.20 2.20 A0

Nmid ........................................ 10 1 .30 1.34 40 3.75 1.10 1.01 16

2 Combiad precbay (nw j d chasca occun ia 1.00) < .01.

The ratings of different instructors can then . weighted accordingly iL

arriving at the total rating for the student.
In the data here reported the third advantage e*ven above was not.,

utilized. AL instructors who were able to rate a studen" did so and their

ratings were given equal weight in determining the fin, -esult The

extent to which instructors changed their ratings because c. having to
justify the ratings by specific reasons is not known. Interviewers

such changes w=e fairly frequent
3. Ranki igs by instructors.-The instructors at three stations of the

Second Air Force were asked to rank their fighter pilot students in the
order of their expected over-all effectiveness in combat. The rankigs
were then converttd to percent-vosition scores for validation studies. Since
independent ratings of the same students by more than one instructor
were not avaikL.,le, no reliabilities were computed for this criterion. Be-
cause intructors were asked to make an over-all judgment and no guidaoce
was given as to _ ecii.: items to be considered, it is probable that the rank-

ings wcre ba.ed to -a great extent upon subjective factors. "ALo the basis

of jdgmient undoubtedly varied greatly from one Iastructor to another.
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I
Such rankings do have the advantage of obtainlrg a -single over-all Jud-
0Wt of profitcley.

4. Ratings by felow students. a.Description.-On a sample of poob
who had completed operational taining, research personnel in the Seclm
Air Force secured proficiency ratings from their fellow students. Each pilot
was asked to list those of his classmates he felt he knew well enough to
rank in order of proficiency as combat pilots. He was told to list irt
the pilot he thought would be most proficient, and to place the ,ilot be
thought would be least proficient list, with the rest In order In teween.
With this procedure, pilois differeJ greatly in the number they, listed.
Hence, there was also great variation in the number of ratings different
piots received. Wrhat sort of bias nay have influenced the individual pilots
in their choice oi pilots to be listed was not known. Statistical treatment

TuLr 2_29.--Correlaious betweeu perceni-position ,c oes derived from maks
assigned by odd and .ves raters

FOUR OR MORE RATINGS-SECoND AIR FORCE

cas" mean S_ SD. mean S- D

rea e.............. 1 36 51 !.2 51 1.2 0.54
........ 30 49 1.5 48 1- 3 ."P

T'L & ...... 50 !'3 44 I.$ .316
Fic-lill ..... .... 19 47 1.2 53 1.2 .S3
stit e ...... .... 35 49 1.1 50 1.1 .78

AfsWdosm e by

Fees s) ............................. 7.... 65

of the data was restricted to the rankings of those pilots who had been
listed by four or more of their classmates.

b. Reliabilities.-Correlations were computed between the average per-
cent-position scores for the listings of odd and even classmates. The o-
efficients are listed in table 2.29, for those stations from which data were
obtained. The percent-positio' score in each case was the percentile rank
corresponding to the position )f the pilot in the list of ane of the raters.
Fifty-three of the student r',ots were rated by eight or more classmates.
The odd-even reliability fc! this group of ratings was .74. These data
show that ratings by a nur,.)er of fellow students may be expected to yield
estimates of proficiency., sufficient reliability to the be useful measures of
proficiency. Whether "ae bases of rating were valid-i.e., were measures
of combat proficie-.. ---could not be determined with the data at hand.

Flying Evab,. .n Board Reports

Anal, .., of records on fighter pilots who were called before Ilying
Er - .Lion Th-ards have been r-ported frorm the First) fecond, and Fourth
/ Forces. Results of the analysis of Flying Evaluation Board cases were
reported in terms of the cause for meeting the board (e.g., lack of profi-
ciency, fear of flying, physic:d defect, disciplinary reasons, etc.). Since data
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from these studies have already been presented In another section In the
discussion of job specifications for fighter pilots (see page 2S) and since
ther was no method of determning their reliability, no further presenta-
tion of these data is necessazy here. Tae small number of cases re-
evaluated in all of the four continental air force places severe limitations
oan the usefulness of this criterion of fighter pil proficiency.

A b-aell Accd
1. Descri0tio.-Surveys of aircraft accident reports have been made by

all four of the Air Force nits. The approach in all cases was to analyze
the information from the Accident Board Reports on file at the Air Force
Headquarters and then to set up various accident categories for subsequent
comr,-iison as to !.'.nines and classification test scores. The cateories
se-, ted for stanine validation varied somewhat from one Air Force unit to
another, but gene-ally included several of the following:

a. Accidt-nt cz es of all kinds
b. Iot-error a ccident cases
c. Non-pilot-error accident cases
d. Accident cases of unknown causation
e. Accident-free population (or an accident-free control group)
f. Single accident cases and multiple accident cases
g. Fatal accident cases and non-fatal accident cases
h. Non-injury or slight-injury-to-personnel cases
L Cases of severe injury to personel
i. Cases invoiving slight damage to aircraft
k. Cases involving heavy or compleie damage to aircraft

Since the several categories were not exactly comparable from one air
force to another, a summary table of frequencies in each categ y could tot
be derived from the data which were availablec

2. Rdiabiliy.-Because of the small number of pilots who were in.
volved in more than one accident due to pilot error, there Pt no feasible
method of estimating the reliability of aircraft accidents as a criterion of
fighter pilot proficiency.

3. Analysis of sychological reasons for accidents.-A detailed psycho.
logical analy-Is of pilot-error accidents was attempted by First and Second
Air Force research personnel. The results of their analyses have been pre-
sented in an earlier section of this chapter (see page 25) in connection with
the discussion of job specifications. One serious difficulty in the way of
arriving at significant' categories rf accident causation lay in the nature of
the Accident Board Reports, in which the degree of pilot responsibility was
frequently difficult to assess from the information given. Though the sep.-
rate agreement among the psychologists in the two Air Forces, who acted
as a jury in making the analysis of the accident records, was faily satis-
factory in both, the value of the resulting trait frequencies is perhaps open
to debate. Such agreement could be brought about by stereotyped ideas of
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the nature of certain accidents operating either in the psychologists ang
as the jury or in those reporting the details of the accidents. Besides, the
srral number of available cases restricts the value of any conclusions sug
gested by these analyses. Certainly there were extensive disagreements bo-
twen tedsributions obtained in the two Air Force&.

In the Second Air Force a special study was made of the degree of
agreement between different judges in the psychological reasons ascribed to
the accidents. In table 2.30 are listed the frequencies of agreement and dis-
agreement amnong four psychologists using successively 5, 8 and IS ate-
gories of reasons. There was obviously greater agreement when a few
general psychological categories were used than when there was a Lugrz
number of more specific categories from which to choose. Since one woculd
e.,pect a greater degree of agreement Just by chance when categories are
few, coefficients of contingency were computed to express the extent, to
which the observed agreement differed from chance expectations. Separate

TABUL 2.3.-Percent of accidents daossifed ia Ike --rne zwunnei by four M-ges

P-47 ACCIDENTS-SECATD AIR FORCE

Number o

Degree of £Cteneflt

All fouri judges agreed....................................... .. .... 147 36 2
Thre jdge egee.......................................33 32 3S.
Twou~gs aree........................................20 32 3.

N apee et................................ 1 0 *
TOWa....................................................................... lot

coefficients were computedi for the compajisons of the classifications of each
pair of judges. The average coefficients obtained fer all pairs were 0.56,
0.71 and 0.76 for the S, 8 and 15 category classifications res-pectively. That
the greatest superiority over chance agreement occurred with the IS cate-'
gory classifications was contrary to expectations from the data ia table
2.30. Even discounting the fact that the maximum possible coefficient is
higher for comparisons based on larger numbers of categories, there still
remains evidence of better agieernent in discrimination of reasons for acci--
dents when the categories are many and specific. The data are not suf-
ficient to provide any further evidence onl this point.

4. Evaiuation.-It is difficult to evaluate aircraft accidents as a criterion
of fighter pilot proficiency. Opinions of instructors and of flying safety of-
ficers varied widely as to whether or not accident occurrence was indicative
of low pilot aptitude. It was commonly asserted by supervisory personnel
in the training stations that "any pilot can have an ac'.ident! " On the other
band, some felt that almost all accidents, even those reported as caused
by materiel failure, were evidence of scrne lack of proficiency on the part
of the Pilot. However, it is logical to assume that large numbers of acd
dents in operational training originated from circumnst.Lnces over which the
Pilot had no control, such as materiel failure, ALverse weather condltions,
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etc. Even In accident case where pilot error may have contrbuted to the
severity of the accidents, there Is considerable disagreement by the pilots
oo the accident bonds regarding the nsesument of responsibilitY.

The number of pilot-error accidents was too small to warrant very much
emphasis upon a statistical study relating accident occurrence to other
measures of pilot proficiency such as gunnery scores, mission card cown-
ments, pr-flciency ratings, tower reports, etc. Furthermore, the number of
accident repeaters Is so small as to preclude any decision as to the re-
liability of accident occurrence. The only statistical evidence regarding the
usefulness of this criterion is given in a First Air Force study comparing
the accident frequency among experienced and inexperienced pilots. These
data are given in table 2.31.

uxa 231.-PRot-eror acdden oc cmewA anox cixpedwed aed x wy-Wed $ts'
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'Studmt poU ix commitenut In= Octoba 1944 tbro July 194.

Time Required to Complete Traiwg

1. Descriotion.-There are extensive individual differences among stu-
dent pilots in the time elapsing between the start of operational training
and the completion of training and assignment to staging stations. Time
may be lost in the basic and advanced phases of training because of many
factors: grounding because of piysical disability, prolonged adverse weather
conditions, inadequate number of operational aircraft, emergency leaves,
changes in commitment requirements, etc. Except for the first and last of
these factors, however, their influence upon a population of student pilots
is probably random. The belief is often expressed by supervisory personnel
in field training stations that mo'e proficient pilots complete the&
training (on the average) more rapidly than less proficient pilots. Studies
were undertaken in the First and Second Air Forces to discover the relation
of pilot stanine to the time required to complete operational training in the
P-4 7 airplanbe

In the First Air Force study three measures of time-in-training were
used: (2 ) number of months required to accomplish basic training;
(2) number of months pent in advanced training; (3) number of months
rwquired to complete baic and advanced training combined. Studert pilots
with no previous experience as instructors who completed training in the
May, June, and July. commitments i the I Fighter Command were used
in the study. In the Second Air Force three scores were derived from the
training progress charts for .iiots in the December 1944 commitment at

the end of their fifth week of training. One score represented a weighted
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Von based on number of missions reported (repeated missions were gi.ts
es weight), another was the number of hours flown ad the third rp-
resented the number of AAF standards completed. The data from both air
forces revealed that in all of the scores obtained there was considerabb
variation between stations and between classes or commitments at the same

2. Rdiabilities.-There seemed to be no feasible method of estimating
the reliability of the above measures other than by correlating the time
spent in basic tra-ning with that spent izi advanced. In three ccmmitments
of more than 100 pilots each the coefficients ranged from -0.42 to .50O
with an average of -0.02 for the 356 pilots in the total group. The data
showed a zero relationship between time spent in the two phases of train-
in" Investigation of samples of data from different training stations re-
vealed that there were unexplained but fairly consistent (and often

TAaIZ 2.32.-Differences in time required to complet ntr tondi training for
Trabvag Command itrjuctors and rwly.ra!ed Paots

FIRST AlR FORC

aT. C. Jistucton Ney n_ r

Tm~m pbanN Mcan S.D. N ' Mean S. D. IL a

Adva ....................................... .o7 0.77 <201 4.46 . . <0.09
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statistically significant) differences from station to station. These dif-
ferences probably operated to obscure the true significance (if any) of
time-in-training as a possible criterion of fighter pit proficiency. Time
spent in basic training did discriminate between experienced and inexpe r-
enced pilots, as shown in table 2.32. The data for advanced training ar
less dear cut.

4. Evaluation.-In evaluating time-in.training as a possible criterion, the
following points have to be considered. First, it was extremely difficult to
obtain records of actual flyable time as distinguished from mere presence
at a training station. Administrative reasons for loss of flying time and
legitimate grounds for periods of indefinite suspension from flying further
complicated the picture. It would be necessary !o rnake a detailed examina-
tion of each student pilot's Form 5 and to secure the needed information
from the supervisors of flying training (relative to lack of aircraft, poor
weather, commitment requirements, etc.) 'o obtain a thorough and accurate
analysis of the time-in-training criterion.

Furthermore, in connection with use of this criterion in validity studies,
it has been shown that for each successive class graduating from the Tr
ing Command since Class 43-G, the average ;tanes have been higher. (See
report number 2). Thus, even though th- re were no genuine relationship
between time-in-training and pilot stanine, a spurious relationship might be
obtained from the data, since in the same I Figbter Command commitment,
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men fom the earlier Training Comand casses show, an the aver.
ae, both a Sogi' time-in-traiziq and a lower maine. Aainst tu
btrptaika is the ladt !at the eipe:i~i an~i , .- -__ i au
showed a dear-cut dbileream is, time taken tu coplet the bsiac phae ci
Mining. Final evaluzatm c: tine-to-omplett training and simnul Ms
,od require a&9,io al.udy and analyses designed to omtrol the efet
ci some of !be kuportant factors irnmmcing sude b ae.

Rdesiim of Students at hubudws

During the latt part of 1943 and continidwg u to about Augst 1944,
a number of studet pilos in "be I Fghter Command wee retained at the
basic ard advazcd training stations after the coualktim of qperata
tr-ing as i,_,_,_ _- rs to replace &,e moving on to combat ibeater
•?visorY personn-e at the training station agreed that these trainee pkt

were seleced as instructors for having demonstrated unusual profiecy
during their period of t..ing. A total population ci 209 of these paobs
was uncoeed af ter searcL through the ikes at Headquartr I Fighe.
C=rman& This oulation was taken as a selected group o hwh-
profiency student pilots against which to validate the stanine.

As a criterion of proficiency, retention as an instructor is open to a nu-
ber of objections. There was almost no way of determining the reliabiity
of the de--_"s made. Also, the numbers involved were so small that no
etensive studies could be made. It is likely that some subjective flctors
entered !nto the decision, and the basis of decision may have varied from
one station to another. However, as a group, the students retained as in-
structors were undoubtedly outstanding in proficiency. Finally, the over-al
type of judgment required in deciding which plots were retained wa
probably based upon excellent coverage of all aspects of the job.

Written Po rmicy Tests

1. Descriptio.-At the request of the Wing Director of Training, re-
search personnel from the Second Air Force aided in the development of a
written proficiency test for P-47 pilots. After construction of the test by
Instructors of the Wing, the research personnel did a statistical analysis of
the results of a prelimina-y administration to 49 fighter pilots who had
completed operational training. The test consisted of 373 items distributed
among eight parts or sections.

2. Reliability.-The odd-ever reliability coefficients for each of the eight
parts of the test were as given in table 2.33 below.
An item analysis was also carried out, from the lesults of which recom-
mendations for revision of the test were made to the Wing Director of
Trainin&

3. Evaluation.--Although written proficiency tests meet most of the
requirements of a good ciiterion (such -As reliability of scores, objectivity,
and high degree of discrimination between individuals), there is one ia,
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dosely sC r O such tests are related to success in coit p. m
For these ream scmrn cm P nritten prrckacy tets can oml be wed t
* Sgqlem t other m ezu of po-6ciency. Used ia th marer, tbey *0,E
m somne vraue in a2surng 6gh!e p&A prao dfy.

CemUut~ess Of Cdaeik
u-re n oe criteion pvides an adequate measure ef Prefdercy It b

sawdimes possibse to meet the requir-ment of adeq e cera of tfi
job by combining various criteria, each of whkh is Lased upin oiy ame
of w r I its imprat fea~tUr "rlus seea combwa t crieroa

were tried out in the various CGrtinental Air Forces. The most extens

* TiAra 2.33.-Odd-ee vciSbay &xfcoejkus for wvftfes jrtfidmaY
4a 147 ?nzC1s FORDl M lQ

& %ature ad d radeuistics of the aimft .......................... O
S. Od-ntatimu and in ............................................ AC Regv1is and techical s ..................................... J6

D. Recgnition (air and sm ) -----------------------------------------.
F . Anuawnt and pmery ...............................................
| .T ct s ........................ ......................................

G. Surviva .............................................................. .5IL 3a subje ...................................................... M

Total t a .. ........................................................

combinations were used in the First Air Force. In a preliminary study the
separate citerion scores were in each case combined after transmuting raw
scores to standard scores with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation Of
10. Combinations were first made of air-to-air and air-to-ground gunnery
scores to form a single gunnery criterion for all pilots on whom both
measures were available. For the May, June, July and August 1945 com-
mitments, combinations were made of gumnery scores, ratings from bask
stations and interview ratings from advanced stations. Fially, a ccn
bkation of all available criteria was used to obtain two extreme grou$ of
"high" and "low" iroficiency for use n test validation. Details c; the
various procedure are given in the section on Validation. In the Second
and Fourth Air Forces a two-category critericu was obtained by combining

pilots with aircraft accidents and re-evaluated pilots into failure groups for
use with groups of successful pilots as a pass-fail criterion in operational
training. Since the number that had accidents and the number re-evaluated
were both small, such a pro.edure had the advantage of providing a large
number in the failure categ)ry for any two-category statistical computa-
tions.
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for classification test validation purposes. The results of intercorrelation

studies reported from the various Air Forces are summarized in table 2.34.

Except where otherwise indicated the coefficients listed are averages (by

Fisier's s) of separate coefficients for the different classes and stations.

The correlation coe.fficient.. obtained among the various proficiency

measures on P-47 pilots, while generally low, are consistently positive

from sample to sample and appear to be indicative of a genuine relation

among the measures. It is difictult ta determine to what extent the low

magnitude of these correlations reflects true independence of the various
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catlos measrsu and bw -nuch it rsults mealy from the low teabt,
01 the mezsurn &mdu I these results be taken !a lnd'ate cmidu-
albk Indepenadence of the serAl triftetz, it must be ccecluded that m a*
or two of them adequately ca.m the area of figbhir pilot pr-c6cy, 'l
data rported from the F,art' Air Force must be inter in the *M
of the low rd "ifity (0.31*- of the air-to-air gunnery scores obtained tb,-."
what evidmcr there. is woud indi thae t missi grades and vanow C"

of niip have the aot in comma with the other crite

1. The quantitative scores derived from gunnery, boc:-b*.g and rockd
firing are probbly the best criteria under the standards on page 24. Te'i
,-tributioa is fair and has improved with recent emphasis on gunnaey

traiing methods and accuracy of recording; te reliability, while not hig16
is acceptable; they dsciminate betwva expri nced and ieprnc
student pilots; while subject to a number of i.derk-d errors, they are free
from the more important error of subjective judgax..; they cover an hn-
portant part (though not all) of the area of fighter pflot training

2. The data from individual mission cards provide another good criterions
source. This is especially true of the comments made by inructo a,.:n
specific behavicr observed during the flight. Pilot proficiency scores de-
rived ftm the comments, though poorly distriibuted, have adequate rm- 7
liability, d;scriminate between experienced and inexperinced pilots , are
relatively free from subjective judgment errors (being related to actually
observed instances of flying) and cover all aspects of training since they I
can be made after every flight. Grades on !he mi&.±;n cards provide less
satisfactory criterion data, being too subject to subjective impressions,
"halo" effect, and hasty generalizations; their distribution is very unsatis-
fe-ory, there being far too little scatter of assigned grades.

3. The mobile control unit (and control tower) reports afford criteria.
data which potentially might serve to supplement other criterion meaMM
As received from the training stations, di;tribution is not satisfactory;
dcre- is iDo measure of reliability ; they do discriw'nate successfully e-a
tween experienced and inexperienced pilots; they are free from errors of
personal bias, but are subject to careless recording; th-CYr sample Onlya
relatively small and less important part of flying in fighter type operational

aircraft.
4. Proficiency ratings as,;gned at the end of training on printed forms.

may be rejected as being too susceptible to all sorts of subjective errors,
failing to cover the whole course of training adequately, and being poorly

di.tributed. Proficiency ratings secured from inte -views with instructore at
the completion of training have several advantages over those assigned on
printed forms. A3 secured in the First Air Force, the distribution of ratings
is good; reliability (agreement among instructors) is satisfactory; they
discriminate between experienced and inexperienced pilots; they obviate
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subdive erm to a great deee by beWn sur% oed by vec evideuc
they com the cotam of training wen since several nR vtrl are inter-
iewed to include al types of misims These ratings are b doubt =me-

what subject to hasty genaliatio, and also to memo mr Howee ,
they probably pck out the best and porwest plots quite accurately,
these students have made more hression uon hastructom

S. Insakient research has been dc on seircaft accidents to enable am
assessaent to be made as to ,he adeqcy of this citeriinL The disbim
tion is poor; no cstinate of reliability is possible; adequate data aX not
available as to the comparative dt frequency among eperienced and
naoexperiencA piloL.; assessment of pilot responsibility by the Accident
Boards is not entirely free from errors of subjective judgment; accidents
may (and do" occur at all stages of training and

6. Cases of pilots called before the Flying Evaluation Boards for flying
deiency might be expected by many to provide an excellent criterim,
compArable at the operational level of training to the graduatinm-elimina-
tion criterion in the Training Command flying schools. Practically, tbc
number of cases re-evaluafted in the Continental Air Forces is too snall to
furnish an adequate criterion for classific-xio test validation. The small
number of men re-evahated for flying deficiency in opexational trai'*ng
probably reflects in part training policies and partly the previous srxe;.
ing at the classification center- and flying schools of the .Training, Com-
=Dd. This criterion could pobably be ,-atly improved if there we,.re

soxv. means of ientifying border-line cases, both those that wert eventamlly
recls&iied and those that were returned to flying status. Also sf,-e means
of estimating the degree of reliability of FEB action would per'ita. , better
assessment than is now possible of its sefulness in criterion studies.

7. It is difficult to evaluate time tken to complete trining as a critertm
since there is no practical way of msimating its reliability, It is subject to
a host of variable factors which would prove most difficult to control. It
has the advantage of being objective and elatively free from subjective
errors. It also provided an overall assessment based on most aspects of
operational training. This criterion probably more nearly achieves an ob-
jective measirment of the important factor of motivation than does any
othe," measure so far studied.

S. The foregoing survey of proficiency measures would seem to warrant

the conclusion that ameng records currentiy available gunnery and hombing
scores, and mission card comments provided the best criterion measw -s of
fighter pilot success in operational training. Proficiency ratings secured by
interview with instructos also appear to have afforded a good criterion.
It further seems apparent that no one of the above criteria covered all as-
pects of fighter pilot training comprehensively enough to serve as the sole
instrument for validating the classification tests. From a superficial evalu-

ation of the available data it would seem that the smallest number of sepa-
rate proficiency measures which would accomplish this purpose would be
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Lt objective records obtained from giunery, bombing and rocket fiing ad
the specific comments recorded on mission cards. It might be pointed out
itw were uniform regulations for t!e recording and collectio of these po-
kiexY data to be issued and enforced in all commands the statistida
andling of such data would be somewhat simplified and greater refbit

of scores should result from the elimination of some of the now unctRed

* VALIDATION
One of the primary goals of the Aviation Psychology Program In the

Continental Air Forces was to validate the procedures used in the AAF
Training Command in. the selection ad classification of aircrew offxs.
However, because of difficulties encou'n,-ed in obtaining adequate meisures

proficiency, research personnd wo-kng with fighter pilots and bombard-
mert crews were forced to sVend cons.Jerable tune and effort in seardhing

for and developing criteria of proficiency. TL results of such activity witA
fighter pilots have been discussed in the previous section on Criteria. Only

after these studies had been accomplished was it possible to detendue ade-
quately the relatiouship between the aptitude scores or stanin.s of the
fighter pilots and tkeir degree of success in operational trainiri. It had
also been intended that studies would be made of the reblaion between
scores on the individual classification tests and success in or,eratiovA train-

ing. However, only a few studies of the validity of indiviual dassificad-e

tests were accomplished.
In the discussions of validities of stanines and test- in this and succeeding

chapters all validity coefficients that are significant at the I pecet levd
(i.e., could occur by chance less than I time in 100) are identified with

two asterisks. Those coefficients that are significant at the 5 percent Ievd
ae marked with a single asterisk. Validities of star: es are presented first,

followed by data on test validities at the end of the section. Separate co-
efficients are presented for each of the criteria studied, as well as for cer-
tain combinations of criteria.

Stanlne Validation

Fixed Gunnery, Bombing and Rocket Firing

The abP:zy to hit a moving or stationary target with either guns, bombs
or roc..s is the ultimate aim of all fighter pilot training. Fixed gunnery,
bo-':.ng and rocket firing scores thus naturally become the most obvious
m.,sures of fighter pilot proficiency. Most of the validity studies of the
'-dot stanine have therefore been made against these criteria.

The correlations of the pilot stanine against aerial and ground gunnery
scores for all stations and commitments combined are shown in table 2.35
for pilots in the First, Second and Fourth Air Forces.

These coefficien,%s were ccnpvted separately for each class or commit.

ment and station and were averaged by Fisher's z to produce the coefficients
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rmchin operational trainig so the the stanhie distribution of al mn in
training in the Air Forces i shewd In the oppodte direction from the
gunry ael, most of the pilots having hig stanines. A situation eits,
therefore, In which the chance are hily favorable for high stanne Wn-
dividuas to obtain low gunnery scae. This situation, plus the unr&ll
abilW of the criteria, partially eqslaw the low correlation obtained be-
tM the stanines and gunmy rores. A truer picture of the predctie
ability of the stanines may be seen from an examination of table 2.36
which shows the distribution by stant.ie of combined Tecores repreentng
aerial and ground gunnery for newt, rated pilots only. It may be a
from this table that some high stanln. men make Just as low rm" as low
-tanine men, but low stanine men do -iot make as high sc 'es as men with
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high staines. 7s diffemnce Is exp-essed by the perent of student .
fcen that exceed the mean of the group at each sanine le&

Dive Bombing ant Skip Bombq
only a few dive and skip bombing scores were collected, mn.st of which

mm obtained in the Fourth Air Force. Th. product-moment correatlom

of these scores with pilot stanine are presented in table 2.37.

TAUZ 2.37.--Ceftuties lost staxixe with dive sd skip bomb&Ig W
P-3t lILOTS-OUITH ARm motCZ

cdiwUrklstn, --- -

_ _ _ _ _ _S.D. m & D.

r,. bs.Mwn I I m b !. .. .. ............. ns ... ... ... .. ..
2 ......... 2"6 6.37 1.65 "4. .3 I ...
Mi... 45 5.9S 1.74 49.16 9.34 .35
Tad ............ 359 6.2 1."6 4.23 9.85 *. .

2 ............................ 74 6.02 1.70 49 1113 .WM -buld .. .............. Z2........ z ...... ...... ....... ....... ....
Total ......... 91 3.96 1.73 49.48 10.65

P'-67 PIOSSCN AIR FORCE:

Di m m i. .................................... 3 +7 J . 34., 6.,1 4
............. 64 1:69

Careati coeftients were not determined from tla nmme

+ Sked Scores•
i Skeet scores were obtained for fighter pilots in training at two Seco d

Air Force stations. The correlation between augmented pilot stanine and
skeet score was 0.28** for 112 cases

Mission Grades and Comme "ts

One training station in the First Air Force and three stations in the
Fourth Air Force systematically required their instructors to give each

* student an overall rating or grade on every mission flown. In addition to
these grades instructors were encouraged to comment on the excellencies
or faults observed in the flying of the missions. The correlations of the
pilot stanine with the overall grades and with scores derived from the con-

3 ments are shown in table 2.38. It is to be noted that the correlations of

TABLE 2.38.-Rlation of pilot stanine to mission .ard grades and comment scvres.

G,.d .omment Kom !

SAA statoa
Fintsj................................ ........ 196 0.05 3 7 $00.2ji

VN M. ....... ... .... ... .... 90 .03 s~.... ......................................... ..
26.9 . 26

Avege~7 F.~s).........................417 12- S16 ".211
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at the one Peircent leyu.

T~ve Reports or Mobile Contrtil V6koa

The numnber of violations of Eyin safety procedures or instances of gom
errors in taiing, take-offs, flying the traffic pattern and in landing offers
a partially objective measure of baskc flying skills. Unfortunately few sta-
tions in the Continental Air Forces maiutained adequate records of these
Observations. The correlation between the numbers of errors recorded at
two First Air Force Stations and the stanines of the pilots concerned was
.14** for 552 pilots. Is3 coefficient represents the average (by Fisher's
z) of separate coefficients for different dase and stations.

A 5tudy was madn in the Second Air Force of the landing discrepancies
n-.' -4 in the landings of student pilots during a sixty day period at Strother

Field. Two types of scores were obtained for each pilot: percent of land.
ings for which errors were noted; and average number of errors noted per
landing made. In table 2.39 are given the correlations between these twol
types of scores and the staniuzs of the pilot3 involved.

Tnxz 2.39.-Coirdcations between loning discrepancies and stantues

SS STUDENT PILOTS-SECOND AIR FORCE

Percent of tindings Average number of
Tye -,Z.;Stanines with errors errors per landing

mean S. D. Uea IS. D. rSta. Mean S. D. r 8W.

AusumAsatd rid .................. .. 70 .60 33. 21 0.044.53 0.4
Navlgatar~ 5.7 3.9 33.6 2 1 0

Iobsdsr......................6.31 1.83. 1 .2.04

Four different types of ratings have been tried out with fighier pilots in
the Continental Air Forces; ratings with a printed form, ratings secured
through personal interviews with instructors, and rankings~made by in-
structors and rankings by fellow students on each other. The first two
types were secured in the First Air Force and the latter two in the Second
Air Force. The correlation of stanines with ratings on the printed form are
presented in table 2.40. In May 1945 ratings on the printed rating form
were discontinued in the advanced phase of training in the First Air Force
and the ratings secured by interviews with instructors substitu&e for them.

TAILz 2.40.--Relation cii pilot stanine to profickey ratings i 1operational trailnn
P-47 PILOTS-FIRST AMR FORCE

Correlations between pflot stanine and:

Type of rin N IGiutn,YI Vtyt Tr&.It TotalS

Printed rating a tdvaced 47tatlo1a...............K 01 .6I o .
Printed raing, 60" tda.............7........2I'.2
Intem raig ,daced Stations ........ ............. 427 1.............. 6*o.
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The reatlon of pF'ot stanine to this type of profiiency rating Is also show
i table 2.,o for a total of four commitmeat.

Te results of validity studies of rankings by Instructors and by fellow
Students in the Second Air 1orce are shown In table 241.

TuWz 2.41.-COMfnltiO'U (wetS GugmCead P4t adb Wsd ruuhgP b7
* Mstrctom cxd jellew sts l

P-47 VILOTS-SECOMD AIR FOCR

N S"M&'ae Lafg.
UnMea S. D. aILD

................. 6.55 1.63 50.5 5.5 %

Flying Evaluatiox Board Reports
Among possible criteria of flying proficiency, appearance before a Fly-

ing Evaluation Board because of official reports of professional Wacm-
petence would logically be expected to indicate a low degree of proficiency.
Whether because very few men entering the training air forces were in-
efficient fliers or whether officials were loath to remove a man from flying
at this stage of the game, the fact was that relatively few student officers
were ever brought before Flying Evaluation Boards. Three studies are
reported here. Because of the small number of trainees reevalhated, what
little relationship was found between stanine and re-evaluation is not bee
lieved to be of much practical importance.

In table 2.42 are shown stanine comparisons for three groups of pilots
appearing before Flying Evaluation Boards. This table includes all men
on whom stanines could be found that met the First Ai; Force Flying
Evaluation Boards between April 1944 and July 1945.

TxAzz 2.42.-Staxise comparisons for three roups o pilots oapowiug'
before flyixg evaluation bow*

NONPHYSICAL REASONS ONLY-FIRST All FORCE

Sttsltcs defi ety ,laocaity Unko "amN
?umbet of zyiota ......................................... 20 15 12 4?

S Veoret. ......................................... 6.19 6.34 .IS 6.5
R, (bt .................................. ...... 5s.6o 6.27 5.9 S.W
S.. (obt,1ed).............................. . 2 1.49 0.90 1.52
. (obtained M) ................................ 4

For comparison purposes it was assumed that the populations of pilots

entering the First Air Force for operalional training were random samples
of pilots graduating from advanced scbiols in the AAF Training Command.
A theoretical mean stanine of these population.i was obtained by weight-
ing the mean stanine for each Trairing Commnd class according to the
proportions of that class found in .he Flying '3,valuation Board group.

Comparisons were then made betwc.n the theoretical and obtained mean
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in the Fourth Air Force the stanines of 1894 P-38 fighter piot truinem
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OnieU gof the a uu f wu t that the trainee would be re-evaluA
The re-evaluation rate of the low manine trainees wasmore than twice
thda Of the high snine trainees. hese results ae shown in table 2.43.
The relationship between pilot stanine and initial cause of refea to the
Flying Evaluation Board is shown in table 2.44.

One of the most useful functions that the psychological program could
perform would be to identify, and eliminate fromn training, accident prone
individuals. Consequently, research personnel in all four of the Con-
tinental Air Forces devoted a considerable amount of time studying aW
analyzing accident records and correlating various accident factors with
aptItude xci-ea

In the First Air Force the relationship between accidents and stanInes
are shown in tables 2.45 and 2.46. The accident group was matched with
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Scatral ima- cWdent populatim f&: (1) Gradua.Jon from the m
TjnbD Cownand das. (2) Contemporary attendance at same basc a.l

avanced statiam (3) Amount of flying experience. (4) Offic status in

te Tra- Command (student officef s or enlisted aviation cadets).
Examinatimo of the data in table 2.45 indicates that there was a s gnM

at (P<O.OS) difference between pilot stanines of pilots having accidemts
(all causes) and pilots in s control group (no accidents) and between pilots
living accidents classified m caused by pilot error and pilots in the coo-

Tma Z.4S.-,Ra eO P" Amdw s 0 8ao ft d.cdiex & VerhW caege4.i

catasoqyd Wdamb N stubw &116
204 6.55 1.52

Aodeb-WCM04............ 13" 6i.28 1.61

.o..... (. . -aN.. . .........................................
,..:................. it 6.3 .

23 it.12 ..

Ota................m~) 172 6.27 1.50
WO Iat m I u........................................ 13 6.1S 1.1

Tosa dont 1a pi* eo ....oo e. o oo oo oo o oo o oo...o

raw (...... . :. ...................................................... 38 6.13 1.6
F.dLaa -.. .............................................. 1t 6.t6 t.ft

T, I~ .: 6--jjibo 07 6.1 oLAz -'ee
,.tal .. ~ot. z ....................................................... ,, 62-

TAW 2.46.-Disfrib~tios by .4anine of acdkut -re. coistrof

Aciz-mcontrol PSbtarror mcdlent
stueeN Per cent N I 1amC

9...............................29 14.22 is 8.3
L.......................... 26 12.i5 32 1.0
I.............................................. 45 22.06 40 19.61
6 ................................................... 54 26.47 2.55
S................................ 33 16.17 43 21.40
4................................................ 13 6.37 is 1.35

3 ............. 3 1.47 7 1.41
, ..................................... . ........ . . _ .

Total ............................................. 204 1(0.00 204K 1030.00

trol group. None of the other differences between the stanines of the
-anous groups was significant.

For the May and June commitments in the Second Air Force, the pilot

stanines (with criteria) of 127 fighter pilots (P-47) who had had acci-

dents were compared with the pilot stanines of 632 men who completed

training without difficulty. The biserial correlation betwen stanines and
accidents for the two groups was 0.09.**

Further data on Second Air Force fighter pilot accidents we'e available

from a study of a~rcraft accidents of pilots in training from July 1944 to I

January 1945. During this period, 342 fighter pilot trainees had aircraft

accidents for 287 of whom stanines were found to be available. Compari-
C .. i . ...... .A ..I.. f ua h r itpri.) of these pilots and
.tv&Aa U LWCft.U We HIu4n U% JL ZIALZs.t .. \', .
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the nean stanines of two groups of controls without wcidents showed a

SMa difference in favor of the control groups. In table 2.47 are showi

separate compauisons bete the stanines of pilots with various categaris
of accidents and for pilots in the coesponing control gmo Cntrd
Group A represented pilots graduating from advanced schools at the same

thne and Control Group B represented a random group of single-engife

pilots in the Second Air Force at the time of the acidents.
In a preliminary study in the Third Air Force the stanines of fighte-

pilts having aircraft accidents during the 2-month periods were compared

with stanine-s of pilots in corresponding control groups. The contradictory

results obtained in the two samples showed the importance of obtn

large samples and of controlling as many as pos=ible of the factors involved.

The results of -i more extensive study in the Third Air Force are shown I&

table 2.48. Data were collected for all fighter aircraft accidents occurring

TAaU 2.47.-Cmparison ol sAohs of ots usit& aicrefs ed s wmd
amin of et grwu u

P-47 AND F-40 PILOTS-SECOND AIR FOR(M

Camd CMd
Number tFPiots Group A CAMP. 3

Odgia of aadib came mesa S. D.
Mesa S. D. Mma & D.

Pb M ....................................... 5s3 S.87 1.75 6.30 1.3 6. 65 8 . 1
Unowa................................. 40 *6.30 1.70 6.27 1.53 6.67 |.4

i 6.......................6.4 .59 6.16 1.60 .70 1 1."

Tb dife rmwc betwea aciddmt pilots ad pilots in Control Group are silikant at as 30
ipwmt Indev el :adents due to ukmwa ad matiriel and unavoidale ress mod at the 1iprm

kvs 1 ki nddts e to pfit ammr

between I Ju.i 1944 and I May 194S. The names of several thousand
pilots traine, in the Third Air Force during this same period were obtained

from the ,.tr Force Personnel Depots. From these names were chosen a
control ,roup in which date of training in the Air Force, Psychological
Ur!.' A which classification was carried out, and date of testing were con-
-oled. Comparisons were made between the mean bombardier, navigator,

pilot and pilot plus credit stanines for pilots having accidents ascribed to
pilot error, accidents ascribed to materiel failure, accidents of causes un-
determined, and stanines of the control group of pilots who had no aircraft
accidents fia operational training.' As shown in the table, the differences

were not large, but pilots with accidents ascribed to pilot error consistently
had lower stanines than pilots of the control group or pilots who had acci-

dents ascribed to materiel failure. These differences are significant at ap-
proximately the 10 percent level.

In the Fourth Air Force, accident data were collectei 'n 1880 P-38

trainees, all of wLom were in training during the last half oA' 1944 and the
first quarter of 1945. A total of 280 trainees in this group had one or
more accidents. Comparisons were made between the pilot stanines of the
accident free group and those of groups of pilots having various types of
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d Tes d a ta am presented in IeI £.9. Wh.j the dafegecms
Mot geat, accident groups of A types except those for which the acd-

dent cause was unknown have lowar ean pilot stane than &C accdenA

Te Re Cto CMeP Tr.Iw
Individual stations in the Continental Air Forces have probably bees

more fletible in handling directves than have the stations
schools in the Training Command. Student officers are reltivel d

their own in completing the necessary fighter pilot requirements in opera-
tion training, and individuals within each commitment thus have some
opportunity to finish the complete course of instruction in different engths
of time. A possible indication of individual differences in proficiency would

T"" 2.48.-Comarbm of amnies of fgkta jlos v.4 wkS ypes
of abuft cddcisu ad. i~ns o) a m~rol great

'[MID AMR 71CZ

Pts with acdertu awdW w.

Type a stanir Man S. D. Xzes S. D. Meon S,.D. Mma IS.DW

.................... .. 6.3 1. 6.0 1.7 6.2 1.7 C. L4
N Ur g ............................. 1 1.8 5.8 1.8 6.1 i.8 S.9 1.6

6.3 1.6 6.0 1.6 6.2 1.6 6.6 L2
...............I..........6.4 1.6 6,2 I1 6.4 1.7 6.6 1.5

be the number of weeks or months required to complete such training.
An exploratory study was done in the First Air Force of the relationship
between stanine and time in months to complete training. Te co ielation
between pilot stanine and time taken to complete basic training was 0.16.*
That between pilot stanine and time taken to complete advanced training
was 0.13. For total training (basic plus advanced) the correlation with
pilot starine was 0.21.** The coefficients for basic and for total trdning
were based on data for 4-01 pilots while that for advanced training included
144 pilots.

Exploratory studies were also carried out in the Second Air Force to
determine ,: a relation between training accomplishment ani the pilot
stanines of fighter pilots in operational training. For the 25 pilots in the
2-28-45 class at Peterson Field it was found that the correlatig between
st2clnes and number of requirements completed at the end of eight weeks
was 0.21, that the correlation between stanines and hours flown in opera-

MIn training was -0.09, ,and that the correlation between stanines and
Mnunber of requirements completed per hour flown was 0.42. On the basis

Of these encouraging results, a study was made of the December 1944 cnm-
n'itrnent of fighter pilots trained at three 72d Wing stations. Three scores

representing training accomplished at the end of 5 weeks weie obtained
for each of the 75 pilots involved. These scorez were the weighted number
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of missions reported (the first mission of a particular type was Wdtgh!
more heavily than repetitions of that mission), the iours fourn in opera-
tional training, and the number of AAF T-aining Standards completd

correlatias between these scores and the stanines of the pilots are shown

in table 2.50. These coefficients represent the z average of the separate

coefficients for each class and station. In contrast to the results obtained in
ih- earlier study, the hours flown showed the greatest correlation wi1th the

TAgLE 2.S.-Corrdeatiors between stanines and training accompiKwdi'd

75 P-47 PILOTS-SECOND AIl FORCE

Au sTatope ooenbined

Traiig amovlhbnext goew f
Bombardier Navigtor Pilot aedit iea D.

- ,,6 , , + -.W W . V j d ....................... .1 3 .0 8 . 6 - .2 1 5 .0 n
*.2 .19 0.31 *.26 42.5 18

~~pjm~mga tlpld.e................. .07 ..*, .05 .19 138 7
Mean ...................................... 6.32 0-1,i 6.48 6.67..........

S.D ........................................ "S 1

'Obtsined by F*Wabcs 3 tchaiku.

In interpreting the results from both Air Force., mention should be made

of the many variables such as weather, illness, maintenance and training
irregularities which obviously influenced these scores. However, without
denying that they are important, it is still difficult to see how such un-

controlled variables could have produced a spurious validity. Rather, it is

surprising that statistically significant coefficients of validity arr ', btained

at all when such factors were operating to an unknown extent.

Academic Grade
Research personnel of the Second Air Force were asked to assist in the

evaluation of a fighter pilot proficiency test given in the 72d Fightet Wing.

Data were available for a preliminary administration of the tast to 46

student pilots at 2 stations. The correlations between the raw scores for

each part and the total test and the stanines of the 40 pilots for whom

stanines were available are given in table 2.51.

TABLz 2.51.-Correations between stqnines and written f pofc;ceicy test xcores

46 P-47 PILOTS-SECOND AIR FORCE

Proficiency test Correlation with atanlam

m a ort S. D. B N P4%4gj
U ItA ............................................ 1501 26 0..1s 0.29 -0.s

t;4" ..... . .................... ...... .... 26 6 JS " . 33 - .12
t .127 ".2 .. .44 .10

Unlt ...................................... ....'.I 5 .26 ".47 .00
UtE..'...................7....................... . is .21 ".49 .09

'a ::: .25 00.40 .10

UnitF.. ............. ........................ . 0 1 .3$ .4 - .14

U .. . ............. I........... 1 20 .16 0.36 .23

Uns .i.........................................., - - -

Totu test ..................... ................ . 687.
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Quite an extensive study hu been made on the relationshlp betwem
Stan's ad various ground scoo grades of P- pilots In the Fourth Air
Force. These results are presented in tale 2.52.

Tmus 2.52-Cmrfe. bedwem gnbu od "doung grosd sX" giA
?-S PILOTS--OIHT AIR lO Ri

MWa NawjlrSeaJud =1W NW NN d S.iL

Sut Mwi ............. 111 0.2 101 .2 106 0.2 111 8 6. 71

Sats M is .0......................114 .0 124 124 0 12 . 9 4 1.1

.24 .36. .129 .19 12 . 09 .8 .tsa maM....................... . 1 in,," 0 n n 6
Santa Mak M1 ........................ li 11 lit .17 19 .24 119 9O.06 8.43

Va N.S IM .......................... 96 .12 96 .19 96 .17 126 2.8? 1.44

VSSNosIM .......................... 9 .25 93 .|6 91 s 125 4.10j 2.01

V .......................... 99 .27 96 .42 96 .39 111 4.01j 2.01

SaataM azA .......... ............... lit .16 110 .24 106 .I 111 9$.641 &
M=UW% IH ......................... 114 .22 111 .26 111 .18 114 SL011 I.1•= =I .............. 11. .13o 10 .0 0 7I' .44 .

Ssam" .................. 130 .20 MO, .02 130 .191 1.0 35.19 ILIN

Retexto as Inx:skr
At the completion of their training a number of the fighter pilots fit the

First Air Force were retained as instructors for varying periods of Sn.
Stanine were found for 209 of these. In order to determine the extent
to which the pilot stanine was predictive of retention as instric.or, tW
average stanine (if these pilots was compared with the theoretizal averge
stanir.,; of a corresponding ge ,,p of unselected pilots. Ile two average
,-,:,,e 6.46 and t6.05 respecti, - for instructors and unselected pilots& The
theoretical statilne for the corrtsponding unselected group of pilots was ob.
tained by computing a we'ghted average of the mean stanines of the ad-
vanced flying school classes of which these pilots were a part. This type of
control j base. ?,-on the assumption that pilots entering operational tr--,*B-

ing in th F"ust &'t Force brc an ui~slected sample of pilots graduating from
advanced &- A

Validai;on of Stanine3 Against Combinaionj0 o! ct er
Examinatiorx of the nature of various types of citerion scores, the low

intercorrelations obtained between such scores and the opinions af super-
visory per-onnel and officers returned from combat all leuj to the conclusion
that no single measure would adequately cover all aspects of combat flying.
Although it is probably true that the ultimate aim of eperational training
was to enable the fighter pilot to hit a moving or stationary target, it was
also believ-- important that ihe pilot be able to fly close formatiz.In, that
he excel in "rat races," that he have no fear of flying "*on the deck,"
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tht be b able to navlate with uracy, etc. It s certai that thdep@w i

of proficiency shown in many of these activities would be highly correlated;
but in the absence of accUrate measures of such proficiendes it is impossible
to determine at this time the degree to which they are related. In additam
the unreliability of such measures as are available makes It difficult to
interpret the intercorrelations between them. Hence it seemed desrable
to try out various combinations of criteria in validation studies althoug
the optimum combination for this purpose was not knownL

A number of studies of combined criteria were carried out in the Fit

Air Force. In the preliminary study a standard-score method of combining
criteria was used with the May and June 1944 commitments. Aeral gun.
cry scores, ground gunnery scores, printed proficiency ratings from basic
training stations, and proficiency ratings secured from interviews with In-
strtctors at advanced training stations were combined into a total proA-
cieacy score. The correlations between the pilot stanines and the combined
criterion scores are shown by station and commitment in table 2.53.

TABLE 2.-3-Correatows 0! combixed criterion scores with*k& aong ..
4 FIOSt All FORC

Criterion ~e Sblo%#
Commitmiat and stat N Me S. D. M.. IL D. ft

............................................... 43 149.72 1s.12 6." 1.31 "0.4
j; nd. ........................................ 38 1 .24 19.,2 G." 1.41 1?
Norfok .......................................... 39 149.55 16.35 6.41 1.32 .12
S o ............................................. Il 149.45 19.15 6.S1 1.0? .i;

hethenthal ........................ ... 34 150.90 18.90 6.26 '.54 00 4.
Dovm ................. 29 145.60 16.70 6.17 1.42 .43
M .............................................. 29 149.75 18.60 6.45 1.67 -. 1n

Aveage by Fs s).........................0............... .2U

Another way of expressing the relationship between pilot staiine and
proficiency is to give the mean pilot stanine of group of pilots of diffeet ,
levels of proficiency. From the distributions of the composite criterion
scores for the pilots in the May and June 1944 commitments, the high and
low group were selected by using as cut-off points one sigma distance above
and below the means of the distributions. For the resulting high, middle,
ance low groups in each distribution the mean bombardier, navigator and
pilot stanines were fo,.nd. The combined results for the two commitments
are shown in table .54.

A further study was done in the First Air Force in which an attempt was
made to make the :omDosite score include a still ivider coverage of criteria
of proficiency in operational training. In this connection, to save time and
effort in connection, with studies of individual test validits, it had been
decided to carry out the initial vAidation of tests and stanines against
smaller groups at the extremes of profiLiency. The reasons for this decision
are given in more detail in the section on Test Validation. However, since

sucli groupings were being made for Lae test validation, stanine validities
Were also obtained on this basis.
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The WfCtree high and low groups for the May, jumu, July, wad AupWs

1944 Commitments were selected in the following manaer :T1he high grou
was composed of all individuals who fenl one-half sigma above the Meaa
On the combined ground-aerial gunnery score and who were at least ahovt
the mean on the verbal interviews. From this group were eliminated a%
mien who fell one and one-half sigma below the mean on the basic pro&.
ciencY rating scale and the mission card comnmnt scores, or who had b"m
re-evaluated, or who had had an accident due to personne failure ThI
low group was composed of all individuals who fell one and one-half sigm

TABLE 24.-Mean siaxines of high, midl and kow preAdeu*y VnepW
haS? AMR FORMC

.41 17.1 C 6.1 7.1

belo themea on he ombied round-aeiial gunnery scores and who
were lso elowthe a o thev.rbalprfceyraig(nguey

the cut off points for the high and low groups are not symmetrical since the

above the meno h ai aigscale izd/v' the mission card com.
metscr.The nmeintehgidland izN: groups, the mmn
pilt tanneand standard deviation for each group a-. -be triserial car.
reainbetween various groups adpilot stanine are sL,,-n in table 2.5S.

Ile ritcalratios of the differences between the stanines .! eac group

In the Second Air Force pilots suffering aircraft accidents a
eliminated from training by Flying Evaluation Board action were gro....e
together as a failure group in a study ai stanine validity. The success Croup"
included all pilots without accidents or re-evaluation. The biseia co-

TABLE 2.SS.-RdationsiP of $1.1 s~anln io high-low profidency Creu*V

MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUGUST COMMITMdENTS--FIRST AIR rOKCd

Medn4s and Standard Lwiadiaa
If M sianine S.D.

....i. I.......................................5S6 6193 1352
............... I................................ 289 6.61 L46

LOW............................................... 66 5.93 li5
Trixrlal r .0 Critical Radlos Among Mom.

High9. low................................................. 3.S3
High v. middle .......................................... 1.49
Middle 9. low ............................................... 3.24
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eWcjents of correlation between pilot stanine (with credit) and sum o
flure in operational training Is given in table 2.56 for pilots in the Ma
ad June 1944 commitments. Also shown are the separate validity CO-
tents (biserial) for accidents and Flying Evaluation Board action aloe.

I. TAm 2.S6.-Correhtiox o pilot slaxime uth scceus @a 1 m

SECONDl Axl rOaC

flostaf --- NS I 'M Mit I U

FEdeilm0t2 3 ............................... .I 6321 316.00 5.,01.61 CS.0
Accidfib 632 127 16.o0s3UI7.41. 5 .0S"....................... M2 IM 6.00 5.72 1 62 ,94u .1

a pilou completing training without di&c."lty.
'piots havin accidents or eliminated by WES mc& -.

e
In the Fourth Air Force the stanines of P-38 and P-39 fighter pilots of

five categories of proficiency were compared. The five categories used rep-
resented various combinations of aircraft accidents and elimination by Fly-
ing Evaluation Board action. Thjs study was based upon the records of
all second lieutenants and flight 'officers in fighter pilot training in the
Fourth Air Force from 1 Janulry through November 1944 for whom
stanines were available. The average stanines of pilots in the five groups
are shown in table 2.57. It is apparent from the table that when the cate-
gories are arranged in a logical order from greatest to least proficiency, the
average pilot stanine shows a similar progressive decrease with pilots in the
least proficient category showing the lowest average pilot stanine.

The combination of two or more types of proficiency scores as a criterion
against which to validate selection procedures has the logical advantage of
providing better coverage of the total job of the combat pilot. Although
it does not of mcessity follow, one would rather expect such a combined
criterion to result in higher validity coefficients than were obtained with
particular proficiency measures when a general flying aptitude score such
as the pilot stanine is studied. The data reported here on stanine validities

Tnxm 2.57.-Mean starines of pilots of different categories of profidecy
FOURTH AIR FORCE

paU Skldaed Number
* -tan-ne s~u deviation ofc

Graduated wkhout bein involved In accidents ........................... 6.04 1.60 822
Graduated but involved in one pilot-error accident ....................... S.6 1.73 7
Graduated but involved in more than one accident....... ...... 41 1.65 17
Reevaluated and not involved in accidents .................................. 5.31 1.67 40
Reevaluated and involved In accidents ..................................... 5.06 1.11 1

Navigator Bombardie
stn stauln Numbef of

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Graduated without being Involved In accidents.................,87 2.00 5.93 [1.34
Graduated but involved in one pilot-error accident .......... 5.76 1.97 5.7 1.76 76
Graduated but involved in more than one accident ............. 6.1 t 2.15 4.95 1.71 It
teeVAluated and not involved in accidents .................. 4.75 2.04 5.00 1.71 49
Reevaluated&Adinvj..edinaccidents ........................ 5.3 1.53 5.22 1.75 Isii 71



T
against combinations of criteria do not support such an evpectatim Pw
example In table 2.53 the correlation between a combination of aerial al
ground gunnery scores, ratings at basic schools and interview rating at

advAn schools yielded vidity coefficient of 0.28 for approxlmat*
200 pilots. For the same pilots (May and June commitments only) the
validity of the advanced ratings alone was 0.26. The 0.02 advantage fer
the combined criterion hardly warrants the extra compu,'atons nvolved.
When still wider coverage of t-iteria was attempted as in table 2.SS, the
validity coefficient was 0.20 while that for the advanced school ratings
alone on -, same groups of pilots was .19 (table 2.40). Of course t*
Interpretation A the data n table 2.55 is complicated by the fact that a tri
serial coeffident was used. However, there Is certainly no clear evidence
of any great superiority if the combined criteria. Similarly the combina-
ion of accidents and Flying Evaluation Board eliminations in table 2.57

raised the validity oi the pilot stanine 0.01 from that obtained with each
criterion separately. Insufficie t data are available to determine whether
or not this outcome is due to a high degree of intercorrelation between
criteria or to other factors not yet recopized.

Miseellaneous Valldation 4
Had they been available for study, a number of scores and ratings given

pilots in the AAF Training Command could have been studied in relation
to criteria of proficiency in operational training. For fighter pilots the
only data of this type studied in the continental air forces were the fixed
gunnery scores in the AAF Training Command. Data were available for
179 P-47 pilots in the First Air Force. The correlation between fixed gun.
nery scores in the AAF Training Command and -cores in aerial and ground
gunnery in operational training were 0.24 and 0.1. respectively. The cor-
relation with the combined aerial and ground gunnv' scores was 038.
Although the number of cases is small, these coefficients tlicate that gun-
nery perfarm a ce in the Training Command is more closQ' related to
gunnery psdcrmance in operational training than are stanines :.-d cl-
sification test scores.

Test Validation
The relative effectiveness with which various criterion scores were pre-

dicted by the different classification tests is shown in tables 2.S8 through
2.70 which follow. Data on the prediction of air-to-air gunnery scores arm
given for three groups of pilots: P-38, P-47 and P-61 pilots in tables
2.59-2.60. Correlations between test scores and air-to-ground gunnery
scores for P-38 and P-61 pilots are given in table 2.61 and 2.62. The rels-
tion between t-st scores of P-38 pilots and skip bombing scores, dive bomb-
ing scores, mision grades, adversity scores and Flying Evaluation Board
action are shovn in tables 2.63-2.67. Finally, the degree of predictign of
accidents by ti, test scores is shown in tables 2.68 and 2.69 for P-38 and
P-61 pilots. The tables for P-31 pilots, represents all available data on
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!1
piots trained In the Fourth Air Force the lAM half of 1944 nd the GSM

of 1945.

TAZ 2M.-Co efti~ms btvse ugodses &Q U , . is (s) g.W!

"I3 nMl-K V TM AMl l CZ

........... S.% 1. 4..7 10.0 1 .S.e

Nsvst a, t~t~s ....................... .... 5 .85 f. 49.75 10.01 ISTIS S ."i
.................................. S.93 1.63 49.73 10.01 1S,,6 ft.*

loaPemidt CM803A .................. 52M9 9.57 49.4S 10.1IS 90, I *.a
T,, ji&McordtonooC.MIOA ...................... 53.66 9.5 49.1.9 10.0. 1515 0.ft

=Pks cordnti o 71 .................. *...... 33.47 9.s4.3 oo t's ".

9.33 49.73?CKT 10.0 075C

_A__inst__a -M211A ............................. 47.19 10.74 49.79 10.0. ISIS A
pi at i n t.C611D ................... 54.3 8.71 49.73 10.01 ISM *
Fre dexterity CH.116A ............................. 51.4 7.8 49.73 10.1,S AM0

ywobancoordinsim61G....................... 24910 49.9 10.04 I15 ,.,
I 3etlial rictple C9M..................62-15 17.52 4279 10.04 1s15 MconiW cinration C10A .................... - 1 8 .2 49.49 1o.0- 502

Vsjditblereading CP62-I1A ..................... 3.89 8.61 49.79 10.01 1515 .
ti orcnti.ntac t CP503Bl......................... 22.2 1.62 49.73 10.01 1576 9.46

5,tW orientation I tC]P1B .......................... 28.40 5.69 49.73 10.01 1575 .0,mericslOperations(F)C7023 ...................... 34.99 11.86 49.73 10.01 1576 .1
miCal operatins (B) CI B ..................... 32.2 11.54 49.73 10.01 157

Mathem' tcs A CO70E ............................ 26.6.14.49 49.39 .0.25 863 .04
tbcmatic. A C,?02F ........................... 5.14 16.09 50.13 9.75 713 .0

Mathematis B CI710A ............................... 39.45 15.86 49.39 10.25 363 .06
A, mstics B C1206C .............................. 15.7 9.07 50.13 9.75 713 -. 42

Bozplictl data (P) CE602D ..................... 29.2 6.28 50.17 9.90 636 .
B hicadata (N) CE6021) ........................ 22.48 3.17 50.17 9.90 3 .06

, dof identihcaton (P610h .................... .4.32 7.18 49.73 10.01 1576 00.0
GCral tufommtion (N) (EID ................... 1.21 .. 52 50.13 9.75 713 .W

Gc.ers.inf (P CEO5D ......... ........ 646 5.94 50.13 7S 7 .
Tebnc~vOab~u ()CESO5C ................ 1.22 6.69 49.39 10.23 863 -.

ec"icna z CE 5C........... 5.60 3.19 49.3" 1 .I .I1
'.cnican vocabi N) CE SC .................... 1S.10 8.20 49.39 10.2 as .0
O quality ........................ ......... 44.70 9.19 50.17 9.9o 636 .06

TALz 2.59.-Corrdatios betwee test scores (x) aod
- k-to-cl gumery scores (.Y)
P- 17 PILOTS.-SEOND AIR FORME

Test vaZiSbls m, SD, M, SD, N

RotarypusuitCM M3A ............................. 51.24 8.16 ;..W 7.03 90 O.
Rotary pursult (Div.Att.) 410B ................... 52.87 9.35 9.04 6.45 257 .05
Two hand coordination & 101A ..................... 53.73 9.40 3.90 6.79 351 *.16
Cor. lex coordination CMT701A.. 54.87 10.23 .94 0.84 53 .0
A .L"'gstrt CE 21 A .............................. 52.52 10.51 8.59 6.66 336 .0
Discrimination raction time CP611D ................... 55.62 7.31 8,94 6.4 353 1 0.12

1 Fger dexterity CM 6A.........................51.27 9.87 3.94 6.84 358 .5
Reading comprehension C1614G ...................... 22.87 10.57 8.63 6.73 337 -. 0
Readingconprehension ACI0D .................... 42.45 13.08 15.00 9.7i 11 .19
Rtadingco i1ehensonCl614-. . ................... 27.90 12.40 13.65 2.64 11 .11
I ,haica pr"Cples Ct903A ....................... 63.19 16.64 8.6 6.78 37 .12
Wania-calprinciplesCI90B..... 41.46 11.49 13.65 2.64 t1 '.46
MecaLIcal information C190SA ................. 14.33 7.82 7.97 7.45 91 .11
Mechanical mrehensionACOD.......12.68 6.23 15.00 9.79 it 0.10
IM andTable Readin 6 37.19 7.74 8.79 6.74 348 .AS
Dia readingCP622A ............................. 26.09 5.76 15.00 9.79 11 .19
Stia orientation a c50.3B..................... 22.22 6.58 8.96 6.91 359 -. OF

tial orienttio I CPS01B...................... 29.07 5.44 8.96 6.7 AS9 -.06
luxericalopertions I C1702B .................... 35.38 10.54 8.88 6.49 246 -.10

,,umeCrk] operations I CI702B ..................... 30.77 11..3 8.86 6.49 246 -. 14
IthematicsA AC 2E .............................. 27.76 17.30 8.73 8.04 102 .09

Ultlcmtl .A C. 702F........... ......... 23.86 14.78 8.91 6.37 255 .0
ITtheat 3CIc.... 7.10A .. . ........... 38.68 15.93 7.97 7.45 Ol .16
lhth=AticP B CI 206C.......................... 16.46 9.09 9.08 6.45 257 -.01
L.0'raphjcal dat (P) CE 602D .................... 3 0.00 6.17 9.03 6.45 257 -.06
UOMphical dit ( CE 602D .................... 22.57 3.13 9.06 6.4S 2S? -. 0

n of identifcaton CP 610A .................... 46.91 4.19 8.63 CIS 331 .A
_ ntrsl information (N) CE 05D..................2 0.94 S.2*9 8.88 5.49 246 .06
Gneral information CP E 0D.................... 17 6.21 . 6.49 246 .02GTn.rW information255E .... I ...................... 52.90 11.6S 13.65 2.64 11 .21

Techl vocabula (p) CE SC .................. 20.50 7.56 8.73 8.04 102 .01
TehnlcavocbuWry (B) CESOSC...................5.67 3.23 8.7S 8.04 102 .06
Techn" vocsb uy () CE 505C.................15.27 8.46 8.73 6. 04 102 -.01

0  q 1......................... ......... 7 .7 8.73 6. 2 .03

o 7025--4?--4 73*1 I
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* I:
TAi r ZAO-CwlIf em bdvu &e1us Sl 11 W. , Cz '

nugb--maa............e.. Ga" .. ,
__ _.__ _______I X % J
C~~ln m~ ,s M~~. ........ 9.57 .6 isoM.0

6 .nip I 6_ 9.4 4 .- 9...4 . , 9.87 8.2 .

Tu €..........................., . ,," '.,, GAS L" nI " 00.o 10e
3, Cm. 44-33 9.84 52.2 .5 k 3 98 M

=1e 7!~aI 3 6M3 .. 49.40 9.12 53-34 i.*AS 3"9 .

:: :: ::::::::::::::: et.,4 9..7 S.,,6 3.. 3" 0.10
CiM i C 3ONI4A- ........ 49.4 9 .87 55.34 #C.2 tS e M31

m ......................... . 49.56 9.83 54.92 .3 M .1
Ai~w WN CM49-73 9.13 41.46 10. 12 M3.0

T.gal C y ) C 49...................... 1 9.44 10.9 l . 4 .0
]inhs oaba lay (3) ........................ 49.1 4 5. 7 I.1 4 4.9 A* .

ameica mIACs II C.........................4. 9. 0."2 1S. 2 8. 1 .1
- A1 ... ... ... . 51.J 10.92 25.64 14.45 S5 .

2S6tmfU,1$! 3 C12M . 49-20 8.95 41-18 14.97 IM 0.18
A3sbma I aCIZUC ................ 51.46 19.92 I9.=3 8.74 is .11
3 ce.p a "iC1614G .................... 49.7 9.53 3.99 12.10 192 Al
M p.,.. sa.CM ...pmnaCl ..................... 49. 7 9.13 1867 15.986 92 ".

admaida igermnaism lA .................... 49.20 .835 15.2 7.86 137 .6q.iuai- Cl1-I....................49.86 9.37 .. 8 .. si 2,' "6
Mal and talk na&WCE821 ZZA..........49.73 9.53 M6.4831 192 O.M
Nin aera pcatia n a n I....................49. " 9.17 15.94 5.56 2

Iwitsas m. I CO5O3 ...................... 49.6 9.87 59.12 12.55 M84 -. 0

t ikeata i C CE.D .................... 1.03 10.92 37.55 S .4o 55 -'
Gea I~~*i, N) E~D.............51.05 16.92 22.98 25.8 55 *.

6q,,, mom .............. 5.. .... ... 1.64 9.9C 4.45 9.831 3- -.U

P

TASz. 2MI.-Cofflo.u berxf stexists axd test sctes (z) dad
aeo-gi'emd Cftway scare(y
F-31 PIDTS--FOUITH Aft PZC21

I t I

?iecto waiib me s. U. N ~
Bltlax m. ............................. 9. 1.78 49.92 9.64 1274 .46
N at~ ................................... 7) 1.86 49.92 9.64 1274 *X

....................................................... -1 1.60 19.92 *9.64 1274 --

R.tary p i, CMM ......................... 52.781 9 .4 19 7' 9.2 659 .91
Two ,ad cm odati, CA IoIA ..................... . .41 50.o V.54 iZA .0
Ce.lez oow.=atioa C( A ....................... 3.20 9.33 49.92 9.66 1273 .03
Aimiag saesCiM21lA ................................ 4. = ,.61 50.04 9.34 1236 .04
Digimiatioreatosu tme CP611D ............... 54.18 3.73 49.92 0.64 1274 .04
Flgr dexteity CM11A ........................... 51.11 9.75 49.92 9.64 1274 .02

Raing mpxrbesioiaC1614G ....................... 23.34 V.29 50.04 9.54 1236 *.06
Machama alp riilesC19O ....................... 62.02 17.72 50.04 9.54 1236 0.06
wecka1la inocatisC19OSA ....................... i.70 7.91 '9.52 9.04 586 .06
DiJald table rea.6ng CP622-21A ..................... 35.78 3.27 49.92 9.64 1274 .03
Spatial odentatioe 11 CP?03B ............... 22.80 6.7.. 49.92 9.64 1274 .05
Spstial orieatic I CPSOIB ....................... .. 28.61 5.74 49.9. 1 9.64 1274 .01
Numerical operatoca (F) C3732B...................33.01 11.73 49.92 9.64 1274 .02
Numerical operao : (B) C70B ................... 32.21 11.37 49.92 9.64 1274 .02
MatbematicsACI2E .......................... 725.7 7.20 49.32 9.19 614 '.06

aibematibc AC1702F.......................... 24.78 l6.!U 50.50 10.00 650 .05
Matbhematk$sVIC1710A .......................... 3.80 15.67 49.32 9.19 624 .0
Mathematics B C1206C ......................... 74 5 83 50.50 ;O.00 650 .05
iziographic-! data (P) CL602D............ A.......29.15 6.28 50.36 10.02 59S .01

iographc data (.) CE602D ..................... 22.47 3.17 50.36 10.02 595 -. 03
Speed of idettficatio CF61CA .................... 34.21 7.28 49.91 9.64 1274 .01
GnewaJlinsorabon (,) (N OSD................... 21.05 5.48 50.50 10.00 650 .04
(Cneri] ,nformato. (P) CE5OSD ................... 36.35 6.03 Pf.50 10.00 650 .02
Technical vocabulary (P) , F,305C................. .21.097 6.59 49.32 9.19 624 . %
Technicalvocabulary (h, $ L%5C ................. 1. .1 3.11 49.32 9 19 624 -. 01
Technical vocub "......... .C " 61 09 149.32 9.19 624 .05
Office.qual ......................... 44 62 .!6 50.36 10.02 595 .07
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TA-s 2AL-Cm egi .owbeloi a ea and us xr (z) d
*k Mi4dd vM hd uNO ry MO r' )
P-61 PILO1S-VOUIYT AIR PORC

TTagvulbs me1  I .b W4
1  5 i$ X

...................... 0.69 .14 6.14 1.74 2401
.. . ..... 490' 986 6.00 IS 3461

.......... , ,.......... 49.0 9.8 4.7 5.83 34

.. I . 49. 9.81 52.74 9.29 2

owdswints1 C ....................... 49.6 9.8 S4.1 5 1 246
.. 49.69 9.8* 5.7, 9.53 54 .06

9iu , " ....................... 4.96 9.51 54.29 5.25 43 .
,lM ............................... 49.76 9.83 47.5 10.03 M .06

To&"-, : C .. .. ..................... 49.37 9.64 26.72 6.14 10 .3
Th"CZSW ..................... 49.7 0.315.58 , .24 1O .1.

.ucal vocabula=r (B)C SO . .. 49.37 9.67 5.76 3.26 1 .55
clid.ti.tios ijIOA . ................. . 49.76 9.&3 ILSE 3.40 2W -. 06

i A CM E ........................... 49.37 9.67 27.4 27.12 19. .4
MS&.gm CzlrsA ,170? . 50.79 .0.31 .30 14.50 5. .1
Mat zomls577SAO ..................... .. 49.36 9.4 40.86 14.39 144 .0
M thMa01 tt"B C1206C.. ........................ 50. 9 10.31 19.04 L. 5 6

* awigcmreemcsAlO.U............49.39 9.83 36.82 10.25 44 .30
Rdius tM aoI C1614G ....................... 49.76 9.23 2S.419 1191 20 .06

* K chak1omprdensice ACIOD-VI ................ 49.39 9.35 9.19 5.82 44 OX7

= 'h$iOd ......................... 49.76 9.83 62.71 10.29 2 .13
mf ti C0 D ...................... 49.36 9.64 15.20 7.09 146 .1

Did:A"ltfok CP6[ -21 ...................... 49.76 9.83 36.112 5.85 202 -. 0
o, . aml CI S ...................... 49.69 9.86 17.02 5.77 246 *-.IS

NmeriPlaetioeC C702..C..................... 49.69 9.86 15.93 5.74 26 *-.14
sp ,armo,,ICe1 ......................... 49.69 9.86 59.20 12.22 246 -. 01

aio C S . ................... . 49.0 9.86 23.70 0.40 24 -.
* Earpicadt Au .E02D .SI.67 9.49 31.79 6.37 39 .

Bao~ahk~da* N~CEO2D..............5.67 9.49 23.13 .. SO GbS
I isf~aorwitias M1ICE55....................50o.79 10.31 37.66 5.54 56 -. 30

Cgve& am Inmtiam VN) CESOSD.................... 50.79 10.31 22.75 4.01 56 -. 10
Numakdaamzstim CllM6...................49.39 9.85 11.03 6.04 44 .It
Arithemtic Msoming C1 MOA...................... 49.39 9.85 13.34 S.33 n4.2
T" resxaaCP 621A............................ 49.39 9.85 45.59 10.40 44 -. 19
Dil CP622A ............. 49.39 9.85 26.70 7.33 -. 14

6 t . . . 51.67 9.49 47.31 9.76 ,9 .0

TA=x 2A3.-Co=Wleieus betwas Osades w~d tes t rs () 804s,, bobx x r (Y)
p-3a P TS-F TH AIR FORCE

heficta vaabMe Me SD. M. SD, X rw

s u,,,,,,................................5.99 1.67 50.19 10.19 462 .06
Navigatorstamai .................................... 5.79 1.71 50.19 10.19 443 .M
Ps i.......................................5.82 1.57 50.19 10.19 M43 .11

RnaypursuiCMIA ......................... 51.28 11.06 50.08 10.21 444 .12
Twohazd Coordi&tiOCI 101A................... 54.26 9.20 50.24 9.V4 456 -. 01

.m.pkczoordinationCM701A ........................ 52.58 8.79 50.19 10.19 462 .10
AiM-. st CM21A .......................... 46.32 10.39 50.24 9.94 456 -. 01
DiscaminatonreactiontimeCl6sl) ................. 55.05 8.07 50.19 10.19 462 .06
FlUgdex teityIC6nA ......................... 51.06 9.99 50.19 10.19 442 .06

bading CoMpe %esIoC1614G ....................... 24.13 11.75 50.24 9.94 456 .05
Me iaizipsClg0SA ......................... 64.64 17.99 50.24 9.94 456 *.11
MechrznfcwormtioCIOSA ..................... 14.87 8.09 49.61 11.00 M9 .00

and tahle. * iCP622-21A .................... 36.08 7.66 50.19 10.19 463 .01
S at3l oritation 11CPS03B ...................... 22.38 6.46 50.19 10.19 462 .08

Sotilorenttion I CPSOIB ...................... : 26.32 5.77 50.19 10.19 462 .06
Numrica operations (F) C1702B ................... 34.81 11.78 50.19 10.19 463 -. 06
Numakacdoperations (B) C1702B ...................... 32.56 11.01 50.19 10.29 462 -. 02
MathematicsA C1702E ............................... 25.0 15.55 49.31 12.26 76 .02
.Mtt ,tks A C1702? ............................... 25.49 16.95 50.36 9.70 386 .06

Mat.hmats B CIIIOA .............................. 38.57 15.91 49.34 12.26 76 .06
Mathematics B C1206C .............................. 16.02 9.32 50.36 9.70 386 -. 01
B.gphicl data(P) CE602D ........................ 29.06 6.25 50.37 9.81 374 .0?
B r&Phical dta CE602D ..................... 22.29 3.20 50.37 9.N1 374 .011

Sp of identification CP610A ....................... 34.52 6.97 SO.19 10.19 462 .05
GtCera information (M) CE50SD ................... 21.23 5.39 50.36 9.70 316 .09
Gener.lnformation (p) CE50SD .................... 36.56 ( Js M.36 9.70 386 .05
TtCh ,W. vocabulay (P) CESOSC ................. 21.47 6.94 ,9.34 12.26 76 -. 05
Tti.ical vocabulary (B) CE5O5C . 5.75 2.85 49.34b 11.26 76 -. 07
Tk(Nlvocabulary (N) CE505C............4.... 5.96 8.09 49.34 1'.26 76 .11
Ole. qua%7 ....................................... 45.57 9.99 50.37 .11 374 .06
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TAs 2.64.-.C b btwe sw s &4 ..- seem (s) &
a b.dksg sur (7)

"l8 ?f.TOS--?OV TN All Y(OC2

_________ _____"_ X. SD. I W. SIX, X

3 ab~ w g sIOa. ....... 6.85 l.4u 49.30 9.9? 822. I8.9 z 3 .52 49.30 .7 2 -. 01
......IA S.S 9 .1 0.34 1.0 9.9

SIa t u e311AA .............................. 52.01 9.78 49.20 3. 3 342
T wbowaldordiiaat me CX JOL ................... $ . .43 49.40 9.90 1K 0.41

C Ivq isCMZi lI .. ........................ S.82 *.g1 49.36 9.9 0 .46

A, .......... ................... 340.2 8.01 49.40 9.J M -. 03
Dinu d-- .Imthssve .... . 55.00 5.42 49.3, 9.97 o2 .W

FiftadorincteI 0 . ................... 51.21 9." 49.36 9.9 82 -.SAmI- c m. ; Ct ................. . 14.8 12.2 49.40 9.90 82M .013haaeiclatl )P Cl:903A ........................... 63.34 17.90 49.40 9.90 M75 .93Mchabecal CIOSA ....................... I 35.95 .0 49.28 10.20 285 .MstIW a u .ead .i UCPSOS......... 36.09 1.50 49.36 9.97 51W 2 .0

m atiCI 03 .......... 14.............. 12 15.64 49.19 10.25 312 -. 0

otl katiu I CIoC .......................... 28.71 3.3 49.36 9.97 22 -. 06
maul -c6t (F) CI0D ....................... 3S.08 1178 49.346 9.97 822 .(1N icaldata tiou C102 ........ 32.76 13.30 49.36 9.97 822 .011 L MathAna Cl . ............ . ... 2.93 18.02 49.19 1.25S 312Mathema tics A C C...................... 25.19 16.70 49.47 9.77 510 .03

Msthematic 20C............................. 6.m 9.16 49.47 9.77 510 -. 01
Diopap1hcaZ data 6.2C8D.....................29.4 6.48 49.56 9.30 465 .AS
Dioa al dat(N CE6O2D........... ... 22.35 3.14 49.S6 9.80 46S .01

of to PtA..... 34.63 7.07 49.36 9.97 822 .0
information (N) CEOD.........21.32 5.42 49.47 9.77 510te

General iziorma iou(P C7ESOSD.................... 36.77 6.16 49.47 9.77 510 .4
Technicalvoaiz U' SOSC ................... 21.46 6.47 49.29 10.25 hi .
TSCchaicawcb y B CESO5C ................... 5.94 3.19 49.19 10.25 J12 .00
Tecicalcabazy CE C................ 16.01 8.45 49.19 10.25 J12 .6
0Y.awj quat ................................ 45.7 9.40 49.56 9.80 465 -. 1

TAss. 2.6.-Corrlaions bewes staxines and tet scores (z) wd

P-33 PILOTS--FOURTH AIR 1OCS

Predictorvldam me SD. M, IED, N ,,

Dombardiestaam ............. ............. 5.97 1.77 49.33 10.57 412 .06
Nal~t~aam......... .......... 5.80 1.77 49,33 10.57 432 .06

Pilot Aaift................................... 5.75 1.56 49.33 10.57 432 0.11

Rotary pursu.t CUS3A ......................... 51.55 10.94 49.24 10.64 415 16
To had coordinationCU101A...... 53.42 9.60 49.40 10.35 420 .09
Complex coordination CM7IA ...................... 52.24 9.30 49.33 10.57 432 .01
At-aistressCM211A ................................ 46.47 10.77 49.40 10.35 420 .06
Discriminaton raction ttne CP611D ................ 55.66 7.30 49.33 10.57 432 -. 03
Finger duxtuity CMII65........................51.34 9.92 49.3 10.57 432 -. 07

cou prehmnsdo C16140 ...................... 24.35 11.89 49.40 10.35 420 .09
Mechanical principles C A9..................... 64.27 16.95 49.40 10.35 420 0.10

chnmicali nformation C190SA .................... 15.44 8.00 48.1! 9.30 84 .05
Dial and table reading CP622-21A ..................... 35.63 8.39 49.33 10.57 432 -. 02
Spatialorientation 11 CPS 3B ..................... 22.25 6.62 49.33 .1.57 432104
Slatl orientation I CP5OIB .......................... 27.97 5.82 49.33 I0. 432 .01
N~unerl~al operations (F) C1702B ................... 14.67 12.49 49.33 10. 432 .07
Numedcaloperations B C1702B................... 32.64 11.48 49.33 IG.S) 432 00
Isthemat ACl70B2E .............................. 28,78 17.31 48.42 10.47 46 .14
Mathematics A C1702F .............................. 25.62 16.47 49.59 30.9 .06
Mathematics B C1710A .............................. 40.31 17.41 48.42 10.47 9L. -. 0 I
Mathematics B C1206C .............................. 15.57 8,65 49.59 10.S9 336 .09
Biographical data (f, CFO2D....... ...... 29.00 6.56 49.48 10.53 314 .10
Biographical data (N) CE602D... ............... 22.28 3.19 49.48 10.53 314 -.01
Speed of Identificution CP610A..... 34.06 7.03 49.33 10.57 432 -. A,"
Ge-eralinformaion (N) CE05D ..................... 21.36 5.18 49.59 10.59 3,6 A.
Geueral informatiov (P) CE505D ................... 35.98 6.19 49.59 10.59 336 .IS
Techn!cI vocabulary (P CEOSC ..................... 21.90 5.80 43.42 10.47 96
Techncal vocabularyr (B) CES03C ................... 5.83 3.5S 48.42 10.47 9
Technical vocabulaiy (N) CE505C ......... ......... 15.80 8.63 48.42 10.4? 96 :11
Offcer quality... . ............ 45.71 9.09 49.48 10.53 314 o.1t
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TAMU 26,--C*"k& bdt*, 4086W S" 4d MOM (S) SW
sdwrdl sam (Yj)

P"8 PLOTS-OITN AI 101CR

Fu~ f sbu . SD. U . SD.

.Ca...t.... I ............ 5.76 1.63 50.73 10.75 in 'U6

pat S .5......... S5. 11.5 50.$t 10.71 U6 "ASNO ooorastC ioe$.14 9.1 0. 10.7S 1U6 .V
Aj,!asM&U ,It .... ....... 45.95 11.47 3o.7 10.5 11 _MDmintjo m ehm l z C.................... 56.14 1 .99 50.73 10.75 w :0

"l, cU ,zC lI ... 51.60 8.32 50.73 10.751 55 .

AiNWetety cull........................... 50.1. 3 Wo." 15 .
Itesdim compwebniom Ct14G ............ 22.37 13.21 50.73 10.75 13S 0.0
, nk in .cC13......................... 64.17 16.00 Su.73 10.75 138 .14LD WW taWie z C.21 .................... 35.42 8.20 50.73 10.75 113 .14

Spatial orientatiosoH CPS03B ......................... 22.00 6.18 50.73 10.75 15 .
Spstial orientation I CP5C021 .......................... 27.66 6.00 50.73 MIS t3 .o
umcasloperations(F) Clj..B ...................... 35.64 12.69 50.73 10.15 1 3 .5
umictloptrtions(B) C17021 ................... 32M 10.73 50.73 10.75 11 .12

Mjthemtics A C1 -02F ................................ 23.91 4.93 50.55 1e.31 115 .
tkmaks B C1206C .............................. 14.44 3.10 0.55 10.81 115 .1BiogmphW Data (P) CE0D.............. 23.95 5.97 S0.S 10.81 111, .f

Soepikb fndata C ()CEO02D... ................ 21.16 3.16 50.5 10.81 1 2 -
Speed of ettict CF610A ........................ 380 6.88 50.3 10.7 Sinimmin (N) CFOSD ................... 20.48 $.01 50.5 181 115Geerl i fortt (P) CF,,5D ...................... 35.16 6.59 50.5,S 10.81 its5 .2i Qu .......... .. ....... 43.50 7,44 50.5 10.81 115 .3

TALE 2.67.-Stonbse wzd uas swoes of piiols tha com~eted trabdig .,s4 P~k
re-al;sa d for lying defidency by FEB bowd

-S8 PI'. S-FOURTO All iORCg-

Tatu hted Not r - e DIE. .9 P
mea S.D, Mean S.D. N!.a..e -- 5........... ,,,17 9 ,.. ,., 15, ~ <0."

Ita ......................... 5 .19 1.82 59 .5.95 1.89 1576 .64 0.2 <.,

,,ti.......................... 41 1.62 59 S.93 1.62 1576 S.2 .21 <.46
_ota. pwutCM803A ............ 49.71 9.55 53 52.40 10.01 1418 2.49 1 34 <.U

Two hand coordination............. 531.60 8.44 56 53.64 0 s7 1438 2.04 1.i1 <.Of
Comp'.ccoordina-tioCM7OL...... S2,91 8.8 58 S3.47 ',,,-3 75 .S 4 1.19 ......
Aim- trass CM21IA ............. 48.46 11.60 58 47.19 W i 1515 -1.27 1.54.
Dscrmintion reaction tme CP611D.. 51.78 11.20 58 54.37 8.71 1576 2.59 1.48 .0
Finerdexterity CM116A ........... 51.69 9.03 59 51.43 9.18 1575 - .26 .4 0 .......
T=e vocabulary (P) CES05C..... 22.19 6.84 48 21.22 6.69 863 - .97 1.01 .......
Technical vocabulazy (N) CESOSC.... 12.8 7.35 48 15.10 8.20 863 2.22 1.10 <.06
T .ech .vocabuary(B)CESoSC.... 5.92 3.00 48 5.60 3.19 863 - .32 .14 <.05

eed ofidentificationC 610A ....... 32.32 8.41 59 34.32 7.15 1576 2.00 1.11 <.
Math atics A C1702E .............. 138.69 16.04 48 26.64 14.44 863 /.95 1 .......
Mtthematics B C170I A ............. 36.56 12.70 48 39.45 15.86 2.89 1.91 .......
M.echanicalormation Ct90SA ...... 14.1. 7.86 39 15.86 8.52 302 1.71 1.29 ; ......
Dial and table redling CP622.21A .... 34.53 9.61 39 35.18 8.01 1576 1.35 1.5 .......
Numerica operations (F) C1702B. 34.31 12.90 59 34.99 11.86 1576 .681.71 .......
x I C1702B. 29.36 12.07 59 32.25 11.54 1576 2.89 1.59 (.06
,,Uilorientation I CPSOB ......... 28.02 5.5 59 22.80 S.69 1576 .70 .21 <.0
Stial orientation I CP03B ....... 21.59 7.41 59 22.29 8.62 1576 .73 .23 <.0slchanic~alprinciples CI90JA........55.88 18.20 50 62.15 17.52 IS11 6.27 2.0 <.0
Red4i comprehension C1614G ... 19.24 15,22 50 24.10 12.6 15 45 6 .436 <.01
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TAms 2.--Cara.im befmwo "at ud a test jem a" n w uceu

"I8 MflOTS-O""T113 M MSI

ow "Noaf traph h " salmb ,'.i t w Idn I &:- i mibt edis &mo sacbe P" p31t -

1N&I~t NOh! X 310 MR us_ -- -.........~h . 172 . ,02 5. 5.,, ,.7,:7
.. .. ...................... 12 .02 5.13 $. 1.67

. 1721 .902 SW.3. 5 .59 1.eo
o rem CIO1 ....................... 1653 .906 53.75 52.20 9.61 .*1

l)mJutor~ dit -e ....................... 1716 .90W 3.34 51.91 9.4 .06A = u m ~ i 1 A 16S.3 .90f 416 46.1 10.68 .4c
DS ati rn6ta I 3t ......................... 1716 .90 54.43 5.00 .6 -a

T m g rde eri yC11A 171? .903 51.38 50.56 9.9 .64
Claling................ ... 1654 .905 24.17 23.35 12.0 A3j

............ . 16-4 .903 62.65 59.9? 17.49
DW~dCft2221A ........... 115 .903 3S.76 35.74 2.36 .s 2

Spatial nientiom 11 C IP50 .......................... 1713 .90 22.S8 21.9? 6.65 .w
SPat esalone I ttIou................. 1717 .903 23.58 28.96 5.72 -A.
Numercal operations (F) ci ................ . 118 .903 M.75 36.35 1 69 -.

umeri o;- s (B) C102 ...................... 1718 .903 32.79 32.12 11.50 .C
Mal hemtic.A C1702F... . .37 .971 25.04 24.S6 14.27
Matheatics B C1206C............................837 .91 15.80 13.45 9.20 .1Mad ictksA C1702 ........................... 883 .8M 26.50 26.84 17.53
Matbematics 13 C1710A ............................... .8 39.31 35.0 LS.82 .91B))oz===Mpbksd dt (P CE 6021) ................ 755 .917 29.47 2S.49 6.41 0.08
Bict dat a ) CE . .2D................... 755 .917 22.43 22.33 3.13 .g
S of detofication ClA ..................... 1719 .902 34.27 34.11 7 .1 .01
Ge ei-formation (CE D SD..................... 37 .921 21.19 21.07 5.39 -.u
General information (P) CES5D .................... 37 .921 36.53 36.36 5.14
Technicsl vo ) C.5SC.......884 .88 21.21 21.01 6.56 .A6

"Mechaim infor ia C1905A............19 . 839 15.76 34.92/ 5.05 , .6
TechuievoI ul B) ES C...................55 8 8 .60 5.29 3.21 .4.amii U S 1S.10 14.35 IL 16 A0S I
Technkoa buI, y C C. .................. 3H4 .18V 15.10 14.35 5.1OS .6 .

Ow . ..................................... 7S3 .91b 44.97 4463 9.56 .66 I

TAsLz 2.69.-Correations bet wee stanixes and test scores and occmre,,ce
.1 cddsss acrbei to pilot error

P-61 PIOTS-FORTH AIR FORCE
o = Jj with accidents ascie to pilot Ur. t = All pilots (including those with acddeats).

Predactor vara N, N.o Ms M SDs n I
.. 336 39 6.14 6.06 3.68 .

Plor stane.......... ....... 336 39 6.16 5.37 1.66 .06
Piltsta e............... ::::................ 336 .39 6.96 6.27 1.66 .0
Rotary prsuit CM 80A ................................... 27' 37 51.90 49.78 9.28 .14
TwohandcoordinationCMl01A ...................... 283 37 53.18 55.19 9.68 .00
Complex coordination CM701A .............................. 333 36 56.19 58.78 8.31 0-.25
ATgt 1resC ll ...................................... 244 35 47.53 46.40 10.41 .0
Discrimination reaction time CP61ID ........................ 335 39 54.50 54.54 9.6 .0i

Fn dterity CMII6A..... ........................ 336 39 32.45 52.23 9.69 .01
Tecb vocabulary CES5C ....................... 266 25 20.79 19.76 6.82 .08
Technical vocabulary N CESOC ....................... 266 25 1.94 1" 3.28 .
Technicavocabul B CMC ....)O5C....................... 266 25 4.94 17.2 8.26 -. 14

e of identicaton C610A .............................. 292 39 17.49 16.79 3.45 .12ackical principles Cl03A ............................... 24t 35 62.1H 59.94 16.12 .09
MathematicsA C1702E ............................... 266 25 26.12 33.20 16.80 *-.23
Mathematics B C171OA ..................................... 222 25 40.36 45.72 15.01 .-. 21
Spatialorientation I CPS01B ................................ 336 39 59.23 57.59 12.06 0;
Spetial orientation II CPS3B ............................... 336 39 23.73 23.64 6.94 .01
Reading comprehension C1614G ............................. 244 35 25.50 25.54 111.57 .00 ,
Mechanical information CI905A ............................ 174 21 15.09 11. :6 7.91 #.25
NumericaloperationslClt02B ......................... 336 39 1.30 17.79 ..1 -,05

umericalo ortionuIC102B..........................336 39 16.05 17.36 S.66 -. 14
D , ,dtable redig C622-21A. ............. ........ 292 39 35.78 36.28 b. -. 04
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From the data iL the above tables a numler of observatlos can be made.
In general, it is dear that no one test showed a high degree of rtiohkxma
with any of the criteria studied. Although of statistical snfcanc4 s
crelation between a single 'test and a criterion is suffdently high to beel j
practical value in predic-.Jon. Fw convenience in obtaining an over-l
view of test validity there are listed in fable 2.70 - validity d i
for P-38 pilots that were sufficiently large to be of statistic I slgnifance.
From this table it is clear that the test battery as a whole best predikte ,
tbe criterion of elimination by Flying Evaluation Board action with pc-
diction of air-to-dr gunney performance a dose sec-d. Among the
aious predictor variables the stanines, being based upon cmlaimo

test scores, naturally predicted the largest number of criteria. In o of
effectiveniess in prediction the three stanines were roughly pilot, bo-
hardier and navigator. Among t8e individual tests the Rotary Pursuit and
Two Hand Coordination Tests seem to have best predicted all of the
criteria. Mechanical Principles and Reading Comprehension were appmr -
mately the next best in predictiom.

Tests such as Numerical Operations, Fimger Dexterity, Aiming Str
d

Tiziz 2.70.- -Summary of dvuiwst (I jerce.t or 5 percext Wei) corvreldUu
betwees predidor vaiables amd agem scmw

P-3s PILOTS-FOURTH P.R FOtCK

%edictorterk varabes 3 4 6 1

,stanin................... . .............. ......... ...... ..... . -Naviato otanoo..
Mat sme ................................... "* 0* " ......0... * "

Ct w ti Imlou. .................... ...... ....... .......... ......dmng tres C 211A .............................. .,...,... .. .. .. .. ... . ..
Tio and reitioam tim C tD.... ..
FI - p dexterit CM 11A ................ ................

*1 D atia enen tio Im Ce CNB ........ ................................ ......IedIng compre"iom C ................... ......Meciankml principes CI903A .................. S

Mechanical information CI 9SA............................................

idathnuttcs A C PSO2E ..... .................. *............. "..... ............. ..........
Dial a.d tabl reading CP62-21A....................... . .........................

}Sat'icwrB CP50B ....................... ............................. ,.......Spialr oicat ato HN CP_,0D .................... ..... . . .'- .......... %
Spatia or ientafition C 60 .. ....... '.. I C 51.... ..

Numerical operations (F) C70t2B..... .. . . . . . . . . .

T eticl nopr~I.. . .(P) CE.. .D ........................ ..... ...... ....

Mathematics B C12O(E

iicalatb CE-ZD ...................... ............................Sioahmica daB C1710 D.................7kA..

Mthemtics voc.....B. C1206 C ..........................................Genexal doratao (P)MO -

Gcoml information............ ................. ... . . .....

_ ................--..... ... ........ .. ... ... . .....

s Crlttlim wMhi~s met as foamow:

1. Air-to-Air Ouamy 5. MWil" Gfld"

2. A'.-round Gunay 6. Adverdty Scet
4. Dive Bom. FB le-evalutim

* No dam avallabL7
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and Vocabulary (N) and Biographkal Data ior Na-iC#:rs had lttl rm.
dktive value for the cteria studicd. Among the various criteria, Akk
and dive bon-;hlng were p-edicted very poorly by most of the tests andstanbn

War- Met hedi of VaflJ.s
Betides expressing degree of validity as a coeffient representing the

corr.ation between test scores and a proficiency criterion, it would be
poss'ble to show relative validities by comparing the mean test scores of
pilots of different levels of proficiency. The latter procedure has a great
advntage in simplicity and ease of calculation, especially when the group
compared -re at the extremes of the range of proficiency found. The tests
which yielded the greatest and most consistent differences between the
averages for the groups would naturally be those which best predicted de-
gree of proficiency. By this method the numbers of individual pilots in.-
volved would be greatly reduced while at the sanm time little discriminat-
ing power would be lost since these groups may be expected to show to a
maximun degree any relationship that existed.

Fo: these reasons it was decided in the First Air Force to make the
.uitial study of test validities by comparing the average test scores and
stanLi-es of two groups of pilots, one extremely high and the other extremely
low in proficiency. Only for those tests which showed by this method a
promising degree of validity would more extensive analyses be made and
validity coefficients computed for the total group of pilots studied. It was
not possible to complete this analysis in time for inclusion in this report

.0
Evaluation

In the res "s presented above it would appear at. first glance that at
the level of operational training, classification test scores and the pilot
stanine have a relatively small predictive value. However, in considering
the validity coefficients obtained it should be remembered that there
were a number of factors present which tended to put a "ceiling" on the
size of the correlation coefficients to be expected between stanines and
proficiency measures. Four factors might be mentioned here.

Restricted Range of the Pilot Sta4 u
Assuming that the unaugmented pilot stanines of original applicani for

aircrew training were normally distributed from 1 to 9, data in table 2.S.
show that less than 20 percent of the pilots reachin.; operaional training
had stanines as low as the median of the group of original applicants. The
rejection at the classification centers of nearly all applicants with stanines
of 1 and 2 and rejection of many with stanines of 3 and 4 resulted in the
initial range restriction. The fact that in training in the AAF Training
Command men with )w stanines were much more frequently eliminated
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than men with high stanlius, produced a further lintatlon In gamins rap
in the group sent on to operational tralnlb

Restricted Range of Pro "e"

Te elimination of most of the pilots of very low degree of proldm
in the AAF Training Coinmand undoubtedly resuted In a smaller rap d
proficiencies in pilots enuing operational training. Opinions of
training supervisors that all pilots in operational training werie at lant
aerage and were satsfactory in proficiency tended to 'er this a..

IconssteCmy and Lowe Rdkily of Crilvuox Sc.'
The reliability of a measure determines in part the maximum corielatlm

that could be obtained with any other measure even if identical function
were involved in both cases While the reliability of some of the criteia
studied was as - as 0.70, it was in many cases much lower. And for
several criteria it was not possible to obtain any estimate of reliablty. In
such cases the many known sources of uncontrolled variation would hi-
dicate a rather low reliability. Hence, many of the validity coelmts
could only be low at best.

Disimilarities m Primary Flying and OperatioWa Trmii
Since tests and selection procedures were mainly validatedm against sc

or failure Li primary trainin, they could not be expected to cover, euept
more or less by chance, any abilities needed in operatioal training wh
were not prominent in earlier training. Here a thorough validation of
individual test scores against criteria of proficiency in operational training
might lead to a different weighting of tests and specific abilities so as bqtta
to predict success at this and the combat levels.

The data so far obtained indicate that the pilot stanine best predicts -co

ments on missions, ratings obtained by interviewing instructors, and time
taken to complete all or part of training. Because of the relatively low
coefficient of reliability of gunnery scores, it is Elso likely that the stanine
predicts even better pilots' gunnery ability although the prediction of the
gunnery scores is less accurate than the prediction of the other types of
scores just mentioned.

SUMMARY
Research personnel in the First, Second, and Fourth Air Forces amassad

a great amount of data on fighter-pilot proficiency in the P-38, P-47, and
P-61 aircaft. The several types o,! potential criterion measures which were
sYstematically explored and evaluated included scores obtained from air-to.
air and air-to-ground fixed gunmwry, dive and skip bombing, and rocket
firing; comments and ratings from mission cards; tower and mobile-contr-0.
unit reports; ratings by instructors (on printed forms and obtained frwz
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Interviews), ratings and rankings by fellow students; amount of time
required to complete training; involvement In pilot-error accidents; selec.
uoo as instructr; re-evaluation by a Flying Evaluation Board.

Insofar as possible, the above potential measures of pilot proficiency wer
re-evaluated in terms of six criteria: distribution, reliability, numbei of I

men affected, discrimination between experienced ("expert") and inex.
perienced ("novice") pilots, completeness of coverage of the pilots' duties,
and degree of objectivity.

It was concluded that the most satisfactory pilot proficiency measures
were the objective scores derived from gunnery, bombing, and rocket firing;
the specific comments entered on mission cards; and ratings (based a
concrete reasons) obtained from interviewing instructors. It was further
conclude. that no single one of the measures adequately covered the full
range of fighter-pilot duties. It was aW felt that little dependability could
be placed on any of the measures except where original preparation of the
data was closely supervised at the training stations by aviation psychol.
o9sts.

The pilot stanine was found best for predicting comments on mission
cards, ratings obtained from interviewing instructors, time required to com-
plete all or part of training, and re-evaluation by Flying Evaluation Boards.
Stanine validity coefficients with the various criterion measures were low-
ered by such factors as the small number of cases (affecting particularly
re-evaluated men, accident-pilots, and trainees selected as instntors),
restricted range of both the pilot stanine and pilot proficiency Lt the
operational level, and the low reliability of the criterion measures. This
last factor was considered particularly to lower the degree of correlation
between stanine and fixed-gunnery scores.
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CHAPTER THREI

Photo-Reconnaissance Pilot

ANALYSIS OF DUIES

inuoduclon
Most of the training of individuals and crews in the spedaiized field of

photographic reconnaissance was done in the Third Air Force. Studies ia
this field were therefore made one of the responsibilities of aviation psychaa-
ogy personnel in this Air Force.. Training in Photo-reconnalssan included
four main types: F-3 training concerned with night photographic recomais-
sance utilizing A-20 aircraft; F-S training, target photo-reconnalssance and
tri-metrogonic mapping (mosaics) in P-38 type aircraft; F-6 training
invol-'ing tactical reconnaissance, both visual and photographic, in P-51
aircraft; and F-7 training utilizing B-24 crews for long range precision
mapping. Preliminary investigation suggested that the F-S training pro-
gram would be the most profitable area for initial research in photo.
reconnaissance, since the available records were relatively well suited to
validation studies. Investigation of the other three types was prevented by
the curtailment of training at the close of hostilities. The discussions which
follow in this chapter are therefore limited to the F-S program.

Jol- Description .I

The F-5 training program consisted of four months training of P-38
pilots. It was divided into four phases: ground training, photographic'
transition in B-25 or F-10 type aircraft, training in P-38 type aircraft and,
finally, night fa.-iliarization.

Ground Trr;,dSg

Dur'. this phase, instruction was given in operation of the aircrft,
cr;-,at tactics, administration duties and general subjects. Training pub.
,cations, films and information bulletins were used for instruction purpoes.
Elinnation for failure in groune school subjects was very rare.

Photographic Transitiox

This phase was designed to acquaint the trainee with the fundamentals
of navigation and aerial photography. The flights were in B-25 or F-10
type aircrafts. The trainee spent 5 hours as observer (standing behind the

Pilot and copilot), five hours as navigator and 5 hours as copilot.
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The largest portion of the four months training perod was devoted tk
training in the F-5 type aircraft (P-38 modified for photorjii recoi.
raissanc purposes). It was recessary for the trainee to acqlze complete.
knowledge of the performance data and operational limitations of the P-38.
In addition, each trainee had to complete the following requirements:

1. A minim,,n of five photo-reconnaissance missions, with an average
grade of 85 percent. At least one of the missions had to be above 30,000
feet. A minimum of two missions were required at the maximum tactical
range of the aircraft.

2, One successful mapping mission at 20,000 feet or above, covering an
area at least 10 by 20 miles in size. The grade for this mission had to be 75
percent or better to be considered successfuL

Nigkt Pkoto Famkliazai
This phase of training was designed to acquafit the trainee with the

capabilities and limitations of photo-flash bulbs, electrical flash equipment
and proper techniques and tactics to be employed in the use of night
camera& The trainee was required to demonstrate competency in the opera.
tion of the K-19B camera and relat-d equipment, and in the handling of
bomb bays, shackles and release mecbanisms. He was further required to
know how to load, arm and inspect flash bulbs.

Job Speifieantoms
No studies were made of special requirements for the job of the F-S or

photo-reconnaissance pilot, although some of the requirements may be in-

ferred from the foregoing description of operational training. Other studies
of higher priority prevented any detailed analysis of this type.

CRITERIA OF PROFICIENCY
General

Four types of grades were given in the F-S program. The fust consisted
of the descriptive ratings "satisfactory," "very satisfactory." and "si-perior"
on most ground school subjects. Several grades of "'4ualifiedn' and "not
qualified' were assigned in such subjects as code, blinker, altitude chmd--r
and instrument flying. The third grade was "time in hours" for the various
types of flying such as B-2S training, P-38 trans'.ion, and night flying.
The fourth type consisted of numerical grades based upon a standard and
more or less objective system of scoring short range photo, and long range
photo and mapping missions. Preliminary investigation of these four sys.
tems indicated that the relatively objective mission or sortie scores were
the best measure of proficiency. Main research effort was therefore con-
centrated on the sortie grade.
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T-he following procedure was used in assigning gades tophoaid
god w.ping missions. Tle pilot was briefed on targets to be photopasw,
flying altitude, and flying time for the missioi, and Course- Preffigt of the
plan and photographic equipment was the responsibility of the, pilot Din.

jog the mission, the pilot was required to keep an accurate jog with specda.
reference to weather and flying altitude over each target. Upon rettun freM
the mission in addition to the photographic plates exposed, tepiltpo

vddthe follo'ung information to the Interrogation O25e:.
i. Name and number of targets assigned.
2. Name and number of targets claimed.
3. Mfean photographic altitude-
4. Weather conditions over targets.
S. Camera lens size
6 Description of targets of opportunity (if claimed).
7. Condition of equipment
After the photographic plates were processed, the prints were sent to the

Photo Laboratory for grading. The judgment as to whether a target was
scored as covered, partially covered or not covered was dependent upo
lens size as well as percent of target in the photograph. Ile scale used Is
presented in table 3.1.

After coverage was determined, the photo interpreter determined and
recorded ai sortie mission grade for the pilot listing ibe mission number,
total time in the air, mean altitude of photography, numnber of targets as.
signed, number Claimed, number of targets of opportunity claimed, num-

ber of targetz not claimed with the reason given, and finally, for each size
of lens used, the number of targets covered, partially covered aind nat
covered. In obtaining the final grade, one credit was given for all targets
covered, one-half credit for targets partially covered and no credit for
targets not covered. The final mission grade, indicated in percent was the
ratio of targets covered (total credit) to targets assigned plus targets of
opportunity less nonpilot failures&

TABLz 3.L.-Reiation between pecrcent of covfrage and score assigne target Photogra~hs

F-S PHOTO RECONNAISSANCE-THIRD Alit FORCE

Lens siu Percent I tdsme*t or
(bce)coverage -cor

6 ......................... 0- 4 Not Covered.
6......................... S- 9S ParthL4 covered.
6 ......................... 96-10o Covered.
12 by24 ............. I...... 0- 4 Not Covered.
12 by24 ................... S- 7S Partially Covered.
12by 24................... 76-100 Covered.f . 85
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12 meffak a sim& mise iodi" from 12 to IS auipd Wrpta Y

be repeded as complete, tbe missios !ad to own at le--, z iygeta Targig
of Opomity cos~d be pbte apsUM is BiOB of APigned laipe
add wt be p-cgrapbd fW lesiikate reasos, or is -aMitim I* rqd m
-op e et s. scms m both and wmccefd, t&.

-d$Am gade below as vw a aboe 7S percnt etue d. Hower, S
pacmea of u m pAded ls than 7S pecent was very ma, m df
I-S perefor SKAsanple of 7" UddL

'The acient of corrdato betm the aVerag sortie grad for um
ad em mi:sis wm ind to be 0.62 for 152 pI ots traied at Cdgy.
vile Army Air Basue d.iI May and J]me of 194S- Other atinmm of &
reliabft of these sc are presene in tale L.

TAXX9.2.-cf b9 eo f -

C-3,YZu'Ta AAB--lXM AM PCOB

Rl* sheet . d sb ......................... IS

Egiaatd niab&y (conected by Ssnmas-3rw fmnn) ....... 29 i

Shnce the sortie grade was the only aritermo sfudied nocuzrim e
possile with othier citeria- However, the fWlowing points can be mad e
the b of the eviden avzflable. First, it is not pow-ble to detftmui

-- &a% D - -- adsdsrmntbewn piloft Imwm to

differ in proeiciency and czperience since no swrl studies could be c=rie
out. Second, scored sortie grades have a rather narrow dispersio&i W~hetba
this is due to the nature of the task in relai ou to method of seozri& or t
actual similarity in level of profciency of plots in this type of operatioed
training is not known. Tird, the reliability of sortie grades, wtbe notu
high as might be desired, is sufficient for them to be useful in validatim
studies. Fourth, in terms of coverage of the job and logical validit th&
grades ate an excellent criterion. Finally, since the pBots coocemed an
not known to those assessing target photographs, sortie .rades are not sub-
.ect to most types of subjective errcs. Estimates of percent of targets ap.
pearing in the photographs, and decision as to whether a failure to attempt
photographs occurred as a result of causes beyond control of the pilots, are
posst'ble sources of errors of various sorts. in general, i. may be cotdAcied
'hat the sortie grade should provide a useful criterion of proficiency in
operational training.

VALEDATION
Average sortit qgrade of trainees at the two Third Air Force stations

training F-5 pilots were correlated with their aptitude scores or'stanines.
In this comparison, only trainees who had completed a minimum of 6
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photographM i missions were included. The coeffcents of validity obtamg
are shown In table 3.3 together with the appropriate means and sta4

Attention Is called lo th! relatively higher validity of the navipja
stanine This result should be Interpreted with caution, howeve,
the group had been restricted with respect to the pilot stanine. Validity
roreMfiets for both the bombardier and navigator stanine are s9 &1 1
at the 1 percent level and were regarded as suffciently high to warrat
the computation of test validities. This was not done, however, due to the
shuftv of tIML

Separate grades were available for short and long missions foe about owe
hundred trainees at Will Rogers Field. Comparison was therefore made
between stanines and grades on each type of mission to find out whetha
length of mision was a factor in stanine validity. Validity coeffcients
with unaugumented pilot stanine were 0.11 and 0.16 respectively for short
and long mission (sortie) grades of 105 F-S pilots for whom separate
scores were available. Although the difference between the coefficients is not
statisticafly significant, there is a suggestion that the pilot stanine better
predicts the grade on long than on short missions.

SUMMARY
Research by aviation psychologists in the area of photo-reconnaissanre

training was limited to the F-5 program. This program was concerned with
the training of P-38 pilots in target photo-reconnaissance and trimetrogooi
mapping (mosaics). One criterion measure for this type of training was
investigated, that of objective mission grades for photographic reconnais-
sance missions. The grades were based on the extent to which assigred
targets were covered in the photographs obtained by the trainee. The re-
liability of the mission grade criterion was found to be satisfactory for
validation purposes. For two samples of F-S trainees for whom both
stanines and mission grades were available, stanine validities viere, in gen-
eral, lmw; however, several coefficients were higher than could be expected
.y clamce alone
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CHAPTER FOUR_______________________

Airplane Commander

ANALYSIS OF DUTIES

Jut- iuction

It was the mission of th - Continental Air Forces tc train in combat type
operations combat crews made up of individuals who had completed train-
jug in their individual specialties. Because of the primary emphasis upon
the training of crews, training personnel paid relatively litUe attention to

individual proficiency, most of the attention being given to crew perform-
ance. Although aviation psychologists in the Continental Air Forces were
similarly interested mainly in crew proficiency, two factors led to the ex-

penditure of much time and energy in obtaining evidence of individual

proficiency as well. The first of these was a desire to obtain data for use
in studying the validity of individual selection and classification procedures.
The second was the fact that since no satisfactory objective measure of It
was available, crew proficiency was thought by many to be best observed
in the individual proficiency of various crew members, particularly the air-

plane commander.
The airplane commander was probably the most important member of

the combat crew. As tornmander of his crew, he was responsible for their

performance as well as his own. From the point of view of psychological
research in operational training, the airplane commander was also important

because he was responsible for much of the training of the rest of the crew.

His many contacts with instructors and training personnel made him by far

the best known member of the crew. It was thus expected that more and
better data would be available on the proficiency of the airplane com-

mander than would be available for .ny other aircrew specialty. And, as

will be brought ,ut later, the proficiency of the crew as a whole and that

of the .iff-ane commander were usually considered nearly identical.

Job Description

Because of his special importance in training and in combat operations,
research personnel in the Continental Air Forces studied the job of the air-

plane commander in operational training in greater detail than they did the
jobs of the other crew members. Information was obtained from a variety

of sources. AAF Training Standards 20-2 and 20-3, Training Manuals such

as Second Air Force Manuals 50-27, 50-51, 50-126 and similar Manuals

703330-47-- 89
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of the Third and Fourth Air Forces were consulted. Interviews were held
with Directors of T,-aning, with instructors, with sirplane commander
trainees and with officers returned from combat in an attempt to obtain as
much Inforution as possible about the duties and requirements of the job
of ulrplane commuder.

The usual heavy and very heavy bombardment cew training in the Co.
tinental Air Forces covered a period of 12 weeks. It included both flying
and ground school training. A minimum of 120 hours of flying was w
quired of each crew, although in practice most crews needed more flyig
hours than this to complete the required operations. Flight training was
set up in the form of specibc missions of many types, with the number of
hours in the air needed for each varying according to the mission requie
ments. Includd were relatively short and long range missions, missions at
high and low altitudes, night and day missions, bombing, navigation and
fighter interception missions. A total of 26 different missions were required
in B-29 (VH) training, several of which had to be repeated to meet mini-
mum requirements. In B-17 and B-24 (H) training, a larger number of
missions was required; but the length of time needed to accomplish the
individual missions was correspondingly less. Details of each mission were
specified in flight training directives whch listed the operatons to be per-
formed and the responsibilities of the various crew members.

Similarly, the ground training of airplane commanders and other crew
members was specifiec in Technicsi Training Manuals and ground training
directives. Very little of the ground training was given to crews as units,
separate classes being given for individuals in each specialty. Airplane
commanders took courses in the technical aspects of plane operation, com-
munications, navigation and bombing. Courses were required of most crew
members in intelligence, survival and the usual military subjects. The
airplane commander and certain of the other crew members took courses in
combat tactics. In addition, the airplane commanders took 6 hours of
ground school under the general headings of duties and responsibilities of
the airplane commander. Ordinarily there were no particuk. objectives or
requirements for these 6 hours and individual instructors uti),zed them as
deemed desirable. Sometimes the time was devoted to confere:,-es on the
problems which had arisen in the handling of the crews and rela' ,d mat-
ters. At other times training films were shown and lectures given by re-
turned pilots.

The responsibilities of the airplane commander as leader and commaA'.r
of the crew were usually given extra emphasis in some way. At orientatio,.
lectures, informal conferences with instructors and in the appropriate
ground school courses suggestions were given as to what these res"on-
sibilities were and how they could be met. These included suggested means
of utilizing "waiting hours," e.g. time spent waiting for transportation,
briefing, weather clearance, etc.; ways of gaining knowledge of crews' back-
ground; methods of instruction in crew specialties; and so on. Flight train-
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joig records w- usually made available to the airplane cornmander. 08
jeck rides, notes were sone times made on his effectiveness as commfaudler.

* HoWeVr, the latter were informnal and h- phAzard and no systemnatic rtconh
of checks were kept onthe ability of the pilot tG commrand his crew.

At trany stations, the airplane comm'ander was given certain defizite r--
-bailities for the training of the rest of the crew. These include M.

sponsliity for the- punctual attendance of each crew member at his dIWO
aW formtions. Absences, tardines etc-, were reported to the airplan

coaignnder who had to present to training offficils the reason-- therefor amd
*disciplinary action taken to prevent recur-.ence. Deficienc-ies in class work

ZM in flight were reported to the airplane commander for action to corred
teM. lie was often responsible foF keeping the crew informedi of training

progress. In addition to the regular briefings, tLe- airplane commander was
encouraged to give additional explanations to his crew specifying the part
Mbc crew member was to play in accomplishment .-f the MISs4'n. Review
of previous nistakes and suggestion-s for improvement were lo) be gvwn.
At the conclusions of missions, the airplane commander wras frequently Me

quired to hold a critique of the mission with the crew., discuissing the
performance of eatch crew memnbei. The airplane commander was respon-
sible for seeing tW it that crew members kept busy on all idssions, assisting
other crw members ii their own sptcialty was not needed-

Probably the best summary of the duties and responisibilities of the air-
plant commander in operational training ,that given in AAF Training
Standard 20-2:

11w pilot will be trained to a standard enabling hm to hand&e his aircraft with
skil and confidence, In addition to piloting t.ki1, he must be fully instructed in bis

duties and responslbiliticz as airplane commander to insure that be exerdss ;roper
supervision over the personnel ard equipment v-nd'-, his controL Preflight inspetios
should be systematically made by crew members and reports rendered to the pilot
Prior to every training mission, the pilot wil insimre that his aircraft has bues

thoroughhy checked and inspected to include complete coverag: of currnt check Zi.
During every training mission, the duty of the pilot aiB be to supervise the fune-

tioning of each crcw member with a view to developing individual skill and building
his crew into an efficent combat team

* Although all of the flying and technical ground training of airplane comn-
mnanders was specified in considerable detail, it w.Ls frequently not possible

to maintain uniformity of training at the station level. And, while some
attempt at least was made to standardize flight procedures, missions and

* ground school courses, there was very littlse attempt to standardize the pro-

cedures to be used in training airplane commanders in the exercise of comn-

Miand- Thus training in accomplishing the functions of crew commander
varied even more than training in pilot skiils. These variations added

* greatly to the difficulties met in ca-rrying out research or, the proficiency
of airplane commanders. A further discussion of these difficulties and of
the factors contributing to the lack of uniformity in training ccnditious3 Will

be given in the sections of this chapter dealing with c-.iteria of proficiency.
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Avrpkma C*uder CA ZL

While flying skill was, of course, of equal or even greater Importance ta
operaflinal traring. psycbo~logical research en the job of the airplane cw
mander emphasized his activite- as commander of the crew rather thai
the former. This emphasis had its orig in the belief that the forme aspe
of the job coeld best be studied in connection with trainizg of the l dvidu
pilot in the AAF Training Caiin o Commad of th-. cew was ft to be
the chief new or uniqu feature of the activities of the airplane commander
ia operational training. To obtain more detailed information on the j&
of crew commander, research personnel in the Third Air Force madea
series of direct c.Lservations of crew training. An aviation prythologist v
attached to a class of cambat crews at Avon Park AAF to make a study of
the activities of the airplane commander in operational training. This

e flew IS of the 26 mission constituting the minimum requirement.
Several themissions we Sown more th ooce; and flights were nude
with moire than half of the crews in the class. Logs were maintained dung
all of the flights which included detailed observations of the activities of the
airplane commander. Records were also kept of observations of the cew
on ibe ground and of conversations with crew members. On the basis of
this study, and utilii:ng the results of other analyses and suggestions, as
Airplane Commande Ceck Ust was prepared in the Third Air Force. In
this check list were icluded 27 items,each referring to a training situatim
in which it was believed degree of success in the exercise of command or a
fundamental pilot skill could be observed. In using the check list, instruc.
tors or other observers flying with an airplane commander recorded his
effectiveness in the specific situation referred to in the item. A copy of this
check list is found in the appendix G.I. These items may be considered a

sample of the more observable features of the job of airplar" co,-mnder.

Job Spedlcations
Two types of approach were utilized by aviation psychologists in arivirig

at specifications of the characteristics needed by airplane commanders for
success in operational training. The first approach was to collect and sum-
marize the opinions of experts-i.e. instructors, combat returnees, fligbt
sm-geons and others. The second was to study the ieasons for failure in
pilot, known to have failed in operational training as airplane commanders.

Ckarcteristics Suggested by Exper

The detailed procedures whereby aviatioa psychologists obtained from
instructors, combat returnees and others opinions as to characteristics
needed for success in operational training varied somewhat in the different
air foices. The relative emphasis upon different aspects of the job also
varied in these interviews, probably in part depending upon current re-
search emphasis. For example, in the Secor-: Air Force, approximately 7S
officers with combat experience in lead crew or command position wetS
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intffvL.wed in an attempt to disove what were the most Iq:o-ia4

dwtdsk needed for succes in lead crew positio. Wble the later.

vim were thus specifically oriented toward cr'-w characteristics, persond

intwiewed tended without exception to describe what they considemd tba
most important traits or characteristics of various crew oemberm. Thu as
a by-product of interviews designed to obtain char3cteristics of lead crews

ther was obtained a series of descriptions of what were thought the most
inportant characteristics of successful airplane cflmandeL In the Third
vdd Fourth Air Forces similar interviews had an entirely different emphasis
since they attempted to obtain direct descriptions of successful airplane Ork-
manders. In addition to such interviews, in the Third Air Force 1he re-
search personnel collected descriptions of situations in which some airplane
anmander had exhibited either good or poor proficiency in combaL In al,
55 descriptions of such combat situations were obtained. Also 'ubtained
were about the same number of descriptions of similar situations in opera-
tional training. These situations were sorted into categories by the research
personnel according to trait or chrazteristic exhibited by the airp!ane con-
mander described.

From interviews with experts, from descriptions iA situations, from study
of Training Manuals and Standard& and from observations of training, the
following traits or characteristics seemed to research personnel in all three
air forces the most importint for success as airplane commander. Included
are items referring both to skills and to aptitude, personality and character.
The listing is by no means exhaustive; nor are items necessarily listed in
order of importance.

1. Skills. a. Ability to fly well in Jormation.-Formation flying was felt
by most experts to be the most important feature of bombardmw', opera-
tions in combat. Aspects of formation flying that were especially stiesM
were: smoothness of control, so that position in formation was mair a: _d
continuously; knowledge of correct procedure in assembly, in formation
turns and evasive action, etc.; and foresight, or ability to plan the prop'r
maneuvers well in advance.

b. Ability to fly accurately on instruments.-In heavy and very heavy
bombardment flying, instruments played a much greater part in plane
operation than in the case of fighter aircraft, particularly in formation

c. Knowledge of the aircraft.-Thorough familiarity wi~i the character.
istics of the aircraft was necessary for accurate instrument and formation

flying and for early detection and forestalling of incipient emergencies by
prompt action.

d. .A bility to land and take off with skill.--Superior pilot skill was often
called for in unique landing situations. Since nearly half of the aircraft
accidents in operational training occurred in handling aircraft on the ground,
skill in landing and taking off was probably more important in operational
training and combat than was ordinarily admitted.
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2. Trits or persoxd ckeacteisCks. a. Eagerness or extkussm.-.

servations In the Continental Air Forces confirmed the belief that here,
well as elsewhere, motivation was one of the most important factors in job
succ. Eagerness and enthusiasm accentuated other favorable traits aa
made more effective whatever skills the airplane commander possessed.

b. Good judgment.-In interviews with experts the term "judgment"
was suggested in many different contexts. In gereral, the term referred to
the making of successful reactions on the basis of rapid evaluation of maw ,
different aspects of the immediate situation. The situations suggested
varied from those in which the important features were the spatial relations
between planes or between plane and the ground to extremely complez
situations in which these and other factors such as degree of damage, fad
consumption, crew injuries and the like were considered in arriving at a
decision whether to abort a mission, ditch the aircraft or take other ap.
propriate actio.

c- Interest in other crew members.-Since the airplane commander was
responsible in part for training his crew, the degree of interest he showed
in them was reflected in the effectiveness of their training. Mfotivation of
the other crew members and crew morale were, of course, directly influenced
by the interest of the airplane commander in them.

d. Leadership.-As was the case with "judgment" the term "leadership"
was used in a variety of contexts. In general, it referred to the over-an
effectiveness with which the airplane commander handled the crew. Three
aspects of leadership received s*cIal emphasis. The first was willingn
to assume responsibility. The attitude of "Let George do it" was rar
found in a successful airplane commander. A second aspect was the ability
to cooperate with othcr crew members in joint activities. Proper assignment
of respcnsbiiities and confidence in and proper evaluation of the contribu-
tions of other crew merbers were most important. Finally, a general over-
aT. likeableness was recognized as important in reducing irritations between
crew members and in keeping up crew morale. This also resulted in smooth
relationships between crew and training persor nel since the arlane com-
mander represe- ed the crew in most of these contacts.

e. Conscientiousness.-Absolute accuracy in carrying out preflight in-
spections, exact following of SOP and following without change the exact
briefed instructions were considered important in maintaining flying safety
and in successful accomplishment of combat missions.

f. Calmness in emergencies.-Ability to deal calmly and matter-of-factly
with emergency situations resulted in correct decisions being made by the
airplane commander himself and in the maintenance of good morale and
effective crew discipline under stress of combat.

g. Foresig&.-The ability to plan ahead and foresee the outcomes of
present situations enabled airplane commanders to guard against emer-
gencies. Crew members could be warned to take appropriate precautions
and smooth teamwork achieved even in relatively sudden emergencies.
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'Csox for Flying Evaluatio, Board A-,e

The reports of Flying Evaluation Board action were analyzed to is.

cover if possible the main reasons for failure In operational training. Data
were available for 33 bombardment pilots in the Third Air Force and 14
bombardment pilots in the Fourth Air Force who were re-evaluated in
1944. Ili these analyses an attempt was made to determine frorA each
Board Report the principal reasons for reclassification of the pilot o-
te. A in table 4.1 are given the frequencies with which various categodks

of rea-ons for re-evaluation occurred. The great variation In material in-
cluded in these reports makes impossible any more detailed or meaninghtd
analysis of the reasons ir failure.

TAzLz 4.1.-Reomans for reclassicativi of Pirefs by FEB board ackx

PILOTS RECLkSS!FIE1 IN I'44 IN TffRD AND FOURTH All FORCES

Nombu d--a
Reason for retdassi6cttio

___ ___ __ ___ __ __ AP 4A1

Pbyskar lit ...........at.................................................... o

?~ fpro an l ona...............................................................sDefectii s oat.. . . . . . . . . . .

f a tr ty................................................................ ---
TOTAL ... ................................. ......................... ...

Relative Importance of Various Skills and Traits

Two methods were utilized in arriving at an estimate of the relative im-
portance of various skills and characteristics for success in the job of air-

plane commander. One was through the frequency with which the trait or
characteristic was mentioned by experts and the other was through ranking
of the traits or characteristics by instructors and others.

1. Frequency of mention in situation descriptions.-The relative fre-
quency with which various skills and traits were mentioned in interview$

with combat returnees, instructors, etc., was one way of estimating their

degree of importance in the job of airlane commander. This method is
open to the objection that frequency of mention in interviews may be

dependent more upon frequency of occurrence or ease of observing these

skills or characteristics than upon any fundamental importance in combat
or operational training. However, as a matter of general interest, the fre-

quency with which various traits and skills were mentioned was used in

the Second and Third Air Forces for es.imating their relative importance.

Since the Second Air Force interviews were directed primarily toward ob-,.
taining information about lead crew proficiency, frequencies of mention of
airplane commander traits in these interviews was probably biased by that

emphasis and such data were not included in the discussion which follows.

Research per-onnl in the Third Air Force obtained more than 500 de-
scriptions each of combat and training situations illustrating good or poor

airplane commander behavior. These situations were analyzed to determine
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the traits or charactertiU referred to in e'hsituaton The frequnc.
with which various traits and skills appear In these dccriptlons Is of som
interest, particularly the comparative frequency of mention for combat and

Half of both the training and combat situation descriptions referred to
skill In the handling of emergencies and unusual situations. When these
wee sub-dvided as to type, certain differences between combat and train.
ing appeared. Formation flying and handling of emergencies in bombing
and strafing of targets appeared more ofter in combat situation descriptions,
while handling of mechanical failure or fire appeared more often in ti
training situations. In general, skill in routine flying was described mole
often in the training situations. Here landing and preflight checks were the
most frequently mentioned activities and were also mentioned with greater
relative freque -y in training than in combat situations. Strict adherence to
SOP, maintenance of authority, and air and ground discipline were referred
to much more often in the descriptions of combat situations than in thoe
of training situations. Proficiency of the crew as a whole and miscellaneous
other characteristics or activities were mentioned infrequently and occurred
about equally often in combat and training situation descriptions.

2. Trait rating by instructors.-In the Fourth Air Force research per-
sonnel asked 7 or 8 instructors at each of three stations to rank 10 traits or
skills in the order of their importance for success in operational training.
Table 4.2 lists tho 10 traits ranked in order of the combined ranking by the
22 instructors from the three stations, together with the average rank and
standard deviation of the ranks for each item. The rank-difference correla.
tion coefficient between the average ranks given by the odd and even
numbered instructors was 0.99, showing there was almost perfect agreement
among groups of instructors as to relative trait importance.

In addition to ranking the 10 traits or skills each instructor at two of the
stations rated his airplane commander trainees on each of the 10 traits.
Ratings were given on the basis of upper and lower half designatiqns. The
instructors also gave a general rating of over-all proficien..y. After the
ratings had been obtained, tetrachoric coefficients of correlation were com-
puted to show the degree of relationship between the rating made ',, each
separate trait and the over-all or total rating. In this manner it was hv.-d
to obtain additional evidence as to the relative importance of each trait o"
skill with respect to total proficiency. The 10 traits were then compared in
rank as given by the instructors when they ranked the traits in order of
importance and in the degree of correlation betwetn ratings of airplhne ,'m-
manders on the traits and ratings of total proficiency. This comparison is
also given in table 4.2. Certain interesting differences are seen between
instructors' beliefs as to trait importance and the relative weight given
traits in arriving at a rating of over-all proficiency. The most striking dif-
ference is in the trait of "likeableness." Instructors considered it ,he trait
of least importwice when they ranked the traits in order of importance.
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Howeer, when they rated the over-all proficiency of the a;, ae
Mnder trainees, apparently likeableness played a larger part th,,M a7
other trait. Similarly, "landing skill" was considered eighth In Importaam
when the traits were ranked but was third in Importance when they ratW,
teir students. The opposite type of relationship occurged with uconcerm
with safety of crew." This was thought third in Importance when the ID-

Structors ranked the traits but was eighth in importar.e in their ratngs ofstudents.

TmzL 4i.-CWOMON Of Irzii rankbwgs wifh she of comlctW .- w~:ee
a A iroit ralitg.- and over-aU reliags

* YA, IUROC AND WA .A WALY-k- ,OLRTH Ali POftC

Orderc Orarsd

TrtcceS. D.b

Sr,,~~dte a oftbea ,1............... ................ 71 . I I
Sp ,' ce taae~ J eaD.. S~tit -l ........................... 3.15 I.P, 2 2
co=Yw1h sacyof ia -e-d crew ........................ 3.77 *.4 Se........................................... 4.40 2.6
A e to 1,g ishcl . .......................... .... 09 2.2 I

a in ..,- ......"....... .............. .. 2 . is
lk nu~ ................................................... 8.86 1.6 10 1

IThe 10 traits were ranked by 22 i .tructors at the above statoas wad at Met& li&
%The correlations between trait and omer-aU ratings were based on ratbs af 36 ikp1am*-

waders at the above lsted tatioc.

I CRITERIA OF PROFICIENCY'
Introduction

As with fighter pilots in chapter 2, in this chapter on the airplane com-
rander, and in the following chapters on other aircrew specialties, there is
separate discussion of each major criterion of proficiency studied. An at-
tempt is made in each case to evaluate the criterion in terms of its useful-
ness in validation studies and other research. In the disossion which fol
lows, it will be shown that although the airplane commander was the most
important and probably the best known crew member, it was very dif-
ficult to obtain adequate criteria of his degree of proficiency. Thus most of
of the studies that are reported dealt with various types of ratings and other
subjective estimates of proficiency. Few satisfactory criteria of an objective
type were found to be available.

Ratings of Proficiency

Over-i11 Judgments -. s

1. 5-point rating.--a. An obvious source of ov,- -all ;udgments of profi-
dency of Army officers was the routine efficiency raling on WD AGO Form
66-2, 66-3. Although knowledge of the way such ratings were frequently
made led to little expectation that they would be useful, their availability
and the absence of other measures led to their use in exploratory studies,
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3 ................................................ 114 i
4 ................................................. 30 S3
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apart. While th first set oi ratings was not consulted when the second ,/

the correation of 0.48 obts, ed oetween the two sets of ratings does m
represent the reliability of truly ir,2A!Ddent effkiency ratings. No otW
dat$ on relability were svailabue.

b. Very vmilar to the effkieiy rvgs on Form 66-2 ere gweral r*
ings of offccr qudliy and teck icd skill made at another Secorl Air Fox
Station on 55 airplane commanders in one class. The same 5-o-int sak
was used as for the efficiency ratings. The distnibutio'ns of scorcs obtaind
were also similar to those obtained with routine efficiency ratini.s. No
direct evidence was ava'lable as to the degree of reliability.

c. As part of a project utilizing descriptive ratings in the study of kd
crew proficiency, over-all 5-point ratings were made of airplane co-
manders by instrty' ,rs in the Second Air Force. A description of th
scales used and the procedures of administratior, is given in the discussim
of descriptive ratings which follows in a later section of this chapter. T'
scales, A and B, were used and involved somewhat different 5-point ratirp
In Scale A, airplane commanders were rated on over-all proficiency in N
same categories aa were used in routine efficiency ratings. In Scale B,

following categories of proficiency were used: "This airplane comminder i
in the"-higbest 10 percent, upper 20 percent, middle 40 percent, lower 20
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,,-fW.M lowest 10 pM. t. Distriuton of~a -Ain cban beth

sawe vie given it table 4-3 above.

g Cedeh Of itiMMM tdY ISO airPlAn cODan&ft With Scale A, and
inar ratingi were made at 4 v - sttios on 160ahpne namm=d&
uw Stae B. The coir-tabos between rating by different binstom we
apauet seP-.tttf for eac station A combined by the %= of lrx 'at

s ago a s reliability eoefficiet for ea. scale. The ova-aN ratinp of
aiziC coxmunmders sbOWed rdiablitims of 0.39 and 0.66 for Scales A and

2. Mcea e-s raixg;.--a. Other ratings made routiney iM the Con-
tiental Air Forces during 1944 were the ratings on the OJfcer= Prjiciermy
C.- :d, AFTRC Form 2, a train"ng form accompanying each om on the

AF Training Commando to permtional training. At the end of the Art
weci of operational trning, ratings were entered on this lom together

with a statement regarding any defic~ncies in preious training to might
ta-m been noted- The form was then returied to the AAF Traicig Cock-
mand where it sered as a sot of validation of training and as a gnide for
trafning revision. In practice the handling of these forms was and ir.
regular. Tfrey were frequently loast, ratings were not entered propedy, and
the iori n-arely served any useful purpoe

Three general ratings were made on the Offiers Pro6ciency Card, one
each under "military discipline," "manner of periorming dutie and "gtm-
eral aircrew ability." Each rating was on a 3-point scale of below average,
average or abo"e average. Ratings of airplane commanders of 3 caes at
AAF Ardmore were obtained on this form.

No direct evidence of degree of reliability was available.
b. At Biggs Field in the Secnd Air Force, jfight swgeoxx rated each air-

plane commander in o- comba- crew class in terms of over-al profciecy.
A 3-point scale of below averag, average and above average was used. No
data bearing directiy on reliabib , were obtained and the flight srg.ona
reported that their contacts with combat crews did not give them suffi nt
information to make adequate ratings of this type.

3. Rankings.-Another procedure for obtaining over-all ratings of In-
dividuals is to have the individuals placed in an order-of-merit series. In-
stn'-tors at several Second Air Force stations were asked to list the airplane
comnnnders they knew in their current classes in the order of the expected
effectiveness of these airplane corninander5 in combat- The organization of
training was s.ch that in practice each i; tructor us'ally knew only the
airplane command!ers in a single flight. Thb lights varied in size fron, one
station to another, having from 9 to 28 creN At one or two stations an
instructor was found who felt he knew all air, -ne commanders in a class.
In these cases the whole class was ranked in a ingle list.

Since size of flight varied, all rankings were converted to equivalent
standard scores for statistical studies. Distnbuti,,s of scores were thus
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"normal" and all flights and classes had equivalent scores regardless of pas.

sible differences between them in a level of proficiency. At 3 of the statiofs
in the Second Air Force, two or more instructors ranked the airplane corA.
manders in a class more or less independently. That Is to say, the actuj
rankings were done independently, although the resultant rankings may
ot have been truly independent, for there was no control over the extet

to which the two instructors may have previously talked over the relative
profciencies of the various airplane commanders rated. At two of the three
stations, the independent rankings were by flights with correlations of 0.81
and 0.45 respectively between rankings by different instructors. At the
third station, the whole class was ranked together and the correlation be.
tween rankings by two instructors was 0.38.

Desiptive Ratjis.

1. Upper and lower-hal ratings of traits and skilh.-From an analysis
of observations during training, of interviews with training officers and
from training manuals and the like, aviatica psychologists in the Fourth
Air Force obtained a list of 10 traits or characteristics of airplane com-
manders thought the most important in operational training. A rating scale
was then constructed for those items by stating each trait or characteristic
in the form of a question. The instructors were to rate each trainee as
either above or below average with respect to each item, placing half of the
trainees in each category. The lLq of traits and characteristics tas already
been presented in table 4.2 above.-

Instructors at 3 stations in t~e Fourth Air Force were asked to rate the
airplane commanders whom they had checked on training flights in ter.s
of each of the traits and also in terms of over-all proficiency. In order to
minimize "halo" effects, each item or question was placed on a .eparate sheet
of paper together with the nsnes of all students in the class or stz,.;on. In
this manner ratings were obtained from 2 or more instructors for a tox, .f
55 airplane commanders at 2 B-24 Stations. The reliability of these ratings
was estimated for each of the items by comparing the ratings given the
same airplane commanders by different instructors. Separate coefficients
were computed for each station and the coefficients combined by Fisher's
z to give a single coefficient of reliability.

Of the various item ratings, those of "over-all proficiency," "likeable-
ness" and "eagerness" had a fairly high degree of reliabiEty, the coefficients
of correlation between ratings of different instructors being 0.84, 0.70 and
0.79 respectively. (Since the ratings were in two categories only, all co-
efficients of reliability were based on tetrachoric coefficients of correlation).
Ratings on the remaining items bad reliability coefficients between 0.41
and 0.61. It is interesting that as with other scales in other air fo zes, the,'!
was better agreement among raters wben they were rd.cing over-all pro-
hciency and personal traits than when they were rating specific skills and
behavior. The crudeness of these ratings (into two categories only) azi the
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prmnce of the usual subject!ve errors make them Somewhat less Wefd
than would be indicated by the reliability coefficients obt2in

1. Fire-point ratings of lead crew Proficincy.-AAF Letter 50-117, 7
June 1945, directed that aviation psychologists in the various Continental
Air Forces cooperate with Operati ns and Training personnel in the devel-
opment of procedures for designat ng some of tbt combat crews in each
CCTS class as potential Lad crews at the end of their operr.donal training.
-:--, no readily available objectivt measure of crew proficiency had as yet
been found and since it appeared udlikely that one would be found In the
near future, it was decided in conferences with the research personnel coD-
cerned that three main types of rating devices would be developed and
tried out, one in each of three air forces. The three types of devices and the
air force of primary responsibility were: descriptive ratings of lead crew
proficiency, Second Air Force; check lits of behavior and traits important
in lead crews, Third Air Force; and ratings of mission performance at it
lead crew school, Fourth Air Force.

In the development of descriptive ratings of lead crew proficiency in the
Second Air Force, the usual preliminary steps were taken. Approximately
7S officers and enlisted men with combat experience in lead crew or com-
mand positions were interviewed to obtain their opinions as to what were
the most important traits or characteristics of crews for success in lead
crew position. From these interviews were obtained descriptions of a few
characteristics applicable to the crew as a whole. For the most part, how-
ever, those interviewed described traits and characterstics of individual
crew members. It was decided, therefore, that in addition to descriptive
ratings of the crew as a whole, it would be desirable to utilize descriptive
ratings of individual crew members in those characteristics considered most
important for lead crew success. On the basis of the interviews and from
study of lead crew training manuals, combat intelligence reports and other
sources, a list of the most important crew and individual traits and char-
acteristics was prepared. Certain traits felt by research personnel to be
non-ratable for some reason were discarded and rating scales were then
constructed for the rating of individuals and crews on the remaining traits
and characteristics.

A number of considerations determined in part the form of the rating
scales decided upon. On the basis of experience with descriptive ratings in
civilian situations, it was felt that in order to obtain optimum discrimina-
tion between individuals and crews it would be desirable to have ratings on
from 7 to i 1 step intervals for each characteristic rated. However, previ-

om analysis of routine proficiency ratings by instructors and supervisory
personnel had indicated that they ordinarily utilized no more than three
Out of five available steps in making such ratings. Therefore, 5-point or S
step-interval scales were decided upon with the thought that this would be
a practical compromise between the usual three and the ideal seven rating

steps. It was believed that with improved instructions and greater suerv.
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saoo of ratins all 5 step-intervals would be used by the raters As wM
most descriptive rating scales, not only was the trait or characteristic to be
rated described, but each step or rating point was described with a bdef
statement representing the typical individual to be rated at that point.

After the decisiors had been made as to the main traits and character.
istics to be included, two separate and distinct rating scales, Scale A and
Scale B, were developed in the 16th and 17th Bombardment Operational
Training Wings of the Second Ai Force. Two scales were devdped
(rather than a single one for use throughout the Second Air Force) lary
for reasons of administrative convenience. Because of the need for the im.
mediate trial of some such device, there was not time for the research per.sonnel in the two wings to get together on a single scale. Each group,
therefore, developed a scale of its own within the framework of the gener,]
instructions :ssued. Thus Scale A and Scale B differed considerably in

certain features of the scales. In Scale A the descriptions of the different
step intervals for the rating of a single trait or characteristic were quite
detailed and, more important, were almost identical in wording for all the
step intervals. The difference between the step intervals or rating points
was designated by expressions of quantity or frequency such as "always,"
"'sometimes," "mcst" and "average." In Scale B, the descriptions of the
steps for the ratings on an item tended to be more brief and to refer more
to specific bits of behavior thought by research personnel to represent dif-
ferent degrees or amounts of the trait in question. Thus in Scale B the
wording ditfzred more from one step or point to another.

Scales A and B also differed somewhat in the traits and characteristic
included for rating Those included for the rating of the crew as a whole
and for specialties other than the airplane commander are described later
on in the appropriate chapters. For the airplane commander, Scale A in-
cluded the following items: foresight, interest in his crew, proficiency in
format;.;a flying, proficiency in instrument flying and nver-all lead crew
prof-iency. Scale B included items on proficiency in fc r:a~ton flying,
.agerness and enthusiasm, foresight and planning, leadership, proficiency in
instrument flying, and two general items, one on over-all lead crew profi-
ciency and the other calling for a ranking of the airplane commanders in
order of their proficiency.

With both scales mimeographed blanks containing the descriptive state-
ments were prepared in advance. On these blanks were typed the names of
the individuals and crews to be rated. Instructors or training officers were
then asked to rate each individual or crew known to them. The rating step
descriptions were listed in order from one to five with one representing
greatest degree of proficiency. The printed directions for making the actual
ratings were identical for the two scales. Instructions were also given that
different instructors rating the same individuals or crews should not disuss
their ratings with each other. An attempt was made with each scale to ob-
tain at least two relatively independent ratings for each individual and
crew rated.
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U
There was ow additioal dftenmce between the walks as tey e

sc.u ly administered. With Scale A the actual making of the ratings wn
o supervised by the resewrch personnel In this resp the ratimp ab.
Uined were perhaps similar to what could have been obtaiued more or 1es
routinely through channels, or by mailing the scale to the Directors of
TManig coacemed. Spot checks nude for that purpose showed that the in-
auuctions to avoid collaboration in making the ratings were followed quite
va With Scale B the research persornei attempted wherever pouai
10 actually be preseat while the instruaors wee making their ratings. No
rwod was kept, however, as to whether or not a particular get of ratings
,ras directly supervised and in some ca-es no supervision was possible- With
both soles instructions were g.vn that no ratings were to be made fo
iod-iduals and crews not known to the ratcr. Complete copies of Scales A
a,d B may be found in appendix F.1 and Fl.

During the sum mer of 194 , Sca!es A and B were tried out with a
r:--ber of B-29 crews in both CCTS and OTU training. In the 16th BOTWing ratings were obtained with .Scale A for a total of 160 resat four

combat crew training stations. In the 17th Wing ratings were secured with
Scale B on between 150 and 200 ,.r,..ws, approximate-y 100 of which were
in OTU training at 2 stations, the remainder being in CCTS training at 2
other stations. The distributions of the sums of the item ratings of aiplane
commanders obtained with the two scales are given in table 4.4. It can be
seen that with both scales there was good dispersion of the totals of the
item ratings

TAmz 4.4.-Dis-utiim of airPlai comsader r aLtiP
SCALES A AND B. SECOND AIR FORCE

Scae A, 5 Items Scae B, 7 Item
Rafmr.N RaKi:

S ............................ 9 6- 7 .......................... 16
6 ............................ 12 -9 .......................... 22

7 ............................ $ 10-11 .......................... V
S... .................... 16 12-13 .......................... 30

9 ............................ 10 14-15 .......................... 61
10 ............................ 73 16-17 .......................... 30
11 ............................ 34 18-19 .......................... 40
12 ............................ 38 20-21 .......................... 66
13 ............................ 50 22-23 .......................... 26

14 ........... ................ 43 24-25 .......................... 5is
is ............................ so 26-27 .......................... 11
15 ............................ 16 28-29 .......................... 10
17 ............................ 6 30-31 .......................... .
18 ............................ 3 32-33 .......................... 2
19 ............................ I
20 ......................... 1
Total ......................... 320 Total .......................... 35
M"11 ......................... 12.20 Mean ........................... 17.33
S.D .......................... 2.97 S . . ........................... 5.73

The reliabilities of the ratings given for !ach airplane commander trait
or characteristic are shown in table 4.5. T,- coefficients given in the table103



awe the aveluge (by Fishers z) of the cmdateiow obtained at the d&
faint tis bdetuen ratinp o( the same airplan commanders by tin,

diff 0en lntrucltxi. The varialions in reliability froom statio to stiG

are illusrated in the reliabilities of the total ratings on all item whi!2 ut
shwm fm each stato sqpaaidy in tahk 4AL

TA~z 4_L-Rb~eEy.CefdU foru~ JetIO .k~wmesndr saths scale Xem
166 ND I?* UD,~-4EX~f*D MR FOR

So A__ _ _ __ _

*rW Ru aw. ISOM taut 3ai1>& S.D_ Mm I Af
2-3 .6$ 2.28 .73 .

5.L7n Pspai......................................... 0 2.45 2-M i .3
L od& UM ... .11 2.63 1.13 2."2 1.12 O
L itsn * 1 2.28 .71 243 5.

L sdp s ....................... 133 2.7 1.14 2.35 £2 .

..........-- .................... U 14 f S 2.41 35 .91 .4j

S. mb~~p..:::: U36 2_39V 9 2.47
...... 2.52 89 2.42

i. Itakw.........................51 2.561 1.O6 2.62 7

SCALE A AN~D 3. SE4XWD A FOM

First rata. 1 Swced naw.J

st~im N Me= 1S. D. Mesan S. D. ftn

AnspleJ......................23 12.61 2.57 12." 2.6096.44
Anee&6 ..................................... .. 23 11.26 2.52 WC.91 2.83 .U

........................................... .. 41 M0.0 .31 1C.74 2.25 .61
.................................. 36 12.94 2.45 14.52 1.93 M

Tv .................................... .37 13.59 3.05 12.70 2.40 .31

CMOO ........................................ 160 12.05 3.17 12.35 2.77 .5

2016 ]
Ce" NOL .......................................... 22 16.43 5.76 17.14 5.45 XU

Wau...........................49 17.53 6.43 16.50 5.57 .1.
Abuqr................................... 42 15.55 5.74 17.44 5.42 .66
?YOW...............................................46 13.89 5.07 19.81 5.96 .05

Q..................165 17.22 5.88 17.78 5.1t .75

s y 1'A'in a.

It is rather interesting that with the airplane commanders as well as with

the other specialties and with the crew as a whole, the correlations 1betwees

the ratings of the same individuals by different instructors are somewhat

higher for over-all ratings than for fatings on specific traits or character-

istics. This is shown by the fact that for Scales A and B the averages of the

item reliabilities for the specific traits or characteristics (taking all crew

positions and the crew as a who', were 0.38 and 0.42, while the averages

of the item reliabilitiAes for the over-all and general ratings (all crew posi-

tions and crew as a whole) were 0.46 and 0.53 respectively.

The intercorrelations bei ween ratings of the airplane commanders on the

different traits and'l ch., 'acteristics of the scale are shown in table 4.7. 10
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I
wera ratings of interest in crew, of eagerness and of instrument fyWC

Wo to hav, e less in common with the tota set of ratings than o ratinp of
ti ode traits. As miht be expected, the over-aDl or general ratings tenl

to have the most in common with the rest of the ratings. However, the

diferences _re not large and aI item- have a great deal in comma with
trest.

Tasm 4.7-.-4I tcon'e*f ie ,s t zotg es r#igi em sh chir$

comaader ratig scak

16td AD 17tb WING.5-SECOND All vMt

AirAuc Commade-Scak A*
-- !t  1 $ 4 5

2.5

!:7au==............=.. .................... ......... I
sN- 16.

Airplane Commasde-&u B'

It,',- 4 5 ; •

L o t i. . . . .. . . ...... ...... ...... .74 .77 .69 .76j. F. ra s .. ... .... .... ... .... .... ... ...... ...... ...... . . 26. .63 .95

? Raak* ......................................... t .. I F .46

N=170.

3. Interview board ratings.-At one station under the 16th BOT Wing
in the Second Air Force aviation psychologists, training personnel and mem-
ber- of the Base Standardization Board cooperated in a special attempt to
irw.pwve the estimation of the degree of proficiency of crew members com-
pleting operational training at that station. The Standardization Boards
were interested in this problem because they had the mission of seeing to
it that flight procedures taught in operational training conformed to all
-xmy Air Forces directives. They also had the respon-ibility of checking

on the performance of aircrew trainees to see that they were familiar with

the standard flight procedures and flying regulations. After some discus-
sion, it wa.: 'i:ided to interview each aircrew officer completing operational
train:. , m a current class and on the basis of the interview and all other
4. dilable data rate him on each of several traits considered important for
success in combat. An interview board was therefore set up consisting of a
member of the Base Standardization Board, an instructor of the specialty
of the trainee being interviewed and an aviation psychologist. This board
interviewed each airplane commander, copilot, navigator and bombardier
completing operational training in a current class.

No set routine was established for the interview and the questions asked
differed from one interview to another, although they were naturally di-
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rected toward information related to the ratings to be mude. After tht
interview, the boards rated each trainee a 10-point numerical scale a
each of the following traits: interest in flying, desire for combat, capacity
to make decisions, getting along with others, educational background, azW
officer qualities. Decision as tc the rating for a trainee on a particuag
trait was arrived at by consensus of board members. Where 3greetfleft wa5
not reached, the average of separate ratings by the different board members
W&3 used. All available data from the Training Department were used in
atr wing at the rating as well as the impressions gained from the interview.

The intercorrelations between the ratings given by the Interview Bnar
to Si airplane commanders on the .. ove 6 traits are shown in table 4.7.
The surprising ftature of these intercorrelations is the number of negative
relationships rhown, some of which are rather high. Although there was no
definite evidence, it was suggested that the procedure of discussing each
trait rating among the board members led to a greater degree of indepevPi.
ence among the trait ratings, perhaps even to the extent that a high rating
was given individuals in their most characteristic traits while low ratings
were given in the remaining traits.

TAazz 4.8.-Correio~ns bggweei. ixterview boad ratings of s traL~s
1-24 AIPLANE COMMANDERS-SECOND Atl FORCE

Troft Code A S C ID Z F

.A......-0.24 0.25 -0.16 -0.10 -0.1S
............-. 51 .47 - .21 .4!

CapaditY C. desla.... ..........C.......... ....... -. S3 .18 -. 51
G q6t !!10! SO Ut tM........................D.... ................. . .. ... 23 .61

bckrd.... .......... ....... ....... ....... .... .14

SN = St.

Since there seemed to be no simple way of estimating the dc 're of re-
liability, no such data were reported for the Interview Board rAtings.

4. Mutual ratings.-As a part of the project in which aircrew officers
completing operational training at one of the stations in the Second Air
Force were rated by an Interview Board, each aircrew officer was asked to
rate every other aircrew officer on his crew on the following traits: interest
in flying; desire for combat; capacity to make decisions; getting along with
ot.hers; educational background; and officer qualiti-s. Each trait rating was
made on a 10-point numerical scale, 1 being a poor rating and 10 the best
rating. No data on reliability were reported.

Missiox Ratings

Early in 1945 there was organized at Muroc AAF, California, a Led
Crew School under the joint supervision of the 21st Bomber Command and
the Fourth Air Force. Crews thought outstanding in combat in the 21st
Bomber Command were sent back to this school for special training for re-
turn to combat a,- le-.d crews. Believing that this school would afford an
unusual opportunity 'o obtain informnation ou lead crew proficiency, re-
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serch personnel of the Fourth Air Force spent considerable tim observing

training procedures, conferring with training persnnel and studying avail-

able measures of crew proficiency. Two main typej of measures of pl-

ficiency were found to be available. These were mssion gi ades and ratinp,

and radar bombing scores. The latter are discusd briefly In a later section

of this chapter, while a much more complete discussion is given in chapter

7, Bc, irdieU.
After preliminary studies of mission grading and some discussions with

training personnel, aviation psychologists in the Fourth Air Force were

a.'ked to collaborate with the training personnel at the Lead Crew School in

the development of more adequate procedures for assessiag the skill of a
crew in accomplishing a mission. As a result of conferences and discussions.

scales were developed for rating each aircrew officer on each important ac-

tivity he performed on a mission. In these scales, the instructor making the

observations was supposed to record a rating of from 1, meaning "poor"

to 5, meaning "excellent" for each of the mission activities on mission grad-

ing blanks provided "or the purpose. There was a similar 5-point rating of

over-all mission periormance. In general, each trainee officer was rated by

an instructor of his own specialty. In addition, each of the instructors In

the different specialties made a 5-point over-all rating of'the performance

of the crew as a whole.
In practice, it was not possible to obtain ratings of all clew members on

all missions. However, during the course of training at the Lead Crew

School, it was usually possible to secure at least 6 mission ratings for each

aircrew specialty. Usually a different instructor flew with a crew on each

different mission, although occasionally an instructor might fly more than

once with the same crew. Where an instructor repeated a rating on any

crew, that rating was discarded in the statistical analyses of reliability.

Thus all comparisons between odd and even mission ratings represented

observations by different instructors. Reliability coefficients were obtained

by comparing the averages of the ratings for odd and even missions. In

general each mission blank yielded two scores. One was the total of the

ratings on the separate activities of the mission and the other' was the

over-all rating of the individual on that mission. Table 4.9 presents the

data on the reliability of the ratings of the airplane commanders. Data for

the crew as a whole and for the other aircrew specialties are given in later

chapttrs. Copies of the scales used in these mission ratings are given in
appendix D.I.

TASBL 4.9.--Odd-even mission reliability of mission ratings of airPlne commanden

LEAD CREW SCHOOL MUROC AAF-FOURTH AIR FORCE

p of June July I Ausus Total

A e t 11ie s................................. ....:: 73 .45 0,3 1 .- !07
A=-nprfti , ...... 3...27..1.......71.......

. 2 3 2 3 2 7 7 4



PafC8,€Cy Ckeck List Refixes

I. Crew proficincy check (VIIB).-Descrptive ratings ratings of M6o.
sion performance, and ratings on 1_oficlency check lists are of course not

necessarily mutually exclusive. Frequently parts of one device are quite

similar to part or all of others of different types in terms of format, type of

trait or characteristic rated, etc. In this sense, the Crew and Airplane Coto.
mander Proficiency Checks developed in the Third Air Force contained

some items that were much like items on the Scale for Rating Mission

Performance in the Fourth Air Force. However, the main emphasis In the

two types of devices ,as rather different. In the Scale for Rating Mission

Performance in the Fourth Air Force, the instructors were called upon to

rate on a S-point scale each of the most important activities of the crew

member raed on that particular mission. In the Proficiency Checks, the

instructor was called upon to check the presence or absence (or sometima

the amount of) certain items of behavior during the mission rated. This

distLiction is important and will be discussed further in the evaluation of

the -t'riouz criteria.
A 6,:eat deal ,! time and effort went into the development of the Crew

and Airplane Commander Proficiency Checks in the Third Air Force. In

order to obtain firsthand information on the activities performed by the

various crew members on the different missions, a research officer was at-

tached to a CCTS clas :t one of the training stations of the Third Air

Force. This officer flew each of the main types of rmquired training missions

at least once. As was descnibed under Job Analysis in this Chapter, detailed

records were maintained of all observable activities. Also studies were made

of material obtained from conferences with Instructors, analyses of training

manuals and descriptions of training and combat situations where significant

airplane commander performance was thought to have been demonstrated.

From all of these sources were obtaiied items of behavior of airplane com-

manders on combat type missions which were thought to be both observable

and important in indicating degree of proficiency. In constructing the

check-list, if possible, each item was set up in such a form that tbr! observer

merely made a check mark as to the presence or -sence of the particular

behavior on the mission being rated. However, c o ,',n important aspects of

mission performance did not lend themselves to J,, type of report. Thus

on some items the instructors were asked to estimate the frequency or

quantity of some particular activity observed. With other items, the instruc-

tors were called on for a rating of the goodness or poornss of the behavior

observed.
In this manner two check lists were developed by research personnel in

the Third Air Force. The first, a preliminary form of an Airplane Com-
mander Check List (B-24), was conpleted early in 1945. It was never

used, however,. since at that time the development of a check list for B-29

lead crew proficiency was given a lFgher priority.
The Crew Proficiency Check (V'.IB) grew out of the earlier Airplane
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commawder "neck List (B-24). Items for the latter were revised to it

&l B-9 training program and additional itens were constr-LCe Cove
ig the most important activities of crew members other than the ajrplan
commader. Even in its final form, however, the Crew Proficiency Che
(VHB) included a large proportion of item referring mainly to activities
of the airplane commander, for 22 of the 49 check list items were of this
t le. This preponderance of airplane com-aader items was perh t
undesirable in a device set up for the rating of crew, a; potentia lead aw
material, since the airplane command,,: was t.nivcrsally regarded as the
most imporiznt person on the k'ad crew. In addition to the 49 check ft
items, there were included 2 generJ iten:, I caling for an over-all 5-poWn

TAxLz 4.10.--&ores CR ar proficrxy ckeciJ--.MB (3-P)
TH!RD AIM FO.kCE

_____ ____ ____ __ _ __ _ __ iitins A4 MCO &.
U=....=.............................................................. -0 1

Galpm-....................................24 IS324 4.86
5-7 25 &219 SI
1-4 19 3.26 7.96
6-10 I 4.83 8.74

Pukdal......................................1-101 26 132.96 1.14........p..................................................... 230132s .91 l

rating of the airplane commander and the other for a simila rating of the
crew as a whole.

The final form of the Crew Proficiency Check (VHB) was administered
to 175 B-29 crews in trahniDg at 4 Third Air Force Stations during the
period from 5-15 August 1945. The check was administered to all.crews
with whom an instructor pilot rode during this period, regardless of mission
or phase of training of the crew concerned. None of the crew3 was rated
more than once so that it was not possibie to obtain an adequate estimate
of the reliability of these ratings. It had been planned that additional mis-
sions for each crew would be rated by an instructor other than the one
making the original rating. Cessation of training after VJ-day made this
impossible.

A scoring key was prepared for the Crew Proficiency Check (VHB) by
asking experienced personnel to rate the different alternatives to each item
in terms of degree of proficiency represented. With minor changes on the
basis of material in training manuals and directives, these ratings were used
to derive weights of 0, 1, 2, or 3 for each alternative under each item of
the check list. Table 4.1, gives the means and standard deviations of the
total scores on the check list for crews at each of the four stations where it
was administered and where complete data were obtained.

Although a satisfactory estimate of reliability was impossible since the
Proficiency check was administered only once for each crew, an analysis
was nade of the consistency of the item scores for a single mission. A
coefficient of internal consistency was computed by correlating the scores
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aud ultin 2 sets of 14 ftme NkC by The MOW& pe Wa
prablen formt. ad s-,i . The weI zed cmff w u=' OR. Wht
tha cixuied by the Sw==-Nrvw* Smda, the eqnaet =efimf
for the tatal srae o 49 item wam be 02. It shoc:d be euipbasind a
that ts is the ccmsWc of i sine osezvs ta i perif m as a

2- Iswnax %yg scde (5-Ifl.-Ar~kir &evice whateumptad to
dobi2 a obective evath e f pilix pithdeicy was a scae !-r ean.
ag insrwnm "yn "k &rvtcpa by aviatk M pyhakgist irn the 71=4
Air Force. This decve coasiste o a check list which camw the bhad
maneume of the ,.-te ca d iksument check, as ixinM = AAF RP-AOs.
tka 50-3 (IS O .kit 1943). No items were inluded, %wemer, lar te
rido pou'km of the ,__srumeu ch&.. Sevesa ty-js of items wre a-
c-id. in the .Qae: q--titatve items in which the observer ceckeds
mnatters as --- ee of ak,' "time take to attn a given chane i
aiiiude" _'!ring a 5 maeuvr, etc.; chec list item in which the r-
sen-e- cbecled wbcher the piot did. or did nt perform a certai wt, sech

as -jn~edpb---Ye- - No- - ; and -scellan*ozs ratmm
invhang judgments of the quality of certain specif activities o! the pa
whch did Dot lend themselv to quantitaive desc o A coy of the
Inst-ament hing Scebe (B-17) is given in Kjped i.

A prelirniwxy form of the scale was adminiered by check pilot to 6o
traic pilos in the course of a r-'utine white card instrunme chek. Item
revisions were then made in the lht of answers given by pilots with hig,
medium and low total scores on the scsak The ccr--ed scale was ad-
ministered to 4 gr(ops o1 pilots: 6 inStrrMent check pilots; 19 flving in-
structrs; 23 ground instuct who were aLso pilots; and 20 cmbat crew
trzinee pilots. The differences between scores given piioti in the different
grps weve in the expected directm with the trainees recen u lo e
average score of 160 and the instrument check pilots recemg the hihest
averAge score of 177. The differenc between the avrages for these ex-
tieme groups was significant at the I oement leve.

Each of the six instrument check ],1-tls was scored on the Instrument
flying scale or five different occasions by e6 of two fellow chec pots.
One of these observers remained the same fcr all five missions. The other
observer was a different check pilot in each case. The average deviation of
scores per check pilot was 5.6 when a different rater scored the five missions.
When the same observer scored all missions, the average deviation was 5-3.
The closing down of B-17 training prevent-.d the use of the scale with
larger groups of trainees. Th-us no adequate data on reiiability are available.

SeH Rating
Trait Ratig,

Airplane coarr-anders of one clasw of B-24 crews at a Second Air Force
Station were a.ked to rate themselves on each of the following traits: in-
terest in flyinp desire for combat; capacity to make decisions; getting
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ta r aw 10 reresenting he best pc&ek rati. N daam U-

is cecrtadm Withdesce raimp of lemd cew prghdewy &Cdbhg
i gSeccd Air Force- te, wtre irdoda of b~te in

am asP-Ment- Tthese ra*:._' were obtamed is a ~ to sem =on
zgwat.m about the strenh of mod.ati o the &fEe t aeus md aev

3 g=bei3 As with the desnpr-Vwe ratiup by ksrutmg tine damf
msd with the se.-. ratinp differe8 MAimA 2Y with Scales A mdg 3, tdo

Te self rating obtained f"c= airplame cr~arden ad cthe am
ccbas in ccmnectio with.h 2fi-ratoa of Scale A wre in the form d

S rae: p under ech Of seen d tr--- - statements rezrdif s dee
o, jzur ia led crew asi,4 ei± Irl coztrast to die re-st of Scale A, theS -a---ng of ow rep ,sted lie inteaet n ad ta. of f!v-, mast in

ci>.ao txre were 1s _zteiit-s ; all, dla-a wee al.ze jinly om the
' _ee fonouing "tlent laHw imere~le' 2?? )-Y-- in .1~n of
a ead crew?' "How intereszed are you in iiaiinz yonar crew becme a

amw?" d "How interested is yOc cre- in lbec_,ir a lead crx-w?" As
vi-d be expected there -as a hgh deigree of s.nilarity in the amwers of

an crw membes to the thre diierent sta-ements. For the last 2 of the 3
samnents given abc'e the correia'3ns bet-en ratings ranged from 0-67
to 0.0 for the different crew member.s of 156 R-29 crews- Thesec imt
probably represent an even higher d-ge. of corremx dexz than indicated

by their sze, since the dis.rlbutions of self-ratings we'e _dcidedly skewed.

This is evideaced by the fact that the mean ratings were usually betwem

iour and five on a five-point scale, with standard deviations Luling at ab

With descriptive rating Scale B in the Second Air Force, a somnewhat

different self-rating of interest in lead crew assigr nent was obt'.*l. De-

gree o! interest w-.; repcesented by ratings on a scae running from one, for

Ette or no d., -re, to nine, for exceptionally stroig desire for lead crew

assignment With Scale B the airplane con-rnander rated only the strength

of desire Af his crew rather than that of himsel. The other crew members

rated '-eir own desire for the assignment.

irplane Commander Questionnairey

Another type of self-rating was that obtlined from a paper and pezrl

inventory or questionnaire in which th individual descnbed his own be-

r havior. In conrection with the development of procedures for the designa-

ton of certa',. airplane commanders as potential lead crew material, avia-

tion psychologists in the Third Air Force developed such a questionnaire.

1,l it, airplane commander trainees were asked to designate which of various

types of bebavior they customarily used in dealing with their crews. Much

Previous research and background material obtained from conferences with
i !Ii



v; mcy A persome was utilized ia the whstrw.km of itras for theqG.

tiome A prdimi= frm %= draw up and adm stered to 9a.
plame Wmmanders at I statias in the Third Air Foce in June 1945.
tw basis of the f ts(=r this admiistn6nthe scale was revised and
a fizal form cotaining 40 items was cnstructed. This fora was admian
tered to 175 air-pt-. comander trainees at 4 heavy kr! statiouL

To obtain a scoring key, the resear h person consulted traiming per.
soand, u.-aMn directire and manuals to obt=i infornamat on the baft
of which they gave an arbitrary weight to each aliernative for evey item
The scoces obtained with this key for the Airplaw Comnmder Quesvdi.
naire are shown iL table 4.11 for airplane commaL-ers at each of 4 s
tis The intermal coasistency or reliability of the scores on the queWwtb.
naire was &-ccmired by an analysis of the answers to the items, acconing

a wjr-npq
to the Kcidei-Richardson formula, ru - , the ce.

cints so obtained also being given in the table. It can be seen that the
device ad a moderate degree of interad consistency. A copy of the qusi-
tioenire is given in appendix C..

TAMS. 4-11.-ScOM a Su I rmepmadei gwitiona~w
X-" CNEUS-TNIRD AIR FOKCZ

IWeai I I IK.,
%end=ja N IMMS D IRdw~

MO & ----------------.----- ........ ~ _ ___
..... o 4 3 .0 A

5-74
Bu o .................................. ............ .. 6. 4 '- _ _-

Rate of Trainng Aeeemprubnmed

One of the most important &ays- of estimating -kill or preficiency of &
iadividual or group is to measure the output per unit of tixme. Altbougp
this type of measure was not obviously and easily avaiiabe in reference to
the main objectives of operational training, reports of instx:-)rs and train-
ing personnel indicated a belief that the more skillful and prof. ient crews

tended to accomplish their training requirements mor,: quickly &i -n less

proficient crews. The outstanding crews were described as "efficien'. thqy
get things done." Such crews "breezed through their training." Comxm-.ts
such as tbese suggested that the rate at which a crew accomplisbed its m-n"
sions might be a uful indication of its proficiency in operational training.

Early in 1944, more or less standard traiiling procedures and procedures
for reporting training progre s were set up in all of the Coninental Air
Forces. It became possible thea to estimate j ither easily the rates at whicb
different crews were coppleting their requir ments in operational training.
Thus research personnel of the Second Air F( "ce were able to make detailed
analyses of training accromp!ishme..t frc.m ti o reports of training progress
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SyquA 301, Crew Progre--s Chant-Flying Trainig. This chait
taiaed separte sections for reco:-dig trairirg &cen shed in e~dt of the

sa pbases Of tr-ainintg- (B-1 7 VWd B-24 training had thme pkbamlu~D
3 -29 training was divided inlto two phut.-, wit a*Uat igig*
,rdingly). Another section was provided for recmIngr $-,e sawm~b.
uient of the AAF Training Standard-, reurmn ah M; .4j~

sprsor gmces for recording hours flown as wenl as the spacimc rewrs-
menus coirplettd. each squ:1re rePresenrting S hours of "lin by the cew
coerned. When a crt. completed a pat-l misio, th aprpUa
sqwar or squares representing tha'. mission and the particular reqiireinfts
ievelved were blacked-in opposite the number designating that crew.
_Kmilarly the hours flown were entered by blacking-in the appropriate num-

b~er of sqaes. By examining the charts for any particular dati it was ps
siNe to determine very quicly, either foz a single crew or for a dais as a
whole, the number of missions and requirements competed, number of

Great difS ulty was encountered as sonas an attempt was made to
estimate the reliability of mission acccuiollshment scores obtained from the
cr,-w progress charts. Operational training was, in a way, a series of unique
events. Missions differed from each other and ci~erent phases of training
repreented quite different tasks., The different phas-es -f training wo
carried an both concurrently and seriatim. In general, Phase I tratining wa
basic and dealt with checking out the individual- crew members in thei
pecialties. Hence- this phase ten ,. to be completed early in trAining.

However, long before a crew completed all of Phase I requiremects it bea
to fly missions in Phase HI, and in B-17 and B-24 training, missions of
Phase 11 as well. Furihermore, the particular orde-z In which missiuris were
flown within each phase varied greatly from crew to crew. Actually the
c-ta-A-tion was suih that although the order of accomplishment of miino

varied greatly this order was not a chance matter and could not be treate
statistically as if ;-, were.

There were. -.,i course a great many uncontrolled variables that affected
the amount if tr'-inin-g accoqplisWe by a crew during a given period of
training. ._"ome of these factors we-re specific to the crew. An example
would ', - illness of one or more of the crew members. Others were charac-
terists. of a- particular class. Examples would be shortages of equipment
ar.. iimitation of flying due to) bad weaier and the like. Stil others were

obably characteristic of thie station. Such a factor would be a priicy an
thet part of a training department to require all c-ews to fly certain mis-

sionts during a particular week of training. Whatever the reasons, there
were certainly wide differences in amount of training accomnplislrA in .1
Oiven period of time by crews in different CCTS classM~

The crew progress reports given the most detailed analysis in the Second
Air Force were tbose for B1-1 7 and B-24 crews showing the training accom-
Plished at the eno of the sixth week of training. The end of the sixth



week was chose for this analysis since at that time most crews had v vu
capleted Phase I training, while at the same time a substantial numbL ci
rew-=emeats in Phase 11 and Phase III had usuaS,1 bew acrop"is,.
The analysis included data for an crews in 24 CCTS (B-17 and B-24%
dases at 10 different stations. The average nt-nuber oi training require.

meats (total for all phases) completed per class ranged from 76 to io,
with standard deviatioms of from 3.S to 7.& The total requirememts at the

time of this study numbered 127 as scored on the crew progress char

Thus the mean percent of reqirements completed at the erd of the sulk

week ranged from 60 to 84 for the classe studied. These percentas
present a sonwhat distorted picture of the condition of training at tbat

time Actuall- the requirements completed first were usually those meo

easily and quickly gotten out of the way. Those remaining temded to be
requirements that would take the most time and be mast difcult to ac-

The result of all this is that there was no simple statistical procedure for

estimating the reliability of mission acmolnpis-ment scores. Three different
ways of estimating this reliability were explored. Fir t, there were com-

pared the numbers of missions accomplished at the end of 6 weeks of train-

ing undr each of the three phases of training. Tb- following correlatiom
were obtained between number of mission requirements completed in each
of ,he three phases of training at the end of the sixthi week: Phase I v.

Phase II, 0-36; Phase I r. Phase [1I, 0.28; Phase H v. I1, 0-34,
giving an average intercorrelation between amount accomplished in the 3
phases of -3-. Each coefficent was the average by Fisher's z, of the sepa-
rate coefficierts obtained with each of 24 CCTS class-s at 10 different

stations, and represented data from nore than 1,200 crews. The chief ob-
jection to this estimate of reliability lies in the way training usually op-

erated. if one crew concenrated on completing the actiF :'ies in Phase II,

it had less time to put in oui activities in Phase I and Phabe I1. It was
known that supervisors somttI.nes encouraged different crews t.. concen-

trate on differeat aspects of training so that the available equipment -ould
be bettex utilized. To what extent this operated to lower the intei- -r-
rlations between scores for the three phases is not known.
A second procedure for estimting rdfiabrity was to comprare ine numb

of missons completed at dif erent stages of ria aining. This wa. done for
four B-17 CCTS classes at two stations. Correlations between nun,- .r of
missions completed at the end of 4 weeks and number completed at -
end of 6 and 8 weeks are given in table 4.12.

One important point should be made regarding the correlations between
amount accomp'thed at the end of various amounts of training. It is thzt
the amount accomplished at the end of the lorger period c: raining ref-
resented the amount accomplished at the end of the shorter period plus
whatever was accomplished in the time between. Hence the coefficients
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jistd in the table are spuriously higb, due to the Indusim of the st M
i. the SeOMO&

To get around this di~frulty the missions acccmplished in scmdew,

Ivo wei peiods were coupared. Tus in tah 4.12 are also sms te

c1% tions between number of uui-sixm reqwrements copleted from the

folt to the gith week and the number completed from the sixth week t

the eihth week. Taken at face value, the data in table 4.12 would hWaa

5-17 CREWS-SECOND All POM

%~.b' .1islu C.2s$ed fewts week, I V. mbe, comp!Zefd uk& *

Swiss XMI . DI - ... to

..... 4 -11..S . 41.1 - I . ILM
A,& . ............. . 3 1lO a. 30 . 1 AW .

S-i................................... . .I 2 3.? .6
h, . 6. .............................. 2 .1 4 . 6 6.1

4.? 3.
.m -..... 3_ .3 1 0 3. 4 3.8 7.6 . 1

2. 2A 41.1 |L .6M

coplte comosed 6 vetk , 2

Th~e Idtyp f a y wsas tmi.i e Stn - ,re D, I
:sm e 9-4 ........................................ - 6 "-" 7.$I24

=,x .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~5 S::.....................i . 2 . . 10.6 3.T M
12-10~~5 12................ 1' 4.1 :1 11 6.1 -&,6

te the accomplishment of missions score had a ntgative reliability. Of

libte, the main objection yre lies in the f t It The Crews thaeto

coa:pleted most of their missions earl h in arainsg tahe u ofa 0li tilong and diffcult missions remraining. Other crews ",ha, had completed leas

in th ;r early weeks of training still had Many e;--y LlissioUs which they

could -rdplete in a relatively short time ater on in teainga
The dard type of analysis was to divide the training --quirements into

edid and even groups ana compare *.he number of ,odd reouirements corn.

Pleted wim the number of even ones completed. The coeffients of re-

liability co,,'puted in this way are shown in tab!,! 4.13. lie main objection

to these figLts is the sam - as that brought against the use of a Split-hall
method in dt.te rminin~g th reliability of any ipec.d test. In a atatistical

sense the numL er of requirements completed during a particular period of

training is like scnre on a speed test.
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Bmbermt e,- -

Mtlbou the main discussion of bmbardment scon is found in chW
ter 7, Bombardier, some mention should be ma h-e of !heir possp4
ue as criteria of profciency for airplane commanders. In operationg
training, as in bombardier training in the AAF Training Command, the
averam e circular erron o! bombs dropped on targets at bombing ranges were
treated administratively u primarily the achievement of the bombardie.
However, training personnel have usually emphasized that the si of otba

TAUS 4J3.-Ceffelatise bctweue ,amber .1 odfd "d evex missions c=
Diu obtained at end of shA week

5-17 cZEWS-SzcOND AIR YORM

1jOduhimieI EIiihmes. z~:

tei, me" S, _MeaIS.D

: i '7"LU"AotmemI I". - 6 2. . 2.0 .44Asa=,m 1 2 - U I .S 1.6 14.7 I3.A~a~U-..........................182 . 17.3 18 :0.

crew mc-zhers, particularly that of the airplane commander, have an im-
portant effect upon the accuracy of bombing. That this iL true has been
demonstrated rather conclusively in research on bombing accuracy at bow-
bardirr schools of the AAF Training Command. where it was found that the
pio was accountable for nearly as much variance in bombing scores as was
the bombardier. With radar bombing scores the par'. played by crew mem-
bers other than the bombardier was even greater, since a new crew member,
the radar observer, carried on a vital part of the bombing cperation. Thus, a
brief di.,cussion of average circular error and radar bombing scores is in-
duded in the discussions of criteria of proficiency of airplane commanders.

Average Circular Error

Because of the many known sources of error, the routine records of
average circular error for combat crews in the Continental Air Forces were
not well suited to serve as proficiency criteria. However, these scores did
have some degree of reliability, since for 7 sampv*s totaling nearly 600 B-17
and B-24 crews, the coefficients of reliability based o odd-even mission
performance varied from 0.26 to 0.67. Thc-e was evidence that circular
error averages based upon photographs of the bomb brirsts were more re-
liabl¢ than those including both photographed and estima:ed circular errors.
For further d! tission of average circular error, see discussion under
Criteria, chapter 7, Bombardier.

Radar Bombing Scores
Radar bombing of i dustrial targets h) operational training simulated

actual combat bombing -onditions much more closely that, did the actual
release of bombs or. tar, -I at bomb:ng ranges. The ch;ef problem met iD
studies of radar bombing vas that of securing adequate scoring of the bomb
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I'M A number of scoring methods were used during the period whm
studks of -adar bombing scores were being made by aviation p h s
in the Continental Air Forces. Analysis cl data obtained with the ue of

the different methods of scoring indicated that the best scoring procedum
from the point of view oi reliability was the radar scoring under Project

S54, Radar Bomb Scoring. However, only a small amount of data were
pailable, as this method of scoring was developed just prWr to the dms
f hostilities. Odd-even mission reliability of this type of scoring radar

bombing was 0.69. Further discussion of radar bombing scores is given ia

dapter 7, Bombardier, under C-itesiaL

Ground Training Performance
There was considerable diffeience of opinion among training personnd

and officers with combat experience as to what extent performanc in

ground training was related to combat proficiency. The fact that it has
been necessary to include this type of training even in the theaters of op-
erations seemed to research personnel to justify some study of performance
in ground school. Two types of records of performance were available.
These were academic grades and scores on ground trainers.

Academic Grda

Academic grades were usually given each airplane commander in the
v-uious ground training courses required in operational training. The basis
of grading, the type of grade and the significance attached to various
grades varied with the instructor, course, class, station and air force. Some-
times the course grade was merely a rating by the instrictor. Sometimes the
course grade was the grade made on an achievement type examination
given at the end of the course. Hence it is not possible to make many use-

ful generalizations about the nature of these grades or about their useful-
ness as possible criteria of proficiencv of airplane commanders.

An attempt was made to estimate the reliability of ground school grades
at various stations in the Second Air Force. This was done by comparing
the grades ar,' scores achieved in successive periods of ground school train-
ing. Table 4. 4 lists the reliability coefficients obtained in this way. These
coefricients are probably spuriously high since it was not possible to deter-

TABLE 4.14.--Coefficent of reliability of acz&mk gr*e
8-17 AND 8-24 AIP.PLkNE COMMANDERS-SE -COND AIR FORC

odeam r

E~ux. g half V second !:,I oftzii4-IOj.
0 E=I.rin. first half v. secnd b ual of trit.. . ................ Ito e .Bccbs'xment. first hall ,. seco--d hl, f of tninn.....................................1 0 .88S
C:r Mu-6caions first hal! v sec nrd half of trainrg .................. ........... 6 .71(%trY first half v. weood W! of • tin.6Ave&e all course&, first hAll v. total triming' ...................................

1A this Second Ai, Forcr, Staton seperste grades were not recorded for tb: second baliO f ltra
1- Thus the grade for tutal train.ng nc!' '-d the grades for the first half. Hence thIs cooed

ha W ben corrected by the Spean.at-Brown formuLL Esen so It 6 Probably JspUIOU 17 b.
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mine the extent to which scores In the first part of training influenced te
scores given at later stages of training.

In addition to the above data, research personnel In the 16th W'ing of th4

Second Air Force obtained designations of average ground school grade
of crew personnel of each specialty in terms of the two categories of upper.

half and lower-half of the class. No data on reliability of these grades were

Finally at March Field in the Fourth Air Force dat, were obtained g

two tests giveu in ground school subjects: C-I Autopilot Examination aM

Engineering Examination. No reliabilities were determined for these score.

Gromd Traihwr & ores

I. The L',:k Trainer was the most important of the ground traimn

worktd with by airplane commanders, although in operational training they
wore also given training on other types of trainers. The Link Trainer

w¢as a device consisting of a cockpit with instrument panel and controls
roughly similar to those found on a relatively simple type of training plane.
The device was so constructed that manipulation of the controls resulted
in changes in the attitude and position of the cockpit and changes in
readings of instruments which corresponded closely to changes which
would result from similar operation of controls in real flight. The trainer
also made a record of the simulated flight path of the pilot including all
of the important variables of flight

There w-s great variation between stations in the amount of type of
training given and in the records maintained thereof. Usually for each
training session or "mission" a score was recorded which represented the
judgment of the instructor as to the skill shown by the pilot. This score
was most often a three-point rating and was based on a judgment of the

degree to which the pilot maintained the briefed course according to the
recorded flight path. The reliability of Link Trainer scores is indicated by
the data presented in table 4.15, where the average scores obtained on odd

and even missions are compared. For the data in the table the number of
missions per pilot varied from 6 to 10. In the case of the B-17 data, all
cases were obtained from the same station and a single coefficient of ,v

liability was computed. With the B-29 data, separate reliability coefficimts
were computed for each class and station. The different coefficients were
then averaged by Fisher's z to yield the coefficients given in the table.

Similar Link Traincr ratings were available at two stations in the Fourth

TABz 4.15.-Reabiliy of link trainer scores
SECOND AIR FORC _

Typ ofPlat N Odd cwrc Eves 9M r

Mean__SD. Me*%, S. D.

- ............................................. 676 1.93 - -0.26 1.9S 0 31 0.49
1391 1.9 0.19 .9 0.19 .0



Air Force. The odd-even mission reliability, based on ratings of S mIssions
w" found to be 0.6.3 for 56 airplane commanders. In addition to the
ratings a Link Trainer Examination of 30 objectlve-type Items was ad-
uinistered at the outset of training at I of these stations. Data on this
test were compared with average ratings on the Link Trainer missions, the
latter being divided into two categories of upper and lower half of thM
group. The biserial coefficient of correlation between examination scars
ind Link Trainer rating was 0.46 for 52 airplane commander

A rather different type of measure of proficiency was also sometimes
available in connection with Link Trainer performance. This was the num-
ber of Link Trainer hours taken by a pilot to complete the minimum re-
quirements. Of course, this measure was meaningless at those stations at
which there were no minimum proficiency standards and at stations where
the requirements were solely in terms of hours of practice. As with other.
similar measures (e.g. Rate of Training Accomplishment, etc.) it was not
possi'ble to obtain any estimate of the reliability of this score.

2. Miscellaneous trainers.-Airplane Commanders were also required in
operational training to piactice on various navigation and bombing trainm
The amount and nature of such training varied even more than did train-
ing on the Link Trainer. Frequently the training represented only a
familiarization with the equipment involved. Often no attempt was made
to assess the performance of the airplane commanders. However, sufficient
trainer practice was required at one Second Air Forze station to provide
data for computation of reliability of certain trainer scores. The coefficients
of reliability for Dead Reckoning and Cele-stial Navigation Trainer Scores
of airplane commanders were .ound to be 0.37 and 0.18 respectively, based
on the correlation between average scores for odd and even missions. With.
the Celestial Navigation Trainer only two missions were available while on
the Dead Reckoning Trainer there were at least four missions. At AAF
Muroc (prior to establishment of the Lead Crew School) Fourth Air '
Force, circular error scores were obtained for a number of airplane com-
manders on the A-2 Synthetic Bomb Trainer. No re!iabilities were com-
puted for these scores.

Fiying Evaluation Board Reports

The principal function of Flying Evaluation Boards was to investigate
aad appraise aircrew officers who had refused to fly, who were charged
with some type of incompetence, or who were believed not to meet the
medical standards required for flight status. FEB reports of varying degrees
of completeness were usually available ii, each of the Continental Air
Forces. Sometimes these reports included much pertinent biographical
material, testimony of associates and sup(,rvisors and other material as well
as the action of the Board. In other cases the reports included only the
bare statement of Board action with a reason 'or the action stated in a
single word or short phrase. The major difficulty in the use of reports of
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Flying Evaluation Boards as criteria of proficiency was the lack of stand.
ardization in methods of investigation and evaluation, and the brevity of
some of the reports. Usually, however, the reports at least permitted classi.
fication of board action into three main categories of reasons for actionk:
personality defect (principally fear of flying); lack of proficiency; and
physical disability. The percentages of cases falling into the various cate.
gories are given in an earlier section of this chapter under Job Specific%.

Since final board action was in each case a unique event, it was not pos.
sible to make any estimate of the reliability of this criterion.

Aircraft Accidents

Pilots having aircraft accidents directly attributable to lack of sill in
handling the aircraft may obviously be considcred as showing a relatively
low degree of proficiency-at least at the time of the accident. Hence re-
search personnel in each of the Continental Air Forces made some study of
aircraft accilents and attempted to use their occurrence as a criterion of
lack of proficiency in validation studies. The relative frequencies of various
types and causes of accidents in heavy bombardment training are shown
in tables 4.16 through 4.19. The data from the Second Air Force we.
based on the records of the 296 bombardment aircraft accidents occurring
in the command between I October 1944 and 1 April 1945. The Fourth Air
Force data included 165 B-24 accidents reported during January and Feb
ruary 194S.
Tie data in the tables are more or less self-evident. It might be iminted

out that while there were marked differences between the Secrnd And
Fourth Air Force data in the percents of different types of accidents( table

TAwz. 4.:6.-Rate of bombardment aircraft accidents per 1000 kowrs Aeimm
OCTOBER 1944 TO APRIL 194S-SECON.') AIR FORCE

Type of ,alaft Total ,ate Fatab b

3-1?............... .......................................... ........ 26 6
1.24.................................... .............. 2
W"2....................... .................................... ...... so I1

TA.z 4.17.-Percents of bombardment aircraft accidents o) ,:';fcrc* typa
SECOND AND FOURTH AIR FORCFS

Percent of an -, cent oi aUNa..ve of raddent bomb.rndment arcdents, b , "Second Air Force Fowu -- Fmoi

Emereyl andinx ......................................... 16
Nofmaladi...........................7

Tmrakao6...................................
Colliion with terran ............................ 6
Emerv, cy b -o .................. ......................

Firein air... -............................................ ... . .......
Strur'.!faiu................................. .....

Total ................................................... 00 t0
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4.17), the percent attributable to pilot error (table 4.18) was the so* bboth cases .The differences in nature of the a ets (1a 4.17) iW

weil have been due to differences In the type of plan invved. The N
jouty of.the Second Air Force accidents were B-29 accidents vlib th
in the Fourth Air Force were 3-24 accidents "

It was only rarely that an airplze comunder had mre than me asd-
dent during operational training- As rough evidence here might be cited te

Twz 4.ts.-4uceats of bem bardmta swral ms a's *I Agpwe

SECOND AND FOURTH MR iOI-U

C a d& habanl, a mii a, aedim
Se.. Air lw F a bh m

. ................................................... ................
xevt ==', .................................. : ...............

I ITpiisvm"! ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . 5 ............." ......................................... Is .............

Tae L ................................................. St

............................ 9 ................

O dI .2....... .... ? e

Us - ,-etui A x .nae m .............................. 22
Geud tL ............................................ I

TANS 4.19.-Petcts of diff £ug errors hi flight Uchakm csmsig acduiaft
u B-24 PUA)TS-FOURTH AIR 703(

Type of error in 4ng ton e "Cod =

Operation of MIigL controls ............................... 9
Power-plant procedures .................................. 20
Superv1lon of crew .............. .................... .
Operatior of auillary controls ........................... It

Radio technique and copilot procedure ....................
Observation and orientation .............................
S afety violtions ........................................ 4

Total .... 10

fact that out of the 161 B-24 pilots in the Fourth Air Force who hae
accidents in January and February 1945, only 4 had 2 such accidents.

Suffering an aircraft accident was almost a unique (in a statistical sense)
event for an airplane commander. Thus it was not possible to determine the
reliability of the occurrenc: of aircraft accidents as a criterion of proft.

fency.
A"signment as Airplane Commander or Copilot

Whether a particular graduate from Advanced Pilot School was assigted
to further training Es an airplane commander or as a copot was not,

strictly spaking a criterion of proficiency in optrational training. How.
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er, the fct tha each I- -- uew studied bad an airplae cow
maIder awd a capi mad eratiow raining a cvm eftP sowce ea
daaW o a study of the ra~lt of sewetim Wactdinus Is preffidhg soj

"There we mawary s data :ia the redabiry of this as.s
. Avajahle af i as the procedes sometimm Md wodd Wej

ime to the cowmesin tba the mate was frquenly dided bply an at
bess of a att'w -

'P r AinmCrlin

The cuplorm natwe of ay of the staduie of crit made by ais-
tim pqcblogisIs in the Qazinea Air Forces, and the wid dlerms

e--tween statima in war-ig procedures and recod inahim am&
.vematic s-Ay of the relaamships betP A citeuia i a
the paragph which Wow we presented what data we- avalbWe. 3
of thm are frar ntay and the zof cease avaibe for the &J.
finmt co are nbai mU.

Cwrdelsi Bew-.s Rali.p
The intercoahtios between various types of ratings nade on B-17

anirplan lmanders; in the Seexmd Air Force, are givien in table 4.2o. 111e,
Effiaey Ratmg& Form 66-2, Officer Quality Rating and Technioal Af-
crew Skill ratings were five-pot ratings ging frm -Pl to Ugjr-

The AFTRC Form 2 ratings w~re three-fint ratings with the middle rat-
ing being 'average." Rank in Class was a rating in which instructo liste
the airplane commanders in a class in the order of their expected prt~dcy
in co6a The coefients of carrelation are given above and to the nglk
of the diagonal in the tablej while the number of cases included in eac
cefcct are designated below and to the left. It should be stated in thb
conection that the same personnel mually did most of the ratings for a

iven set of crews.

TiAzz 420.--Corelatios beavee difcreW ralasg of cGwirg wnnvkkn
3-17 AIRMAIE Co0M1 A14DERS-SE OND AM pOWZ

Typed rtm Code A 2 C D 7 7 Gfor= € .~~6-2 ....... A. ..... ... .6[ o os .
aa~fr~6-2 ~ -. .. .. .0.36 0.45 @.50 0.40T c rating .............................. 5 .52 .67.

AYTRC Fwin 2:TaztCy rm '"A ) .... Ti. 82 21 21 .50 .25 .23
MAnw Of'M0ddet- .... £.8 21 21 103 ........ .45 .4
General :-Ibai t: . .... .. 2 21 21 136 136 ........ .48

t in clan ............ G ..... 167 ............... 8 2

'Entries below the diagonal are the numban of cases for the corsondlng craut±j coefficdmU.

A number of different types of ratings of B-24 airplane commanders were
also made in the Second Air Force where eachl rating was made independ-
ently by a different observer or group of observers. The intercorrelations
between such ratings are given in table 4.21. The interview rating was an
average of lO-poit r:.tings for 6 traits made by a board of 2 training of-
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im and an aviation psycbaogist who int ru A& ealo the akphm

00mandemi TMe gound siiraigwa uheaeage of tertm fa
,,airplane Cndr for all ac,4einic coumt&. T-e riot swreou%

a was a 3-poi-e rating of which the rating Was 'avera.- 'li
cw and sOU-MtiiP rn _ of IO-p rzLinp on 6 trafts by fdwo
aeff = beie and by the anplane commkr ImseR Rak = dm was
Obe NW of the i2pPI Cmders the order of their tV5ed d-

mec etess in In the tAe, the coefiie u a cxatu we- -

* the right imd above the diagonal and the u=nbem of -, imindad b
coa are desigated bdow and to the left.

Timz 41I.-C&-,dfea.s beawas 4fifemZ re-ap ,j o'ini.cm m

T5-2,,4 C-h A 1 3. C I D it I I

andd, w -- - - -................ . ...... :: : ....... -. -.---------- - ":, SZ S2 .. ... - .06 _ -At_
'.." 32 1 s a -------. ..

The cofrebations between self-rating3 of interest in lead crew 2ssigan
znd owr-all ratings of lead crew proficiency for B-29 aiplane conmamndes
rated with Scales A nd B in the SecondAr Force are shown in tabe 4.. -
For Scale A, the three statements required ratings by the airplane cme-
mander of his desire fo. his own and for his crew's aigpmrzn in lead ,ew
positian and rating of his crew's desire for such assignment. With Scale B
only the latter rating was obtainedL The coefficienft in Ue table shcw that,
especially for Scale B, there was a -light tendency for aiqane c mandem
who reported high degree of interest in lead crew assignment to be resaded
by instructors as good prospects for such assignment.

Tm& 422. -CorrdUm bau'ea haoeae z-A ova*-af rati of ked crew #v.Adeueo
15-29 AIRnlAN-E OwmMPDERS--SEWDND AMFOR

Typedsttaawas me N Mnn S.D. .D.

Desifrorowgnmt .............................. 156 4.74 0.S3 2.41 *.4" 4.12
Desr fo cr-a,'s s et................. .. 156 4.76 .49 2.41 .40 .14

I ofcrew.for -..... .16 4.51 .78 2.41 .40 ."a

Desirfor,asgme ................................. 156 6.97 2.2S 2.4 .74 .3

The Airplane Commander Questionnaire in the Third Air Force repre-
seted a kind of self-ratinv. Both it and the Crew Proficiency Check (VHB)

were administered for 17S B-29 crews at 4 Third Air Force stations.
There were 12 items of the Crew Proficiency Check for which there were

dirctly parallel or analageus questions in the Questionnaire. It was, there-
fore, of some interest to compare the scores made by the airplane com-
manders on the 12 items of the Questionnaire with the ratings given them
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a the Womn d item oc the Crw Prcfciency Cbed 're owrdat
bet P sorn oa the two sets of items was 036 for 17S airplafe C€.

CW~~fiWEdveem R**Piags Bembis SOWO

Data the crew average circ r asmr for preiic' bombig f taxq

s boing ranges wee avail" for the crew of 434 piots of 8 CCr
(H) wbo ,ewe ranked in 15& fiht by the r instuctor in terms of thi

etpec edecivenes i combat- The corrdatain between rank i S&

and crew averae error was ddtwjined sr artdy for each clas. That
coefficients ranged fm -0.17 to O37 an when averaged by Fsbers s

gave a coerisieit of O. S for the tal group. All cefiiet were frst -Z

juse in sp So that a positive coefiect repesented c'rreLtion, y

goodness of perf4"WUR
The or-retions betwen average circular error and ratings of B-29 a.

plane commanders ondescriptive ratings scales A and B in the Sermzd Ak
For e are even in table 4.23. Although instructor reported that the sr-

plane commnder played an important part in the bombing oeration, th

dam in table 4.3 show that the bombing accuracy achieved was given itt

weight in their ratings of airplane commaidnen
Simija correlations with radar bombing circular error T-scores wat

avala"e for airplane commanders rated with Scale B in the Lecuo As

Force. The radar bombing T-scomes represent the combined s fer nm

three types of radar bmbing sowing procedures, each type being cx\wtrd

TAx 413.-Comfrftias bdem ,nidis .4 .rP'lae commder

9-a CIEW--s ECOD AM FORMC
Avme J Av = x-*

Swm N

3................................................. 0 340 ,3 ;.,2 0.4 .
.... 23 3 .21 222 Us'-z

41 26 47 2 7 .32 -A
36 242 4 .3 .35 .46

......................................... 3 2 53 2.281 .5___

Gnat OR .......................................... 44 210 69 2.43

Pb~ms:45 265 $4 2.29 i., 1

,, r21 S3[ 2I5o .42 :,- 04 I ::It

?o....49 242 54 2.69 .7-" ! - 3

....................... ....... ......... 2 "! S7 2 0

Ratdar bombing Awerrp rtting

Statics N n
WeA SD. Mta S. D.

Al21 50.0 4.40 1. 98 ,0.49 V0

Met Bad................................... . S 0.1 9.2 2.4 0
.A . ....I.... ........ 34 49.8 4.14 2.491 :7 .23

Cornd ....... ............................... 86; 49.99 4.66 2.331 79

Combined by means CJ Fh2VWS 9 taISCaIqu
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stpe.t* to Coga T-scw . These data re abn Prmau is
;Ak413. Here again there is no rv'dence that accracy in banba t wu

0" aty Weigbt in the ratings es' A* airplane coafndes.

Cadee Bdet et Re-'wgs sad MiclumgCvilerk

round school grades were .vl'able for B-29 arplane connande ned
sd damptive rating Scale A in the Second Air Fo". These grades urn
ni terms of upper-half or lower-half desnations for U akll hm

Ocm.aders rated with Scale A. The biseri coefficent of cordatim be.
t at,, n a d g.w school wr.L. was 0.0 for 160 airL on*.

mulmrs Vainly Perfowz~Ixe wi gnxin school did tio grealy nu a
e aings gten the axp!me COMMaDers by flying inrramg
The cofrdatiom betweea ratings of R3-29 airplane comm n a Scale

A in the Second Ar Force and various a acomplismnt of trangni
sc=res is given in table 4-24. All coekients. i.own were based on a& aver-
ap by Fisber's z of separate coeffcent: for each cass and station. Ap-
prently efficient accomplishment nf training r--i rements did infteam
2mnewhat the ratings of airplane cammande.

TmnX 4-24.-Cwmdstku bewe dcsc,4ec rousip sad

SCAME A-154 Mr-29 AIFMLAIE COMMAULNDES2-C*D AM POtQ

a= I Radom I

MeanM S.D. Mean .D

i~~~e~u ........................... 36 .U 24 .602
AAFm......s~ea ........................ 1 .7 17.1 1 2.41 S.36

In table 4.25 -re given the intercorrelations between various ratings and

test and trainer scores for B-24 airplane commanders in the Fou~th Air
Force. The over-all ratings were on the usual five-point military scale ad
the Link Trainer Ratings were on a three-point scale. Examination ScoreI were on the usual academic scale of 100D points. Units used in A-2 Circular
Error scores are not known. The highest intercorrelations were found be-
tween C-! Autopilot and Engineering Examinations. between Link Traine

* lating and Link Trainer Examination, and between Over-all Rating al
Engineering Examnination.

The correlation between ratings c. a Descriptive Rating Scale B and hours
taken to complete Link Trainer reqiiements was 0.29 for 41 airplane cota-

TA3Lz 4.2S.-I4f,'wrrdioLn awMOX critria Of PfOf$dck"Y
B-24 AIRPLANE COM NDkNERS.-FOURTH AIR FORCE

Twe of Cnteion Code __ S.tecr D.to
__ _ _A B c D - F N MWon

A. .140.1 0.4 .10 193 5.29 4.53

.46 .10 .12 - 0 13 11.9 1. 9

,' I'tt ... ... 6 .4 4 73 6 7

_ t___ _ _ _.-........... ......................... .. . 0 . . . 7i I M
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manders at one Fecood Air Force Sttioi. At anotber station ammn"
Shalf of the airplane commanders failed to meet the special Link Trainer

quieets set up there. The biserial coefficient of correlation betv"
rati on Scak B and completion o Link Traina requirements was OA
for the 46 zirplane commanders involved in the study.

Evaluatsio of Crzsein

In the evaluation of the various types of proficency criteria, it is ,mfd
to ctnsider each of them in terms of ..rtain ferntures desirable in a critudW
In ordr to be as brief a.; posle, the total ip of criteria of airphm
commander proficiency described in the preceding sections will be &xalmed
below under each of five main desirable featm.

Natre and Diaributiou of Scm
Many of the criteria of airplanc cowmandcr proficiency meet tbS.M

quirement in a satisfactory manner. However, certain of them do not. For
example, the routine efficiency ratins the upper and lower hzlf ratings of
proficiency in the Fourth Air Force and all of the threepoirt rntins i.ud-
ing Link Trainer ratings provide too little d.scrimination between individ-
uals to be of maximum value. For a somewhat different reason the
elimination of airplane commande-s by Flying Evaluation Board A.,
and the occurrenc of Aircra.ft Accidcnts Due to Pilot Error are aLso um-
satisfactory. Here the chief difficulty is the small percentage of aiptam
comma-ders that is involved. Finally, the self-ratings of Interest in Lad
Ciew Assignment of Scale A !a the Second Air Force produced distributiom
of ores that were too skewed for practical use as criteria.

Raiabity or Consirtemcy
Under this requirement, the chief problem has been to obtain evidence

upon which to base a judgment. For none of the following types of ratings
was there any data on reliability obtained: 3-ti4int Over-all Ratings in the
Second Air Force; Interview Board, Mutual, and Self-Rating of B-24
airplan, commanders in the Second Air Force; and all Check List Ratings
in tJ.- Third Air Force. However, if the criteria had been considered satis-
f-.cory in other ways, most of these reliabilities could have been determined
,airly easily. In the case of the Third Air Force Check List Ratings the
dosing down of crew training prevented the securing of the desired data.

In contrast, Rate of Training Accomplishment, Hours to Complete Link
Trainer Requirements, Flying Evaluatic.r Board Action and Aircraft Acci-
dents were not susceptible to analysis iu terms of reliability under condi-
tions of operational training. Of moderate and fair degree of reliability
were the Descriptive Ratings of Lead Crew Proficiency i. the Second Air
Force, the Mission Ratings in the Fourth Air Force and Radar Bombing
Scores. Average Circular Error for Practice Bombs, Academic Grades
and certain Grv-und Trainer Scores had some reliability but nct as much
as would be de irable in an acceptable criterion score.
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I
pjjbPaSnWio B'twenj Airplan ComvlxMcwer Kxowx prefidenc,

No evidence tirder this heading i is obtained for criteria of afrp W e cam.
p oficiercy in the Continental Air Forces. Because ef their nature,

ienn ratig,, did discriminate between idividuals known to differ Ia
profidmy, PYs fact would be ro pAnt in their favor. Thedegreeofprd.
iewcy of the groups concerned would have to be u'knowu to those making .

the ratinrgs-a situation that would be practically impos'Tble In operatoad

Breadt ol Activaies Cowed
Svperficialy at least the Over-a' Judgment Ratings amd the Flying

EvAluation Board Actions would seem outstanding in terms of this feature
ri criteria. However, a little further thought would lead to some questios
here- The extent to which the individual rater really canvassed all Lpects
of performance of the airplane commanders being ratcd is open to doubt.
Decision by a board of several individuals might be expected to be some-
%hat better in this respect. In any case how thcrough a consideration WA
given all aspects of the job in any set of -tings was not known. All ratin
involving ratings of several specified traits including the Check List type
of ratings probaby _ fairiy well those aspects of airplane commander
proficiency actually specified in the instrument concerned. The extent to
which they represent complete coverage depends upon how well the par-
ticular set of traits or characteristics covers the job of airplane commander.
In the case of criteria reported in this chapter, the sets of traits and charac-
teristics covered by the various instruments and rating devices were those
provided by groups of experts and may be presumed to represent fair cover-
age of the important aspects uf the job.

The ar complishment of training criteria are open to the objection that
speed in getting things done is not the sole aspect of performance that Is
important. Ground Training Criteria, Aircraft Accidents and Bombing
Scores represent only part of the impornt aspects of the job of airplane
commander.

Objectivity

Objectivity is the main feature of profciency criteria wherein ratings of
most types fail miserably in meeting the need in research on selection and
training. In this respect, over-all numerical ratings are probably the worst.
With descriptive ratings the attention of the rater is at least directed to-
ward different aspects of the proficiency of individuals being rated. It is
interesting that where reliability is thought of as agreement between ratings
of different observers, such agreement may also be obtained by similiarity
of bias or prejudice. Logically best among the various types of ratings 4re

I' those that call for evaluation of observed behavior of the person being
rated. Mission Ratings are thus probably superior to general Descriptive
Ratings. And best of all in this respect are the Check List Type ratings
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I
sch as thoe developed in the Third Air Form It Is probable thaw
Academic Gras (except those based largely upon examination worn)
and Flying Evaluation Board Action are also open to a considerable degree
of subjectivity. The remaining criteri studied would seem to have satis.
factory objectity.

Susclib yty to MiscdlaUxous Sources of Error
There could be almost eoffje dit. elf a! of the possible sowce of

error for the vari ms criteria of airplane commat*.:z prof-iency studied.
Probably the most i t point to be made here is one that his been
repeated throughout the discussi s of the various craiteria. This is that
training procedures and records kept varied with the instructor, flight, cla,
station, and air fo.re. Attempts to specify rigidly the conditions of traini
met with failure for all sorts of reasons. Differemce in experkn on the
rart of instructors. changes in equipm.At, weather, personnel short.,M
changes in commtm,-nts, differences in exierience on the part of trainees,
changing requirements in combat, etc., atz. but a few of the sources of
variation. Where a criterion involved routine .--cords, s.ch factors as care.
lessness, desire to m*e a good s'owing and the lik were important sources
of error. Sheer pressure of time and overworking of training personnel
played their par.'- Unfortunately fle more obj-ctive types of criteria wer.
probably as much affected by thes miscellaneous sources of error es were
ratings and oWher subjective citeria.

Ir summary, it is believed that Mission Ratings and Check List Ratigs
are The most likely of the rating procedures to be useful in validation and
other research. Unfortunately data on the reliability of the Check list
Ratings were not obtained and only an hypothetical judgment can be ma*
in this ca-. Ground Trainer Scores, Rate of Training Accomplishment,
Aircraft Accidents, and Flying Evaluation Board Action would seem $e
best of the remaining criteria, all things considered. Bombing scores might
be included except that they are probably determined to an equal or
greater extent by the proficiency of other crew members. Finally, because
of the low degree of intercorrelation between the ratings on different traits,
the Interview Board Ratings would be interesting to study further.

VALIDATION

Stanine Validity

Ratings ol OL.*r-all Proficie.cy

In table 4.26 are shown the correlations between the augmented pilot
stanine of B-1 7 and B-24 airplan commanders in the Second Air Force
and various types of ratin".; of over-all proficiency. The efficiency rating,
Form 66-2, rating of attit, de towarI work and ratings of technical a;'crew
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I
kll a3d ofCei quality wefe al five-point onuelixa rtfngs. The Xen"
bility yating on AFTRC Form 2 and the flight surgeon's ratings we*

tYree point ratings. Rankings by instructors were listing!, of airplane co-

manders in their flights in the order of their expected effectiveness i cra.
s'j None of the coefficients differs sgnificantly from zero, aihOag asi

bzt two are poWitive. Conside.-able ad~litional data were obtained on the
validity of the pilot stanine in predicting rankings by instructors of aiqlane
commandets in their flights and classes. For 13 CCTS classes with a tobl

of 670 airplan', cormm.anders (including data shown in table 4.26) the or-
gations between rankings and augmented pilot stanine when averaged by

F'nher s g ave a coeident of 0.03.

TAzL 4.26.--CorriaCions btwttes aptWue sore " . ovm-l rdsku
a1-17 AND 4-24 AIRPLAN Z C0M MANDFRS-ECOND All FORCE

cdtmi~ 'Sumter Szaniae a ii
cas raS. Meaa rSD.

[5lrcyatia. Frm E'-.............134 6.31 "1.6949 ii.9 -- &Of
"M _k................................ 19 6.54 1.60 2.07 .1-.0TkIUC'~ .............................. 3 6.00 1.33'1 ,. .06

S"b .r .ct ........................... 134 6.31 1.39 49.2 19.6 .40
aaii........................................ 33 6.00 1.83 51.6,13.$ .94

AFRFC F.m 2, 51 ahTy........................ 1 6.0i 1.72 54.4 9.8 I
-. ts. s .................................. 54 5.96 1.43 2.67 .58 .16

Desaittive Ratidgs"

The correlations between the stanines of B-24 airplane commanders and
upper-half and lower-half ratings of airplane commander proficiency by In-
structors in the Fourth Air Force are shown in table 4.27. Since this was
a dichotomous critexion, all coefficients are in biserial form. All three
stanines showed a statistically significant correlation with the ratings, that
for the bombardier stanine being significant at the one percent leveL

Tmxa 4.27.-Vdids of stknies of akPlxe commanders ix 'rdtl
rativgs by inulo

B-24 T RATNIG-FOURTH AM FORCE

Type of st-ai N No Me M, SD, n,

Boenburdierstanm .................................. 1.10 S9 6.18 5.68 1.71 "94I
itorsi................................... 130 59 6.06 5.64 1.76 *.2?
taine.................................... 129 r 6.20 .53 o1 .

= ToW group of alrplane commwle
St =-Airplne commanders rated In lower hall

The correlations between augmented pilot stanines of B-24 airplane
commanders and Interview Board and I futual ratings on 10-point scales on
6 traits are shown in table 4.28. A'he correlation between stanines and

* Interview Board Ratings was significant at the five percent level. In the

case of the Mutual Ratings the relationship was negative and not .gnifi-
cant.

The degree to which the various stanines predicted descriptive ratings

of lead crew proficiency of B-29 airplane commanders in the Second Air
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Fore is shown in table 4.29. The table irciudes data from both Scale A
and Scale B. The rating score used was the a'erage rating per item for tae
combined ratings of two raters on all items of each scale. These data Wer
based on two sets of ratings because it wus believed that some of the enft

TAMw. 41&-Cmrelduow bdw'ces eagewed p$ot sias'es end sun of tvmk vauin

X-24 AIt.LANE COMMANDEkS-SECOND AIR FORCE

Nailtm.....................14 .9 j
Ust i rtin ...........................$4 .% 1.43 5.18 i.e 9

of subjectivc bias might be minimized by this means. It wll be noted that
while Scale A was administered for 160 airplane commanders and Scale B
for nearly 200 airplane commaneers, only 73 and 86, re tively, w
found to have been given the Aircrew Classification Tests. Thus the air.
plane commanders for whom data are shown here may represent a selected
group, the selection of waich may have involved some type of bias. One
of the most interesting leatures ot the results is the tendency for the
bombardier stanine to predict the ratings better than the pilot stanine.
This is in agreement with the data from the Fourth Air Force.

Tmz 4.29.-Correktim between staxnes of airpkne comandm
and desaiptivs uwSksg

SCALES A AND B-B-29 CREWS-SECOND AIR FORCE

Rating Bombardier stanif Nav:'%tor stanine i pW Cf. stui.

Mean S.D. Mean s. D. r Mean.T. .. Me.njS.D. ,

ScokA:Aamogordo 3.... 13 2.60 0.36 6.38 1,44 0.21 6.23 1.10 '1 4 6.69 1.73 9.15

9 2.1 .23 6.no 1.2s .07 S.34 1.70 4.. 7.44 1.6 .25
'W .. ::: 1S 25 2.10 .31 6.0 1.94 -. 04 6.06 1.9s .02 60 1.30 u

Oowi...........20 2.78 .35 5.70 1.90 00.68 5.50 1.86 .25 ] c 1.81 .3
Davis-Months=.. 16 2.73 .24 6.56 1.62 .23 5.75 2.09 .33 7. t so 1tAD station ....... 73 2.SS .36 6.It1 .77, ,*..3 S.97 1.89 1.-17 .-9 -,,2 . 5.

Scak B: = - " : - ' : - -- : [..t " -

A'.buq : 27 2.34 .5S S.39 1.93 -. 06 5.49 1.29 -. , 6.0? 1-
...... 12 2.61 .66 6.08 1.98 -. 31 6.17 1.82 -. 23 6.83 1.. -.35 2.90 .6 S.91 1.56 0.43 5.63 1.53 .10 6.40 1:44 .20

12 3.06 1.0 8 .08 sSO 1.6 1 -. S 1.6 .31

All itati , ..... 7 .70 .6 5.9 1.67 1.14 5.61 .I '-.09 1  .3 1.5 t .

lAyeragd by maw of Fishe's x techniqu.

In connection w;ch the above data tho question arises whether the relative
validity of the pit stanine in prediction of the ratings of a single rater
is really less thar its validity in predict-on of the combined ratings of two
observers, The :.ta on this point were inconclusive.

Mision Rafiujp

It was not p~ssible to determine the va'idities of the various stanines of
B-29 airplan.' commanders in predicting a\verage mission grades at Lead
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CMn&!oia AA UF 3iuroc In the Fourth Air Force since few of then bad
bee given the Aitcew Classification Tests fa the AAV Training Comrnand.

go data were obtaiud on the degre to whih stva C of airplane ca
maes wrere related to scores on the Crew Proficiency check ('(B) and '

on the Scale for Instrument Flying developed In the Third Air Force

The correlatioa between the pilot stanine of S4 B-24 airplane con.
manders and their self-ratings on a 10-point scale on a total of 6 tbaits
w23 found to be -0.16. This negative coeffcent was not statistically

Ili Airplane Commnander Questionnaire developed in the Third -Air
Force was adminisee to 17S B-29 airplane commanders at 4 stations.
For the 78 airplane commanders for whom data were available the correl...
tions between pilot stanine, and scort: on the Questionnaire are shown in
table 4.30. The interpretation to be placed upon the negative relationship
found is not clear. A possible explanation would be that the poorer air-
plane commanders gave themselves the benefit of any doubt and dlaimei
acceptable alternatives in the test more often than did the better airplane
commanders. At the moment sufficient data are not available to'determine
what factors were involved.

TA=L 4.30.-Coerelations between, pilot staxine and ware on
airplane commander questioia

B-19 TRAInIG-TIrwW Ant FORCE

Statismsw I P~m r
stti N Mea S. D. Mesa I D. r

.......s...................................15s 60.3 12.50 6.4 1.54 -6.25

Gs~~~......................... " 6.2 10.00 6.1 1.83 .00.
't 1 741 6.36 6.3 L"9 -0.S6llaI)......................20 61.3 8.32 1.1 1.87l .08

ftstom (&vmp by M&s S)..................7 64.91 10.44 6.s 1.87w 2

Accomplishment of Training

The relation between the augmented pilot stanine of airplane corn-
M'anders and the number of training requirements completed at the end of
6 weeks is illustrated in tables 4.31 and 4.32. In table 4.32 are shown the
separate oefficients representing the correlation between augmented pilot
stanines of B-17 and B-24 airplar commanders of 24 CCTS classes at 10
stations in the Second Air Force and the total number of all types of

training requirements completed zt the end of sixth week of traiing. In
table 4.32 are given the correlations between stanines of the same airplane
cOmzanders and mission requirements completed in each training phase and
the AAF Training Standards met. Also given in table 4.32 are similar data

for B-29 airplane commanders at four stations.
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TA 4JL-,CnmdOWS &9*04s swd of *$WeWw4-rm t bea~mg uitmg~Eb -'

5-.* 3 -XD "4 CRLIM-SZO AI C

"la Aani (=b cr.) V. -1 o msm and nqukemnes cpaid"

- Mm"13 Msl .3.L

.... .. 1.. 32.01. *a

- - 2 'Jo 1.5 96.3 W 5t- ........................................ S s 6 .13 1.s W3 "-
5 .0 1.50 W.7 .2 A

. .......-s................ .............. LO ." W L
4 6.41 1." 56.3 46 .44 6613 1.7612 35. 4

- 96 43 3 3 93 53
47m~i 6.20 1.19 96.9 4.7 36

...... . ............................... 49 6-4 1.7 53-S 5.3 .-. ....... ..... .................... .
T m 4 -- -------------- 43 6.21 I.1 9 . 5.2 i

3 6.37 1.5 Ik. 4.5 .
...... 47 6.23 1-43 932 6.3 .. X

R gd~ . ...................... 43 5.26 L"4 934S 4.6 %5

5 k ( d 113 ..................................... 43 5.6 .1.45 26.6 . -6
S1 .. ................................ . 42 6.50 1.48 3-6 6.1 "5

,t"06% . -. 4............................ 6.43 1.51 . 6.9
10.........43 4.16 1.47 36.4 6.6 .

A US ....... . b... .. . ...... 974 . . . .......

Tan 4 32-Cf didpr betoe st ent @ alat c numbs

WEEK W OF TRADMDG-SECOD AER 7ORQ

trainin ratls+C

Typed M'iA. S. D. M.S .D

3.9k~mn~.161 35.3 3.90 I64T .s9 to

AAF 1 31 1. CS 6.S 2 .43 *

Nmberiso ................... . Te v1 2.62 cofii
B-:7 nd3.24a skhf i' an s i b a .Mg

' L c e. . . ................................. ' 74 -

.................................................. 97

HL=- baru .~tas.................. 974.1
A ::.............................Ii 974 ( nZ

The data show that for B-1i and B-24 training the pilot stanine of t

airplane commrander did predict to some extent the relative number of

training requiiemnts that woud be completed by his crew, at least ini

comparison with other crews in \ks class. The validity coefficient for tIt

whole grow'. of 974 airplane commranders was obtained by avera~ging by

Fisher's s All coefficients. for the sA-aate classes. This proce%;ure is pal.

ticulairly important in dealing with -;ata of the sort indicated in table 4.31.

The avet;.ge number of training re-Aurements completed varied considter

ably fro'z class to class. Had this viriance been included in the determia"

tion of ihe predictive value of the .tanine, it is doubtful if the resultifli

coefficint would have differed signifitantly from zero.
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odata btable with R-29 airplane commmders do not sppoct the

findinP with B-17 and B-24 trAining. However, it is of considerable bb.

West to find that the pilot staine bad a netive relatioship with jumbr

d bows flowsi. The implication of this result Is that tbere would be a

-itive rdatioltihp between the pilot stanine and number of requirememla
Pop pet hour flown. Unfortunately, similar data were not obtained
viab the B-17 &nd B-24 crew&.

5...berdeW Scares

Although ins:ructors were of the opinion that the proficiency of the ak-

law commander was reflected in part in the bombing scores attained by

j crew, there was no evidence that the. starines of airplane commanders

pmwited such scores. The relevant data are presented in table .423. For

te bisexial coefficients in the latter .Mlf of te table, the 137 B-24 air-.

plane commanders involved were divided into 2 groups on the basis of the

size of the average circular errors of the crews. Biserial coefficients of

y2lidity were then computed. For the B-29 data, the -mall number of

cases makes the negative coefficient obtained with radar bombing T-scorm

of doubtful sifiC&ac.

TAm 4.33.-Co atioss between sAhs of airplane CMW -dm
u axcrew bombing scorn

SEzCOND AND FOUTHr AIR FORCES

" =cme, I Stah,* ,

hK-- ,ircmf.Tp ad, wm S NMean S. D. Ms, S. D.

-AY.... BA7..2. Averp d a ei . . . P+ '-- 134 239 3 6.31 1.9 o.UI ... :7 -2. ve~ lcu e'r ..... P-+-... 239 ... ... ... ......- 1

P+... 33 50.5 4.32 6.55 1.54 -JI

MAY.... ... RadarbombingT4cre ....... IN.... 33 50.5 I.Z2 5.79 1.45

Nt No MIWO SI M.

* 137 60 6.21 6.20 1.73 0.0
.. -2.....A e e urert ........ N.... 137 60 6.12 6.25 1.9 - .a

"4.... 161 60 6.20 6.13 L 49 .0

Performance in Ground Trahting

- Table 4.34 presents coefficients of correlation between the augmented'

* pilot stanines of B-17 and B-24 airplane commanders and various measures

of performance in ground training. The coefficients were in general positive

and several were significantly different from zero. In addition to the data

in the table, ground school grade designations into upper and lower half

Of class we-e obtained for 160 B-29 airplane commanders in the 16th Wing

in the Second Air Force. Stanines were available for 73 of these. The bi-
serial coefficient of correlation between pilot stanine and ground school
grades was 0.14 for this group. .,
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II
Pyxmg Evaudion Bowd Repods

A study was made in the Second Air Force of the pilots removed frm
flying status by action of the Central Flying Evaluation Board duri a
2-year period. According to the available records, 257 pilots were so eli*
nated from operational training during this period, over 100 of these being
eliminated in the last 6 months of the period. Separate figures were m
available for fighter and bomber pilots since in many of the early cases s04
information was not recorded. Thus the data about to be rqxwted refe
to both bomber and fighter p&ts.

Stanines were obtained for 203 of thc 257 pilots removed f'rom flying
status by Board action. Since a total trainee population was not avala

TABLr. 4.34.-Cmrdatieou between stouiues of drpaxe cernwas
and greund twaivin aiia4.

3-17 AND Z-24 AIRPLANE COMMANDERS-SECOND AIR F01CR

I T"y'cas Mean S.D. Mum .D. f

Acadmka e .................................................... 18 6.54 t.6 ...6 3..

Groundcan grades Wandard cares)..................... 1U 6.14 1.6 54.1 10.6
nen e . .. 35 6.34 1.7 85.3 5.1

Gunnery de ....... .......... 37 6.38 1.7 8.0 4.6 _2
Uow,ryntr..................................... 37 6.38 1.7 8S.8 7.0 -. 0
Cm , Vsto,,,ad ..................... s 6.38 1.7 96.9 1.S *
Uak trainer grade ................. 49 6.20 1.6 17.8 2.8 .31
HOW tocompenktrminbc .......................... 104 6.26 1.6 12.3 2.6 *.16
C-1 aUtoplott!mi -L . ............................. 48 6.18 1.6 86.9 9.1 O.

stanine Ns P. M. M i SD, na -
CoMP6tl0 oflinktrAinercheck ......... .... P+ 3 .67 6.11 6.07 1.6 K 6.

I N.3 67 I6.73 j5.93 1.72 O.

e = Completed Link Traine clink.
= Did not complete Link Trainer check.

from which to obtain the necessary statistics, an attempt was made to con.
struct a control group for validation of the stanine against the criterion of
elimination from operational training by Board action. The control group
was obtained by locating each eliminated pilot in the Second Air Force
Command rosters, and then taking down the names of the nearest four
pilots in the roster who had the same luty specialty listing. For eliminated
pilots without dut', specialty listing, the nearest four pilots were chosen
without regard foi duty specialty. Toe four pilots chosen in each case
were then looked ,'- in the AAF Train'ag Command rosters of stan'nes of
pilots graduated frc n advanced pilot schl.ols. In some cases, stanines were
not available for ax i of the four names. IVWhere stanines were available for
moie than one of tl e four, the one chosen was the pilot whose date of test-
ing was closest to t1! t of the eliminated pil,.,L For pilots tested prior to the
introduction of mar i-sensing procedures, it was also necessary to control
the Research Unit a- which the testing occ irred. Controls were obtained
in this manner for 18I of the eliminated pilhs..
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In table 4.3S below are given the average stani-es for the pos to-

tovad from flying status by Flying Evaluation Board Ation, and for the

control pilots in training at the. time o! such elmination. A small and nat

PgfScant.difference was found between the stanines of the two rou @

Because of some serious sources of error in the data, it was dicult to

evaluate the results. Some sources of error tended to minimize any dif-

feeces between the two groups, others tended to increase such apparen

differenes. For example, the average stanines of pilots entering operational

trining probably increased over the 2-year perioi of the study. Tis Is or-

toborated by the fart th-at the average stanine of the cintrol pilots in table

4.36 is slightly higher than that of the control pilots in table 4.35. The

T.z 43.-CONPOa3~x of stanixsC of pilots removed )ro flyixg by bowd
action and those of control grouws
SECOND AND TH7RD Alit FORCES

Second Ak Fore l

Type of stanife N rawI

mean S. D. MenD.
-P t S4 .s3 .U 6.os I~l et

Thn Air Force

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ........... 5 s .7 6,, 1 . .a
................................ 40 "." I<Uomliar'Ier ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~$411 22'i4~. 6~' .: 1.701 _____

a Only pilots tested prior to maxk-smng records prcedur. This &p is hdom In t* I54

cams evm Ab it.

pilots in 4.36 were in general thcse most recently in traininS sire the

eliminated pilots with which they were paired were those that had relativly

more detailed and complete records of Board action. Thus if pilots re-'

moved from flying status by Flying Evaluation Board action had been

held in the air force for 12 or 18 months awaiting Board action--as fe-

quently happened-controls chosen on the basis of time of Board action

might have belonged to a population with a different average stanine.

Ch the other hand, it was conceivable that controls tested at the same

time and rewaLning in the air force in operational training until the same

time, while most of their classmates had long since becn sent overseas, did

so because they also were doing poorly in such training and were forced

to repeat the training in later classes. From iLterviews with training per-

sonnel, it was gathered that for a long time officers who f.led in opey--

tional training were either transferred to other duties without Flying

Evaluation Board action or else were reassigned to a later class for furth '

training. This was contrary to most recent practice, but it may have tended

to minimize differences between eliminees and controls chosen in the way

they were chosen.
Te reasons for removal from flying status by Flying Evaluation Board
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I
ation can be divided roughly Int4 three classes: medcal, unsatsfct, 7

performance and LIF (lack of Intestinal fortitude) or fear. In table 4.36

below are given the average stanines of pilots eliminated for these tbift
dasses of reasons, together with the averages for the corresponding ca.

trol groups. Such data were available for only 101 of the 184 pilotsW

moved by Bord ation

ThuR 4.36.-Cewrahiis of $eS Aies of g&IS ,moved froms lYi by
boad cUws ansdthou ofIa coxtrof grvup

SECOND AIR YMfCZ

"mmated CAud

R"r FED Radhae N
Mean S.D. UMemS.D. -

Fea W lack o a in t ia& .......... 2s 6.32 l61 416
V ,m.twactoqperioaa.. 32 6. or) 1.97, .9 .s

?b F i al ~ a * 41 6.22 1.63 6.20 11.99

A somewhat similar project was carried out in the Third Air Force

where a total of 101 aircrew ofcers were removed from operational train.

ing for reasons other than medical during 1944. In this group were 68

pilots, 17 bombardiers and 16 navigators. It represented approximatdy

0.4 percent of the total number of such officers trained in the Third Ai

Force in 1944. Of the 68 pilots rtmoved fron training approximately half

were airplane- commanders and the other half were fighter plots. Because

of the small numbers involved no attempt was made to separate the plots
according to type.

The stanines of the pilots for whom they were available were compared
with stanines of an equal number of pilots chosen as controls. An attempt

was made to match each airplane commander removed from flying itatas

with an officer not so removed who had been in training in the same CCT
class and who had been tested at the same Psychological Research Unit

and who was in the same AAF Training Command class. IIt was not pos-

sible to match the groups in terms of such a complete set of factors. There-

fore, the control cases were matched solely in terms of Psychological Re-
search Unit at which they were tested and AAF Training Command cam

The means and standard deviations of the stanines of both groups are com-

pared in table 4.33 above. All comparisions reveal that the pilots removed
had lower stanines than those of the control group.

Aircraft Accideki

Studies were rr.,ide in all of 'the Cont nental Air Forces of the validity of

stanines of pilot' in predicting occurrece of aircraft acc'dents in open,

tional training. 3ata for aircraft accidtts of fighter piltts have alreadY

been reported in Chapter II, Fighter Pilot. Data on the :,ircraft accidents

of bombardme-i, pilots have been presen ed in an earliet section of this
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Cser under Criteria. The relation betwee the stanines of the ako
commanders concerned and the occurrence of aircraft accidents will be db.
ased a the pafagraphs which follow.

The four-engine aircraft accidents occurring in a 6-r.Mth period IN
the Second Air Force were analyzed by research persond In that COm-
mad. During the period concerned 396 accidents were reported for four.
oieaircraft. Stanines were obtaincJ for 174 of the airplane commndell
ivolved in these accidents. While thi group included 62 pejaet o &
B-17 and B-24 pilots, only eight peM.:ent of the B-_29 pilots involved In
these accidents were included. Ile results of the study were, therefoe

t representative of B-29 accidents.
Since neither a total training population nor the sta .

of such a population were immediately available for use in comparing
stanines of various special groups, it was necessary to construct a pilot
pooulation to serve as a control for comparing their stanines with those
of the accident pilots. The first attempt to utnin a control group involved
locating the accident pilots on the. .AF Taining Command rosters of pilots
graduating from Advanced Pilot School. A control group was then obtained
by selecting the name of the pilot in the roster immediately following that
of the accident pilot. Where that pilot also had an accident, the name of
the immediately preceding pilot was substituted. This control group was
designated Control Group A.

A second control group was obtained in a somewhat different manner
Here the pilot having an aircraft accident was located on the Command
Rosters of the Second Air Force. The names of the two preceding and the
two following pilots with the same duty status and assignment -'ere copied
down. These names were then looked up in the Rosters of Stanines. If
stanines were available for more than one of these pilots, the one chosei
was the pilot whose testing number was closest to that of the pilot having
the accident. This control group was designated Control Group B.

In table 4.37 are shown the stanine means and staidard deviations of the
pilots having accidents due to different causes together with similar data
for C.atrol Groups A and B.

In the Third Air Force studies of aircraft accidents, research personnel
made reparate analyses of stanine validity in predicting accidents In
medium and in heavy bombardmeat aircraft. As in the Second Air Forcea control group of pilots was chosen to make comparisons ef stanines. First,
the ct,'trols were so chosen that they were pilots in tranig in the Third
A.± Force at the time of the accident. Then, further, the controls were
Pilots that had been examined in the same Psychological Research Unit
and had been given the same battery of classification tests as the pilots
'With accidents. The average stanines of th- Third Air Force pilots suffer-
ing aircraft accidents and those of the contols are also given in table 4.37
above, together wth the corresponding standard deviations. Separate
averages are given for the pilots hxving the 40 medium bombardment air-
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craft accidents and for those having the 122 heavy bombardment aircrA
ccidets.

A similar study was made in the Fourth A! - Force. It included an B -4
aircraft accidenL occurring between I January 1944 and 1 March 194S.
On the basis of the reports of Aircraft Accident Investigation Boards at
accidents were separated into those reported as caused primarily by 1i
error and those of unknown cause or causes beyond the control of the plt
Out of a total of 161 airplane commanders involved in one or more ax.

TAS4 4J7.-Comparbon of staxbes of afirpaf commaWsers having aircraft aczjm
uith tkose of coxSrol groups wit"oautkd kts

SECOND. TLTWlD AND FOURTH AIR FORCES

setd Ak Fem

- Contol Co
Numbe Accident plots gup A group I

case& Mea S. D. Mean S. D. men {SD
Pact 6.11 1.34 6.22 ",.S" ".42t1.

Unkno . .................... 36 6.34 1.71 6.29 I 149 " !Vatelid{ an87via~ ....... 6.39 1.58 6.23 1. 59 A~ i

TOW......................................174 "

Thid Ai Fore

Number Accident pilotzs Num1, s Cotr:Ol 1 lota
Aircraft Type of st-nine Of - of Co" !jN

cam Mean S. D. case, a S.D.

B .ombardier 40 S.93 1.54 40 6.30 1.50 IL.
Mediumbombardment.......... Navigator ...... 5.75 1.74 40 6 6 I 1.55 .5

.40 .80 1.40 40 6.23 L4 .1"

I Bombarder . 122 6.0 1.9 1!4 6.0 14 .A
HPovybombadmet....... 122 6.0 1.8 I541 6.0 1.6 14

.igat..........122 6.1 1.7 141 6.0 j1.7 .

Fourth Air Force

'Number Accider .pilots Contra8 pilot
Orlgin of saident Of - - - - - N

cases Mean S. D. e An .D
PAen........................................... 81 6.05 1.65
U w n ... ......................................... I 1 5.91 2.44
Notpilot rog.... ................................. 56 6.19 1.62

wd^r-, ....................................... . 8 6.09 1.64 6.13 1.6011.S

craft accidents, 148 w-, -e found to have been given the Aircrew Classific
tion Tests so that star.nes were available for this number.

A control group of ,.pproximately ,\50 airplane commanders who iW
had no aircraft accident! as far ai was .nown were selected from the popu-
lation of combat crews ,,ained during he period of the study. The nuD
bers selected from crel ,3 in training .I each quarter of the year Wen
proportional to the numL tr of accidents tor the quarter. Of the 350 contrd
airplane comni3nders sel . ted, stanines -'ere found for 302. The aver27
pilot stanines of pilots hivnig accidents due to pilot error and to otbg
causes and of the contro' pilots are shown in table 4.37 already presente&
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The studies in all three air forces In table 4.37 show that In gen l the
oives of control groups of pilots were higher than those of ahplan
ogmmanders having aircraft accidents. Although the differens are in the
,,, dirction, with one exception they are not individually sufficn4tly
large to negate the hypotheses they are chance fluctuations. However,
w€jectivly they indicate a small positive correlatoim.

Section as Airplane Commander or Copilod

The average pilot stanires of airplane commanders and copilots in the
,,,ond and Fourth Air Forces are shown in table 4.38. There Is obviously a
' "Tied difference between the stanines of airplane commanders and those

of copilots. In the first comparison in the Second Air Force data, where
the difference was not so marked, it is interesting to report that at the
stations at which these pilots were assigned in the Second Air Force there
was great dissatisfaction with the assignments made. In several cases ob-
served directly by research personnel, copilots and airplane commanders
wre reversed in their assignment by their directors of Training. Further
inquiry revealed that many of the copilots in operational training at this
time had been two-engine instructor pilots in the AAF Training Command.
Orders from higher headquarters to assign these pilots to combat outfits
caused them to be sent on to operational training where they automatically
became copilots since they had had no 4-engine experience.

IA=L 4.38..Cmpisvoi of staninca Of air*Mts commandes and Cools
b-17 AND 3-24 CREWS-SECOND' AND FOURTH AIR 7ORCES

Air Sow Duty wasgnmt N

S~~iForce fntha6U--M94 .................... f rplancowmaner 329 6. 44 1.'S

........... 329 6.05 1.51
1, Mod hsilf-1944................................Aipa commander. 974 6.24 1-!66

Copl=........03 3.39 1.62
/' rth Air Force, second haU--1944 ................ Airplane commander... 1,218 611.

_ _ _C___.t .............. 1,$2 $.14I.

In utilizing this comparson as a criterion of proficiency it is presumed
that gradum'es of advanced flying schools were assigned to duty as airplane

comwur:zers or copilots on the basis of the degree of competence demon-

st,,-ed to date. in -tanine validation it is also assumed that the assign.
&nent was done without knowledge of the stanines of the pilots involved.
It i3 eieved from reports of procedures used at advanced schools in the
AAF Training Comand that the pilot stanine was not often utilized
directly in making the decision as to assignment. However, since the slanine
(or related information) did enter into the decision as to whether the In-
dividr'al was commissioned as a Flight Officer or Second Lieutenant, the
criterion is open to objection when used to validate the stanine.
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The validities of individual Classification Test scores were computed ja

a small sample of B-24 airplane commanders In the Fourth Air ?aft

Cr'kia used were Instructors' Ratings, Link Trainer Grades and CjW

Average Circular Enor. All criterion scores were converted to 4 t
category score by dividing them into two approximately equal group o

upper and lower half scores. yaidity coefficients were then computed h

biserlal form. The data are shown n table 4.39-4.41.
Only & few of the individual classification tests had validity coeffideaft

that differed significanty from zero. These were Mechanical -rinciple, i

CI903A; Biographical Data (P) and (N); CE602D, and Spatial Orient&

tion I, CPSO1B.

TAszA 4Y .- Val fitigs of st0mhn axd dasifaioa test SCr,/Or Itmg oW'
in~gs 1l a comus, (B-4) prodcy

BATrE3U 1, 2, S, 4

Tat YWIb N, N, M, Ms SD, I,

mb ane ....................... ..... ... 130 59 6.18 s.68 1.71 ".

Nav a................ 130 59 6.06 5.64 1.76 ".Pilot stani ...... = : I = ' = 7" 129 S8 6.20 S.u W . . .,

Rotaryp ...it w/DA.C. .03.......... 106 64 51.51 1.70 9.

Tw o h onedizataCMIOLA .... . . .. . 128 58 52.68 31.64 10.30 oU
~ToA.,.,.,., "............................. 130 59 52.16 52.92 9.69 -.e

At ,, nsCE211IA ............ ......................... 124 56 50.31 48.91 I|.SJ 1

DiscrimdationreactiontimeCP61D...................... 130 5P 53.23 52.22 7.62 IU

FingerdetertyCM1A...... ... 130 59 50.12 49.97 11.10 .U

Reading cmprehirso G.................124 56 24.78 23.68 10.94 .11

Meaicla I ols C1:93A............................. 124 56 63.27 57.10 18.01 ".15

DW=ad te gCSp6 .................. =mo130 59 36.15 3S.20 7.82 .14
Sptdetat .3 50 ............................. 130 59 22.19 21.sl 6.82 .11

ict 1,C503D...................... 130 59 29.13 2V.80 5.66 -. 10

Numericaopeation ..... ............... 127 59 37.67 36.15 10.95 .14

N Wnacopeetions UCO 2 ..................... ... 127 59 34.04 32.29 11.21 .U

oe data C 702DB .............................. 9 46 28;58 27.76 6.48 .12

BpAph3a data a CE602D........................... 95 46 23.01 22.2 3.16 ..

Spee dentiication CP610A.......................... ::,17 49 33.20 32.25 7.59 AS2
Cenral N) CESOSD.......... ......... 95 46 21.36 zi.79 5.56 -. 3

GeneralWormatioF CESOSD .......................... 95 46 34.97 35.15 6.12 -. f

MathematiaCI2s6C.................................. 95 46 16.96 26.33 9.03 .6

Mathematk A C702.................................95 46 27.0 25.4 16. iI

TAM, 4.40.-Vaidites of stanines and casslication test scores for link trainer grda

made by airplane commanders (B-24)

DATTERIES t, 2.3, 4

Test variables No N, M, M, SD, .I s~l 6.16 6.0 I
]oibnfdlerstanin ..................................... 137 82 6.18 6.07 1.73 0.0

Navigator stani ..................................... 137 82 6.01 5.94 2.02 .05

Pilot stanme ................................................ 138 4 6.14 6.00 1.54 .24

Rotary pusuitw/DA CT410 B ............................ 97 45 [2.0. 51.73 9.35 .0

Two haid coordination CM11A..................135 82 2.5 1.55 1037 1

Complex coordination CM70IA....... .................. 37 82 52.02 33.10 963 f-.

AlmingtressCEII A ............................. 111 80 50.45 50.09 1 .$ -.

Discrimination reaction time CP61 D ....................... 137 82 53.47 53.85 7.7

Finger dexterity CMI6A ... ............................ 137 82 49.93 51.20 10 .'

ReadingcomprehenionOCIf14G ............................ 131 80 24.68 23.34 Hj O .1

ebanica IizciplcCIO 1... ........ 131 80 62.63 60.5b 17. 2 .20

Diatand table reading CP(/I-21A ..................... I .... 137 82 36.39 36.01 6.81 .

Spatial orientationfl CPS B. .. ....................... 137 82 22.31 22.07 688 06

Spatial orientatiop I CP50 3 ............................ 137 82 29.24 28.84 623 .20

Numerical opertious I CY /32 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134 81 38.28 38.02 1138 .00

Numerlcal. erations II ( 702 ............................. 134 81 31.63 34.67 . .0 '.
Biographical data 'P) CVi02D ............................... I104 63 |28.63 27.60 644 1
Biographical data(I) C 602D ......................... I 104 63 23.12 22.87 3 24 .12

Sr dof Identificatio ' 610A ..................... ... I 134 81 33.47 33.64 7 1 03

Geneedormation (N CESO5D .......................... 104 63 21.!: 20.92 89 .21

GO eral information (I CFsosn ................... . i104 63 34.78 34.83 651 0-.

........ 104 6,3 16.88 16.14 9.72 .
MathematkaAC1702 ................................ 10 63 27 61I2621 !
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S T ms t 4- ' & k $ O f .b r$a u . M ar, " ? ( & 2 4 ) stv & e " 4 d u A fi d e s g eTomvg les a, wrew e * ickedw bombixg wrw
- 3ATTFIE 1. 2. 1, 4

Tea -ar .b .. XI N . I Us -'h
, s bu.,W ....................................... .. 137 60 6.21 6.2 1.-* .

1 ~~ 4 ~ gs1. M 37 60 4.12 G.25 I.W -. 08
itatibne ............. ................................. 136 60 6.20 6.13 1.49 .6
,,wtpnui w DA CF41o@ ........................... 102 44 s.s5 50.1 9. .U 15

! : : -Z co or ~ t ~a c U 1 .0 oA .... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . 135 SS S L sI S2 .4 3 10 .14
tano .diatioe CUJLoA ................ 131 60 52.41 52.47 9.91 -. 06

Ao siU Su" E 21 A ....................................... 1313 57 50.47 49.6 11.1U .
resn m time CP ItID ......................... 137 60 S3.39 I51.60 774 - .06

a d -,zf at y C 3 l l ,6 A .................................... 1 3 7 6 0 5 0 .2 1 0 9 .0 2 I t . 0 . o
us" C1611 .............................. 131 57 2S.2 26.1 11.71 -.

ar ,p . s . ... .. 21i 57 62.56 41.01 17.99 .04

Di a ad eXA~ng CPt.1 37 60 36.44 36.80 6.92 -. 6
,,l entujon 11 CPS03B6.............................. 1 35 60 22.62 22.41 6.35 .03

................................. 135 60 29.99 2S." 5." 0.30

KD atosu I 017023 ........................... 134 53 31.23 :17.36 11.17 .46
o tion 1107023 ........................... 2134 SS 31.25 T,.. 38 12.02 -. 09

............................... 45 21.4 9.20 -. 14

g icai t& 8; CEEF.O2D ........................... 
00 45 23.18 13.40 1.22 -. 09

$,ad 01 nmtajmmdo CE ............. 100 SS.45 11.73 6.20 1011 .08
& ew ifom xi M  C E O  ..... .......................... 100 45 21.4 22.20 5.9 8 -14

Ga" nfomaton MCES5D.100 4534.90 35.91 4.49 :1
a t ksn d B C 1 0 6 .. . . . ............... 1 0 0 !  4 S 1 3 .0 .1 6 .2 09 1 0 .1

ma A C702F .................... .............. 100 45 27.20 10.62 1,. .5t

SUMMARY

Aviation psychologists in the Continental Air Forces spent a relatively
large proportion of their time and energy in the study of airplane com-
mander proficiency in operational training. Conferences were held with
tr,iang personnel, combat crews in training, and personnel eperienced In
combat. Intelligence reports, Training Manuals and Directives and varims
training forms were extmined and studied. These activities not only gave
the research personnel information as to the types of characteristics needed

for success in operational training, but they also provided the raw material
for the construction of several instruments designed to measure proficiency
in that training.

A large number of possible criteria of proficiency were analyzed, most

of which turned out to be unacceptable for one reason or another. Because
of the lack of suitable objective critena, aviation psychologists were orced
to fall back on ratings and other subjective judgments. Among the sub-

jective criteria studied were over-all numerical ratings of various sorts,

descriptive ratings, rankings, mission ratings, check list ratings and self

ratings. Other criteria included rate of training accomplishment, bombard-

ment scores (both average circular error and radar bombing scores),

academic grades, ground trainer scores, Flying Ev]uation Board reports,

and aircraft accidents..
Wherever data were available, study was made of the validity of the

stanines of airplane commanders in predicting proficiency in operational

training. It was found that pilots removed fron flying status by Board
action and pilots having aircraft accidents, as a group had lower stanines

than control groups of other pilots in training ai the same time. No rela-

tionship was found between pilot stanine and bombardment scores. Whether
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this lack of relationship was due to various attenuating factors such as t%
unreliability of the bombing scores and the restriction of range of t4

stanine Is not known. Certainly the data did not support the contentic Of

instructors that the pilot contributed in any Important way to the accurx
of bombing. Perhaps beyond a certain rather low level of performancet

skill of the pilot did not make much difference in bombing.
The pilot stanine did predict to some extent the more adequate types O

ratings. However, the coefficients were all low. Somewhat higher predctive

values were olo _'ned in the prediction of training accomplishment j

and ground training performance. Among the ratings, the most objecthl

and in many ways the most interesting were the ratings on the Crew Pr*

ciency Check-VHB. Uniortunately only fragmentary data were obtained

and no coi~clusions regarding their use are possibe
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Copilot

ANALYSIS OF DUTIES

Job Description -

The copilot on heavy and very heavy bombardment crews served 81; an
asstant or understudy of the airplane commander. In this uqp~dto" he
was supposed to be familiar with every duty of the latter, since he had to
be able to take the place of the airplane commander at any ime. On kwg
combat and training flights the copilot and airplane commander u=miy
took turns flying the plane. On landings and take-offs the copilot assisted
by adjusting flaps, raising and lowering wheels, checking instruments and
perfonning various operations at the signal of the airplan commander.
In general, in operational training the copilot received approwxately oVA-
half as much "stick" time as the airplane commander.

Other duties of the copilot varied considerably with the tYre of aircraft
and the specific division of duties worked out between particular airplae
commanders and their copilots. The copilot usually performed al or part
of the preflight and postflight checks, usually under the supervision of the
airplane commander. In heavy bombardment crew, the copilot frequentlyi
served as engineering officer and maintained a complete log of power plant -

performance. He thus had to have a thorough knowledge of cnise control
and emergency procedures. In many cases the copilot handled routine deal-
ings with other crew members for the airplane commander and accomplished
much of the paper work with respect to training and administration.. Tie
tendency grew up, particularly in some of the combat areas and in B-29•
training and combat operations, for the more explrienCM -d o!d-e pilots
to be assigned as airplane commanders. The position of copilot then served
as a sort of apprenticeship from which a pilot graduated to airplane coam-
mander status after a given 'amount of experience in combat

The actual training of the copilot was very similar to that of tLbe air-
plane commander. He took the same classes in ground training, flew wten
the airplane commander flew and had few special ditties or opportunities
to come to the attention of training supervisors. The copilot thim came to
be the least well known of the aircrew officers. Flying inst".ctors some-
times did not even know who were the copilots of the crews under ther
instruction. For a more detailed statement of the training requirements, see
the material under the correspondini section in chapter 4, Airplane Corn-

mander.143
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JobSpdah

Aviatlo. psyhologists i. the Secom Third and Fourth Air Forces co
femd with training personned, P u with combat i zp Pri Pn r P and co*
tmw trabeees to obtain inf nation abwt qualities and skis nasy fa

ces as capou s bom rdzma craw There was general agreegid
that the primary requisite was a high degree of proidenzy in fhan g G
abeaft. Of ipecial biortmnce were profciency in 9 mi and i
sermmt fying .Then se qualities were also those thougt atl fi
portant for soccess in lead crew assigment according to opons ofhn
Air Fome personnel interviewed about lead itew prsciacnm. Appare@-
there were few or n differential qulities or traits for cqaios as dls±
frsm those eeqUie for SUC 25 airlan coMMander.

CRfEJAOF PRo IENcY
'The stud of criteria of profiiewy of copilots paralleed those for ai.

pln commander. Hence the various criteri will be describoed here o*
in suffiient detail to provide aCOae A- ficat. rThe full desttiU
may in each case be found ;n chapter 4, Airplane CommadAr, uoder the
sectiong on Citeta. In this connection it ssould be pointed out that &e
aNxuat of information availaile about c ilots was much less than a
avail~de for airplane commanders For examzple, it wAs sometizzes ha.
possible to obtain subjective ratings of c rpilots in CCTS cs in ope
tiona! training because none of the dsrctors or supervisory peSoed
felt they knew the copilots well enou h to make the ratint o

Raig of Profide"q

F~ficiency ratings on WD AGO Form 66-2, S-point ratings of attitede

toward word, ratings on the Officers Proficency Card, A RC For 2 an
rankings in flights and classes wern obtained on sail samples of clot.
No data are available on the reliability of any of these ratings as appid
to capilots.

Descript e Raii gs
In developirg procedures for measuring lead crew proficiency of cw3ba

crews in operational training, two sets of descriptive rating scales, Sale A
and Scale B. were conscructed byresemrchpersonn in the Second Air
Force- Included were scales for rat'ig the crew as a whole, scales for rat
enlisted gunnrs as a group, and ales for rating each aimrew ,eclty.
Detals of the constructio-i of ti sr bcales are given iW the section 00
Criteria in chapter 4, Ai1 lane C. mmander. In both Scale A and Scale B
the item.-_ included for the ratinj _) copilo's' were similar to 1!:.w in N~b
airplane comrnan~r scales which were described in chapter 4. Scale A
was uvred to rate 160 B-29 ccpfloii at 4 stations and Scale B was used WO



rate between ISO and 200 additional copilots at another 4 stat;& Eac&
copilot was rated independently by two or more instuctors. The distrb
jiOns of the totals of the ratings on all items are given in table S.1 for both
-U The correlations between the ratings of two Instructo's are given In

table 5.2. The data show that the reliability of cpiliots' ratings was only
moderate and was sxnewhat lower than that of ratings of airplane com-
manders. A lower reliability for the ratings of copilots is not unzpected
in view of the fact that copilots were much less well known to the rate

TAUS S.l-Difr~btion *I eidpthe rdils it egloft

SCALES A W B---29 CRNEWS-SEC 'D All FORM.

Scok A-S Ium' SAe D-7 Ise=*
RN: . h t: N

S ............................ 3 6-7 ......................... it
6 ...................... 6 8-9 .......................... 10'
7 ........................... 8 10--11 ......................... 16

S29 12-13.....................22

9 ............................ 39 14-15 ...... ................ 56
10 ............................ 4S 16-17 ......................... ; 2,
11 ....... ................ 54 19-19 .......................... 4;

12 ............................ 7S 20-21 .......................... 70

13 .................... ... 34 22-23 ........................... 31

14 ............................ 19 24-25 ..................... 1S
Is ............................ S 26-27 .......................... :.

16 ........... ............. 25-2. .................... S "

17 ........................ 1 30-31 .......................... 1.
32-33 ....................... 1,;

Total rating .................. 320 Total rating .................... 319

Mean ......................... 1083 Mean...... ............ 16.U
S. ....................... 26 S . ... ................... 5.14

TArz S..-Rdkbiliy 01 "fits Of COP"S
3-29 CREWS-SEcOND AL FORCE

_ _ _ _ __-- ---- -

Fiat raw,s Secamd re4 r,
Mesa S.D. Mesa LD.

Scaie A:

lamog s................................... 23 1.90 0.28 2.01 0.2 *.45A a .................................... 23 1.95 .40 4 .4 .74
..................... ....... 41 2.42 .34 1.94 .38 .46

....36 2.31 .34 2.27 .37 _.5?
......................... ..... 37 2.05 .37. 2.55 .30 - as

" Ai , tio m a.g ............................. 160 2.1 .41 2.17 . 44 .6

Scajle :
ak . . .. 26 2.l .42 2.21 .4" .06"'-" '"........................ 13 1s .8 .82 2.14 .78 .u
A ............... ...... ............. ........... . . 2 .,9 .-

.... 42 2.49 as 2.04 .78 .d1

ADl statoms (by Fsas s) ...................... 17 . .1 2.40 , 4

The aircrew officers in one B-24 CCTS ciass in the Second Air Forc
were interviewed by an Interview Board which then rated each copilot on
a ic-point numerical scale on each of 6 t-aits. Furthc. details of these

ratings may be found in chapter 4, Airplare Commander, unler Criteria.
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The correlatiorts between th ntervIkw Board Rating on the diffenvA
traits are given in table S.3. The negative rciationshi~s found between the
trait ratings of the airplafe commanders were not dupicati-d here with the

_1.

11

' ~T S.3.-Cffttons between h erviw Board Raings o the drsif~e

S-24 coPM~oTS--Po. NT SCAL--SEC D All FORCE&

Tro C.d. A I C D ZIV
,U ,te ; I bin .................... ................ A.... . .. 0.27 0.42 0.20 0.03 ,11

Daifhrcmbs............................ ........................ Dx ..................... ..... .. 4 .
S............. .....................

Zdqm d..............................z...... ...... ..............

Performance in Gyround Trainlng

A number of proficiency measures in ground training were studied by avia-
tion psychologists in the Continental Air Forces. Types of scores studied
with B-17 and B-24 copilots were academic average, grades in Engineering,
Bombardment, Communications, Navigation and Gunnery, Link Trainer
grades or ratings, hours taken to complete Link Trainer check, circular
error on the A-2 Bomb Trainer and examination scores in C-1 Autopilot
and Eng;neering. A small amount of evidence was available on the reli-
ability of academic grades. The correlation between Engineering grade in
the first half and that in the second half of training was 0.37 for 53 B-17
copilots. The correlation between academic average for all courses in the
first half if training and that for the total course was 0.86 for 56 B-24
copi)l:s. The latter figure is spuriously high since the performance of the
fir, half was probably included in the grade for the total course.

For 56 copilots at one station in the Fourth Air Force, the odd-even
reliability. of Link Trainer ratings for S missions was 0.46.

Miscellanco Crilak

Crew rate of accomplishment of training requirements, crew bombing
scores, and removal from flying status by action of Flying Evaluation
Boards were also studied as criteria of copilot proficiency. However, there
was little reason to expect that the copilot contributed significantly to crew
performance in the first two types of measures. And in the Flying Evalua-
tion Board reports, few of the re-evaluated pilots were reported to be co-
pilots. Whether this " as because the reprcts frequently did not contain
the necessary inform.'.tion or whether the copilot actually was rarely in-
volved in Board acti,.'n was not certain, Reports of instructors and others
would indicate that Lhe former was the more likely explanation.

Intercorrelatione Among Criteria

The correlatio,,s between various criteria of proficiency of copilots are
shown in tables '.4 and 5.5. Correlations v::;;een various types of ratings
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in tbe Second Air Force are given In the first of the two tables. The secad
table gives the Intercorrelatlons among certain ground training prokiency
criteria &M to over-all rating by insructors. Tnboh tables coeffdents of

comlation are given above and tu tbe right of the dioal and numbes

of Mcae3 for those coeffiients below "A to th. left.
The correlations between descriptive ratings and certain other proiclency

criterii were determined for various groups of A-29 copilots. Ratas of

TAzz 5.A.-C, 01, dO btwees dfevtx vat$gs .1 oc#j,
u -:I AND 3-24 coIDo'T"ECOND AIR YOtCB

elt.h tetwee rat

A I C jD z

l o' 62. ....................... 0.31 0.090.04 0-.3

I a am.................................. .. 14 .22 . 0 .35

uilituma '_, e... ........................... 101 lot 101 : "
Geno!~ ir~w .a~z ...... ....................... 101 11

GN.-Ead below the dieaonal ate the numbees Of cae ~e weqieaub 01

160 B-29 copilots on Scale A in the Second Air Force were found to cor-

relate 0.00 and 0.02 with academic average and average circular eror.
These coefficients were obtained by averaging the coefficeRts for the fovr

different stations involved. For 39 copilots of B-29 crews in the SecoMd Air

Force the correlation between ratings on descriptive rating Sc-le B amd

TASIZ S .- Corvdar jro between n anurs of profideuc of09 r
B-24 CREWS-FOURTH AIM FORC

A B C D "
. . . . . -- 0.16 -020 o.

S............? 
."

O.dcazerrt ................. ...... ...... 4 41 4 22.
Engine..r.e ... 0............................... ...

G UMAL &o? N -- Entrla below the diagond re the , u=bers of ca~e for the c P f -

relation CoedentL.

number of hours to complete Link Trainer requirements was 0.18. For an-

other 44 copilots at another station, the biserial correlation between ratings

on Scale B and whether or not the copilots completed their Link Traine
Check was 0.2S.

Evaluation

An adequate evaluation of criteria of proficiency for copilots is diffic't

with the small amount of data available. Because they were o little known
WO instructors and training personnel there is good reason tc doubt the

validity ot ratings. For example, for 8 CCTS classes of B-17 and B-24

crews, instructors ranked the aircrew officers in their flights in the order of

their expected effectiveness in combat. The average (by Fisher's X) cor-
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rdatk between the ranks given airplane commanders and those giwa
copilots in the different CCTS classes was 0.68. It would seem rather oh.
vimos that a copilot was usaally ranked in Jhe class or flight according to
what the instructors thought of the airplane commander.

Performance on ground trainers would seem to be the best of the avai.
able criteria for a mumbr of reasons. The scores represented observadow
o records of actual performance and were thus not influenced by lack of
knowledge of the individual in the way the over-all and descriptive ratings'
were. Similarly they were not affected as much by various forms of sub-
jective bias since attention of the observers was focussed on actual perform.
ance. The chief disadvantage to ground trainer scores was that they did
nt necessarily represent the type of activity actually performed in the air.

VALIDATION

The correlations between the augmented pilot stanines of R-17 and
B-24 copilots in the Second Air Force and various types of ratings of F o -
ciency are shown in table 5.6. Except for the Interview Beard ratings,
none of the coefficients differ significantly from zero. The latter o~effrient
is based on such a small jaumber of cases that its practical significance is

Wn to questoaa
In table 5.7 are shown the correlations between the stanines of B-29

copilots and descriptive ratings in Scales A and B in "le Second Air Force.

Taz $.6.- oflatioxs be t e augmaed pilot stanines and ratings

R-17 AND B-24 COPILOTS-SECOND AIR FORCIg

Number Staninme. I Pt ZCrHtedom of to
Cases Um S.D. Mean S. D.

Ri scy e n& form W-2 .................................. 155 5.70 1.6 42.4 10.5 0.0s
%:rS by hmft12a.................................. 130 5.84 1.63 50.7 18.2 .06

40 5.13 1.71 51.4 8.2 -. 02
Attudetwdork.................................. 211 6.04 1.70 2.10 .3 .09
Isavlaw board ratip....... .......................... 28 5.81 1.44 16.4 38.3 *.42

Th-, coefficients shown are averages ( by Fisher's z) of separatv coefficients
for each station and clas. None are significantly different from z.'-

Correlations between augmented pilot stanines of B-17 and B--24 coplts
and various criteria of performance in ground training are shown in tabk
5.8. Only the coefficient for the engineering grades was significantly (< S

TAIL% S.7.---Correlations between s.rdnes of copilots and ratings by instructor
SCALES A AND B. B-.') CREWS-SECOND AIR FORC39

Stanlne, 1 Raigs,

Mean S.D. Mean S. D. re

Scal A ............................. Boi budler ...... 156 6.14 1.64 2.17 0 S -0.04
Scae .......... ............. B0brdier ....... 172 6.31 1.6 2.58 .58 -. 04
Sca A ............................. NaIatoe ........ 156 5.95 1.75 2.17 .35 .00
Saa ............................. Na-,ator ....... 172 5.86 1.86 2.58 5 .04
Scle A.......................... Pili- Cr ...... 156 6.67 .54 .17 .35 -. 03
scale............................. Po c ...... 172 6.42 1.S 258 .58 .04
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percent) different from zero. For the CCTS cla of S4 B 4 crew In d
table above the navigator and bombardie, stanines of the ,Mp"lt were
found to better predikt navigation and bombardment grades tum ,'Id to
pilot stanine. The coetficients were 0.31 for bombardier stadm ai
Bombardment grade and 0.18 for navigator stanine against Naviptor
grade. Finally the navigator stanine was also found to better predkt
academic average. For the 211 copilots in the first line of table S.3 th
correation between navigator stanine and academic average was .27. For

TASLK s$.-Coreldiom between sugmexted p$oo oaxhu "d groaud trndig a af
B-17 AND B-24 COPILOTS-SEtOND A I FMtX

Crterim of I scam Z
Casm Mea S.D. mu s D.

Aci =kav m*...................... 21 6 .0455 1.0 11.3 50 . S 28 . 40Groun , ,.oO ide..............................5 ., ,15 51.9 Is.* *.2
54 5.48 1.54 83.3 5.3 .01

Dombrdmat gm& ............................. 4 5.48 1.54 84.7 3.2 .19

Navigation ..................................... 54 SAS 1.S it.? 8 6 -.0
no= to complte linktra .............. 4 .92 t.9 13. .C1Uop'o t .......................... 45 s.: 1.9 ., 11.6, it

157 B-29 copilots in the Second Air Force, upper and lower half desig-
nations were available for performance in ground school. The coecents.
of correlation between augmented pilot stanines of these copilots and per-
formance in ground school averaged (by Fisher's z) was -0.02.

In table 5.9 are shown the correlations between pilot and navigator
stanines and performance on the Link Trainer. Two types of scores were
available, hours to complete Link Traincr requirements and whether or not
the Link Trainer check was completed. The latter score was, of course, a
sort of pass-fail criterion and those coefficients were biserial in form. It
was interestiDg that the navigator stanine seemed to predict to a greater
extent the copilots' performance in the Link Trainer than did the pilot
stanine-

In chapter 4, Airplane Commander, it was reported that records of more
than 1,200 crews in 24 CCTS (H) classes were analyzed to determine the

TABz 5.9.-Corretions between stannces of copilots and link trainer peormw
B-29 CREWS-SECOND AIR FORCK

Stanifes, I Unk.alneaceM
Type of stanine N -ea -.D Mea DMesa S.D. Mesa S. D.

Hours to complete link trainer requirements
ilot-+. .......................................... . 34 6.24 1,44 10.85 2.29 0.22
l.igator ........................... ............ 34 6.26 2.0 10.85 2.29 0.3

No P. M. Mi SD. ftw

fleton of lak traizcr check
Pit r ........................................... 46 0.6. 6.18 6.10 1.33 0.03
Navigator......................................... 46 .63 5.2 5.10 1.8 .24

e = Completed Link trainer check.
" Did not complete Link t:xinet ch1
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number of training requirements completed at the end of i weeks of opeu.
tional training. Among tie copilots of these crews, 803 were found to have
taken the Airc ,w ClasAation Tests. The correlation between the a*g
meiited pilot stanine cf these copilots and the number of training reqnire
wnt. completed by their crews at the end of 6 weeks vis 0.03. This M
obtained by converting separate correlationis by classes to equivalent a
-'alues and obtaining the weighted average. Separate correlations by cLass,
ianged from 0.34 to -0.27.

In the Fourth Air Force, data were obtained at the Lead Crew Schoo
at AAF Muroc on the -elaton between B-29 crew bombing scores and the
stanines of various crew members. The correlations between the bombar.
d;er, navigator and pilot stanines of the 89 copilots and crew average
circular error were -0.11, -0.07 and -0.03 respectively. Where ext-m,

bombing errors were excluded to give a normal aiming error score, the
coefficients were -0.02, -0.06 and 0.00. The correlations befween the
stanines and percent of bombs on which gross errors were ma e were -0.09,
0.02 and -0.01. These coefficients show there was essentily a zero re-
lationship between copilct stanines and bombing scores.

SUMMARY
Bet-.use the copilot served on bombardment crews merely as a sort of

assistant to the airplane commander, it proved to be difficult to obtain ade-
quate measures of his proficiency in combat type operations. Training
personnel frequently did not know the copilots well enough to rate their
performance. Thus it was not surprising that the estimates of proficiency
obtained were less reliab!e and less useful in studies of the validity of
aptitude scores or stanines, chan similar criteria obtained for airplane com-
manders.

In general the stanines of copilots were found to bear no relation to their
success in operational training, at least as measured by most pf the criteria
studied. Performance on the Link Trainer and certain ground school grades
were exceptions. The navigator and bombardier stanines were found to
predict academic success better than did the pilot stanine. While there was
some evidence the pilot stanines of copilots predicted their Link Trainer
Performance, the available data indicated such performance was better
predicted by their navigator stanine.
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CGAPTER SIX

Navigator

ANALYSIS OF DUTIES.

Job Depc onp..o,

ififormation concerning the duties of the navigator in operational training

was gathered by psycholnical research personnel in the Second, 'Third and
Fourth Air Forces as a part of their mission to discover and evaluate

criteria of navigator proficiency. The following brief description of the
duties of the navigator in operational training is derived from observations,
interviews with instructors, material found in Army Air Forces Training
Standard 20-2-1, Army Air Forces Manual 3S-1 and the training directives
of the three Continental Air Forces concerned with the training of navi-

gators.
The essential job of the navigator was to obtain and use such navigational

aids as would help him bring the plane to its destination; to maintain
throughout the flight a current record of where the airplane was and to"
furnish a log of the entire mission upon its completion. In the accomplish-

ment of this assignment, the navigator was required to perform any one or
all of the following specific tasks:

1. Make a preflight check of equipment-
2. Obtain thorough briefing instructions as to destination, course, time of

arrival, expected areas of flak and hostile interception, and weather.
3. Navigate over land or sea by deAd reckoning, pilotage, celestial means

or radio.
4. Navigate by use of instruments such as driftmeter, pelorus, aircraft

octant, radio compass, aperiodic compass and loran equipment
5. Compute effects of various factors on course and plot projected course

on the chart. L

6. Maintain log.
7. Request radio bearings and make periodic position checks by this

means.
8. Furnish other crew memoers data on wind direction and velocity,

ground speed and drift on any heading.
9. Check data for errors after flight and recalibrate all navigation in

struments if necessary.

10. Perform duties of bombardier, gunner, copilot or radio operator
in emergency.
I1. Send and receive radio, telegraph and blinker code.
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In addition to these particular duties the navigator In operaton traU
was required to provide the airplane commander and crew with technmW
information about machine guns, deflection problems, and the effect 0(
weather on military "perationm. In some crews, the navigator was de4
nated as crew personnel equipment officer.

Job Spemefidons
In determining the skills, knowledge, etc., considered desirable for the

navigator, information was obtained from the following sources: Flying
Evaluation Board case records, interviews, and questionnaires.

Flying Evalatio Board Records

For the p-iod from January to October 1944, Fourth Air Force Flying
Evaluation Board reports on !S navigators revealed 3 major categories of
causes for referral to local boards. Table 6.1 lists these categories and the
frequencies with which they were cited as principAl cause for Flying Evalua.
tion Board action.

T.sz 6.1 .- Pri'spal caues of ftymt evaluation board action on xavigat4rs
JANUARY TO OCTOiaER 1944-FOURTH Ait FOaCz

Caues of action:
Physka: disabilty ...................... ................................ 2
Lack of proficiency ........ ................................ 3
Personality defect

Fear amd/or neurosis .................................................. 8
Personal misconduct ....................................... I
Lack of maturity ........................................ I

Total ............................................... 15

Of the 16 cases of navigators appearing before Flying Evaluation i r'ds
in the Third Air Force du. rg 1944, all but I were re-evaluated beca,:se of
"personality difficulties." 'ince the term covered a wide range of causes,
this result provides little -nsigiit, except to corroborate the Fourth Air
Force finding that personality factors, rather s'%Li lack of proficiency vere
responsible for most of the failures in training. Due to the small numbei of
cases and the inadequ. cy of records, Flying E ... ation Boar proceedings
were not particularly .v;r,(ul in providing information about the ,ztsirable
characteristics of navigators.

Interviews

In an attempt to ascertain the characteristics of successful lead crew
navigators, aviation psychologists interviewed returnee pilots, bombardiers
and navigators who had f'own in squadron, group and wing lead positions
in combert. The consens i of these officers from different theaters as to
the qualifications needed 'or each crew member was determined byoanaliS
of these interviews. No ;:,tempt was made to scale the qualifications rela-
tive to their importance f r lead crew position in combat. The following is A
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list of the qttalL'itions obtained in' the Second Air Force by this 1.1w. I
view techniqu:
1. General high proficiency In all phases of navigatio.3
2. Very high proficiency In celestial navigation, (Pacific Theaters,

DWny).
3. Very high proficiency In pin-point navigation.

4. Knowledge of formation flying.
S. Foesight and anticipation In formation flying.

On the basis of observations during training flights, examination of train-
ing directives and informal talks with flight instructors, a list of 10 factors
considered important for the successful completion of Fourth Air Force
training was obtained. Instructors were then asked to rank these items In

order of importance and after completion of the ranking, to suggest addi-
tional factors which they considered important for the successful navi tor.
The reliability of instructors' judgments of the relative importance of items
was determined by combining the ranking; made by instructors at all three

bases, correlating the average rank assigned by odd instructors with that.

assigned by even instructors (regarding items as inaividuals) and adjusting

the coefficient by the Spearman.Brown formula. With 17 instructos, the
reliabiity coefficient thus obtained was 0.88. In other words, the hierarchy-

as a whole was highly reliable.

TA=. 62.-Order of importanc of items as ranked by instrutors an as Wks ke by
correlaion between item ratings and oper-al ragoig,

B-24 NAVIGATORS-FOURTH AIR FORMg

mMean rntk yS.D. Instructos Cortda
insnatomna~ng baes ad

Ality n DR vgatio .......................... .. 2 5 1.79 1

AbCm.4.0 2.17 3 1.Abdit 1.%6 1.4t4

Ability inpflotsg .......... ..................... .. 4 1.11 4 5
Zowle gof "Aigatim qwlpDCt................... 4.94 2.42 1

Puonanelemrgnds5.12 2.34 6 35S
Ability to get along with crew ........................ 6.53 2.59 '

Abilt in radio navisatim .......................... 6.19 1.78 8 0.5

.og procedure...........7.06 1.66 9 9.5

...... n..e... f odr........... ................... 9.47 165 10 10

In table 6.2 are given the average ranks given each Item together with

the standard deviation of the ranks. The latter are important in that they

indicate the extent of agreement among instructurs as to the importance or

lack of importance of the various items. lhere was relatively good agree-
ment that ability in D R navigadon was most important, that ability in

Pilotage was about middle in importance and that .onscientiousness of log

procedure, ability in radio navigation and iikeableness were of least ima-

portance. The lack of 'importance attributed to radio rvigatlon may have

been due either to a belief that the procedures were so simple navigators

had little trouble with them, or to the fact that its use was contingent upon
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the presence of radio Installations, which were not then plentiful In the
combat area fut which these navigators were being trained. It is l'nterestng
that conscientiousness In log procedure, which was grea - stressed in train.
In, was thought of such little importance. As with the airplane commander
in chapter 4, "eagerness" or motivation was considered the most important
Irai or personal characteristic, although there was less agreement amo
instructors than for the other ite s mentioned above.

Navigation instructors were also asked to rate each navigator they had
checked out as "above" or "below average" with respect to each of the
factors described above. In addition, they rated each navigator as to over-
all proficiency and ability. Separate sheets of paper each with a list of the
navigators in the Section were used for each item in order to minimize
halo effects. By comparing the importance of each item as expressed in the
ranking of the items by instructors with the relative degree of corrdation
between ratings of navigators on the item and their over-all ratings, it was
possible to see how much agreement there was between these two ways of
estimating trait importance. In table 6.2 are shown the 10 items listed in
oraer of their importance as ranked by the instructors. Also shown is the
relative importance in terms of size of correlation between ratings on the
items and over-all ratings. There is seen to be good agreement between
what traits the instructors sa, were most important when they ra-sked the
items and what traits were considered mos. important when they ra.ed the
navigatoms I

Additional items sugg.?sted by instructors as being important to training
succes' w-re ;n the order of frequency of mention: general intelligence,
maturity, ability to assume responsibility and cooperation with bombardier.

CRITERIA

Particular Criteria

MiSSiM Grades
Navigators entering B-29 Combat Crew Training Station (CCTS) train-

ing in the Second /ir Force were given a special 10-day course in over-
water navigation at AAF Jackson, Miss. Usually this course was given
prior to regular CC 'S crew training. Evh navigator was expected to fly
three standard misswuns which were select,'N from a group of nine missions,
six over water, and tl ree over land, the lattt," being flown when weather did
not permit over-wat(I flights. Grading of mis ions was in terms of a 3-point
scale, with points a! -igned as follows: Very s"atisfactory, 3 points; Satis-
factory, 2 points; av'% Unsatisfactory, I point. Reliabiities of navigation
mission grades are sht wn in table 6.3.

In the Fourth Air .'rce, also, from time to tit ie, iri some sections at sone
bases, student naviglors rendered reports on th ir navigation flights. The
following kinds of e ors were reported:
1. Average error ' lines of position (LOP).
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2. Average hourly error of estimated tie of arrival (ETA).
3. Course error per 60 miles.

'iese reports were subject to an indeterminate amount of distortku be.

cause the reports were made oit with the assistance of other crew mebws
From base to base within the Feurth Air Force, from section to sewtio st
the same base, and from month to month at the same base there was so
consistent policy requiring the submission of nission reports. Mission r.
ports, therefore, as used in the Fourth Air Force, were of practicaly so
value as critera.

TA3Lz 6of in eder s .d oe m

uNunWisom cmpared MlaeMan) S.DI XCma.* S.D..: ft

rt,. ecoad. ..................... 443 1.93 0.66 2.05 0.3 .i14
ist,. third ..................... ... 1.91 . 4 . 2.13 .43 .3
Secod third ............................... 40 2.06 .67 2.13 .62 .

ETA en.SS 3.1 L .7 . .Fust 9.WOD ........ ...................... 9 . 5. 7 1 -.
Fin,. third ................................... S55 3.85 2.9 3.73 2.9 .W
Second . thir ................................. 552 .73 .1 3.61 3.1. .J

First 9 vcOOL............... ................ 614 9.50 6.7 8.35 6.3 .61
Firt,. tLird ................ ................ 56 9.57 6.7 1.11 6.1 .
Secowd. third .................................. S27 8.41 63 8.04 6.3 -. 41

M iss Enror Scores

In addition to the cw---A. grade assigned a navigator for the missions
flown, records were maintained at AAF Jackson of the ETA (estimated
time of arrival) and course errors for each leg of the missio2. Number of
legs varied from one to four 4Pending upon the particular mission being
flown. In general, position was corrected by the instructor at the start of

each leg so that cumulative errors were not involved in these measures.
In table 6.3 are given the correlations between average ETA and com
errors of different missions. The ETA errors were recorded in minutes and,
the course errors in miles. It can be seen that the objective error scoqr a

of different missions had almost zero reliability. There are of course many
sources of variability responsible for this outcome. Some of these are
weather, differences ij 'ifficulty of missions, differences in emphases Of

different missions and .nstrumental errors. Space does not permit of an
tyhaustive analysis in this volume, A more detailed account Of factors in.

fluencing these errors may be found in Report No. 10, Psychological Re-
search on Navigation Training.

Log Grades

An examination of Second Air Force student navigator logs revealed that
the usual grade given wasc "satisfact(,ry." Occasionally, a log was marked

' unsatisfactory, incomplete, or not graded. It was beHieved, after discussions

with staff navigators, that log grades were not a good representation of the
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~trics'Judgments of the qeality of naigation as the missiou. Snug
Isp war mzined t7 the Psoogcal Seciam 9q. AAF Trabmg Cw
nmmd, to deei wheter any --r i of objectm swmiq codd be
devd. It was md possI to eat e fairy acc ratdy the tre
pub fn ezmaticm of at the IkW of a formatiom. It was them paml
to -ic 1 f, kss objecive tades to the individal l upoa the be*
of deViati frm the true ta& However, Smce the azmmt of haw i.
wd is ths p ocedue ade Wis type of analysis abnmt iaMi to a
am a larg scJe, fc be amdies of this type va abandaed. Ces~derk
in was also hit i the pocedure conerning whic m
actumfy amdtod the fnoatk. Tis inimuar s was not m in dc

In the Thir Air Fr the log of eac navigator for tvery ftainimg M
was graded. Log grae were based Wpon, mmdenes, neatnes and ems.2
m of c uatioms. The cue and objectivity of grading varied hm

station to statiom. For 23 cas at Bwkdale FiK, Chss 0911, the odd.
e og grade reiab ity was iound to be 0M.

The lack of unformity of grading procedues makes it dieni t
-eaate the pot "tiali i of the log grade as a criterion. Iu its p

,sta.dardized stae this naue is of little vanae as an index of profdeocy
in wa*ijx tWmng in the Coutb" Air Forem.

Two set. of Second Mr Force navigator inrtors ranked the studem
nmvigtors in their flights in the oder of thr expected profciecy in cm-
bat. For one dass of 56 student navigators the correlatki betwm the
2 sets of rar kinp was 0.63. For anote rcasz of 56 stadmt navipas,
Iffiey ratins (Form 66-2) for 2 periods of training were svwiable.
The correlatin between these two sets of ratings was found to bc 0.35.
Additioai evidence regarding the degree of reliability of subjective ratis
of navigators can be obtained from an examination of the coreatioes be-
tween different sets of ratings as shown in tables 6.4, 6-5 and 6.6.

The effxincy and c Tcer quality ratings shown in table 6.4 were ratings
by ins,,tors on a fi c-point scale: Superior, excellent, very satisfactory,
satisfactory and unsat zIactory. Actually, observers rarely used more thea
the top three ratings. rhe ratings by instructors on the three qualities of
AFTRC Form 2 were on a three point scale: 2bove average, average and
below average. Rank i, class was based on a isting of officers in order of
anticipated proficiency combat. These ratingg may or may not have been
done by the same obsezer. The interview ratr'gs in table 6.5 were on I
qualities using a 10-poih scale, and represent .he consensus of the inter-
view board. The sum of bese ratings was used ior interview board ratinp

hi table 6.6. The flight !argeon ratings on the s .me table were on a three
point scale: above ave' ge, average and below. Crew ratings were the
average of ratings on a .0-point scale on 9 traits by three other members
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ef the crew. Self ratings were the sum of ratinp on 9 qualties, -h a*
1tpoint scale for each. Thus aUl of the ratings in table 6.6 were made by
different individuals and were rtativdy indepeeu

Amg the facto entering lzo al ratkip and rankIngs are the ezpe&-
rC= and prestige of the individuals being rated. One would, therefda, M.
pea that first fiutenants and captains would be given higher ratings than
,oid ftight officers and second lieutenants. From the ratings in tabie 6A

3-17 NAVWTOR-SEOWXD AIR Pt-

S..,C. 57 " 54 5 ,
E!v*e at. F ock Cad2 . A I0.23 0.4 V2 0

A 0........ ...0 . 73 .S 4 I LI .= ......................... . sA ....... . , X .

M ~ason__ ho 411111 -- ------- 3a 49 44 .* 0
rsnl t W W ,ba.s a ..................... . 33 49 a5 s3 a 4 . .
C ga m j a h .... 4 V 4 .1 : I

s" , T,. tit mb . cus he t", usN w-
Xd= cdkJOROL£

*TiAuz 6-S -Cor'dunts, beiween adarw bow ards of .1 m k
13-24 KAVIGATOeS-10-POVF T SC.ULSECD Al POaC

tTftk Code A 2 C D) I 7 a

,,m ,, fwj............................A....... !....42 0.41 0.29 , .55 0.35 0.3.. . .. . . . . . .......... .. . ... ... . .I . ....... - - =0 .3
D~~~........... ......... 1... .36j.25 .31 .44 .0

bem.,w .glaria, ............................
ike. Vecte ,,......................6

Wi".........................' E ...

I I I .L

, ::..........-" .D. ............................... 2

acomposite rating score was prepared for ea-h navigator and the average
composite score determined for two groips: those first lieutenant and above

in ran);, and those second lieutenant and below. The biserial coeflicient of
correation between com..site ratings and rank was 0.45 from the total

group of 52 navigators. However, not all of this correlation was necessarily

due to "halo" since to a certain extent higher rank was a reflection of addi-

tional experience and ability."In an attempt to develop an instrument for the evaluation of B-29 lead
Crew proficiency in the Second Air Force, two descriptve rating scales,

Scale A and Scale B were developed. Both scales consisted of a number of- I 17

......-........
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items upon which ratings from I to S were to be made, I In each CA*

being the most !avorable rating and S the poorest rating. Some of the tem

were the same for all crew resitions. Others varied from position to pod.

tion. Scale A was administered at Clovis, Alamogordo, Davis-Monthan ad

Biggs, and ratings with this scale were obtained from instructors for 160

navigators. Ninety-two navigators from AAF Albuquerque, Pyote, Walke

and Great Bend were rated by their instructors on Scale B. In each cae

rating, were obtained from at least two independent observers for each ci

the individuals and crews rated. The correlations between independea*

ratings on both scales are shown in table 6.7. *

T sLz 6.7-Rdiabijy .oefccuts o reafig scae jetl scores

SCALES A AND 5-SCOND AIR FOI(
S Firs rntm. lI Second rttvr

N -Meast S. D. Mea S. D.
Smk A-

41 2." 7 . 71 . 57 o., .
-. 2.97 .61 2.6 .62 .6

c : : ......................................... 37 2.92 3 6 9 o .71 .,,

Cnbe(BFa"160 
2.76 .62 2.64 .61 .(A

set dm It ....... ...... ........ ...................... 
.3

Abmeuae. 
1J 91 2.67 1.01 2.40 .82 .58

1 .... ..... ...... . . ......... 24 2.77 . 5 .3 .6 .

Cambiasd (By Fr$ia s) .............................. 92 2.63 go 2-38 -78 .46

At all bomber bases in the Fourth Air Force, performance ratings of

.student navigators were made by the squadron navigator in conference with

flight instructors. Although the ratings were made upon the conventional

army S-point scale, rarely were more than 3 points actually used, and in

most cases approximately 90 percent of all students were placed at the

"Excellent" point on the scale. The lack of spread in these ratings made

them practically useless for statistical analysis.

A rating scale consisting of 11 items was administered to Fourth Air

Force B-24 navigator instructors at Muroc, Walla Walla and M~rch Field.

(A later and greatly modified B-24 scale was developed too late for ad-

ministration.) The items for ratings were selected upon the basis of ob-

servations during training flights, examination of training directives, and

informal talks with flight instructo' s. In response to the items, instructors

were requested to rate (half abosi-average, half below-average) all the

students whom they had check-riddt.i. In order to minimize "halo" effect,

the item-, were administered successi,ely on separate sheets of paper upon

which were typed the names of all st idents in the section. Item reliabilities

in the rating situation could be comp ited for only one sample of 21 Muroc

student navigators for whom two or n. .re ratings were available. The items

of the rating scale, tgether with the r reliabilities (rtt), appear in table

6.8.
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Research personnel in the Fourth Air Force assisted in the emsbuctim
of s rating scale for use in the Lead Crew School at muroc Army Air Ba.
This scale required Instructors to rate navigators on seven Items: prepu*.

60o for mission, technique, accuracy, scope interpretation, turn procedure,
interphone procedure and bombing team coordination. In addition, the in-

TAsLz 6.8-Reeblhks of imvigator ralxg-soo. kewu
21 NAVIGATORS MUtROC AAF-FOURTH AM pMC3

Ite:

1. What is your over-all rating of the student as a naviptor? ............ 0.40
2. How eager is the student to learn his job as navigatoer .............. A0
3. How well does the student get along with his other crew members? ...... 2

4. How well does the stud it perform n an emergency situation? ........ .70
*S. How likeable is the student as person? ......... ............. 0

6. How good is the student-s knowledge of navigation eqipment? ......... 0
7. How good is the student's DR navigation? ........................... 0A
,. How good is the student's celestial navigation? ....................... A
9. How good is the student's pilotage? ................................. 20

10. How conscientious is the student's log procedure? .................... IS
11. How good Is the student's radio navigation? ........................ .s

structor was asked to make an over-all estimate of the navigator, particu-
My in terms of his potentialities as a lead navigator. Two scores were
evaluated for reliability: the average grade (the average of the grades on
the seven items) and the over-all grade. Table 6.9 shows the reliability
coefficients that were obtained by correlating the average rating of the odd
instructors with those of the even instructors, corrected by the Spearman-
Brown formula. The considerable drop in reliability for both scores after
the first class was thought to be in large part due to increasing administra-
tive difculties which curtailed greatly the number of ratings on each
navigator.

TA Lz 6.9--Rdiabilites of navitgator ratkgs
MUROC AAF-FOURTH AIR FORCE ____ -

June July August ToWJi
MeASUre N fg N u N Tu N

S0 .......... .2.1 38 7 0.02
231 .84 38 .18 37 .00 98 .2

Ground Trainer Grades

I. Celestial navigator trainer.-The Celestial Navigator Trainer (CNT)
silmulates many of the flying conditions which confront a navigator in actual
flight. The trainer was so constructed as to provide objective measures of
the students' performance from the graphic records of the course "flown"

by the student. These -ncasures were: number of celestial fixes, average
celestial fix error, average error of estimated time of arrival (ETA), average
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track error, number of radio fixes and average radio fix error. In practkt
these objective scores were not always systematically recorded. Frequen
each of the student's four to eight missions on the trainer was rated by 4
Inst, ctor who professed -to take into account both the quality of the.peW
formance and the objective scores. In both the Second and Fourth Ak
Forces the missions were divided into the two categories of simple aad

The data in table 6.10 indicate the reiabilities of the ratings or grade;
and the reliabilities of objectivc scores were similar in magnitude, althou*
the comparison is somewhat hazardous in view of the differences in numbe"
of cases, etc. Somewhat lower reliabilities for objective scores are reported
in table 6.11 for 56 student navigators at Sioux City.
In this same study it was found that if only successful missions were ii-
duded the reliability of the scores was not significantly affected.

Te=t 6.10.--Rally coeickxts of CNT scores awd ratixgs
3-17 AND -24 NAVIGATORS-SECO D A Ml FO NCE

Type of CNT grade at of cues to

First milon 9. ,econd missio ,, .................................................... 746 .
Average grade, odd ,. cvcu m ................................................... $12 .9
Average gjLe, frst half 9. second kLf ......................................... 142 1.0
Averae ETA error. odd, . em mimM............................................ 36 .6Averag e cowue error, odd ,. even mimiama......................................... 36 .3I
Avb,'W mbe- 0 fa, odd. evea m3m6m................................. .. .11

'Not correctad by Spearnma rm Formula.

!

Distba of-ixe ....................................... S6 3.9 06 .9 .4 03

Table 6.1 present- reliability coeffcients for CNT ratings from two

other air forces. In gt eral, these coefficients resemble those shown in table
6.10.

TA x 6.12.-0 1 d-eves "WO~i~ties of CNT ralixgs of nsmigaton
tMIRD AND FOURTH AM FOOCES

Od osoaI veuioom1*
N~mberoAir Numeaa S.D

w on ............................................... 1 8.5 5.6 UM
Mdwoc ......................... ..................................... ...... 4th 44 i .11Muth Field ......................................... I t.6 50 .2$

G ulf"r (Clu 0731) ... ....... ........................................... 3r4 S 4

In the Fourth Air e l.,tce, correlations were f tained between objectiv
scors a d ratins,. and !' e resulting coefficients a, presented in table 6.13,
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The remults suggest that tb,- two variables wereas highly correlated AS codi
b~e eqpected in view of the low reliability of each.

TAmz 6.13.-Cen'tIsflex befuwnc CR1' ebiediv sea= &Q
bstrudors refix 1 ofC~r pafrjerwm

So ?NAVIAORS-WOMiTH All 1IOS(
Cwnwgm ksLt balkah sewn u md &mawsve ad

5O~jk nalssoas (61 mhdom):
Number of celestial Ame .......................... CUT
Avensge celestial fix error ......................... AV*
Number CF plus CF error (equa~ly weihted).......................... A

C,~emisdons (39 utmom):
Number of clestbal fx ........................................... .2

Aveag ceesbrfi error ......................................... 2

ETA error ...................................................... .. 3

N-Og CFCF error, ETA eror, track error, (equafly weighted) .............. 76

The wide range of reliability coefficients for both types of scres, to-
gether with small samples for several types maks generarations with rew
gard to the adequacy of CINT scores difficult. However, since some degre
of reliability was found, the various scores were regarded as of sufficient
value to be useful for validation purcos.

2. G-1 trainff.-The G-1 Trainer provided training in dead reckOaing&
student navigators in the Second Air Force were rated on a 6-point scale
(o, very poor, to5, excellent) for each ofS5 to 10 missots. For agrowpOf
S60 student navigators an odd-even mission reliability of .28 was obtained
for these ratings.

Academic Grad es

Tests and grades covering various aspects of academic courses We[e in
use at practically all training bases. There was, however, no uniformity
from bae- to base either in the construction of the tests and their sub-

* sequei': use or in gradling procedure. Many of the tes*". were administered
but L.-ver graded. Some were graded but the grades were not recorded. In

mla.,- cases the tests served "to encourage study" or "1to help the student
Tv. - ew."1 In the majority of academic courses taken during navigator train-

4the "grade" consisted of a notation that the student had attended the
required number of hours for completirg the course.

A split-halt reliability of 0.18 for navigation grades was obtained for S6

Cases in the Second Air Force. For a similar grouip in a bombardment
course the correlation between first-half and second-half grades was -0.2.;
The average intercorrelation of three phase*s of gunnery grades was 0.60.
The tests upon which these grades were based were not available for

Mmfination. Lack of uniformity in construction, administration and grad.
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lag of tests In academic subjects makee it di!ffuit to evaluate acada*

Crm ACS
A detailed description of this .Takion is given in Chapter 7 in the sectio

on bombing scores. The use of bombing error scores as criteria of nav'fgt
proficiency requires a special word, bowever. It has been stated repeate

that bombing scores reflect to a certain extent the ability of all members d

the crew. The navigator was, however, a minor ,ssistant in the vinl
bombing task. Radar bombing permitted the navigator to play a more ir.

portant role. The navigator was equipped with a radar scope and in soft
crews he actua!ly performed the duties of the radar observer and/or bm.

bardier during the bombing procedure. There was, however, no uniformity

from crew to crew with respect to the division of duties among the memb

of the radar bombing team, hence there was no way of determining the ex-

tent to which the navigator's p-oficiency was reflected in crew radar ACE.
Because of the possibility that a navigator's proficiency might affect tb

accuracy of a crew's bombing, the radar ACE score was regarded as a

potentially useful criterion, especally since it was moderately reliable. For

ezample, radar bombing data obtained at Muroc Army Air Field had n

odd-even mission reliability coefficient of .69 for 102 cases. In the Second
Air Force the odd-even mission reliability coefficient was 0.61 for 219 casts.

Flying Evaluation Board Recods

As stated above, records of Mlying Evaluation Board proceedings were
not regarded as suitable for criterion purposes because of the small n=mber

of cases and the inadequacy of the data recorded.

Accomp&kmen of Training Requiremext

In the Second Air Force, it was possible to obtain the mission and train-

ing accomplishment scores for 1,200 crews. The scores were the number d

training requirements completed at the end of 6 weeks. This score was

subject to a number of criticisms as a criterion of navigator proficiency.

The rate at which a crew accomplished its training responsibilities was af-
fected by many factors. The ability of the navigator was probably not a

major determinant. It was not possible to determine the reliability of the

scores.

Interc wr/alioms

Tables 6.14, 6. :5, 6.16 and 6.17 present intercorrelations among mea
ures of navigator proficiency in each air force in which navigators we"
trained. The re5. Its are not comparalie frc .n table to table since different

scores are comi ..red and in the case of sin Iar scores different conditions

doubtless obta, . However, the general inlpreSSion is one of little or o

correlation be'..een the scores. The results I resented in table 6,16 appear
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to C06tradict this generalization, since the bombing scores were modemlely
aterwonelated as were the rating scores (to some extent). It should be
wted, however, that the bombing scores were actually differert methods ofO.Auating the sazi bombing performance The cormution between ratin
zae scores is doubtless due to "halo," since the different scores were prmb

TAv 6.14.-Cefrrfdiw begIeexAf & u tyTe . mof neswn akesb
5i-17. A-24 AND 1-2 CREWS3--SECO"D AM1

Tpsof criterk emopedo as f

i.k-, s . . ..:........ ............................................ 11 C
.ia C . . -L, .......................................... 56 .23

. =izy tat2& fom 66-2 P. a a vWO&c ...................... 34 .1
C- s T € L a. C seny d ............................................
C2, rThd tz; gaades ............................................. 55 .

....... .. radarCE... .. T . .................... ......... .. a. -. 0

C-.g ese/. A..... gram 1 .3

" gro d grad ....... ........ .22

TAmZ 6.16.--ltercorreations among measues of X&vf9gtr Pe**tnU

o--2 2'AV6AOR-- RTA'TEI€
ARSAZIEDTM AI B C D g 9

QLG.,uacboiachoaL ... 1. 5 .. 0 .41-30 -.T... ........................................... .. 03 06 5 ... . ... ....
GrqL I Sen a h ... ............................. ....... :::.:: 4 1 --. .1t
I.qero ...... ........G... 40 4 ..... 1 1

414

GrA., Non-E.tria below the diaoad are the aumb= Of CL IM the c r COmPd .

*.ad. caddmt,

TM 6.16.-I--ercrrdatios among meaSres of navgaor Prd e*C7
B-24 FAVIGATORS-FOURTH All FOCK

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Cade A IB C ID K r 0

.,...t .. 0.26 0.10 0.72 0.09 -0.21 -0.1
LC-r rafii ........... ................B. .. 145 -. 11 -. 09 .06 -. 111 .00
LP GCZa de ........................ . C .. ... 47 -. 01 .12 -. 3 -. 37
4.1g t de ............................... 4. 5 540 . 2 .

L G- 5 1 ttin r f .... ....... .... ..o ., . o~, E.... ... .40 ,40. 40 •.

, .Aver ..eci.ul.........................40 40 4 ..... 4 .
.. .G... 40 40 40 0 40 1

GL'wriAL Noiz-Entuia below the diagonal a-e the ;nuber a' Cases *w th crrpodba 4

TAxL 6.17.-Correlations among meaSures Of navigator roJ*W7

B-29 CREWS--FOUYRTH AIR FORCM

___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ _ C Codel A B C D

ACEtoa....................A.. ........ 0.87 0.19 0.30
........... B.............. .43 .17 .21IA aim.. .24CP UtCerporso............................C..

Averge r±~..................................D...........................

'N102.
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ably assigned by the same instructors. The correlations between ratiN

scores and bombing scores are low and corroborate the low intercorrelatiop4
found In other tables. The low intercorrelations among the measures of

navigator proficiency are doubtless due in part to the low reliabilities O

most of the variable&.

Evaluaiox of Criteria
Because at many bases mission grades were m~ade out with the assista

of other crew members, these reports were subject to an indeterminate

amount of distortion. From base to base, 1rom section to section at at

same base, and from month to month at the same and different bases

was no coticistent policy requiring the submission of mission reports. F:r

these reasons mission reports were of little value as criteria of success in

navigator training. Even the more standardized grading of B-29 missions

at Jackson AAF yield quite low reliability coefficients.

Lack of uniformity among and within bases in the maintenance and

grading of logs makes it difficult to evaluate the potentialities of log grades

Although a method of estimating true flight path from an examination of all

of the logs of a formation was developed and it was possible to assip

relatively objective grades to the individual logs on the basis of indicated

deviations from the true path, the amount of labor involved in this proce-

dure makes this type of analysis almost impossible to use on a large scale.

The 'fact that a moderately high ieliability coefficient was obtained for a

small sample in the Third Air Force suggests that log grades are potentially

a ,.aluable criterion, if grading procedures are standardized. Rating scales

showed some promise as criteria of proficiency in navigator training. In

general, whenever it was possible for psychological personnel to control, at

least in part, the conditions under which scales of their own design wer.

administered, and when ratings were given at the same base by individuals

in the sam administrative relati. xship to the men being rated, the rating

scales yielded mt2erately high ';3bility coefficients. However, the in-

fluence of subjective factors make. them less satisfactory than would be

indicated by the reliability coefficier +s obtained.

The value of CNT ratings and rades was reduced by the lack of re-

liability of both the objective ar , subjective measures. More careful

recording of the "ol~iective" measu),!s and the insistence upon a standard-

ized procedure for !valuating thes, measures might produce a grade or

rating that would - rove to be a s2 isfactory criterion of navigator train-

ing proficiency.
The present lac,. of uniformity it construction, administration and grad-

ing of tests of a. ademic subjects nade academic grades of little value as

validation crite" :i. If pass-fail reqtirements could be enforced and if test-

ing conditions :)uld be standardize,, there is little doubt thac reliable tests

of proficiency "n academic courses ")uld be devised.
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The little work that has been done in determining the relationship of

navigator's ability as measured by a rating scale and radar average circular

error is promising. Such measures of proficiency will doubtless become

more important as emphasis is placed on the performance of the crew as a

The small number of Flying Evaluation Board cases and the inadequacy

of the reports themselves as to possible reasons for reevaluation render

this source of little value as a criteriL
Two general observations might be made in connection with evaluation

of all the criteria. First, it is obvious that for practically all the available

criteria it was difficult to obtain comparable data from station to station
and from time to time at the same station. Secondly, it must be noted

that there was no simple administrative procedure for eliminating students

who lacked proficiency in their navigator training. Because of this lack,
training personnel saw little value in trying to make fine distinctions as to

proficiency. This, in turn, made it difficult to introduce new measures of

proficiency or to make much progress in refining existing measures

BVALIDATION STUDIES

Mission Error Scores

Unfortunately, no validity data were available for mission grades at AAF

Jackson in the Second Air Force. However, the ETA and Courie Error

scores obtained were compared with the navigator stanines of the navigators

concerned. As would be expected from the nearly zero reliability of these

scores, the validity coefficients of the stanines against these criteria were

not.significintly different from zero.

Log Grades

Data from both the Second and Third Air Force5 indicate little relation-

ship between the stanines of navigators and navigation log grades. For a

sample of 53 cases at Biggs Field, the correlation between the navigator

stanine and log grades was 0.10. For 44 B-29 navigators in class 0807

Barksdale Field, coefficients were -0.08, 0.03, 0.0i and -0.09 for the

bombardier, navigator, pilot and pilot plus credit stanines, respectively.

Table 6.18 lists the correlations between each of a number of ratings of

student navigators in the Second Air Force and navigator stanines. The

efficiency ratings, ratings of attitude toward work, officer quality and tech-

nical aircrew skill were all five-point ratings of the usual type already dis-

cussed in Chapter IV and ranged from "unsatisfactory" to "superior." In

Practice, few ratings other t.n "very satisfactory" or "excellent" were

given. Ratings of general aircrfw ability and flight surgeon's rating were
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on a three-point scale of above average, average and below average. lIter.
view ratings, self ratings and crew ratings were IC-point ratings on a toW,
of 8 traits or characteristics. Rankings were obtained by having instructon
rank the navigators to their fights or classes i. order of their expected pro6.

TAU.Z 6.18.--Coredi.us bL'W eeu xaWilaor stouis r M.g
3-17 AND 1-24 NAVICATO'.-ECOND AM 701CZ

Numbr anie atrm
c Measa . D. Mean S.D.

ec rtiag 4W ................................. 156 7.37 I-IS 41.1 I1.S e.l
Rnking b intructos .............................. 211 7.38 1.18 50.1 1.8 .J
TwSkalc .. 7.5s .9 42.9 9., .,
(Ms. quality tir............................... 51 1.59 . $7. 10.3 8

4, 7.59 1.21 17.9 .. :
At11wo :1 ................................. 1 7.65 1.10 2.19 .
!nterniew rtin ................................. S3 7.68 .90 5.99 3.2 -. 'n
Vlight sui 'ss ratig .......................... 53 7.68 .90 2.02 .4 -.
SS3rts..... 7.6 .90 2.77 .9 .0

Cre rtag.......................3 7.68 .90 7.02 2.4 -. 0

ciency in combat None of the -orrelations between stanines and ratings of
different types is significant except that for the "Attitude Toward Work"
rating which yielded a correlation with navigator stanine significant at the
1 percent level. In addition to the rankings listed in table 6.18, rankizp
of Second Air Force student navigators by their instructors were secured

TAz 6.19.--Correa vis betweeS totda ratifg scal scores afd s9481ses Of XdVgajws

SUM OF TWO RATERS, 16th AND 17th WINGS-SECOND AIR FOC(

Statcs eaneR ai-ing
Stsftne Stunine, N I ra

I Mean S.D. Mean S. D.
SeaA:
A .amordo 3............... .. 22 7.4 0.84 20.68 2.52 0.38 .....

6......... N. 20 7.50 1.07 18.00 3.02 -. 02.....
N .... . 37 7.51 1.00 23. n 4.10 -. 06.......

....................... N. 35 7.54 .99 22.62 4.24 .00.....
Tuc ........ ....... N. 36 7.42 .98 22.44 S.66 -. 12.......
All stations ..................... N. 150 7.48 .98 21.52 4.38 .00 0.01
All station ....................... B. 150 6.75 1.55 21.82 4.38 .09 .04
All station ....................... P. 150 S.97 1.75 21.52 4.38 .06 .01

See B:
h'ote ............................ 24 ..... 46 7.52 1.12 2X.98 7.48 .1 .........
Abuquerque..... ..... N. 37 7.19 1.1 27.18 7.52 -. 07.......
Walker ........................ 42 7.69 '..19 25.22 6.48 .10.......
Great Be ...................... N. 37 7,81 3.09 25.46 8.96 .25
All tatlons ....................... N. 162 7.56 1.15 26.78 7.20 .12 .1
All stations ....................... B. 162 6.71 1.62 26.78 7.20 .13 .A4
Alistatlom .................... P.... 162 s.91 1.67 26.78 7.20 e.21 '.1l

t
Coefficlenta were combined for the stations by converting into "s" equivalents and also Wy

combining afl d&ta directly.

from a number of CCTS classes. For a group of 721 student navigators
these rankings correlated 0.04 with navigator stanine. Results presentd
in table 6.19 indicate that there was little or no relationship between tN
stanines of navigators and descriptive rating scale scores. In the case 01
Scale B, there is a low but statistically significant correlation between rat-
ings and the pilot stanine of the navigator.
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GrouAd-Tralner Grades
Correlations between navigator stanines and ground-trainer grades Is

te Second Air Force are presented in table 6.20. The navigator stann Is

sown to have a significant relationship to CNT average mission jrade.

In the Third Air Force, on a sample of 60 B-29 navigators, no significaat

correlation was found between the CNT grades and the stanines; the CO-
elfcients being 0.18 for the bombardier, 0.03 for the navigator and 0.02

for the plot stanine.

TAZ 6.20.- oCemdios between p.avigato stastes and Vv 4 grulsr go"e
SECOND AIR FORCS

N= I Tftb.
SNumber 8ai me

CAteea of e
cas Mem S.D. M-na &D.

cTde........................................5 7.31 1.41 78.2 5.4 .L14

cT ave rm m 1P ........................ 108 7.54 1.12 2.94 .5 *.W
UT uun53 7 ."8 .90 1.28 .41.Averag D~r midng ...... ..................... . .0 . :4 .

Academic Gra.des
Correlatiev. between measures of academic uccess in the Second Air

Force and navigator stanines are listed in table 6.21.
The navigator stanines appear to be significantly related to grades In tla

gunnery navigation examinations. Several other of the coefficients approach
significance. In another study in the Second Air Force when 150 navigators

were divided into "upper" and "lower" groups based on the to'.,d of all4
TALz 6.21.--CoffrktionU between savigalor "stad a"d c4de* grnd

SECOND -R FORCE

Number Navlptct Ac&

caes Mean S. D. "M"a . ."

Ackinc average ................... .......... ..... 6 1.10 8 016
Grodcoolgrade...............-.................. 105 7.39 1.20 46.9 11.0 .0

.... 56 7. 35 1.42 93I.3 4.0 *.2$Gbwe trar e .......................... ...... 55 7.j 1.42 83.1 4.
Rombardment ..de. .............................. 5 ! 7 1 . 97.4 1.2 .

avi cation sra .. .... .......... ............. .. 54 7 I1 1,41 72.6 9.1 .

Niviatton ex mnation ................................ .55 7.43 1.21 65.2 9.1 .2

ground school grades, the navigator stanine showed no relationship to

ground school performance. At Pyote Army Air Field for a class of

46 B-29 navigators the correlation between the navigator staniro' and the

navigation final examination was 0.47 which is !,ignificent at the 1 percent
level. In the Third Air Force, for a class of 23 navigators, the navigator

stanine correlated *0.451 significant at the 5 ,percent level, wi h average
ground school grades.

Accomplishment of Training

There were 921 student navigators out of 1,200 heavy bombardment

crews for whom mision and training accomplishment records as well as
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sunnes wer azibLe. he ciorrelaktL1s In-=ee the nivigzAor staia
ad the Z ber of zaz requ is eteVkW at the n of 6 w,* j
by tfr:; am wuas sat ~uifican& &lferet frcM mm 71th S cregkim I
5cr 24 casses witb a Iotl N *I 921 aM -0.02

Crew AQ

The rests of two Studies Cmara the B&TWIpIrIS Anine iw
specialty with the radar "mbiC record of the crew of kh be ua a
member ae sbown a table 62L The bo, soxes of the tre ty-

. in the Secd j. r Face, y w-.e cmTted into T-scomrn i
each s&6M. These % rres te tbheMbcned di c ly to otaim the Co.
eicien for a," the sta:om. Is the data fr= !be Fouth Air r te .

rae coeffiie:s for the three cls e e comined ini a weighted ayo

Th.zilC~ bawtss asiwr asm and am. *do ACEt

_K9 ArxGAT(S-SXD A'(D LK)CTam An WC129 , L1 s& SM s L

P Y I I -

"I 7- . .1- 4 5., ,-,1! -.

AnFam:A i 10 1-" 51- &* -

' by Mw s.

Radar lc~birzg sccres in the Fouth Air Force were amlyzed in gre
detail to yield two types rf s "Grs efrors" wee extrm erar
thought to be cateed by fa , e to .diy the targe. Since the manits
of such errors did .wL semi sig.iScanI the measure used was the pae-
centage occurence of such erT'% (over 6,000 feet). The ot.her sco e wa
the "norm3l aiming error' utiizing all scores with errors of !ess than 6,000
feet. With 91 navigats at jAAF Muroc the val ity of the navigat
su-nine in predicting these scores was 0.12 and 0.03 respectively, forth
gross error and normal iming error scores. Although not statistall

significant, the largcr ccff xient obtained with the goss eraor score
cates this score may mersit furthe" study. One would expect that navigatkc
errors might result in failure in finding the target.

In general; there appeared to be little evidence of relationship betvee
navigator stanines and bo ing reasures.

Flying Evaluation Board Reeords
In both ti, Second and Third Ai: Forces, the stanines of navigators wb0

met Flying Evaluation Boards weit compared with non-FEB cases. b
the Third A .Force, a sample of 13 'iminees was compared with a con.rd
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of 13- INo statistikOY gpiiclbt dierences were foun. 7Ue -
msi w= aso found in the Second Air Forcm, in a bae study, comar-

is the sualie of 113 FEB naigatos 'with a grOiW of aPo.EB MnaW;
,ons matcbir-? the former as to time of testing ar4 taing. The awep
O~nize ot chuxinated navigators was 6.76 as con e 'with 6.96 for the
Waudis, a diffefelce not s-piuicantly different from what migh be ezpected
by an

IS e!erl the staines of navigators showed little relationsh* to the
wesure of navigator ffight prociency that were available Howeme, the
saiiatc st3ZUD was si;;iicantly relate to se-wral meastus of grun
9,.3cd proficiericy and Lo seine ground trainer sres. These results cal for
s= general coam1Sif Cvoceng the circumstances under which the above

rch was canductL

SUMXARY

Basic to the job of predxcting soccess in navigatiocal trainin in the
cwstineftaI Air Force is the problem of obtainin reliable and representa-
.. measure of the sceathat is to be predicted. Continntal Air F6=e
training was desgned to meet military commitments rather than to provide
a laboratory for psycholgical studies Easch staim cosalied with basic
training directives in a way which made it possible to meet itsmw require-
mts Rom the point of view of trainimi variatioa anmm bases, in com-

pfiance with training directime was justified on the basis of expediency. This
rariation was especially great in the recording of dat concerning grade~s,
ratings etc., of almost every aspect of trainin . T1he difficulty of obtaining

am~araledata from station to station and from time to time at the same

station made it very hard to obtain satisfactory criteria for validation

~PUwO
The problem of obtaining criteria was further complicate because DO

simple administrative procedures existe for the elimination ofnopocen

stiudents. The lakof such procedures made it difficult to conviDCe train
ing personnel that there was iny value in measuring profirieflcy

In the few situations whern psychologists were able to-adapt standard

psychological procedures to the training situation and to administer such
Procedures under even moderately stardardized conditions, it was posaile
to obtain reasonably reliable measures of I~roficiencY. Thnis would sugest
that satisfactory criteria could probably be obtained if the pressure of

training were relaxed sufficiently to permit the introduction of the controls

ard standare~ization lacking during the war. It is quite likely, however,

that miany apparently objective criteria of proficiency such as errors In

estimated time of arrival, course error.- and the lie are influenced by so

m'any variables that they cannot be relit: upon, eve..n under .iore standard-

ized procedures. Unless reliable rneasur, are developed, it is doubtful if

the predictive efficiency of the present cou -,site aptitude scores (stanines)

for op-erational training can be materially r
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One further comment concerning the validity coeffilents obtained sbo*
be made. The range of stanines was severely restricted by the selectif

procedures In effect in the Training Command. The only trainees permitte

to begin navigator tr-ining had extremely high stanlnes. Thus in openm
tional training conditions were favorable for high stanine navigators to pt
low as well as high criterion scores and thus attenuate the validity cc,.
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ClIAP=R SEVEN

Bombardier

ANALYSIS OF DUTIES.

Job Desertaion

To supplement the formal job analysis of the bombardier made by Psy-
chological Research Project (Bombardier) (found in Report Number 9:
Psychological Research on Bombardier Training) aviation psychologists
in the Continental Air Forces gathered information on t. job c! the bom-
bardier in operational training from a number of sources. Interviews with
instructors and bombardiers with combat experience, AAF Training StaUd-
ard 20.2-1 and directives of individual air forces provided a broad orienta-
tion to the nature of the task which was sufficient to meet the needs of the
research sections. The following is a brief digest of some of the material
from these sources. 

The ultimate task of the bombardkr was to locate, identify and a-
curately be-,b assigned targets from a bombardment airplane. In order to
accomplish this the bombardier had to adjust his bombsight and related
equipment according to specific conditions such as ground speed, altitude
and drift of the airplane. In addition, the bombardier was required to fire
flexible guns and cannon and to make minor repairs on this e4uipment.
The bombardier was also required to navigate by dead reckoning with a
maximum course error of 11/j and a maximum ETA error of 1/ minutes
per hour of flight.

Operational training programs in bombing, while they varied slightAy In
detail amoug the air forces, stressed training flights which established the
bombardier's proficiency in solving the bombing problems under all condi-
tions encountered in combat operations, including daylight ind darkness

high and medium altitudes, singly or in formation, and long and short ap-
proaches. Train ng schedules required the bombardier to drop demolition
and incendiary bmbs, and to make a certain number of releases using the
pilot direction indicaizr,

Job Specifications "

The qualifications essential to success as a bombardier were investigated
In a number of ways, the most fruitful of which were interviews with train-
115n personnel and analyses of existing rating methods. For the purpose at
hand, Flying Evaluation Board reports (q.v. under CRITERIA) proved re-
latively worthless. Although lists of desirable characteristics varied some-
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what by air force and by type of aircraft, ma.,y of the discrepaine eitif

merely reflected differences in emphasis or were purely a matter o

deinltlo.
In the Fourth Air Force, job specifications of B-24 bombardiers wM

investigated principally through the use of a questionnaire. Nine item

deserbing particular skills and personality traits were developed or t

basis of observations during training flights, examination of training dirw

tlves, and informal interviews with flight instructors. A questionnaire

composed of the nine items was administered individually to nine flight in.

structors at -ach of three stations. Trstructors were asked to rank the item

in the order of their importance to successful completion of Fourth Air

Force training. The reliability of the hierarchy as a whole was estimate

by correleting average rank assigned by odd-instructors with that assigned

by even-instructors, regarding the items as individuals. Corrected for totad

number of rntings by the Spearman-Brown formula, the reliability co6

ficient thus obtained was .61.
In table 7.1 the items are listed in the order of the average rank

them by the instructors. The average rank and standard deviation of ranks

given are shown for each item.

Tmazz 7.1.-RdaUre importcrze of bomb,"xder fraUs ad skil

BASED ON TRAIT RANKINGS AND RATINGS BY FOURTH AIR FORCE DNSTMUCrOI

Older of nkpwm
Mean rank Orde in in termo

iyen by termi of cmrlatioa MM

Trait or illm istrCto S. D. rankings over-ll mtiv

Good m ight Procedur ........................... 3.11 1.60 1 1

Ablity to identify taret .................. 3.44 2.12 2 4
Eoor o....oo...... .. . o.........3.89 2.09 3 2

Kzn&Wkdge 01.commtefl....................... 4.00 2.11 4 S
Pedormance in meren i.......................... 4.22 2.53 $ s

Ability to get along witha w ..................... 5.50 2.43 6 C.6.3.3 1. 33

G ood evu ktre ;actk ........ . . . . ........... 7 .33 1.79 9 9

The standard deviations of the rankings provide a convenient means of

expressing the degree of agreement among the instructors as to the relative

rank of an item. From the data in table 7.1 it is, seen that instructors

agreed well among themselves as to the importance or lack of importane
of good bombsight procedure and ,bility to fly on C-1 autopilot. On Nh

other hand, there was much less ;.greement as to the importance of per-

formance in emergencies and ability to get along with the crew. Agreement

on the other items was somewhere between these two extremes. If the itemS

in table 7.1 are divided into skii's and traits or attitudes, the relative i&-

portance of the items becomes taore meaningful. Certain technical skills,

such as good bombsight procedi re, ability to identify targets, and famni-

arity with computers, were be]' ved of paramount importance to the bcm-

bardier. Certain other techr :a! skills were relatively 'unimportant to

training success. Ability to fl, on C-I autopilot was thought of little i&-

portance, presumably becaus! accurate bombing was possible, altbough
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difficult, without Its use. Evasive action was dLWmge As 8

t of training policy, since combat requirenents in evasive actioc are d

o far as traits and attitudes are concerned, motj-a4on ("eagrnes)

jooe seems to have been considered of essentiAl Importaone.

during nwrgencies was sommha, k- . !r.c.rt than for airplane

ianders (see chapter 4), proafft beeure bombardiers were ss

qiently involved m major ernYWKies. Ability to get along wi

c members was thought no more significant for bonbardiers than for

airplane commanders, and likeableness was imilarly regarded as relatively

arjiwportanL
Ratings on these nine items, together with ratings of over-all proficiency,

we also obtained from a numzber of instructors for bombardiers whom they
bad checked on cwe or more flights. By comparing the ratings given a

bombardier on the different itc i-.s with his over-all rating it was Dossile to
see which )f the nine traits or characte;stics entered most into the over-

all rating. This could be expressed statistically by the size of the coefficent

of correlation between item and over-all rating. The larger the -eiffident,

th more important the item was in the over-all rating. In table 7.!, in

addition to the order of rank of the ite.ms as rankei by the instructors,

there is shown the relative rank of each item in order of the degree of

correlation between ratings of bombardiers on the item and over-all ratings

of the same bombardiers. It can be seen that there is good agreement be-

tween the instructors' beliefs as to the importance of the items (expressed

in their rankings of items) and the unconscious imix tance given to the

traits and characteristics in their ratings of bombardiers.

Qualifications regarded by instructors as desirable in B-29 bombardiers

may be approximately determined from a rat;ng scale used at the Lead

Crew School, Muroc Army Air Field, Fourth Air Force. Table 7.2 shows

the differential weights assigned to the 14 items in the scale. It will be

noted that training personnel responsible for the scale entirely omitted

personality items.
Job specifications for the D,-.7 bombardier in the Third Air Force were

determined principally from inter;iews with training personnel. While tech-

TABLr I 'I.-len: a d _r'ghts for bombardier rating sca
LEAD CREW SCHOOL, MLROC A.AF, FOURTH AIR FORCE

Items weighted 1 (3 ilcml) !terns weighted 10 (7 items')

Personal equipmenL A,,..v, in using computers.
Camera equipment. Preset . ta.

Setting and prcttighting altimeters. Ioentficz * , of ta-6A.

Items weighted 3 (4 items) \'sa1 boE-, ; proccdure.

Bombardier's kit and target oldcr. . borrz ,:ocediire.

4111b racks, fuses, bomb bai doors. .. !-,z r" f!cd -' -

Preflight of bombsight, autopot, Knoilcdge ano , cution of standar;

sigrting station, bombing pro0, -e:

Ability as 2.:ia . observer.
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skid ls (es, smooth bombsight procedure wad accurate target Mez
fication) were regarded as highly important, instructors assi.Md cruc
sig4n nce to certain personality factors in discrimlnatior "ad" jd
"poor" these included: cooperative attitrA-, emoti
stabity, common sense or judgment, and motivation and initiative.

As with otber aircrew specialties, study of the reports of FWn Evalw
tim Boards did not yiejd much information as to the real reasom f

failure of bembardiers in operational training Usually the reports Pmkd
only a claification of reasons for re-evaluation into three major W
personality defect (usually fear of flying), lack of profciency aq# pV6W
disability. The freuncies with which these categories appeared
for Board action are given in table 7.11 under CrWia, a later sectica d
this ch pter.

Average Orentar Err r

Practice Bombing

Average circular (radial) error for B-17 and B-24 crews was obtaiaQ
from zct,al practice-bomb releases over targets marked on the grou*
usually in the form of &W with concentric rings for estimating distam
of the hit from the am. •* a routine matter circular error scores m
approximately standarUq r altitude by applying empirically detemod
corrections. Hence, the corrected scores approximately described ti
circular errors which would have resulted had the bombing been dore at a
common altitude (12,000 feet). The resultant scores were the product d
many factors. Some of these factors reflected the true bombing proficyM
oi crews. Others, however, represented extraneous factors which were i
varying degrees uncontrolled. The latter included dffeus in bombog
altitude, differences in illumination and associated conitions (day v. niOl
bombing), differences in scoring procedures (photographed v. qstim&t
strikes), and differences in bombing procedure (C-1 autopilot v. manwl
releases). Direrences between ^Arand night bombing were actually
so crucial as might have been expected. For one sample of SI cases is
the Second Air Force the mean ACE for the day bombing was 256 fed
with a standard deviation of 60 feet. For 49 cases of the same sampletbi
mean ACE for night bombing was 275 feet with a standard deviation d
90 feet. Since there was no evidence that this factor seriously attenuat
the reliability of average circular error, no attempt was made to corrcd
circular error for differences attributable to this factor. Furthewore, for
one class of 41 Fourth Air Force (Muroc) bombardiers, day v. night cirC
lax error correlated 0.43, a hgure which compares favorably with uncorrect!
reliability coefficients for all circular error scores txnputed from odd-eVt
M!5sons 

I

Circular error was more zeriously affected by the method of scori4
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opl yed. Scores determined from s e phtographs we usua'ly largertun those based on bombaudiers' estirnai-. Representative distibutkoa

szatics of aveage circular error for both methods of scoring are presented
ist Vble 7.3. Data from the Second Air Force tend to indicate that the
iue-on of estimated stries seriously reduced the reliability of average
c&uhr error of these crews was .86 as compared with a coefficient of 0.66
gaphing all of their strikes. The odd-eveu rnisson reliability of the average
crcular error of these crews was .96 as compa-d with a coefficient of 0.66
for the total class. Furthermore, among the 6 classes (280 students) studied
at another station (Ardmore), one class had photographed only 24 percent
of the bomb srikes. The odd-even missio,- rliability if average circular
eff" for this class was only 0.25, as compared with a coefficient of 0.56
jor the told group of 6 classes m which approximately SO percent of the
strikes were photographed. However, the evidence on the amomnt of errore
TAnz 7.3.-ComP'?';Jse of average circular error for pktoloraphed axd eitimated ar:Ies

2d Air Fvc.e U i a

_. . . . . ......... S 2~- i 43'l &.
............. 1 W 5 26. I I

4i

introdLed by combining photographed and estimated Ltrikes is not cm.

dusive. since the samples studied were small and the influence of other
factors was not controlled. In any case. no correction was appliel for this
factor in the research studies of average circular error.

The results obtained suggest that, although the bombardier gave himself
the benefit of the doubt when he estimated his circular er.or, either his
estimate was affected by what he knew his photographed performances were
in the past, or else he did not completely ignore the objective facts of the
performance in question.

Differences in bombing procedure constituted apother source of vari-
ability in the average circular error. Bombing done with C-I autopilot, with
the plane being flown under the automatic controls was distinctly more ac-
curate than manual bombing. In manual bombing, the plane was flown
with the pilot manipulating the controls on the bombing run. The mean
average circular error for" class of 51 Second Air Force bombardiers was
248 feet for releases under automatic control and 293 feet for releases under
manual control with standard deviations of 57 feet and 62 feet respectively.
Since from 60 to 95 percent of al" bombing wts automatic, no correction was

employed to equate for differences in procedure Failure tc correct for these
procedural differences was believed relatively LCL nportant from a practical
standpoint in studies of reliability. Of course, f, %,alidation purposes cor-
rected s . .re .o ,ld ha'. be- 1.,'fer : . 1 IOWC it . not possible to
obtain samples of su'fikclent size to permit the cak!ation of a correction
factor in which any confidence could be placed.
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The over-al eiblt of aver ircular erofr practice bombirg

lieved tathmotaccurate estimate is obtained by correlating odd and
even mission scores. Reliabilities, computed from odd and even bomb re
leases are spuriously high since odd and even releases are really parts of
the sam'e performance. The variables affecting bombing scores, such as *i.:
craft, motivation, weather, etc., are here virtually constant. Correlation Of
scores frim first half and second half of training yielded spuriously loVw
coe-Oldnts because of differzaces in type of mission, training directives
effects of learning and a host of other factors

T~Asz 7.4.--Reliabiliy coeffdeus for average cuWiia efor in jpraclks boeil

Metho A1kf tm Statha N ubri.

Od . ew nsiom .. .. .... .. .. ...... ..... ...... Ardm t.........1.....
Do......................................S3...........54x

Do..................................Tooa... ...... 8.6

Dodd.Yata............................Bp....... ..... 54OC ........... 6.9
D................................ urtb. .. MK k~ .. WS3ai 1 1

Odd h 9L uud e=uiam ............... 4.............

Sinc, a sWrc~y cdd-eveu palbln of miuons Coincied with Vstamad diffuram In tmp ff
minaas. a andom ch'*a of mlsime wa =ad fa P&Wm~ icings

Omly thin nim with anl Wst photcpapbed ame IacIad Ias dal&m

Although the reliability coefficients for odd and even missions covered a
considerable rainge, practice bombing ACE appears to have had from low
to moderate reliability.

Radar, Bombixg

In general, radar bombing in the Continental Air Forces was confined to
operational training for B-29 crews. Training methods were designed to
offe'r B-29 crews realistic practice in bombing industrial targets. Major
emphasis was placed on the smooth coordination of bombardier, radar
operator, navigator, and airplane commander. Since industrial targets were
required for simulated combat training, there was obviously no actual
bombing involved. Instead, scoring was accomplished either by a camera
mounted on the underside of the fuiselage (the more usual method) or by a
ground radar installation in the vicinity of the target.

Several methods of evaluating radar bombing performance were used in
the Second Air Force. One method of scoring, referred to as Photo Score
(Victorville), required a series of photographs at specified intervals. The
time of release in the series of photos was known. From the Lack of the
airplane and other data such as altitude, winds, the theoretical point of
impact was estimated. The Photo Score (Nadir) involvedi taking OfiC
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photograph at the momeni of simulated release. By triangulation, the point
iunediately below the plane at the time of releas was detcrmlned and
from this information plus data such as altitude, wind*, speed of the air-
craft, the theoretical point of impact was estimated. The third scoring
wtthod involved the use of ground radar installations. Thet istallations
were able to tell the track, atitude and all other necessary Information con-
cerning the airplane at the time of simulated rlease to, dettsrmine the
amount of error in the bombing performance. There are relatively few data
on wh'c:b to base comparisons of the three types of sciorhmg. Reliability co-
fficients for odd-even bomb runs were 0.10 for the first phote score (N of

44), 0.51 for the nadir score (N of 140' and 0.09 for tt-e automatic scor-
ing system (N of 51). It is believed that the ground radar method of scor-
ing is potentially the most successful method.

Since each of the three scoring systems was used at one tir. or another
with the crews being studied it was not possible in the Second Air Force

TABLE 7S.-Rdiability of over-aU radar terminal CE T-scores, odd-eveis missicn
16th AND 171h WINGS---SEYND AIR FORCE

Station X M,I SDIM 1 SD, ZP

Aaogordo..................................... .20 51 90 6.62 49.40 6.02M 0.45
Jibuquque............ :.................. ....... 2 480478502 .1 .323 48~/ 10 4. o5.2 6.16 .36

".;' iii~~i~ 36 49.69 4.67 49.25 3.7$ .2SlOo~m.............................................. J36 49.6 4.67 49.8.9 5.7 .2
............. -25 49.06 5.48 50.14 7.34 .28

Gmat ed............................. .. 76 5.72 48.98 5. S2
38 49 72 5.56 49.14 6.18 .56..... .. 46 49 16 4.99 49.68 5.35 .54

Comnbid(&verageby]FLshezr'az) .................... 219 40.84 5.48 48.4 80 .

c 'C, rected by Spearman-Brown fo-mula.

to get a large body of data in which just one method was u54d. The re-
liability coefficients reported in table 7.5 were obtained as follows: Frst
the average score for each crew on each mission was converted into a
T-score based upon the distribution of all scores at the same station of the
particular type involved. Then the T-scores for all three Vtpes of odd and
even mission scores were averaged to obtain over-all odd and even mission
radar terminal CE T-scores. Cases which did not have at least four scores
of one type of scoring were discarded. Since T-scores were determined from
separate distributions by stations for each type of scoring, all cases from

different stations were combined directly.
All radar bombing accomplished at the Lead Crew School, Muroc Army

Air Field, Fourth Air Force, was scored by camera. Both the Victorville
and Nadir scoring procedurcb described abo-e were used, no distinct ion be-
ing made in the analysis of results. Reliability coefficien"' co.niputed from
odd and even missions are presented in table '.6. Thcs2 daia were not
corrected for altitude. When data for the M,, class were corrected to
12,000 feet the reliability cocfficielt w's reduced n 0.8 to 0.76.

A tendency toward bimodality noticed in the izributions of circular
errors for the first class at Muroc AAF (appro\ ,tely .'co bombing
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scores) saggested to research personnti the possibility that there were two
independent factors operating in the radar circular error scores. One o

these might be called "gross error," in which the target was misidentified;
and the second was "normal aiming err.or." This observation led to furthe
analysis of the Muroc data. On the basis of the distributions of the firt
class, it was decided that ertors of 6,000 feet and over would be regarded
as gross errors, resulting from failure to identify the proper target. It wa
hypothesized that these errors resulted from failure on the part of those I
persons with radar scopes (radar operator and navigator) to correctly
interpret the blip on the scope. Errors less than 6,000 feet were believed
to be largely influenced by the skill of the bombardiers in synchronizing
the sight an-! introducing final corrections.

The reliability of normal aiming errors was estimated from odd-em,
mission scores. Data from gross errors were treated as percentages of the

TAr.gz 7.6.-Odd-even mijos reliabiy coeffiden s for measum of

radar bombing pro c dey
MUROC AAF. FOURTH AIR FORCE

May June July a1Mst TotdlMeasure -

N r. N ,. N ,. N ,a N,.

Rada ACEtotL............12 0.82 23 0.61 38 0.76 41 0.68 114 .M
RaduACEaIa......... ..... 23 .65 38 .70 41 .45 102 .9
Parceat a "tag s .................... .. ..... 23 .20 38 .65 41 .61 102 .1

total runs for odd and even missions, since the acttial magnitude of gross
errors was irrelevant. These reNli'ty coefficients are also presented in
table 7.6. These two scores, ACE of normal aiming and percentage of gro
errors, were correlated 0.10, 0.41 and 0.45 for the June, July and August
classes. This degree of correlation must be regarded as moderate, consider-
ing the reliabilities of each. Comparison of the reliability coefficients of
the various scores suggests that the presence of gross errors in total circular
error did not significantly reduce the reliability of the raw scores This
indication that the two factors were not as independent as at first thought
was substantiated by data from subsequent classes. Distributions of thee
later data did not show bimodality and were very nearly normal except
for a long tail of extremely high error scores. This long tail of large error
scores. is probably a function of the bombing situation in which there is
virtually no limit to the extent by which a target can be missed.

While the distinction between normal aiming and gross errors &. 
. not

provide a great deal of insight into the nature of the function, the resut;2.':
analysis demonstrated that the gross error score was moderately reliable
This result is of practical value since it involves far less computation tha
does the usual average circular error score.

From the standpoint Gf reliability, radar average circular error scores an
regarded as useful criterion measures.
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pRatig scales for bombardiers were ased extensively throughout the
Cootinental Air Forces. In most cases, however, the amount of time re-

qurdto develop rating methods precluded a thorough follow-up of their

e etiveness. The succeeding paragraphs briefly describe a number of
representative rating methods.

Efficiency ratings from Form 66-2 were available throughout the Can-
tinental Air Forces. These were ratings on a 5-point c£cale which were as-
signed at 3- month intervals by supervicorv personne!. Sinu- a singlo rating
was submitted for each rating pcriodl, no direct estimatc of the r-1iabitity
of this measure could be made. However, at one station in the S-cond -*W-
Force the reliability coefficient compuited tr-am p'airs of _,uccessv_ ratings
one month apart was 0.37 for 109 bombardier:%

An instructors' questionnaire for bombardier trainu'-s was dm~lered fle
use in the Third Air Force. The six iterns in !t!e cale were: coopertive
attitue!e, emotional stability, common s-ne.over-all bombardier proficiency,
motivation and initiative, and desire to serve with trainee in combat To
minimize halo effect a non-numerical descriptive rating technique was
employed. Neither item nor total scale reliabilities were comput--id.

/A prelimiary rating scale was used in the Fourth Air Force for the
evaluation of B-24 bomnbardiers at three bases: Muroc, Walla Walla and
March Field. The scale consisted of ten questions in response tu which
instructors were requested to ratez (half above-average, half below-average)
all of the students whom they had check-ridden. Except for the inclusion
of an over-all anchor item, the questions referred to the same traits as did
the ranked itemms listed in table 7.1. in order to minimize halo effect the
questions were. administered successively on separate sheets of paper, On
which were typed the names of all students in the section. Since adequate
samples of bombardicrsq rated more than once were not available, no esti-
mate of item reliabilities was made.

B-29 bombardiers at the Lead Crew School, Muroc Army Air Field,
Fourth Air Force were evaluated by a mission rating system (see table
7.2 for the scale iieins and wveights). On cv' ry mission for which a bom-
bardier instructor vias aboard, students were rated on a 5-point scale on
each of the 14 itemns. In addition, tile instructors were required to make an
over-all evaluation of the bombardier as a potential lead crew member.
The odd-even reliabilities of the average -,( ore (the average of the ritings
on the 14 items) and the over-ali scorp art, presented in table 7.7. Both
scores show moderate relia.bility and ate quite hibIly int,,rcnrrelated (0.70
on a sample of 914).*

Two types of desriptive rating scales were uist . the Scond Air Force
for evaluating B-29 bombardiers. The traits fol ich items were coa-
structed were obtained from interviews with cornba, piersonnel, from man-
uals and directives for select ioai and training of d cre-,;3, and from
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ab 7 riad u-ity c z kw Sale A azMd B ate presents in tlk
7.9.

Tiwe& 7J- iNOO.imi of bovsb.&,rh
XALES A APED X. SLO3D AIR POOM

3at A Scde 3

2....................0....... 0 4 --------------------- 0
3 ....................... 6 6 ---- .7..................... 7
4 ............................ 1 $ --------. ................... 19
S ............................ 22 to ---------------------------- 21

b ........................... 3s 1 ...........................
7 ........................... 51 14 --------------------------- 41
9 ............................ 56 16 ........................... 30
9 ........................... 73 I . ....................... 35

10 ............................ 33 20 ............................ 40
11 ............................ 23 22 ............................ 41
12 ............................ 2 24 ............................ 19
13 ......................... 4 26 ......................... 13
14........................---2 28 ......................... 10

30........................... 9
Total ......................... 33 TOW ....................... .332
Me......................... &D .0 .......................... "r

E ............... 2-1 SD ....................... S
Number of iems ............. 3 IuN of it .... ,........ 7

TiAvu 7-9-Rdib7?y coef ciew- of Loisl m.Lc xcs
SCALES A A%-D B-SECID ;-!a FORCE

sta o x: i
A m. ....... ....................................... 23 1 A; .66 1-.57 1.33 6.

...d......................................... 2316..2 . 6.74 2.01 -

Oowun.......................................... 91 0 1.50 7:50 2 2.11
To-.............................................37 :.' 3 2.37 7.14 2.01

Combind(aveag. s 4s ) ....................... 160 2.05 7.95 2.071 .74

SCOA IIIJ
GruDead k ......................................... ... .6 .0.4 .

........ 4. 2.31 27:024
A~bqurqu............................49 2.75 .1,9 3:0 76
pyts..........33 2 47 .84 2.45 .92 .15

Caxnb(Aenatt b. Yish s ....................... 142 2.54 3 2.6 .9 44
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t2 was so desi n that a nu!-roft cbctie score - readily
zvijuWe- Of these scores cixiar- crr-or akne wa i- istip3: Od-er
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ra tawl 7.10.

TAsz 7.~R~x7cccficzi- J.% 7-A-. zj ~ CT~J m
e~~:dfromu =ii.~zbr~e~ww x ~

Scores from navrization a' gunnery trainers ---t ;aiiafble at MA~ ta-
tioris. The dead-reckoning (G-1 na-igaticn) trainer yielded an odd-evmn
Mnission reliability of 0.47 *:or 54?2o~arir at one station '.-- the Second
-Air Force. On td'e jam Handy g-.z1:Derv trainer tbhe reliability coefficient
obtained f ron Lbe ave-age intercorrea-!z1:o) of .3 scor~es (adjusted by the

rnian-IBrown for-nuia) was 0.41 ,r 7 Srxond ArForce br-n-bardiers

Academnic Grade?-

Academic grades from wvritten !e: awl clas3 room perfo,,.-ance were

availabie throughout the Cti;,AA:>c.TetsL. er-al
nuirly for their lack of urviorri.t', :n contt,-nt I conrtrL-zs'i r.- tation

to station~. M-%ost ireuue:-,Lv erncounlee ere <S cri': equi;pmenL
C-i autopilot, theory cfi homo,-inz. ;, ir an,~ - rnncat-ori. In the

z-tcond Air Force relii-1-ty c . i su~t. n ).I~ the first
aid s-econhafo anng;r 0.75 -: uner Ldps (N Uf 27), 0.S

ior bomb? rd.-init (N of IC6), arid C 4. for corni -1ctic-ns grades (N

Of 54).
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Flying Evadtio. Borvd A d

The pi:acpa functm of F-ing Evaluation Boards (FEB's) was b !
invesdgate ab appraise aicrew ofcers who bad refused to ly or wo
were charged with some tW of in -etence' The mar difulty c.
coumtered in interpeting FEB &cisbs as potetial criteria was the lack
of standadization in methods of investigation and evaluation. Table 7.]
prients the freuencies with wich varios categories of res we e ita
as pnncql camse for board action, for samples of evaluated bombardie
from the Secod, Thr and Fourth Air Forme.

....... Ib- &• sw

Lik .1 ..... sgu

Of the intercoretms shown in table 7.12 amcog the criteriaaaiae
for B-24 bornbaries in the Fourth Air Force only one, between G-I
trainer rating and averae academic grade is sinfcn at the one lprec
lvLSince at leas some of the measures are known to have had moderate

TAx 7J2-ucrwre oties o Prm esw fo relokuyd . bm~raz Bm j

IN FO K7X AIA F(1* ASU

__. _ __, __,-_ ___,___ __.__........__ 1 1 2 o., -oo o.4 o_

4. Aer ----------.................. 14

-. of bm-6-,z ......................... :. 2

bd. piniy a, a f :od pedmcma.

reilit e some indepedec of sklls represented in the scores can be

As ha been stated earlier, the 2 rating scores foi" B--29 bowbardiers at
teLead Crew School correlated 0.70 with, each other for a sample of 94
cases. As shown in table 7.13 the rating st-s showed lite reationshi
to the bombing sores.

TlZIZ 7.13.-eat corr t so ofoth cmisuei aea kbw o -29 bhmerte

LEA.D CRE 5(HOOL S

Ptdhny m 1 2 1 3 jf 4  1S

*A, co e............................ .......... ....... I4 0.1. -_. V ! 0.

Alt .i aimaw ....................................... ... I -. 1 o
SG.. .................... ................ .. .... .4 . .

=o
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Ts lack of relatkOship between rzdar error scqes and ratL Is o.

Wied by the data frou the S- o-d Air Force. In the case of 12S

cass with Scale A, the correlation between the radar scores and ratio was

o.,3 while for Scale B on 86 cases the coefficient was zro, %'weve, In

tbe case of B-I7 bombzrdiers the relationship between pr&a .e bomig

3 Ivrp circular error scores and ratibgs was aosidtrably bfier as the

eslts in table 7.14 indicate- That this relationship is nt &m **I to

differences in aircraft is atteited by the correlation of 0-SR betw= Rating

Scale A total scores and practice bo-,bing ACE for 160 B--.o b

The higher relationship in the case ci chLular errors for practice bomb

s due in part to the fact that the raturs were more lkely to know the

practice bombing score Among the raters utilized in these studles the fih

aw,' -cr&uA raizg :zre

3-11 AND -24 3OMAR-!--S--SEM ND AllI
&al~sa !w AyLJRC Tem.................... ........... l

E C- W............. ......................
t - .... . . . . ...................................................... ....

................ . S2

................... ............................................ S .L
............................................. ................. I

surgem alone was unaware of the bornbardier's ave-rage circular rrot and
this coefficient was markedly Lower than the others- The radar bombing

s=e was much less liev to be known to the raters for a number of rea-

=s No record of radar scores was a-aiable to the raters at the time the

ratings were made. in addition, the radar score was not usually regrded

as solely a measure of bombarer profidency, bei g m--e often rgadtd

asa reflection of the bombing skill oi several members of the acew. Thus,

even if raters knew the radar bombing score, it was not as likely to ,ffed

the rating as knowledge of the av.-rage circular error of practice bhsbing.

A low but statistically s'gnificant correlation between average ground

shool grades and both radar and practice bombing scores was found for

B-29 bombardiers in the Second Ar Force. Both coefficients were bise"ials

between ACE an- "high-low' clai fication on the basis of the average of

all ground school giades. The cctefc:ent was 0.21 in both cases on a sample

of 159 students for practice bobing and 124 for radar bombing. Both co-

eff ients are significant at t-he 5 reren& i-vel. However, practice bombing

ACE showed no relationship to grou.:nd schc. - average .: Ic ai'd test scores

! the case of 112 B-li b,-m ard7ers, as is wn ty the (CEults in table

7.1S.

Rating scale cores for Sca'e c :dlate 0.1. th -ound school grades

for a sample of 160 B-29 bombardiers. This bise .al correlation coeffent,
Computed as described for bombing --cores abov ; significant at the S
percent level.
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In the Third Air Force, the bombardier questionaire score. desmied
ealier, correlated 0om with the -ankimp of 130 bombardlers by the
instrUCtors maTkig e entries o the questionnaim

In gana the degree of correlation obsee between different cuiteft
suggests tentat;vely that: (1) Rating scores of various sorts had little o
nhing in common with radar bombing scores, (2) rating scres v,
modertely related to practice bombing scores, (3) bombing of b a
types appeared to have some light correlation with ground school per.
formance and fina"y, (4) rating scores did not show any such relztioad! L

TAx.z 75.-Crrelea:i betwe, srcg circamr emor (Prtdke bm k)

ad gru. x e -

&-t? DOMUAD.D"35 £I.E( AIR POD

E~r a ..........
ring P&i W59.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 -. 1A

5C-1 Lawam ............ ...................... 2 .

C-i adi od ezatd............................................................I s A

Evalbation of Crieria

Evaluated in terms of their reliabifity, practicability and apparent e-

vancy to the ultimate bombardier criterion, the criteria desarld in the

foregoi paragraphs appear to be premsng. As a -hole they cver prey

well the principal duties of the bombardier in operational training. Thir

reliabilities, although far from high, are satisfactory minimum values. The7,
creaie few major administrative problems in use, and they are availalil

throughout the Continental Air Forces. However, in each cas there ar

certain serious objections to their use as criteria of bomt--dier proficiency.

Average Circular Errow

The average bombing error is in many ways the most impr essi- criteria.

available. It has an inherent validity not possessed by any other .a easmu
of crew effectiveness. However, its full value has often been reduceo 'v £

number of factors. The most serious difficulty met in using average circus.

error as a criterion of bombardier proficiency in operational training VU
the fact that it was probably influenced nearly as much by pilot proficiecy

as by bombardier proficiency. In this sense, average circular error may be

more a measure of crew proficiency than a hweasure of proficiency of any
one crew member. In fact, it is likely that the fact that the same pilot and

crew f~y with the bomL-ardier on his bombing missions is responsible for

the higher degree of reliabli:y found for avernge circular error in opera-

tional t'aining as compared with average circular erro in Bombardier

Schools in th- AAF Training Command. In the 'itter case the differen"e

in pilot proficiency tended to ieduce the reliabilit." of circular error scored

since different pilots flew with a bomL -rdier on diffc:ent missions..
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One of the major sources of distortion of a e.-age circular error ha3 been
ceiral icefficiency. At oc staton in tE Th-d Air Force approziay
70 percent of the bombing records inspted contned derical erroms.
Firm were found consistently in stuch operaCos as the recording of

Id', range directior, and raw circular error., 1 the cooversi of rXW
ero to 12,000 feet, i 'l product of the nimber of bombs dropped ax
onverd circular error, and in the c,,uml -ig of movaed crcular error.

Another important sorce of distortio- was the treati-ewa of Crso errors

In prulce bombing, bombs troped off the range wo..-:,ther scored Doc
Hrded. However, if a bambard-er could (or cared to) .stimate sc ani

er-x, his estimate was recorded. In radar bombing, wh-e. scoring was
acomplished by camera, strikes"' whicb could not be identified an a master
p otograpL cf the target were ignored even when &ey obviously i ,resented
gros ermos. ThUS, a great majority of the- strikes reported as "u-o. rable
were probably very large error, for which no record was available, a:od an
portant segment of the data was overlooked. Should further anaysis

_-abli.l. that "percentage of gross errors" is satisfactorily relipble, it Mijt
be .-asnable to record that datum i addition to ACE and to analyze
booibing error routinely in ter-ns of iboh scores. Normal aiming errois in
that case would be treated as magnituzs, and gss errors as rclative

In addition to the above-named factors, many other distorting influea
can be cited. Many of these are so apparent that comment is unnecessary.
Standardization of training requirements f-om trainee to trainee would do
much t-,ward e ting a host of facto:s which attenuate the reliability
of circular error. Improved scoring procedGures, such as sonic recording of
practice bombing errors and grund radar sc4oring for radar bombing, will
doubtless reduce other impoarant sources of error.

Insufficient evidence makes it extremely dificult to evaluate the rating
scales descrioed above. For example, it is not now possible to decide vrith
the evidence at hand whether the Second Air Force descriptive scales, which
are administered at the end of traiming, were more or less efficient than the
less refined Muroc cale which was admni.stered mission-by-mi& inn. On
the whole, the rating devices appea. to have had moderate ieliabil ty, and
their designs appear to cncompass adcq :ately the breadth of th. bom-

bardier's essential skills and personality tr:?. Improvement of results with
such scales probably rests as much on the fu: -- indoctrination of instruc-
tors in good ratiag practices as on refineinents a the , 2!, s tbemselves.
Rowever, the chief objection to 'he use of ratings 'q their inherent suscep-
tibility to subjective errors. Th)e mclerate degre,. f reliability obtained

ay be largely a reflection of group consi-tency of pi ;dic.s cr of common
repuLition, rather than a reflection of agreement in .decpndent ober,,a-
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Gr"Ad Truilihg scar"
Clerical rrors and impe fect standardintion of content and procedzf

of administration cocstituted the principal sources of attenuation % groad
tniner scorns. It is also lilmy that an increase in the amount of time ai.
lotted to ground traer instruction would yik better dataL Since alof
these sortcomings are remediable, it should be posible to obtain soom
that are objective as Wel as rdiabe

Academic grades suffered from a variety of diffiulties. Ixpert coasb
tion of tests, constant modification to indude technical innovations, m.
adequate standardization, clerical errors, and poorly motivated suadeft
all combined to make them rdatively meaningless A number of remnf
are obvious and practicab!e. Perhaps the dearest need here is for a centjj
test-construct ion agency whose responsibility would be the design and cw-
tinual modification of a series of standard tests.

Flying Etxa1tio" Board ReporU

Re-evahuItion of bombardiers by action of Flying Evaluation Boards did
not occur sufficiently often for this type of criterion to be of much practkm
value in vdeidation studies.

The use of Flying Evaluation -. oard records for validation purposes alo
appeared to suffer from lack of standardization. Uniform procedures, wii
form rules of evidence and experienced board members who are fuly
grounded in the rules and procedures are essential requirements, if the
bald decisions are to become a satisfactory criteron.

VALIDATION STUDIES

Average Cvular Error
Piucti -e Boxibin

With average circular error as the criterion, validity coefficients for
stanines were computed for 437 B-17 bombardiers in the Second Air
Force. The results of this computation presented in table 7.16 indicate tltt
the telationship between the bombardier stanine and circular error was nt
jtatistically different from zero.

TAxLz 7.16.-Va/iditiu of the bombaa rer sia. i e for aevge circVur am
I-17 AND R-24 B3MBADIERS-SECOND AIR vORCE

sBtiN sta e, error, Z
1t tSD M SD

... .. .......... ...... 1..35 6.56 1.14 240 3? -6....... 521 .31 1.0O 25S 49 -, 1
3iPubo..... ........................................... 2 346.631 1.1 223 4 .16

TOa ................................................. 1 . .... ...

Radar Eombing

The validity coefficients for the stanines ior 7X B-29 bombardiers in tt!
Second Air Force and 84 B-29 bombardiers at Muroc in the Fourth Ar
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FOce we pfesented in table 7.17. The coefficients given In the table re.
,nt avernas (by Fisher's z) of separate coefficients for each class and

s As was the case with practie ACE, the stwiJmS of bombardlrs
"ot sinficnly relatt to ar,- c! the radar bombing sces.m

TO .ii-Crdtim betwce -tcaime,. *I bomb-drAm mi radw bcobkg ww

Ty"_______ of _______ of _____ . _____ - -$ t=S .Mz D MessaSjD
105. 4.5 .4 1 13131 5.2950 LIS.0

I AF ........ 4 . .a 16.51 1 6 - .i4 1 . . . . . 0 .

a 14.51 .&s- 6.41 :.1t 5.40 1. -. 12 -. 0? -.

Got a465 1." 6.41 !.! 5.40 1.39 .1) .13 .17

Tabl, 7.1S shows the bombardier sumnl validity coefficients obtained fOr

~a~ kinds of rating of B-1 7 bon'bar-liers in the Second Air Force

x-on of the coefficients is statistically significant except that Cobtaine for

fligbt surgeorn's rating, which is negative, and crew rating which is positive.
The small samples make these latter results- of doubtful importance. De-

scripions of the different ratings used are given in an earlier section Under

- ,, 7.i&-V--iti" O f bom bad" "r tan' e for " Iar - "Ps of "U"g

IS 6.41 1.25 4480 11.0 -005
............................................ I 1s8 6.51, 1.27 32.40 13.10 .4

.............w................... .. .......... 3 6.02 .. 27 S1.60 9.40 *U

q2ta2 3  
3 6.02 1.27 51.40 7.90 I.13

L...........rtig............................. ....... O 6so 1.16 5.43.0 *

I . .. 4 .80 1.14 1se~......................SO1 6. W 1.16 2.78 1.10 -01
.............................. .......- 61 1.16 4 s0o. .24

Az~~wa~oet........................12 6.12 1.50 22 1

III

In table 7.19 are presented vajdity coefficients for the three stani f

B-29 bombardiers in the Second and Fourth Air Forces, using rating scale

scores as criteria. These s'cJes are described earlier in the chapter. None

of the coefficients is significtexeY difthtreot arom zero.

In the Third Air Force, the born.bardier, ni ivigator and pilot stanines of

133 !sr-29 bombardier; correlated 0.02, a0d11,ew rdting wih potiveo

the bombardier questionnaire descrbed under Cn rr,. above.

Grouand Traiucr Grades

Trwo studies were conductedl to determine the 'dent to which the

stanines of bombardiers predicte their periormanc qrth 7-A-3 bomb
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trainer. In the Second Mr Force (Great Bend), the correstion coefidc
between 7-A-3 circular error and the bombardier and navigator staiLies fa
32 B-29 bombardiers were -0.02 and 0.16 respectively. The predktive d.
iciency for trainer performance is somewhzt greater in the results from gb
Third Air Force. The validity coefficients were 0.13 for the bombarier,
0.23 for the naviptor and 0.01 for the pilot stanine on a sample of 49
bowbardies at Barksdale Field. None of these coefficents Is significantat
the S Percent leve

Tmu ?19.-Cffvetim s w~x belv rnijudwor ratiag "d stat *I "b&&"rde
1-49 3OM3AD1ER SECON "ID FOUR=H AMR FORCES

S I ri N 8
Mean SDI Man FS D

SIs-A:
2 ...................................................... 148 6.4 L.22 16.34 3.5 ftg
N ....................................................... 34 6.03 1.2? 16.34 3 *.
P ....................................................... 148 5.48 1.57 16.34 3:36 -. 06

:.CO~U L
...................................................... 259 6.59 1.20 37.26 9.36 -.

N ............. ............................ 59 .81 1.12 37.26 9.34 -It
....................................................... 159 5.31 1.60 37.26 9.36 .1Mum svaap zadi

........................................... 794.6 1.48 ....... ......
N ............................................. 78 6 1.23 ....... ....... A
•............................................... 78 5.44 1.92 ............. I

MusG 1.442 eatkF
S..........................................79 .46 1.48.............. .*N.................................................. 784.43 1.23...............u0

P .................................................. 78.4 .2L. ............. .

Aemdmle G r

Table 7.20 shows the bombardier stanine validity coefficients for variam
types of academic grades and ground training criteria. Attention is caled
to the fact that the bombardier stanine is significartly related to three d
these measures: academic average, ground school average, and bombardier
entrance test

TAI. 7.20,.-Vali iti of the bombrdier staxin for rod trainer a ler
B-17. 3-24 AND 3-29 OMBARDIE S-SECOND AIR FORCE

B stanhe, I Czterkm. *
Crilala N - - - sNM SD M SD

Acdulcwee.......................212 6.12 LS.50 8230 4.60 M16
Gr.. .80 6.53 1.13 4b.90 10.70 0.23

C y ........................................ 49 6.90 1.28 81.90 3.90 .0
wbeido t :....................................... 49 6.90 1.18 85.40 6.10 .14

budia ietnt.............. 56 6.64 1.08 78.00 9.30 .21
b~u'dieraecs~ test ............................... 56 6.64 1.08 83.80 10.10 '.J

enmminatioo......................56 6.64 1.08 86.90 11.10 .01
in t rade(B-29).................... 32 6.84 2.18 91.81 2.66 .11

In the 16th Wing of the Second Air Force, the B-29 bcmbardiers of five
classes were divided into "upper" and "lower" groups on the basis of their
average ground school grades. The biserial correlation between the bom-
baedier stanines and this classification are presented in table 7.21.
These results are quite different from those obtained with B-17 and ,8-24

bombardiers. Whether this is brought about by the fact that B-29 trainWi
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was newer and less well standardized or whetber other factors are respoe.

yinz 1j1-Dlwiuf coffe.*lous beiweex obouadk, sts&.es end Veud ueW e e
Is-" SOMIAE)IERS-SEC!( M. oAMC

.......... .. ....... .1.....0G.S11#. .
j~ s ig v.21 6.N? 6.36 64 Af

SU3h3 661 1.462 3 1 -2

aCambiaae by me&"ag i ise' x tackcku. 186.6.2.5

Flying Evaluation Board fleporta
in an effort to predict elimination of bombardiers by Second Air Force

Flying Evaluation Boards, the bombardier stanines of 123 bombardiers re-

Iicved from flying duties by FEB's were compared with those of 123 bom-.
bardiers who (1)s were never referred to FEBs, (2) were in operational

training at the time of FEB action and (3) were tested at a classificat!. -
center at approximately the same timie as the eliminated lxmbardiers. The

results, which appear in table 7.22, indicate that the stanines of bombardier

eliminated by FEB action are significantly lower than those of a randomly
selected control group. The stanines of 15 Third Air Force bombardiers

who were eliminated by FEB action wcr slightly (but not significantly)

higher than those of a c.-nt-rol group of the same size&.

TA=~ 7.22,.-Bombardier Z1anincs of bombardier FEB eliminces compare i.,ik
those oj cont,'l samples of noit-dimbsee

B-17 A14D R-24 BONSBARDIERS-SECOND AND THIRD AMR FORCES

FEBeuses CsUcO
Air form :::::.w C jdt

4.71 2.16 S.91:91 ".1

'D~irect of difference contrary to expectzilcm

SUDOARY

Most of the time spent in research on bombardier training was spent in

the discovery and evaluation of measures of proficiency. Bombing scores,*

trainer grades, ratings, rating scale scores and academic grades were rather

thoroughly explored. With the exception of routine ratings and academi

grades, all of these were fuurid to h1ave a degree 4f reliability which, though

low, was st uicient fu:~ their use as proficiency (*eria. Because of suscep-
tibility to subjective errors, rating scale scores -re not considered very

useful criteria in themselves. Ground trainer graG.'s were bazed on proce-
dures which varied to much from one station to nother. The mea~sure
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that has the highest inherent validity, the bombing score, did not, In actua

practice, sufficiently reflect the prowess of the bombardier to be complete

satisfactory. Thus, no one measure was found which could be conslde"

a completely satisfactory criterion of bombardier profidency.

The stanines of the bombardiers in the samples studied sbowed little a

no correlation with most of the criteria studied. There is evidence that th

bombardier stanine had some relationsh;p to certain measures of proficien

in academic subjects. The general inadequacy of the available criteria

makes this lack of predictive efficiency on the part of the bombardi

stanine difficult to interpret. It is believed that effective validation of aWy
device for prediction of bombardier proficiency in operational training MrM

have to wait upon the development of measures of bombareS;r proficiency

that are more adequate than any tried so far.

i19I
tS
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Fight Engineer

ANALYSIS OF DUTIES AND SPECIICA TONS

job Anayt
'Th flight engineer was a relative newcomer among the officers of the

aSicrew. The job, of course, was in existence for some time before the pool-

hon was formally recognized. It had its beginnings in the division of labor
among enlisted crew members of early two and four engine aircraft. One

&w member was charged with responsibility for certain preflight Inspec-
tions of eugines and for supervision of the fuel and oil systems. With the
increasing complexity of bombardment aircraft the importance of the flight

engineer increased enormously. Not only was importance increased, but the
duties became correspondingly difficult and complex, until in the heavy
bombardment crew, the necessary skills and knowledge required organized
courses in special schools. With the advent of the B-29 aircraft training
became rti more extended and included the additional step of transition

training of airplane commander, copilot and flight engineer as a team prior
to operational training of the total crew. At this point, the flight engineer

was made a commissioned officer on a par with copilot, navigator and born-

For a number of reasons no detailed analysis of the duties of the flght
engineer was carried out in the Continental Air Forces. Training in the

basic skills and routie handling of the job is done in the AAF Trainl g
Command so .that such studies can probably best be accomplished thefe

Then too, a Psychological Research Project was set up in connection with

that training with specific responsibility for developing selection procedures
and methods of evaluating flight engineer proficiency. Effort in the Con-

tinental Air Forces was therefore concentrated upon studies of th-ose aspects

of the job that were peculiar to operational training and those especially im-

portant in the effective performance of the whole crew.

In operational training, the flight engineer learned to apply his knowledge

of cruise control, of fuel consumption, and of all systems of the aircraft
to practical problems in simulated combat operations. He had to become
so familiar with the power plant, mechanical and electrical systems ot his

plane that this knowledge was almcst second nature to bim. He needed to

know the location of all tools and emergent" equipment and be able to
Inake minor repairs in flight. In B-29 crews O .ecially, he had to be able

it all times to estimate accurately the load the pdane was carrying and its

center of gravity. He had to be able to makc cc, fe estimates of the
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changes in fuel cc.suI'mia and kad caused by any specia cosaddm q(
egefmcltkning or k eguiarities in Mogt. It was his exweia rV

sifiity in oeratiaoa training to d-eelp an efiective Uem to cuy ft
inspection A a ntinjiaw obsemvtici of ingstzens and "team law
the pliot and copE-A. the fligtt ulrineer Sew whenever bb plane Sew, w.
gardless of the pwn ar nature of the missim He th= recei the la
120 to 126 bows of tying time eed for co t a e In petatim

Job -peea2 .

Certai qualitie- seemed to be moe important for sucre as a Rlli
eginer than othe First of all, regardless of the suittio. in w ik Im
found him f, the ftigt e r had to be able to cany out-accura*,
syslema:lally, sa quickl-th arithmietic compumtations imry ia
cruise cutrol and load determination. Second, he bad to be a good uevi.
matr." 1f one of the engines started to backfire and had to be run 'ads
rh" its fiel consumption changed- Skill in beirng able to jude the aw
of such change was important. The B-29 flight engfixe also had to lust
suffcient of the qualities of leadership to be ab& to organize the ealla,.
crew members into an efcient team to keep engines and instruments under
cotiuous observation at all times Finally, in common wth other =.
bets of the crew, he had to be cooperative; !or he had o coordinate Us
activities with pilot, copilot and na Aigator.

RB OF PROFICSENCY

General Observations
Observations of training records and conversations with instructors ai

offcers in charge of training indicated that there wfre no routinely xni.
able records that would be of much value in determining flight en&
proficiency. The only more or less objective record which seemed ly to
provide such information was the flight engineer's log. These proved to be
very disappointing under current practices. Evaluation of these logs w'
neither systematic nor standardized although the form was pr-ff,,&I nii-
ferent instructors at the same station often used different procedar in
evaluation. Discrepancies between estimated and actual fuel remaining at
the end of a flight were considered as a possible source of information a'
proficiency. However, no such records were ordinarily kept and any St*
tempt to use such a criterion would have required the institution of a
special report. In the absence of more objective criteria research personnd
were for the most part forced to fall back upon subjective judgments in
their evaluation of flight eiagineer proficiency in operational training.

R1 atings by Instructom
In an attempt to dei 2Jop procedures for the evaluation of crew Is

potential lead crew mater-al, two descriptive rating scales were coustructe
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is bie Secoiod Air Famce. 7thse Scales required Ec-poutV .-~rlUj for each aizcrew offiam. with some, siar ra3p f the armSautb*_ Scale A ws adsiinizcred at f= cc st ato (vH) uwh-
cae B was administered at two OT (V) statio and tw ote CCrsitct) m Ea& sc:?e w" ai: et to a total of hn 150

cw o poseUt two indpendent ratinp wa obtawe e eack"
am member eacb scale it. More de-aid inforatiom om tber rat-
j* s djv i cqoer I I nLadCewP-fdncaA hpe 4, Ak-

e tw rating es dfiffed gremly ir. teir Rtms f gr ht4 eag
Scat A contained three sch item . sto be rated we: Ability
a meet elpected changes in fii& pba; 2biity to lead and s - -
stb cmw membs; and gemeral led crew pmfidecy. Scale B in1ned
Tein items fr rating fght enieers invo!n these qaities: Suitablit
for lead crew ahment; adequacy of prefight p'oedwes; intere in

the job; proficeocy in cruise, cotrol procedw~es; 2,Wt to pla ahead;
cwceralion with the rest of the crew; and over-all Profcdecy. In table

I aregivw sq'araie distributions of ratings on each scale cbt-ai w h
'w-' al,-Datr~iZxo of P&~ aqiweer rsfisxr

SCi&..IS A . - ,r -- Q D All !O

k ae.A er s Scat x %Wm anubsr

1 13 1 2 31 4J+JL
431 54 47162619 11 " 2

99146 U 63 ssi 61597 "
1......................... ..... 2 190 S .

S ........................ 21 10........................ 14
6.. ........ .. 47 .. .. ... 2

S14.. "...4 1. ... .4!

8 ................. .. 64 16 .....................ee • 3

9 ....... ,-...........29 18 ....................... 46

1 ............................ 2 2 ....................... 18
12 ........................... . 1 24 ............................ 2-

............................ 2 . ....................... 10
14 ...................... !2 28.... ................... 20
IS ............................. 3 0 ...................... 4

34 .......................... 3
ota............................29 1 . . . ..................... 306

..e....................... 7.6 Mean .................... 18.59
S4I......................... 2 S8.................. * .... 1
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Iech frigh enieer item and istibutimoa of the combined rating for
rich items. In table 8.1 are Shwa th re~izbilith- of the total ratingsC,

pemed by correat;os betwee the pairs finependent rtip d 6
sin fight ecginee. The corrdations wtre first, com puted sp aratb I
ech administrative unit--CTS class or sect and OTU sqa-om. "t

t i were 9=r conv € to the cormspodingz %-aDum avft
cd che rtswultin aveage_ cci eted to the respodin r. le a *
nw stution temi e to rte W41- m, low do z" cotriue to the o
rchbffity. 71e rezty of 0.60 and Mhe wide range of scores d&Wt
with both s=!es ae encmang.

TA"z " --Cmn~,= ' , 6dw , Ofl, 004= Ml M
T~~xi SCALES A A.%M R-SZLMtD AIX I(AM

A ~d4 .i3 .96 5 .2 I.1. *

,A,.,s ........................... . 3 2- 1.83 2. 4 . .91 k
,..................... ............. .3 3.1S. -5 2.22 .?S

14 2.47 .50 2.52 -1*

Wa ...................................... 3 .15 32.60 1." " &

---------L 3 4 2.50 . 5 97 -2

2.452S
AigaIumm, wab eby hh',' 4. Ii i .. Ss 2.s? .3 .

Proficiency Cheek Uat

A rather different approach to the problem of estimating crew proficiy
is found in the Crew Proficiency Check-VHB developed in the Third Ai
Force With this instrument, an instructor observing a mission checked on
of various alternatives under each of more than So items. One of thee
items referred specifically to the flight engineer. In tIis item the instruc-
tors were asked to check whether the flight engineers maee use of a OW
plan and gave data to the pilot, or whether they merely recorded the plae
performance in their logs. This item of the Crew Proficiency Check wms
used with 120 flight engineers. Active participatier, was noted for 35, and
passive recording of data for 75 for these flight engineers. In 10 cases the
instructors felt that the behavior of the flight engineer did not fit int
either category. No reliabilities are available for ratings on the Crew Pro-ficiency Check.

Ground School Grades

Still another criterion 6c proficiency in operational training -Nas the pe-
formance of the individual in his ground school classes. This perforanct

* of the individual was so'ietimes recorded in the form of separate scor
on one or more written pioficiency tests, or it represented the grade giv
for a whole course. The latt:: in turn may have been obtained -by averagiD
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!I
aber of test SCet or it may hiave ben an entirely sublective esaimaft.I

t] e intrutw. Pocedure ared greatly from station to st-.ton in a ."

uale Air FoMe, and probably varied still more from ce Air Force to an-
hr ~Hoever, since many of the duties of the flight encgin and sho

d tIe avgater were of the nature of "pa wo " there is peraps better
now to use perforinace in ground sXhoo as a criterion thm in the cae
of at: e GeM Of the aitevw.

For two classes of flight engin at Admoti, the corelatns betwe .
h1e AM lhzse I average ground school gradems were o.54 (N o! 56)

2ad Oz (N of 55). Grades for these ph2ses may be csider as ft
blf a2d second half -visimc of the training and the corela between
dem is to a certain extent a mre of their reliability.

The correlation between grades on the o'.er-all final emition in Ee-
geering and on the final Cruise Control examination for tl. 4-21 class
o f B-29 engineers at Albuquerque was 0.10. The number of caset is sat
but terc seems to be little agreement between achievement in the -

as a whole and knowledge of cruise controL For this san sample, the cor-
-datios between rating scale B iotel scores (raters I znd 2) and the two

ainatioO were virtualy zero.
I the 16th Wing of the Secoad Air Force, the trainees in five casss

vee divided into "h or "low" groups on the basis of their average
pound school grades. Biserial correlation coefficients between this "*hi6
kow" criterion and Rating Scale A total scores are presented in table 8.3.
The combined coefficient indicates a low but statistically significant (one
percent level) relationship between these two criteria.

Tamz 823.- ,datiea betweex rafixg scale A total scores axd trosmd xekoc posd"I t  ECOAM AM FORCE

...................... ....... 23 0.2 12.6 13.0f 4.74 ".5- .--- o,...... 41.. . ... . . . .::: :: : ::: ::: 2 .5 13.73 1.% 2.S2 .
......... . . ... 35 .46 15.19 19.50 S.-6 .
...... ...... 37 .49 1s.40 1 S4 3.9 .1

...... S9 .52 F6. 6 R.3 00.23
Caab~aW .................................. 15 . 4.54166 i.~ I

A F

VAMDATION STUDIES

In table 8.4 are given the correlations between the stanines of the flight
engineers and the total ratings, averaging the scores of two raters for the

flight enagineer itemus of Scales A and B. These coefficients were computed
in two ways. First, separate coefficients were computed for each CCTS
class or OTU squadron. A coefficient was then obtain I for the total group
bY Fisher's weighted z method. Second, all cases on eich scale were com-
bined in a siagle group and a coefficient obtained in th usual way. Only
tire validity of the navigator stanine against the rating i. ned on Rating
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jI

Scale A s markedy di'mertt from zero this coefciet behig APMiap at

the am percent L-%.L. This is , corroborated by the data from the 176
W'mg (Scale B) In genera, the resrits indkato that, with tbi etces
the stanines did not predic the judgments of hLqructms rarding the pro.
ficecy of ligt eninmseu

TAUZ S.4--CMnIstions bdms Sa .41.mg icd JCWW (SaN I 0 2)
SMtO" AM PMOtC

SCak C aas~ xa~.
___ ___ __ ___ __Mcs SD Unsa SD

AL............................... 9..... . 1" 6 .24 1.M 15U .0 9 C U ..". 1" 42. 1. a IA 4.=A. ... ........... ............... ... ....... 1" 6-5 . Gt ISo 4 4.Us :.a 0N ....1296.1? 1.41 15.46 4.88 .P ,,ou

3 .................................. *...I I ...... 94 6.19 1. 38.1.0 O 4 .13 *0

fiN..... 4 6.30 1.75 'L.6 8 0.56 03 .06

Cbuidmd by avaas cocemu fa wk 4w a sqosr by sam o IrS''s s tadm.

It is of ;c-e to note that the addition of anoCthr rater did not in tA
case appreciably affect validity of the pilot stanlne. With a single rata
the correlation between rating scores ard pilot stanine was 0.06 and O3
for Scales A and B respectivy.

Gaoun ; ,hool Crde"

the correlation between the augmented pavgtot stanines of ffigt finee
wA their ground school grades eq.iressed &i "*upper" and " lower fali d
the class ,was 0.19. Thee data were obtained •fom four CCTS (VH, dame
in the 16th Wing and the coe -r given is the weighted x average eqq
valet of the coffcents for the for s, parate dues. Ve combined validt,
coefficert for a tota of 129 cases is significant at the 5 percent leve.

The correlations between the pilot and navipitor stanines of the flbt

engineers in the 8-21 class at Albuquerque and their grades in the- over-d
final ex;uninAtion in Engineering and final Cruise Control eamInation ae

. given in table 8.5. Just as a matter of interest, 1'he multiple correlatim
betweei navigator stanines and the combination of the two examinations
was computed. Not much reliance can be placed on fe high value of 0.6
obtained, since the number of cases is so small.

TABLL ..--orrelation betwees stamnes and test scores
R-29 CREWS-SECON"MAIR FORMC

i-umber S , Test Se

C&ses Mean S.D. &C S. V.

VaUdity aZgt pilot Stanine:
Over- 5na t ..................................... 32 6.31 1.45 93 S 4.70 - 0
QUIN control test................................... . 32 6.2S 1.41 59.9 3.25 .0

Vlidity vlazatt navigatot Stanfie: I0
Ova tfinalest ..................................... 32 S.94 1.14 I A .S
Cndu contrlo test ................................... 32 5.97 1.79 V.9 1 .1
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Is view of the small amount of data abtned by the time of otmti
b hsbities it Is dilaa to make an evaluatiom The a'gthne resuli in
Sl .4 could be explaine in at least three ways: 1) Ile qualities es-'

wwdby the pilot stanine are not important for operatiotml balning al
eht s; 2) The well-knw sources of error in subjectve ratirp

make them inadequate as a criteicn of proficiency; 3) 711 narrowing of
m~eof critical abies by successive selections coupled with a guet deal

of variation in amotot and type of previous training may make the smAl
ibiviual differences in ability actually present a relatively small fadto€ in

~the observed variatiors in performance Much -.&,tikxW Andy will be '

Mquired before deleite conclusions can be made as to validities of stanne- !

or cblssfication tests against flight data. However, it seems likely that the
navigator, and to a less extent the pilot and bombardi. , stanines ofi g f

uesdo predict their suiccess in ground school cou-ses in operatio[aW
C. -ff!
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Radar fnObliger

I

.1 ANALYSIS OF DUTIES AND SPECIFICA7I1NM

i lJob AnalyW6

Aswth the position of flight enr-aer, that of radar observer was a M
cent addition to the specialties of tie combat crew. In operational tbfw
ing, in the Continental Air Forces, -iu observers were included o*a' OR
VHB (B3-29, B-32) crews. On stxoh cre~vs, tl.eir main role was in navipa
tiea and in the bombing of targei3 obscuse! by clouds or darkness, etc

~In both nmvigation and bombing 1he radar observer, though important, was
• only one of ,- cooperating team; and the success of the operation was the
i joint outcona of the activities of al team members. In navigation the team

included the navigator, radar observer, airplane commander and flight mn
~gineer. In bombing the team cons~ted of bombardier, radar observer, air.

plane command,! and nav'gator. "
Obviously, the fundamental job of the radar observer was the handling of

the radar equipment. This included the usual preflight checks, getting the
set in operation and tuning, minor repairs in flight and interpretation of
data from the sets for use in the desired operations. By identifying the
patterns appearing on the "scope," the radar observer could make position
fixes in wvigation regardless of visibility, Range and bearing of all check
points cadd also be obtained from the instrument Accurate ground speeds,
tracks and winds could De determined for use in pilotage and DFI navip
tion. In bombing, the information for sett.ing up and synchronizing the
bomb sight was provided by the radar observer when the taget was Dot
visible to the bombardier.

Since in each case the radar observer was a memdber of a team cooperat-
ing in the operation, how effectivelyv the information obtained by radar was
presented to the other officers corncerned was as important as the skill of
the radar observer in handling the equipment itself. In nav'lggtion the radar
ob .- rver and navigator worked independently, but each checktA the other's
work against his own. In this manner ain accurate check was owd' ned of
most of the computations, of the calculations of position and of the r.,-ious
values to be used in setting up the bomb-sight in the radar bombing
operation. During the bombing operation, the radar observer provided
the bombardier with information to set up and synchronize the bomb sight
and then issued correcities of tte ba t ce evidence from the radar
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3 %Cpe. Then, if the target appeared in view at any time, the bombardw
wzs prepared to switch immediately to visual bombing. If such was ha- :") release was made on the basis of the radar settigs for the usd

SAdar bombing r.
The detailed description of the .ob of the radar obsem in handling thef quipment and in making the necessary austments and computatios J.
igation and bombing ;s beyond the scope of this report Such can be

obtained from a study of appropriate manuals and from Aviation psyhO-
I Iob Research Report Number 12: Psychological Research on Radar 0b.

saw Training

If job Specications
Successful handling of radar equipment undoubtedly required a high

degree of ability to identify ambiguous and relatively unstructured visual
patterns and to correlate a series of such patterns with features on'maps ofthe terrain being covered. In the actual manipulation of the equipment,

it was particularly important that the radar observer be skillful in adjusting
various electrical cctrols so as to give maximum definition and clarity tothe image. The ability to make fine manipulations under visual control was

probably of primary importance here Knowledge of the fundamental prin-
cples of radar operation and mastery of the details of the equipment used
were necessary for in-flight repairs and adjustments and for the interpreta-
tion of any unusual features of operation of the equipment. The necessity
of operating as a member of a team made ability to cooperate in a small
group extremely important. A willingness to check all observations against
reports of other crew members and ability to discover reasons for any
disagreements encountered were essential to success in this specialty in the
operational training of combat crews. ..

CRITERIA OF PROFICIENCY'

General Observations

In addition to the usual difficulties brought about by differences in train.
ig procedures, differences in equipment and differences in records main-
tained, studies of proficiency of radar observers had to meet the difficulty
that officers of this specialty were frequently not available for assignment.
to crews until all or a part of operational training had been completed.
Furthermore, methods of evaluating radar bombing performance were
in process of change and it proved very ,Sfficult to obtain extensive data
OR any particular measure of radar observer proficiency. Two main types
of measures of proficiency were finally obtained fc: various groups of radar
observers in the Continental Air Forces. These we, ratings by instructors-
and radar bombing average circular error scores. A few additional measures
were also explored with smaller numbei of crews.
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aMIss by Inamdo

Three samples of instructors ratings wete obtained In the Fourth Ak

Force on radar observers in training at the Lead Crew School, Muroc Army
Air Field, Muroc, Calif. The rating scale used was constructed by rad,

* instructor personnel at the school, all of whom w-.re combat returnees. 1U
scale required instructors to rate the students on each of six Items using
a five-point scale. Weights were. assigned to ech of the Items so as to re.

* sult in a maximum score of 100 for al items. This score from all the iters
is referred to in the foliowing discussion as the mission average rating. Ia
addition to the scores on the items, the instructors also made an over-al
appraisal of the radar observer, using a five-oint scale. The reliabilities
of the over-ail and the mission average ratings are presented in table 9.1.
Separate coeffcients were computed for each sample between the ratings
for odd and even missions. Only ratings by different instructors were in.
eluded in these comparisons. These were corrected by the Spearmn-Brom
formula. The weighted average of the coefficients for all samples was that
obtainecL

TAxL 9.1.--Reiability coeffids of average and over-a mssion ratixnt of
j radar "obsener

LEAD CREW SCHOOL. MUROC AAF. FOURTH AMI 0.RC]&

Ae,,ge O"Vd

............................................. ".................. 23 0.9S 8.X
W.. .e3 . ................... " .40 .73

... ...g. .. ... .. 24 .6 .7

Two rating scales were contructed by researcb personnel in the Second
Air Force to be used in evaluating the performance of radar observers.
Both scales are described in some detail in the chapter on Lead Crews,
Chapter 11. In Descriptive Rating Scale A, used in the 16th Wing, instiuc-
tors were required to rate the radar observer trainees on a five-point scale
on each of five iterms: scope interpretation, adjustment of equipment, main-
tenance of records, and lead crew potentialities. In Scale B, used in the
17th Wing, instructors were called upon to rate trainees in a similar man-
ner upon these five items: lead crew potentialities, use of equipment, inter-
est in duties, ability to work with others, and relative pcition of the
trainee in his group. Distributions of ratings on the Scales are shown in
table 9.2. Reliability coefficients for the two scales are shown in table 9.3.
These were obtained by comparing the sum of the ratings given by one In-
structor with the sum of the ratings given by another instructor. In the
computations of these coefficients, whenever a rating of a trainee on one
item was omitted by a rater, the median rating given by that rater to that
trainee on the other items w's used for the omitted item.
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Tmz 92--DW miuloxi ol radar obwer ftkga
SS[~Y3eFD Am1 pol£r ,

4 ..........- ................ 6 4-S ........ &................. 4

S............................ 6- 7 ................. ....... 0 I

..... ................ 20 1020O~OOO~o *** 10-Il ** * *..3

$ ........ ........... 3S 12-u ........... v.. 37
9 ....................... .. :07 14-IS ................. S4 "

10 . ... .. 2 6-7 ....... ......... "

11 .41 18-19 •.. IS
13 ..... 0................... 71 20--21 ...............

12 .....13. ................... 44 22-23 .....................

14........................9 24-25..........................
i ........................ 2

16 .. .......................:1 - .

..................... 0

18 ........................ I Total ..................... 209

Total ..................... Mean ..................... 12.9S

fean....................... 10.18 S.......................... 4.0k
S.D....................... 2.54 Number of items ............. S

Number of 4tms...........4 !

TA=w 9..-RdiabOy coefficknts of rada- observer raei i"

SECOND A A . 0CE "

Firt -ater. I Second rater, Z

Man S. D. Wan S. D.

Akmo ordo3 .......................................... 23 8.30 2.73 9.83 3.0b 0.16
AIaM"-odo 6...................................... 23 9.01 2.11 9.65 2.16 .46
i. .......................................... 41 11.46 1.08 11.44 1.6$ .76

..................................... 36 12.0S 1.75 12.03 1.85 .42

TVuAon...........................37 7.97. 1.24 8.41 2.44 .2

COMied (avengeby aher's x)............160 ;998 2.46 10.51 2.62 .50

SBe.....................................2 53 0.64 2.64 0.33 0.52
Waker ............................... ' 2.64 . 2 2.32 .91 .n8

Albuquerque .................................... 19 2.90 .90 2.44 .,S .22

Combized (average by Fisbee'sx).......... ... 7 =2.6 26 .4 .5

Rada'r Average Circular Error

A detailed description of radar average circular error scores is presented

in Chapter 7 in discussions of various bombing scores. Reliabilities for three
radar bombing scores used in the Fo;rrth Air Force are shown in table 9.4.

These coefficients represent the correlation between average scores for odd
and even missions correcteA by the Spearman-Brown formula for each of

Several classes separately an for the total group. Tn the Second Air Force

reliability coefficients were obtained by computin' separately the corre-

Sponding T-scores for each type of radar bombing score: Photo Score

(Victorville), Photo Score (Nadir) and Radar Score (Automatic). These
T-scores were then combined into average over-all c and even mission
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rar CE T-Scwm Cases ubk did not bave at least fo sc rn 
Swe discarded. Sim T-scores mete determined from distrlbatm ..

ea type by station, al cses fom difffeent statim -ec aso combhad
diectly. Reiabilty coefcients obained in this way are shown in tabe 9.j

TAWz 9.4,4tWahIk di MW be WMg SCms e &4d nM mksf

MUKOC AA7-TOR1E AM Q __ I
J4Wo7* Awn Tes

3, N r u1 .

• -- 31. 51.76 .72 48.9 .3 44,

a d wAt C E m as m .... .. .... . ... .. = 2 3 .6 1 3 9 . 4 & M Ge A D

3 49. 5.5 49.1 M.8.

....... . . ... . .............. . 1 8 .43 494 .:.I 5

TAUZ 9 c-oo grae t of s o per " a1 'qo vha! ef thb

ee te for amember1i onelass at A V& foal rR

t i t s ( i ind I r iS.D. Iat. S.bD. t

S. .............................. ......... 20 - 6. 6 4 9-40 6,. 9. 5
Al". 23...... :::::::::::::::::: 49.10 4.73 50.02 ".1

! W'lke ............. .... ....................... 2 4.6 4. 9., ".

et m ine....... t e r la 49.4 $4- 49.2 t.he

zi raw of ..... r oln ... i n 2 4 65'- e d . 14 .

wr one class at e31 1t u of fre bomban rsw

sionis accomplished by crews within a specific period of time were deter
mined. Iaota possle to compute the reliability of 4 criterion

"proficien.y.

General Evaluation

Relations Bel-.veen C terms
The nitercorrelations of three criteria available for radar observers in tho

Fourth Air Force are shown in table 9.6. The relationship of rating scale

scores to other criteria available for radar observers are show n table

9.7, 9.8 and 9.9.

Evaluati lai
F. Taken as ar group, the various rating scale scorcs were of sui~hent

reliaoility to be useful for validation purposes. The distribution ;f .>,,.oh
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scos ws good. It is recognized that the samples available for any
sae were small. Howeve, from sample to sample the coeffideits wes
g sly conistent. Descriptive ratings sucb as were used here areaturaly

_e to the usual subjective sources of error. In this connecilo, It is l ly

ta the nfis~im rating were less subject to such errors than omr-Al de.

T mA -91e-teomralon, of rwad bombinug a*a

JUNE, jULY AND AUGUST CLASSES XtIROC AAF-TOVKTE AMR PRZ

1 2 3 4 $ x

LACECl. 0.408 .1 .A ..... . I . . . " .... ,, . ., I M= lre t ..m .......................................... .............. .1 .l tt ........................ ....... . 7 IN

TAsi 9.7.--Corrnitios betieex rating scak scores and grosd scJool gVra
16th WNG-SECOND ATE FORCE

Station Ns P. '. M; SM n

A &3 ............... ........................ 23 0.52 17.68 18.50 S.52 0.06
................. 23 .52 17.14 M14 3.3 .2

40 .52 23.50 24.54 29 .21
crA ..... 36 .53 23.50 24.80 3.0 .27
TUME...... 37 SI1.216.60 3.16 .11

Combined ca ae aby Fibees z) ........ 1591 .5 2 1 0.12 121.06 4.7S5 *.It

TASLE 9.8.-Correloiow bctween total rating scde scores and radr termll

ACE T-scores

17th WING-SECOND AIR FORCE

Mma S. D. Men S.D.

Get Bend...... ............................... 31 2S.82 .52 50.I ,.32 -0.02
Watt.............................34 26.46 7.72 49.8.5 I4.14 It1

............ 27. 1 6.........................40 150.02 4

Combined (average by Fisber's).......... .... 6 263 7.30 9 .6 F-.02

TABS.E 9.9.-Correlations of number of missions completed ix radarf/ta 4

bombing training and total rating scal. scorea

16th AND 17th WINGS-SECON) AIR FORCE

M64001 Rating
Comp!eted. I I scorm. 2

Stationt ' Ng Ne
sae Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

Alamogordo ................. ........... . A ..... 45 23 , 2.7S ] 1.43 u0.0

..... ... 36 13.66 6.06 12.05 1.28 .08

..... .... 41 4.98 4.78 11.44 1.31 ..29
A .37 11.68 3.08 8.18 1.50 Is5

Combned .................................... A. 1S9 7.92 6.51 10.17 2.33 .14

Great Bend................................ B. 44 7.22 6.56 11.30 3.30 0.00
Bae .... ... 37 60 7 16 14.59 3.78 .05A .uqu ............................ 1 . 2

Combined................................. 1-022 09 7.61 12.95 376 .0

Scales A and B combined (average by Fisbcr's s). 261... ...... 1
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scriptive ratings, since attention was directed upon performance ratlier than
upo= the Individual. The average and over-all mission ratings In the FounG
Air Force were probably suffiently highly correlated to warrant dropping
one of these in the validation sudies. Both scores also appeared to hayo
the same relation to the various measures of bombing accuracy. Howeve,
since the additional work involved w.s not great, both measures were in.
duded in the few studies that were made.

2. Measures of bombing accuracy in both Second and Fourth Air Fores
showed sufficient reliability to be useful in validation studies. Such scorM
have the great advantge of being little affected by subjective sources of
error. Chief disadvantage of these scores were the frequent changes in
method of determining bombing error and the presence of various types of
clerical and computational errors in the available records. It should be
noted that the radar bombing score reflected not only the proficiency of the
radar observer but that of the pilot, navigator ond bombardier as well.
'This point, frequently mentioned in connection with bombardier proi.
ciency, ;s especially important in the case of radar observer proficiency be.
cause of the wide variation found among crews with regard to the re
played by the radar specialists. In some crews, the radar member was the
key person; in others, he played te role of a minor assistanL In some
crews his duties were taken over completely by the navigator; in others the
radar observer performed major duties of both the navi:v tor and bom-
bardier. Thus, the adequacy of the bombing score as a cuiterion of profi.
ciency for the radar observer may be serioiusly questioned, since no standard
part of the bombing procedure may be assumed for all radar observers.

3. Ground school grades as criteria of proficiency for radar observers
are subject to the same general criticisms that are made in the case of other
aircrew positions. First, not all subjects are graded. Also many sibjects
that are graded have no obvious bearing on the trainee's task as a radar
technician, being concerned with the fact that the technician is also a 56l-
dier. In no case was it possible to determine the reliability of either single
grades or averages of all grades. In general, the prediction of ground school
success is not likely to be a worthwhile enterprise unless eliminations from
training are sometimes made on the basis of ground school performance.
Such occurred very rarely in operational training.

4. The correlations between radar observer ratings and various measuresof radar bombing accuracy are low. A possible reason for this is the.fact
thit while the instructors attempted to rate the radar observer on his per-
formance in the bombing operation, the actual bombing accuracy probably
also depends upon the performance of scveral other crew members. Further-
more, the radar bombing scores were usually -.:ot known to the instructors
who were making the ratings of radar observers, This is in markid con-
trast to the situation with respect to the bombardier where the average
circular errors were known to and were frequently consulted by Instructors
rating bombardiers. 2(rI
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-VAL.DATION UDIL..
- - e... - ... ,

The studies-in this section are not strictly speaking validation projects
in the sense that a specific selection procedure was being validated agalnst
success in a specity for which it was designed. In the following studle1
the bombardier, navigator and pilot stanines of radar observers are corn.

pared with a number of measures of proficiency. No evaluation Is made of..

Lhp validity of specific techniques developed by the Psychological Res"arch
project (Radar) for the selectieo and classification of radar observes
As was the case with other aiiaew positiens, riarch personnel found It

necessary to spend considerable tine in the evaluation of existing critefa
of proficiency and the development of new measures. This analys!s was
considered necessary before validity coefficients could bc appiaised aie "
quately. In the following discussion, validity coefficients significant at the , .

1 percent level (i.e. could occur by chance less than I time in 100) are "
-,entifed by 2 asterisks and coefficients significant at the 5 percent level
aremarked with a single asterisk.

Suinlna Validation If

Exfamination of table 9.10 suggests that, in general, the bombardier, navit." [

gator and pilot stanines have very low validity for predicting proficiency in
radar observer training as measured by rating st.de results. The 1 correla..
tion coefficient significant at the 5 percent level, that between the bor'.-
bardier stanine and rating scale score. ir tLe 16th Wing is not eorroborated 'J
by results in the 17th Wing.

The correlation between the bombardier, navigator and pilot stanin -ot-

TALE 9.10.-Corrlations between stanines of radar obsere .d

total rating scae scores .

SUM OF 2 RATERS, '6th AND 17th WINGS-SECOND Ail FORCE

Sta a I Ratinucm. =

Station Stanine N - S. ), ee so
- -Mean IS. D. MenaJS.D.-

Scale A: I ?Al amogordo 3 ....................... N ..... 22 7.50 1.23 18.40 S.40 0.31 .....
N ....N. 21 7.81 1.30 18.08 3.44 -. 09.
...............N..... 41 6.93 t..s 23.04 2.0 .03 ......

Covis ..... ..... . . .o34 7.41 1.3 s 24,. 308 ..
To.. . . N. 37 6.SO 1.32 16.26 3.10 .25.Tucson ... . ... S 7.23 1 14 20.SS 4.36 .JS 0.1)

AU~ttion.... ...... .... ISISS .2z 1.36 20.18 4.36 .8 1
Do . ........................... P+.... 15 6.00 1.52 20.18 4.36 -. 09 .0

N. 44 7.6 1.86 26.58 7.84 -. 17.
N. 41 8.31 '.2 27.10 7.32 -. 02.

Al N . 111:::: 7 8Sf 6 27.22 7.32 -1 .,

G -. , .e ........... . .....: 4 1 S, t .1 2 - .1 1 -.
N. 7.4 . 2111.22 7.32 .02 .05Do,....... 2........................ ...' 1 ...... 111 7.4' 1. 2 . .u . . o .0,

Do................ ..... P . 6.40 1. 27.22 7.,'2 .1 .0

tCOefcients were combined for the stations- by .onvetng into "z" equivalenat and also W

tUInbkln1 all data dfrectly. .205
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radar observers ai Muroc AAF and ratings by instructors are given in tabe
9.11. None of the coefficients is significantly different from zero.

TAM 9.11.-Correlotim bewees rutigs by butrcSor ei stainiats q rad. obm"
RADAR OISERVERS--UROC AAF-FOURTH AMR roaC&

Bbadier steax. Navigator l P5i"o dam
TMi of ratiag--

meaa S.D. r taS.D. r 3 D.T

".6S 1.51 0.3 8.29 1.05 0.046.
:.6'""..S 1 .01 .9 1 0.04 6.26 Iii2j

Average CirculaE fLor

Tables 9.12 and 9.13 indicate that stanine validities are also consistently
low wheu Radar Average Circular Error Scores are used as the criterio

TA3Lz 9.12.-Corrdations between bombardier and navigator staxine of Ike rgdar
observer and radar average circular error (T-scores)

16th AND 17tk WlNGS-SEC)ND AIR FORCE

Navigator steas.e

b 1 Rada
Sta ine, I T-scote I

Mci IS.D. Mean S.D.

Alamgdo............................................. 26 7 5 1.31 5.14 5.6 -0. 2
.... 17 7.41 1.42 49.02 4.88 .1

• lAj o .............................................. 127 7.412 1.42 49.024 .88/ .1
(Uovs..W...........................33 7.42 1.39 49. 83 3.51 -. 11
EI Pas.........................27 7.22 1.42 49.84 5.07 .26
Gt BWA ................................................. 29 8.14 1.36 49.64 S.13 -. 14
Tuc m ........................................... ...... 38 6.63 1.40 49.44 5.42 o
W r .......................... ................... 29 7.62 I 1.71 50.08 3.71 .06

Ccobined(aver by Fig'e s) ........... ... 199 7.40j 1.48 49.74 4.82 -. 01

Bombardie stals

............................. 26 7.62 1.2S~ 150.14 5.66 -0.0
A .b...erq ..................................... 17 7.00 1.42 19.02 t.8o -so

Coic.............................33 7.21 1. 32 4i '4 3.51 .01
EP .................. 27 6.78 1.13 49.4 - S.07 .11
Great Bead ....................................... 29 7.55 1.28 49.64 18 -.i
TOCNIN ................................................. 38 7.13 1.44 49." S 42 .16
Wa,er......... "...................................... 29 7.00 1.58 50.08" ;.,7 ..0

Coumbied (avcrage by sees s) ....................... 19 7.19 1.38 49.74 4.,,, -. O

TABLE 9.13.--Correlations between radar bombing scores and stanines of radar observer

69 RADAR OBSERVERS-MUROC AAF-FOURTH AIR FORCE

Bombardier stanine Navigator st.ni¢e Pilot st&DlM
Type of bombing score • D S. D. S. :1. r

Total averge circulr error ......... .6i 1.52 -0.01 8.26 .. 13 -0.08 6.25 1 0.0
Averagecircdar errorhoralalming 7.61 1.52 .00 8.26 1.13 - .01 6.25 1.84 .06
Percent o,.-urcoce of gross ezw . 7.61 I1.52 -. 02 8.26 1.13 6.25 1.84 .09-- ___to__-_r1... __of__ro_____r_____... .2

Ground School Grades

In the single sample for which data were available, neither the bom-
bardier nor navigator stanines were significantly correlated with ground
school grades. The data are given in table 9.14. This result is in contrast
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to that obtained in most of the other aircrew specialties where the navigat
ganine u-ually had some correlation with ground school perf .r

TiAn 9.A4.--Cofrnleons between bombe-,af end lavig" Avtaws d
pound school grdes of roiw obwwrs

16Ah WW~G-SE00D Ar FoMCS

..................... H:::::M::P::S:D::::a
24 7.2 7.25 IO X . " .6

Yumber of Radar Bombing Missions Completed

The results presented in table 9.15 suggest that bombardier and navigator
stanines are negatively related, (significant at the five percent level) to
radar observer proficiency as measured by number of radar bombing mis-
sions completed within a specific period. This result is difficult to interpret
since as discussed above, it is rather doubtful that the radar observer in-
fluences this measure to any great extent either favorably or unfavorably.
However, analysis of the data in the table indicates that one class, Walker,
with a high negative coefficient was the major source of these results. This
coefficient is markedly different than thnse obtained with other samples,
none of which provided coefficients significantly different from zero. It is

possible that some spurious unknown factor was operating to prouuce these
results, and that the true correlation between stanines of radar observer
and number of missions completed is zero.

T~A. 9.1S.-Correlations between humber of radar mssions completed
and stanines of radar observer

SECOND AIR FORCE

Missions, I Bombardier 3tanine, Z Navtstanine,

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. ra t  Mtan S.D. rat

Alamogordo ...................... 44 2.86 2.69 7.59 1.34 .12 7.70 1.34 -0.06
auquerque.................... 18 12.06 6.48 7.06 1.39 -. 32 7.44 1.38 -. 00
nvs........................ 33 11.08 5.06 7.21 1.32 -. 10 7.42 1.49 -. 21

ElPaso....................... 41 4.98 4.78 6.71 1.28 .01 7.02 1.41 .10
Gteat Bend ..................... 48 6.42 6.56 7.71 1.30 -. 25 8.17 1.30 -. 12
Tatson ........................ 42 11.16 5.44 7.17 1.38 -. 11 6.69 1.42 -. 07

iker .......................... 32 14.26 7.18 7.13 1.38 "-.47 7.81 1.65 * -. S
S combined(averagebyFisher'ss) 258 8.70 6.96 7.26 1.37 i0-.14 7.47 1.49 -. 35

Positihe sign of 's indicates a positive association between high stanine and high number of

Evaluation

Stanines of radar observers show little relationship to the measures of
Proficiency discussed in this chapter. It is suggested that the inadequacy
of the criteria was a major factor in this result. With the possible exception

of rating scale scores (which are, in turn, subject t limitations of their
Owfn) no criteria were availanle which were depen, -at solely or even
Prim irily upon radar observer proficiency. Further rcscerch in the develop-
mient of measures of proficiency for radar observers is, arly indicated as
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well as a bettr standardization of his duties. This lack of standardlzatiI
reduces the confidence one would ordinarly have in the adequacy of =,*
bombing scores -s criteria of radar observer proficiency. In connectiou V%
the low validities reported, it is worth repeating that the stanlnes on wWk*
these studies were based were not developed to predict the proficiency i
radar observers.

o  SUMMARY

Research on radar observers was Largely limited to examination of exh a
ing criteria and the development of ratings of proficiency In this speclilty.
Among the existing criteria only radar bombing accuracy scores were fom
suitable. Over-all descriptive ratints were tried out in the Second Air
Force and mission ratings in the Fourth Air Force. None of the proficiency
criteria that were studied were considered suitable as measures of m in
observer performance. Stanines of radar observers showed little or no cm.
relation with any of the available criteia.

a ' I 20

I. j " , -

'a i

I.

-b

II II 4
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Flexible Gunnery A J
ANALYSIS OF DUTIES AND SPECICATIONS

job , t .-

•No formal job analysis of flexible gunnery was made in the Continental '

Air Forces. However, certain general observations and analyses of details
of operational training made in the Second Air Force are pertinent to the

data which were obtained. In this connection it should be pointed out first

of all that each gunner had duties in addition to the defense ofthe aircraft
against attacks by hostile planes. Since the nature of these duties, as well

as the nature of the gunners' task itself, were rather different in heavy and

very heavy bombardment operations, a brief description of duties in the

two types of aircraft is given in the following paragraphs.
B-17 and B--24 aircraft normally had six gun positions: nose, tal upper

and lower turrets and two waist guns. The upper aid lower turreti utilized

computing sights while the rest of the guns were hand sighted. Because the

task involved was somewhat different, attempts were made to give all gun- -

ners experience in the operation of both types of sights. Until the fah of

1944 the usual heavy bombardment crew included six gunners including a

radio operator, an aerial engineer and three aerial or career gunners. Since

the bombaidier manned the nose position, five of the gunners mannd the

five remaining guns and one usually served as a relief for *te r4st. Iu the

fall of 1944, one person was dropped from the heavy bonbardmeue. crew.

In half of the crews this was the bombardier, his place in the nose being

taken by the armorer gunner. In the other half of the crews, one career

gunner was eliminated. Two of the regularly assigned. gunners, the aeri4

engineer and the radio operator had duties other than gunnery that were

probably much more important. These positions are discussed in more de-

tail in Chapter 8 and Chapter 11.

The normal B-29 crew included 5 gunners. These manned the tail, two

waist or blister guns and the top sighting position. The radar gunner nor-

really served as a relief for the rest. All gun positions had computing sights.

However, the top sighting position represented a task rather different from

single turret operation, since it served ordinarily for the remote control

turret operation. The RCT gunner occupied this position and had beei

given special training for this job. The repair, . ispection and operation of

remote control turret equipment was his main ponsibility. In addition

to their gunnery duties, the two waLst or blister gunners routinely served as

scanners to observe the functioning of engines, con' )I surfaces and landing
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Sna, which were not visible to other crew members. While it did notu.
volve any bigh degree of skill, this function was of vital importance aWd
received great emphasis In training. In contrast to the heavy bombard

meat crew, the radio operator and flight engineer on B-29 aircraft had 1o
~~gunnery responsm'ility. As with heavy bombardment crews, the nose. posi.

tion was manned by the bombardier. Certain features were common to both
heavy and very heavy bombardment crews. All gunners k'd to be thor.
oughly familiar with their equipment and with any auxiliary equipment
near their stadons. They had to be able to detect and correct malfunctio
of their guns and, if possible, make minor repairs in flight. Their job was
naturally more difficult in L-29 aircraft since the equipment was more cn.
plicated. In the B-29 there was in addition a greater problem of coordina.
tion between gunners in the use of remote'control firing equipment. Finally,
the tail gunner had certain other responsibilities. In all formation flying,
the tail gunner provided rear vision for airplane commander and crew. This
aspect of his duty was especiaUy important when his plane was in the lead
position. In B-29 aircraft the tail gunner was also responsible for starting,
operating and turning off the auxiliary electrical power plant or "put-put."

Gunners received three types of training in operational training: ground
school courses, practice on synthetic trainers and firing at fighter planes in
simulated interceptor attacks. The ground school courses included material
on theory of ballistics, details of guns and equipment and their operation,
and theories of formation defense and position firing. The type of trainer
in use varied, but with installation in the fall of 19.1 of E-14 or Jam
Handy trainers at all stations, these became standard. Training on gunnery
missions in the air included practice in operating all types of guns against
a variety of attacks by fighter planes. Gun cameras mounted on guns or
sights were used to evaluate the performance of the gunners. Sometimes
blank ammunition was used to simulate combat conditions more closely.
Minimum requirements with this type of training were the exposure of at
least 50 feet of gun camera film on each of 4 missions with a ninimum of
I fighter attack recorded-on each 25 feet of film.

Job Spedficatici
Except for the last year of the war, flexible gunnery received consider-

ably less attention in orerational trainitig than did the other specialties of
the combat crew. It was difficult, therefore, to obtb "i clear cut evidence as
to what weta the most important qualities for success in this task. Observa-
tions of the operation of central fire control equipment and of computing
sights led to the conclusion that a high degree of skill in eye-hand co
ordination was definitely needed. The coordinatiou required was certainly
as complex as that required of the bombardier, for example. Another
quality that was undoubtedly important for the ,,roup of gunners as a
whole was teamwork. Coordination between individil gunners in defense
against attacking aircraft was just as important as was coordination be-
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tw e other crew members In radar bombing and In ,uccessful operatio of
the aircraft on long distance missions. Alertness wa partkulaely impoant

for the blister gunners that acted as scanners. Their A was moItowus

and tended too often to be neglected until after an emergency had aJ.ody

CRITERIA OF PROFICIENCY

Ground School Grades
As with the other aircrew specialties, the management of ground school

courses varied greatly from station to station. Subject matter and hours of
training were fairly well standardized. Types of examinatiois and degree of
subjectivity of grades given were the chief variants. The reliability of the
average ground school grades of B-17 gunners at one station is shown in
table 10.1. Also shown in the table are intercorrelations between scores on
three examinations for students at a gunnery instructors school at Pueblo
AAB in the Second Air Force. The reliability of one of these, the remote
control turret examination, was determined by the comparison between
scores on the odd and even items of the tesL The mean score on the test
was 83.01, the standard deviation was 7.40 and the reliability of the total
test 0.74, based on data from 198 students. Ground school grades were ob-
tained for 4 B-29 CCTS classes for whom ratings on Scale A were ob-
tained. No reliability could be determined since final grade only was
obtained.

TAaLz iO..-ReliabiWity coefficents of average ground school grades--a cOwwS
B-17 GUNNERW- -ZC ND AEK FORCE

A = Aerial engineer and radio operator. B = Armorer gunner aNd ar cus M

Number Grade phase 1I, 1 Gtadevbaall,
T yp of O m er C aM of I -a

cas I Mean S D. Mean S. D.
A ........................................ 12-10 Ili ?6.9 s572 82.7 4.14 0.43

...........................12-10 196 77.9 5.56 85.9 .. 02 .41
............................... 4-1 111 80.8 3.92 82.2 S.20 .69
U....................4-1 1901 9.3:9 3:" 84. t .5

Intercorrelations be tweex teA scorm

GUNNERY INSTRUCTORS SCHOOL-172 B-29 GUNNERS

Exainton eanS. D. o~t AA B C

Remotecontrolturret ............................. 8. 7. A0... .... 2. .
r82.4 9.14 B ............. 31

B. Crew coo di ation ........................ ..... . ..........
C Forrmtion defense............................ 3 25

Ratings by Inetructors

Although the importance of such duties "as everywhere recognized,

there were no records availablt. whico gave any evidence of the degree of
Proficiency of gunners in carrying out duties oth. c than gunnery. Subjective

ratings by instructors were thus the only mean. f obtinng estimates of
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tils proficlency. In connection with. a study of lead crew proficiency tw
rating scakes were constructed in the Second Air Force and admvishterM
tzi a ubroa-9cesI htCmmn.I ahcs w eaj

idpe ratings were u obtained t igsFedh fore 64guner. ofc 4cal n.

taditem s eernotegneso the...................22 0.66s be.ng 0ae.60 inbot

TdaEllyo lJea ofli:two ofiitemts ofring o gunners. wot gunrs .1
ratng eetusotie rate igs fr14gnersf4jcw-&I

table ~ ~ -2 C10S.2ON are, FOe h oreain etenteerEns Snea bsa

tiongunnes wer regrded s iptrchFnea t betwen, posSecon, sparate
cofiinswr o cotlmpue o ifrn oiin.I saprn r
the_____ results____ shwMetetbe htteoiia hyohsi. that n SD.

guaer weeA: elkont ntuk"SNspotd l aai al
10.3 sgst, however,.. that.. instructors.a.gre.d2mo5e35 tel6y6.48 1.09h0.r
rAainogsof................2 5.03 1.12er 5.0 a group

ITum............................................7 2.57 6 1 2.3 S 0.7 0 1 .7 .6

I 2.......................... .................... 2.231 .S 2.4 .92 .00
UPyoIt. .......................................... 7 .92 1.3 .72 J4S -. 06

T~ biserialiit coefficients rsete ring tobl 10.4r betweenxrts l e
ground~~~ ~re scolgrds(wt td s iiea noupe n oe group)

Indiate hatfor i CNT (irs) mtaMe iI the Second Ai Fregrae
anda ratng wer not corelaDd
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TrIdndf Som'
The type of gunnery trainers used and trainer requirements chang

frequently during the period of psychological research in the Continental

Air Forces. Since the E14 or Jam Handy trainer was finally selected as
standard most of the data obtained are from this traine.

The task of the gunner with this trainer wa to follow with his sAqht
an image of a plane projected upon the trainer screen. Accuracy of ter-
formance was determined by an instructor or observer who watched the
gunner in action. To provide a more accurate estimate of the amount mid
type of error, the instructor had a switch or button with which he could
project a reticle upon the screen at the aiming point of the gi'ner. By
visual comparison with the position of the plane image, it was possible to
estimate the degree and direction of gunner errors. The apparatus and .

TASL 10.4.-Correlations between ralings (Scale A) and ground ,ekog Vada

Statio__ N 'M. s SD,
Aamc$'oro 3...................... 23 0.35 12.50 1 1.YO 2.16 -. 16

3 .4 020 10.62 1.31 .20

. . . . .................................................. 37 .51 11.20 11.56 2 .31 .=

I C A d ........... ........ ...................... ? 1 1 11.20 11.26 2.43 .0

It cmb ,,averagbF r 'ss ............ 160 .s o.191 Il.s? 2.43 , .0..

* method of determining error were different for B-i7 and B-29 training,.
since the type of sighting used was different. The Jam Handy equipment
paralleled hand sighting in B-17 training and, in R-29 trining, it was

similar to the computing sight. The technical details would require M
lengthy explanation if presented here and are regarded as byond the scope
of this report.

In B-17 and B-24 training each gunner was given at least three formal

tests or "phase checks" on the E-14 trainer during operatiow w training. A .

test or phase check consisted of a 3- to 4-minute period on. the trainer
during which an instructor observed the gunner's performance. During

each period the instrudtor made a total of 10 observat;ons on the accuracy

of sighting. The score for each observation was given on a 10-point scai

each point being equal to 1 "rad" of error. Ten was to be a p,:rfect score,
and zero the lowest possible scc-e which represented 10 or more "rads" of
error. The scores for the 10 observations added together formed the toal

test or phase check score. Each gunner was given a test or phase check as
near the beginning of a phase of training as possible

Prior to December 1944 all gunners were s.uppos!cd to h,.,e the same

amount of practice on the Jam Har.dy. It proved to be very difficult to

schedule the required practice sessions for all f lfe.s. Bth instructors

and equipment were overloaded. Hence, inDecell .'.er 1944, it was decided

to set 95as *la ,,;nmum test score, and to e. - _ 'rom furdier practice In

that phase of training all gunners equalling ,r exce 'ing that score on the
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test for the phase. A second obje was to improve the motivation of e
gunners in their practice an the tainer. In this cocnectiou, it is ihtereghg
to note the increase i score on the Jam Handy test for Phase! 'oi,
this change in procedure. The pertinent data are given in table 10.S.

TAUZ 10OS.-SCerts 04 I~s Of SIU laM HeadY $3,
RIGGS FIlD U-?CNKES-SECND AIR PIOSC..................................... ases Mesam._ sm_ -," [

MsD~~H.........................I Ta'I:0 It

The reliability of Jam Handy test scores obtained as dscribed a,ve is
illustrated in data obtained from two B-17 CCTS. The correlation be.
tween tesL I and test 2 ior Biggs Fkid and the average intercorrelation for
ft=m t..Yo to four tests for Ardmore are given in table 10.6. It is obvio
that tese scores have little oc no reliability.

N t- onAy di -Rdte bat crwtiait o t-he Jam Heady di rmh
SECON(D *AEFR

JXwuE1r Sea= Sest test. I jMwaoftsad!e*'

for --17and --24crew in tcland meo I of. m s~h . _, D..

________I!;R
133 91 . 2 . 9 [ 29.2f *4.u

sAvmw of bhk-twsdtesq 2-4 W. -

Not only did the B-29 crew training on the jam Handy differ f rom that
for B-17 and D-24 crew in aDDoaratus and method of siehtia -mt ~ut f.
method of scoring also differed. Little attempt was made to :.ure i
numerical estimate of the degree of error in aiming. Subjective ratinr. ver
made by the instructor on three aspects of performance: framing, trac,,,
and burst controL Ten observations were made on a gunner in each test
or phase check. The ratings for the three aspects of perfori'ance were
added together for the ten observations and the score was then the per.
centage which this value was oi the maximum possible total score. Stu-
dents were not excused from training on the basis of a minimum score a,d
the number of tests given varied from student to student. In a group ot
B-29 gunners at Alamogordo the number of tests ranged from two to nine.
In table 10.7 are gven the correlations between scores zxhieved on odd and
even tests. Although the reliability is very low, there i3 some eviden' t that
with a larger sample of performance, a higher relability might be obnained.
The fact that the number of tests *,aried may have made these values
spuriously high. However. no more :etaled analysis was beleXed war-
ranted by the av Piable data.

Data on the J,.a Handy test scores were obtained L. .,ne CCTS (H)
class where the :.tandard scoring procedwe developed at the Central School
for Flexible G-imery at Laiedo AAF w's used. This procedure -was in a

process of beir.-S set up throughout the S, '.ond Air Force at the close of
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stitimes. The main points of difference from current practk were a
better definition of errors and the inclusion in each test of 20 Instead of 10
oservations. Also special standardized test films were used. In table os

are given the reliabilities computed within tests and computed between
tests for each of the gunners of the crews. As might be expected the withia

TAIZZ 10.7.-R Ay oeffi des *j H m few Mdy fed xm m
ALAMOGORDO--29 CE ES--scoD Aia r*M

Number Oddl tao e Evwt.am

"n MegaIS.D. U.. D.

2 .uteb.................... ::j 4.470 79 11 S:.,

test reliabilities are high while the correlation between test scores Is low.
However, it should be noted that these are still higher than those obtained
under more common current practice where the procedures were less

TAwZ 10..-.e.icbility coeffidents of Jam Handy tea scores
LAREDO ARMY AIR IELD-SCORING PROCEDURE

Wthab-te t renaUllty, th.aee tets eah gu-ner

Number Odd iwre Eve m
. cases Mean S. D. Mesa S. D.

t

Aerial e r ...................................... . 86.R 4.74 56. 3.93 0.1S Rao operator. 56 87.2 4.36 37.0 4.29 .32
Waisgu era ....... ..................................... 2 4.6 4.69 S.5 .10 37

aigunner ....................................... 5 87.0 4.23 87.3 4.04 .48
A_ u ................. .................... 56 8.6 4.0 8.3 4.08 .73
T a. ................... 56 6.0 5.7 4.3 .14 .86

ABu .................................... 6.....................

I WeOWted "z" average of afl positims.

Between-test reliability, "s" ave-p of intermnerdtioS of three tets

Number Test I Test 2 Test 3
Gunner o •

cases Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mea S. D. (a.)

22 153 17.0 170 7.31 31 5.1 A-23Aialeine".............................. 52 I163 l5.0 176 8.3 181 S.! ,l2,rio operator ............................... So 165 14.0 175 9.5 81 5.9 .0

lgunne................................. 47 169 11.6 172 1.9 179 5.1 .22Arm rugun ..................... 51 171 10.3 177 9.1 181 7.6 .15
r n o e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1 1 6 0 1 6 .0 1 7 2 9 . 1 79 -062 . 4

W ait gun=s.. ............................... 22

All nnen......................... 27........... 3..... ...... .... ~..

Gun Camera Scores

As with the scoring of trainer performance, scoring of gun camera mis-

sions varied greatly from station to station in the Second Air Force. A

great deal of difficulty was present at first in securing adequate camera

equipment. Different camera. differed somewhat in their operation. 1"-

quently camera malfunctions prevented the obtat. ing of assessable films.

One common practice made most of the available data of doubtful value.

lB'.cause of the difficulty of obtaining sufficient mis. ns to meet minimum
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requirements non-assessable film was frequently credited toward metg
these requirements. Since no distinction was made between film that was
nonassessable because of camera cr other unavoidable malfunctions and
film that was nonassessable because the attacking aircraft did not appear
In it, the assessed film represented a rather selected sample of gunner per.
formance

The scoring procedures used were very different for hand aimed guns
and guns with computing sights. Scoring of film obtained with bard aimed
guns offered tremendous difficulties ane it is doubtful whether the scores
bore any relation to probable accuracy of shooting. The actual score given
on a mission was a sort of pe-cent hits score, based on a subjective judg.
ment by an observer viewing the film projected on a screen. The person
scoring the film picked out what he thought were typical frames for each
attack by a fighter aircraft. For each typical frame the scorer decided
whether the reticle of the gun sight was correctly placed on the picture
with respect to the attacking aircraft. If the sighting was judged correct,
the frame was scored as a hit. If incorrect, it was scored as a miss. The
jdgment required of the scorer was exceetlingly complex and, as regards
true likelihood of hitting the attackig plate, impossible. Such factors as
relative speeds and directions of movement of attacking and attacked
planes were not represented in any way in tht nictures obtained. About
all a sk;!led scorer could do was to assume typical -need and direction of
movement and decide whether the "lead" given in sighu; was reasonable.

With computing sightbs a better assessment of performance N-.,, possible.
In scoring this film a sample of the frames was also utilized. : fact
that the corrections in directir.,i in which the guns actually pointed -
automatic and the gunners' job was to set the sight directly on the attack- .

ing plane made scoring a much more simple process). This sample usually
included a little over 5 percent of the frames registering the pursuit curve
portion of the attack. The frames chosen for scoring were selected by the
scorer who was instructed to select '.ypical frames distributed about evenly
through the total pursuit curve portion of the attack. Two types of errors
were estimated for each frame scord. A tracking error was obtained by
measuring on the photograph the distance from the center of the reticle
of the sight to the center of the v-ng section of the fighter plane. A
framing error was scored by measuri'g the difference between the width
oi the wing span of the attacking plai .and the width of the reticle. The
unit of measurement in each case wa- one-eighth "rad" or one-eighth of
the radius of the first ring on the 35-'am. sight. After determination of
the two types of error on each frame, th'.e were several procedures in use
to determine the score for the total mi.,!ion. The gun camera scores ob-
tained at the different stations were thus L'Dressed in terms of various types
of units, depending upon the particular p'.-edure in use at those stations.

A detailed study was made of the gun cai ira records for one CTS (H)
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lss at Sioux City Training tequirements were that each gnner

at last 50 feet of film on each of 4 missions. L z Idition, the naviaptor

ae bombardier also exposed some film. 71e crews completed theiruI
very requirements in an average of 6 missicas per crew. Each crew ez-

posed an average of 30 units of 50 feet of filri (S.D. of 3). The exposed
p lpresented a total of 3,350 attacks. The numnbr of fighter attacks

* was .,tually much less than this, since a single attack on a formation of
B-17 aircraft might be filmed by IS or 20 gunners. As far as gu ers were
concerned the figure of 3,350 represented the total possible number of

scores. Of these only 645 were scorable, so that the gun camera scores

uwured represented only 19 percent of the gunnery accomplished by this

class of B-17 crews. In table 10.9 are given the reliabilitles of the gun

camera scores for this class. Within and between mission reliabilities are

given for both hand sights and computing sights. In this study the hand

TA.z 1O.9.--Reiability coefficients of gusn camera scores

317 GUNNERS-SIOUX CITY . B-SECOND AIR FORCE
Within mision relablit'

Number Firt attack. I Second attack

cam Mean S.D. Mea, S.D. .

Rod agh4 ln ................................... 112 34.?f7 1 .6 7*1 1.1 0.80
Fomuing........................ .... 129 2.02 .26 1.0 .36 .60

Total .................................... 19 1 J. 1.69 .71 . .83

Between wision relabilitY

Number First Ission, I Second misdos, '
of - .

cases Me=n S. D. Mean L SD.

Hadsgtd31 3S.8 18.8 41.5 17.4 0.04
.... ..................... 27 1.6 .59 .

BIGGS FIELD

Number Odd mission, I Even missions, *
of - - D .

cases Mean S.D. MeaI S.D.
-- 210 3.2 4.92 32.5 r 0' 0-,1

Computing sights, 2 to 6 missions .................... 210 32.2 4.92 . 0.

Correlat!ons between gun camera scores and ratlnP ot hll

N, U. M1 P T

n204 33.8 31.6 0.33 3.82 0.36
Tra in consistency ......... ........................... 204 33.0 317
Framngconsi$ten cy .......................... ........ 205 32.2 32.7 ,i 4.06 .0
SdI1inflcted damage .................... ......

B-29 GUNNERS--PyOTE AAF ..

Nomnber First io,1Second msinof a. - V.
casea Mean S. D. Mean S. D).

o mon .................................. 32.2 32. .04 0.1

70,33o-47-1s 217 _________
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sight scores were as described previously and the scores for the cowpuN
sights were the actual error scores obtlned for the separate frames sccr4
No attempt was made here to use the routinely reported total gun cawmw
score. As might be expected the within mission reliabilities were high a
the between mission reliabilities were low. Reliability between missift
was practically zero for the hand sights but was appreciable for the co.
puting sights. The small numbers of cases make the latter result open I
queso

Also given in the table is the correlation between scores on odd and evto
missions for 210 B-17 gunners at Biggs Field, each gunner having from 3
to 6 scored missions. Tn obtaining gun camera score for a mission, ti
average tracking and average framing error were first compute| for d
attacks and all frames scored from that mission. Then the equhalent num
ber of hits per attack was read from a standard chart prepared for this par.
pose. For the same gunners there were available subjective iatings 01
consistency of tracking and training and of presence or ab.Etce of f.
inflicted damage. Correlations between these subjective -atings and averap
gun camera score are also given in table 10.9. Sinc,. the judgments wM
two-category ratings, all coefficients are biserial in form.

The reliability of gun camera scores for B-29 gunners at one Second Air
Force Station is also shown in table 10.9. The procedure for obtaining total
gun camera score at this -. 4ion differed from that described for the B-17
data reported above. In -.ddition to the determination of an average track.
ing and framing error as described earlier, a third error, percent of framing
error, was computed by dividing the framing error by the target span. A
fourth score, total error was really the final score for each frame and was
obtained by tnvitplying the percent framing error by 50 (except that in
waist position the factor was 100) and adding the tracking error. The totul
score for theinission was then 100 less the average of the scores from an
frames scored.

Relation Between Trainer and Gun Camera Scores
In table 10.10 are given the correlations between gun camera scores on

the Jam Handy and the E-8 trainers. The E-8 ("Spotlight") trainer had a
spot of light moving over a screen in an erratic pattern and the task of the
student was to follow the spot with the gun sight. When the sight was
properly operated, pressing the burst control switch activated counters
which recorded two scores; number of shots fired and number of shots firod
while the sight was on the target. From these two were obtained the per-
cent hits or total score. Only the tracking feature of gunnery was involved
in operation of this trainer. From the data in the table, the E-8 traiW
would seem to have a greater similarity of performance to aerial gunnery
than the Jam Handy. The latter was selected for standard use at all stW
tions primarily because E-8 equipment was difficult to standardize and
keep in adjustment.
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TAUS: 1O.1O.-Cevd4ks el ee pwmj camet ws4 wumv7 tp~ue Ww
SECOND AIR FORC

Nubet JusRWMT.J-4wOf1*J G%&QWM4hrmJ- .. .. .... .a.. .. O. ..S

.- t.......oI I "Oa
eMs S. D. es SD

roAP.11i3.7@w 15 1. I.*0 93.11 2.25 0,

: SUMULRY
Since the primary missions of research prsonnel in the Continental Air[

Forces were related to the validation of selection and classification ttcni•
*, ques used in the Training Command, little research was done in fBenible

gunnery, where such techniques were developed too late for use in valida-
* tion studies. The research that was accomplished.was necessitated by an-

other mission assigned to research personnel, also late in the war, that of
establishing procedures for the designation of potential lead crews. The
studies made were primarily analyses of proficiency measures and synthetic
trainer score& ,I"

The results presented indicate that with the training methods in effect

at the time, it was not possible for instructors to make reliable ratings of
individual gunners. Ratings of the gunners of a crew as a group were more
reliably made. Ground school grades were moderately reliable. The cor-

relation between these two scores was negligible. The Jam Handy trainer,
when procedures for its use were carefully controlled, provided scores of low
but statistically significant reliability. Gun camera procedures were so
varied and unstandardized that the resulting scores were of doubtful value.
These scores had almost no reliability for hand-sighted guns; for com-

puting sights their reliability was low but significanL The E-8 trainer pro

vided scores which correlated more highly with gun camera scores than did

those fr,-n the Fam Handy. The results are regarded as highly tentative

in view of the lor reliability of the variables concernedL
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CHAMP ELEVEN__

Seiection and Evaluation
of Lead Crews

INTRODUCTION

The Tactical Importamee of the Lead Crew

Although the advent of the atomic bomb may well change all tactkj
concepts in warfare, prior to its successful operation the lead crew occupid
a peculiarly important place in bombing operations. Two quotations a.
lustrate this very well .The first is a quotation from Manual 50-1, 20th Air
Force, entitled, Lead Crew:.

Experience in actual combat has demonstrated that skillful leadership is necessay i
compact defensive formation is to be maintained and accurate, concentrated bombin g1
targts achieved. Experience has shown that bombing results have varied with the A
and experience of lead teams.. To place a high percentace of the bombs of =
entire squadron or group within that drde, (within 500 feet of assigned MP), is notA
simpl task, but one which involves a number of highly developed tedniques. . 7k
urden U1 attinig this goal rests largely upon lead crtws.

Major General Curtis LeMay, Commanding General of the XXI B.mbe
Command, states in the Foreword to the Lead Crew Manual of that Can-

"Tae mission of this Command is to destroy enemy targets. -Since our effectivenetis
a:complishlng this mission must be measured in terms of our best, rather than cr
average, cpabilities, selected 'Lead Crews,' representing the best we beve, will lead ow
formations. The success of our tactical operations, therefore, will depena :-. a high de-
gree on Lead Crew proficiency. In no other military operation does so peat. z respo-
sibility devolve on so small a group of specialists as in the case of Lead Crews. "'.idn
the brief span of the bombing run, all of the human life, labor, and matiriel that -e
been invested in plating the formation over the target are held 'in truW' by the Ia
Crew, whose performance determines whether or not the investment pays off."

So much importance was attached to the part played by lead crews that
special training was given crews chosen to serve in this capacity. This
training was given at lead crew schools set up for 'his irpose in the 8th
and 20th Air Forces. In other Air Forces it was a part i,,f the tactical
training given to organizations assigned to them. In a sense tl . trainirIg
represents the most advanced step in the training of combat crews.

In the early part of the war, as doctrines were developed for the utiliz
tion of outstanding crews in lead position, it became more and more I&
portant to identify such crews early in their tours of combat duty. *It w35
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obviously impossible to try out every crew in lead position. 'The whol

procedure would work most effectively if some means were at hand to desli-

pate the most likely crews at the start of combat operations. These could

f then be watched closely and when they had the necessary experience could j
be tried out in lead position. It was only natural, therefore, that com-

Dnding officers receiving replacements in the theaters of operations should
desire more and more information as to he proficiency of these crews. At
first such information was sent sporadikally and inormally In inosure.
to basic records sent overseas. Later the problera was recopized officially -

sand plans were made to provide routinely the needed information.

job "Anasl t

The duties of lead crews and their crew members included, of course, all
of the regular duties of eai pecialty in any crew. However, some of

these duties were much more important in a lead crew; and the thorough-
ness.with which all duties were performed was also more important. In the

paragraphs which follow some of the important aspects of the duties of
lead crews are touched on very briefly. A much more detailed presentation

can be obtained from Heavy and Very Hearvy Bombardment Trainingj
Manuals and from Manuals of Lead Crew Training.
Since the lead rew started all parts of and set the pace for the bombing,

operation for all of the crews, the first step in the preparation of lead crews

for missions was obviously mastery by the crew membcrs of every detail of

the mission plan. Particularly important here were the assembly plan, the

signals to be used, details of course decided upon to avoid flak and the

directions for the attack upon the target. As with a! crews, a thorough pre-
flight inspection by the airplane commander of the crew and its equipment
was essential.

On the mission the airplae comMrander had to make certain that the
lead plane flew exactly according to mission S.O.". and on exactly the

briefed course. He saw to it that his own group maintained a close com-

pact formation. He was responsible for having his crew monitor the VHF

channel at all times. He checked frequently with the navigator as to prog-.

ress on the course. At the IP he was required to turn the ship over to the

bombardier well-trimmed and with the autopilot functioning properly.

After te bombing run he had to so regulate the return flight that as many

as possib!b of the stragglers could be protected; but he could not do this at

the expcnse of the proper defensive formation.

Th6 lead navigator had to make a particularly careful preflight check of

all his instruments. He had to go over the entire mission with the crew,

discussing every feature. On the fl;ght he had to hit each control point on

time. Not only did he have to gauge the path of his o, -i plane with respect

to the effects of wind, speed on turns, and other factors, ut he had to take

into account the flight characteristics of whole formatio.:1. In cooperation

with the bombardier, (and radar observer) he had to pin )int the position
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of the plane frequently and give the appropriate Information to the airplaft
e-ommander from time to time. Whben approaching the IP the navipta,
alerted the bombardier and cooperated with him to make sure that the I?
was Identified early and certainly. He maintained not only the usual ma*j
gatlon logs but made records of weather, fighter opposition, antlaircraft
Atre and presence of friendly or hostile aircraft. At the actual bombing un
he made a record of all possible details Including the results of the bomb4n
He had to be prepared to take evasive action when passing points of resist.
ance. Any changes In plans necessitated by delays or other circumstance;
had to be reported to "be airplane commander for decision as to acton. I

The radar observer alternated the main coordination of his activities be.
tween navigator and bombardier. On the flight to and from the target he
maintained a plot of the course as did the navigator. He assisted in direct.
ing the lead plane and the formation around known flak areas and the like.
Much of his work was an independent check upon that of the navigator.
On over-water flights, depending upon the presence of an undercast, the
radar observer or the navigator reported to the other the moment of land.
fall and the ground speed at the time. Except to report and check with
each other, the radar observer and navigator worked independently, thus
assuring the most accurate possible navigation. As *ith other crew mem.
bers a careful preflight check of the equipment was essential.

The bombardier like the navigator ar.d radar observer checked all his
equipment, including bombs, fuses, sight and bomb bay doors prior to taMe
off. He also set his altimeter and checked his interphone position. He also
briefed the crew regarding the bomb run itself. During tliz flight to the
target the bombardier set up as much of the information as pctsible in his
sight, checking such item as temperatuie i nd wid as he went along. He
read drift from his sight to check on the drift obt.'ined by the itavigator
He kept watch for friendly and enemy fight~rs and c3>,cked the crew on
the oxygen equipment. He aided the pilot in setting up tk. q'.'itop\tot. He
checked and rechecked all data for accuracy. Prior to arrivat - the TI
he made trial runs, if possible, to check the set-up of computer and ~
pilot. He observed the terrain over enemy territory. Finally he cooperated-
with navigator and radar observer in locating the IP and then the target
itself.

Depending upon the visibility the radar observer did or did not play a
large part in the bomb run itself. If there was any difficulty in seeing the I
visually, the radar observer took the pilot around the IP on the turn toward
the target. The bombardier meanwhile set up his sight at the directiosi of
the radar observer as if he were bombing visuai~y so that he could take
over at any moment if the target came into view. If the target did not
appear visuially he set the sighit into operation as if it had happened, using
the signal of the radar observer and data supplied by him foT its operationl.
The bombs were then dropped tinder direction of the latter. I

The airplane commander, navigator, bombardier and radar observer
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were frequently referred to In training directives and in conveathm

Among training personnel as the "bombing team." However, the division

duties among the last three of these was, in actual practice, not as dearly
defined as the above brief description might imply. Crew doctrines In-

volving radar bombing were continually being developed and revised. Thus

there was considerable variation from crew to crew as to which member of
the bombing team performed a particular task. For example, In the B-29
aircraft the navigator had a radar scope and it was .ossible for him to

make the turn and direct the bombing run, when the target was obscured.
On many crews the navigator actually did so. Whether the bombardier,

radar observer or navigator assumed the major duties on the bombing run

appeared to be a matter worked out in part by the crew involved:
The radio operator contributed far more to the efficiency of combat crews

in general and lead crews in particular than the status of radio operators

would indicate. He was especially important in lead crews since all com-

munications with the rest ol the formation, with other formations and

with appropriate ground stations passed through him. He was responsible

for the proper functioning of all radio equipment and had to see that sets

were tuned and operating properly at take-off. He checked spare fuses and

tubes. The radio operator also usually inspected guns and other equipment.

Where possible during the mission he attempted to code messages ahead of
time so that no time would be lost in sending when the signal was given.

The final crew member of szcial importance for the lead crew was the

tail-gunner. In many lead crews this was an officer-usually a copilot or a

gunnery officer. Whether officer or enlisted man, he had to have a thor-

ough knowledge of formation SOP and tactical doctrines as it was his job

to report to the airplane commander the conduct of the formation behind

the lead plane. Hie position was particularly important during assembly

when he reported tne positions of the various units in sight

Job Specifications

The qualities necessary for euccess in !eai crew position were given

considerable study. Information regarding them was obtained irm a num-
ber of sources. Aviation .psychologists in each of the Continental Air

Forces interviewed officers with combat experience, especially experience

in lead crew position. In the Fourth Air Force instructors at the Lead Crew

School at Muroc Army Air Field, Muroc, Calif. were interviewed. Addi-

tional information was obtained from training manuals, manuals for lead

crew training, from study of intelligence reports and from published

analyses of combat operations. An attempt was made especially in the

interviews in the Second Air Force, to obtai' traits and characteristics

referring to the crews as a whole. Although I, ,%st of the characteristics

mentioned obviously referred to partic-."r crew n d:mbers, a few character-

istiCs and traits referrable to the total crew ;ere given considerable

emphasis.
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Th. Instructors at the Lead Crew School at Muroc were In general aree.
ment that the Ideal lead crew wi- composed of men, all of whom were tr.
ceptional n their respective assig.2ments. Expertness on the part of &D
personnel was not rgarded as sufficient, however. Regarded as of equl

Importance was deonstration of an unusual amount of teamwirk and to.

operation on the part of Individual crew members. A crew of independeut,
nonc~opciatng experts would not be regarded as a good lead crew. T
typical manner in which, as a group, the instructors determined whether
or not a crew was likely to be a lead crew, provides insight into their coW.

ception of the lead crew. They determined first whether each member of

the crew possessed the fundamental skills of his aircrew postion to a marked

eztent. They then evaluated the amount and quality of the teamwork and

coordination demonstrated by the crew. The relationships between pilot

and flight engineer, pilot and navigator, and among the navigator, born.
bardier and radar observer were regarded as particularly important. The
prtzence of an average or even a weak aircrew member would tend to be

overlooked if the teamwork exhibited by the crew as a whole was extr-.mely
good.

Lead crew personnel interviewed in the Second Air Forre agreed very
well with the instructors at Muroc as to the most important characteristis
for success as a leaJ crew. Outstanding proficiency in each specialty was
regarded as of major importance. Also, as at Muroc, cooperation and team.

work were considered nearly as important. ( ertain additional characteristics

were both frequently mentioned and givcni great weight in these interviews.
The first of these was combat experience. It was felt that a good lead crew
should have successfully met a wide range of combat conditions: heavy
flak, fighter opposition, exhaustion of gas, high altitude, poor visibility,

bad weather and equipment malfunctions. In a sense such a crew might be
said to have proven itself and would thereby be better suited for lead posi-
tion than an untried crew.

Another important characteristic was eagerness and enthusiasm. This

was thought to involve a comb.nation of strong desire to destroy the enemy
and active enjoyment of the job of lead postition. The eager lead crew
was thought of as one that itew extra missions, worked extra hours on

trainers, studied briefing materials and learned each other's jobs. Related
to this trait or characteristic were confidence, both in the airplane com
mander and in the crew as a crew, and pride in crew act,-rnplishments.

A third quality considered important was crew discipline. i11 #be well

disciplined crew individual crew members wera not unduly familiat -ith
the airplane commander. They were always on time at formations and"
rr rely had absences. They did not argue with each other over decisions
made. Orders were obeyed without repetition. Crew members remained
calm and worked smoothly and efficiently regardless of the situation, Inter-
phone discipline was thought especially important. On the one hand there
was no jabbering of useless material over the interphone and c" the other
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!jand the airplane commander was kept informed" of all Imot,,t 'eatsad crew members checked frequently on each other.
FiMally, leade'iMp, especially of the airplane comni-uder was considered

important. A crew in which other crews hid confidence was sometimes
considered a better bet for lead crew than rn.e able crews b g M&h
confidence. A good lead crew had few complaints from other cew In ihe
formation after missions were over. Because of the prestJge it gives, rank
%,as mentioned as desirable in the lead crew.

The characteristics or qualities of individual crew members thought espe-
dally important for a lead crew are given in table 11.1. The table Is a

composite of material obt,-ined in all three of the Continental Air Forces
dealing with bombardment crews. No attempt is made to piesent theindividual characteristics in order of importance since adequate informatioa

of this sort was not obtained in any Air Force. The-one exception is profi.
devcy in the individual specialty. This was clearly considered the most
important single characteristic for each aircrew position in the lead crew.
Because it applied to evy crew position it is stated here and does not ap-
pear in the table under the individual specialties. It should, however, be
understood that under ea(3 T-ecialty thbs is the most important item.

TAwrz 11. Qualities important iA lcad crew

Arplane commander: Bombardier:
Formation flying: Skill in dead reckoning navptfla.-

Knowledge. Consistency of bombing.
Foresight. Foresight.
Smoothness of ControL Gooxd targ-t identification.

Experience in combaL Stability under stress.
Ability to plan ahead. Enthusiasm for the job.
Skill in instrument flying. Good cooperation with others.
Perceptual judgment. FfigA; Eniaeer:
Interest in crew. Ability to meet chauges n plm.
JIank. Accuracy in routine cormputatiom -
Enthusiasm for the Job. Skill in estimatin&.
WCn ness :n emergencies. Ability to handle crew.
Leadership. Radar observer:

Copiot: , Skifl in irierpreting instruments.
Formation flying: Ability to make fine adjustments of in-

ForesighL struments.
Smoothrness of controL Proficiency in navigation.

Instrument flying skill. Good cooperation with crew.
Cooperation with airplane commander. Radio operato:

Navigatr: Skill in sending and revjvlng.
Skill in celestial navigation. Skill in adjustment of equipment.
Skill in dead reckoning navigation Gunners:
Complete accuracy in pin-point naviga- Skill in j.dging distance and rate of

ion. movemcrn.
Knowledge of formation flying. Thoroughne' of preflight precedures.
Foresight. Coopera:hon .ith rest of crew.
Thoroughness In routine procedures.
Good cooperation with crew.
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Aseumbly of Peteslal Lead Cre
The we-i for prd ora3eas air forces with inforation about tj*

paenicy of the crews being asstigni toce was officially recognized i*
the publicat;mo of AAF etter 50-117, 7 June 1945. This letter went ef
further, hawem, and aho specified procedures for the assignment C
inividuals to arem prim to cperationml training in ;n attempt to cbtah
the mxainwm possible number of outsainding creim According to the pr..
vsonw of this letcr, pm=sn were ass-ed to crews at the AAF Cb
Crew Processing and Distribution Center in the AAF Training Cumnmad
an the basis of a lead aw aptitude se. This score was based on ev-al=
tio of aerial training and Ceeice, on witte examinations and a
origina aptitude scors. Individuals with the highest lead crew apbde
were assigned togtber on crews and such crews were tentati-ely desWz
potential lead crews. At the end of operaticwtl training the le.ter promd
that the organization in which training was done would rreiew the de,

t of the aew and either confirm cr re-ise the lead ,rew designatlo
for cws in de-ignated prior to the training. This informaticn was then to
be sent omwas with the crews concerned. An apprciate form was pr
vided for the ti ansmission of the necessary infornvaiion from the AAF
lTining ComnmA through operational training to overseas commandem
The end of the war made the carying out of these procedures unnecessay.
For Maui of the provvsions for crew assembly and the records to be Tad
see AAF Letter 50-117, a copy of which is included in the appendix HI.

Problems in Crew EvaluJnaow
Tfe concept of the team and ernpl-k.i en team spirit have been kr

years an important part of the social pattern in the United States. hey
fred #,. -ression at nearly all Levels of ociety; in schools, in bushmss, i
gangs ci dubs, etc. It was only natural that emphasis on teamwor
should appear at many places in the armed forces. Probably teamwor
and team spirit were nowhere more emphasized than in, the combat crews
of the AAF. This emphasis began at the highest levels of command where
publicity releases, rearuiting drives, training policies and the like had their
origin and extended down to the training organizations where the concept
of the team was ulized to build morale and motivate individuals and crews
in training for combat. One of the main reasons given for the sweeping
changes in procedures for crew assembly which were directed in AAF Let-
ter 50-117 was the belief that previous practices for assembling lead crews
resulted in "breaking up the integrity of the combat crew" by taking
individuals from separate crews and recombiring them during their tour of
combat duty. Whatever the ultimate evaltation of this emphasis, there is
no doubt that the crew was quite generally treated as if it bad a character

-quite apart from the individual characteristics of its members.
In attempting to evaluate the performance of the crew as a whole, one

immediately meets an intercsting and important problem in Social or GroWp
Psychology. The fundamental question is: Are the characteristics of a
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dof indi'duals, sch as a combat crew, completely explaini4 by sm-

.g 4 up the individual characteristics of its members? From the official

,,bass upon crew integrity, from interviews with returnees and the lik
it ,old seem that there is widespread belief that the crew as a whole does

characteistics not observalle in the individual crew membe.

Sowever, there were many with the opposite viewpoint who maintabned

thit the one important thing in assembling a lead crew was to obtai •
iiidual crew members that were of outstanding ability in their specialties.

IOther evidence !.we was the fact that it was extremely diffcuit to oim

&egiptions of crew characteristics, most of the suggested cic

f good lead crews being stated in terms of characteristics of various tn-
"ul crew members. Any evidence that might be obtained in studies ot

cew proficiency which could throw light on this problem would be of great
inorce for all branches of social science. It would also have important

plications for general Air Forces policy.
It was of course difficult to obtain any direct evaluation of Lad a es as

sh in operational training since few crews were given an opportunity to

nvc in true lead capacity. Furthermore, from the description in previous

aragraphs it can be seen that most of the characteristis thought important -

in lead crews could be measured objectively only with great difficulty. Thu

rearch personnel attempting to make evaluation of potential lead crew

poficiency were forced to fall back upon subjective judgments. rnally,
the importance attributed by all concerned to over-all proficiency of both
individual and crew made any measures or observations of crew profidency
pertinent to evaluation of lead crew profici.encY

CRITERIA OF' CREW PROFICIENCY

Meures of Bombing Accuracy

In a sense, the bombing accuracy of a crew has an inherent validity not

possessed by any other criterion of crew proficiency, for the accurate bomb-'

ig of enemy targets is th -atimate objective of all bombardment opera-

tions. Two main type- ,m ezvidence were available in operational training

relative to the borr-:ng accuracy of all types of bombardment crews. These
were the cre'-. zverage circular errors, obtained from observations of prac-

tice born,- dropped on circular targets at bombing anges, and the records

of r1Kar and camera bombing of iihcustrial targets where no bombs were

--.ually released. In heavy bombardment training greater emphasis was

Placed on the former type of operation and in very heavy bombardment

training the emphasis was more on the latter type. Since rather different

Problems were encountered in studies of proficiency in the two types of

Operations, they are discussed separately in the para-raphs which follow.

i Visual Bombing on Bombing Ranges

A number of studies were made in the Continental Ai- Forces of average

circular error in operati,nal training. The procedures :ilinarily used in
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obtaining and recording average circular error in operatioral training dif.

fered little from those used in Bombardier Schools in the AAF Training
Command. In general, there were the same sources of error and the re.
liability of this measure was low, being approximately 0.50. However,
thi value is considerably higher than such values obtained in the AMv
Training Command where they were frequently not significantly different
from zero. ThL ifference reflects a fundamental difference in procedu
in that in the Training Command the pilot varied from mission to missioua
while in operational training the same crevw and pilot flew with a bo.
bardier throughout. Studies of bombing errors in the Training Command
had shown that the pilot contributed about as much to bombing accuracy
as did the bombardier. The combined effect of pilot and bombardier in
operational training would thus be expected to produce a bombing error
score of higher reliability than that in the AAF Training Command, as was
actually found. The Training Command data do not permit of a sufficiently
fine analysis of variance to determine whether or not the observed reliability
in operational Itraining was actually any different from what would be ex.
pected from a combination of the contribution of pilot and bombardier.
Near the end of hostilities attempts were in progress to remove some of the
sources of error in current practices by the installation of sonic scoring
equipment and procedures. However, no data with the new procedures
were ever obtained. For a more detailed analysis of circular error see
chapter 7, Bombardier.

The most important criticism of average circular error as a criterion of
crew proficiency was neither the lack of reliability nor the prevalence of
sources of error in obtaining it. It was the criticism that the bombing
procedures involved so little of the procedures used in combat operations.
Average circular error was obtained from bombs dropped at target ranges.
Hence the target location and appearance were well known to the crew.
There were no problems of idenification of target or IP. Frequently sev-
eral runs were made in succession over the same target, and one or more
practice runs were often made prior to dropping bombs for record purposes.

Simidated Bombing of Industrial Targets

For these reasons the main emphasis in training shifted to procedures
paralleling combat operations more closely, namely those involving long
ra;-ge flights to industrial areas where a bombing run was made upon a
target seen by the crew from the air for the first time. The chief problem in
this type of train:ig has been to obtain an accurate scoring of the bombing
rui.

Two main types of scoring of these bombing runs were developed. The
first and most c. mmorly uscd was camera scori:g. There were a numbe
of camera scr"g systems but in general the te .hniques involved a suc-
cession of pict,.'ces taken on ihe approach, at the noment of hypothetical
bomb release and perhaps a picture or two thert after. By obtaining in
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each photograph the point on the ground representing the true vertical
from plane to ground it was possible to plot the flight path of the plane.
If die interval of time between the photographs was accurately determined
it was even possible to obtain from the photographs the ground speed of the
plane and its altitude. The probable point of impact was then estimated
and the circular error from the intended target deternilned. In practice a
great many difficulties were encountered in the use of this method. But for
some time it remained the only feasible method of 5coring such bombing

Wth the development of accurate radar ranging and directional equip-
unent, it became possible to obtain a completely objective record of the

flight paths of planes approacl.ing industrial areas where such installations
had been set up. Headquarters, Army Air Forces therefore initiated Project
ss4, Radar Bomb Scoring, to score all bombing runs on industrial targets
by crews in training in the Continental Air Forces. Installations were not
completed at the close of training so that very few data from this method
of scoring are available.

Since detailed statistical data on both visual and radar bombing scores
are presented in the discussion of average circular error in chapter 7, The
Bombardier, none will be presented here. In general, radar bombing scores
showed moderate reliability and from that standpoint were regarded as ade-
quate for use as criteria in validation studies. In addition to moderate re-
liability, bombing scores, especially those obtained in VHB training from.
simulated bombing of industrial targets were believed to have special value
as a measure of crew proficiency. It has already been pointed out in dis-
cussions of the use of bombing scores as criteria of proficiency for various
different specialists, such as the pilot, bombardier, navigator' and radar
observer, that the performance of several crew members affected the bomb-
ing score as well as the proficiency of the specialist in question. As a result;
the bombing scores were not highly regarded as measures of individual pro-
ficiency. For precisely this reason, however, bombing scores might be re-
garded as good measures of crew proficiency. While it may not be possible
to determine the relative contributions of the different crew members, the
bombing error score probably represents the best available measure of the
'mbined efforts of the crew as a whole.

Rating Teehniqaes

*Data on potential lead crew proficiency were obtained in the Continental

Air Forces with three different rating scales. Two of these, Scale A and

Scale B, were developed in the 16th and 17th Bombardment Training

Wings of the Second Air Force, while the third was d,2veloped by instructor

Personnel in the Lead Crew School at Muroc Ar y Air Field with the
assistance of aviation psychologists in the Fourth Ai, Force. Scales A and
]3 attempted to obtain an over-all judgment from t) ' observer as to the
amount or degree to which certain traits and charactei ics were present in
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the individual being rated. The scale developed in the Fourth Air Force
wis designed to rate student performance on a particular mission on varoam
aspects of his job. With the Second Air Force scales, each crew memka
would be rated only once, near the end of training. With the Fourth Ai
Force scale each individual and crew would be rated on each of severa
missions. The raticg procedures in the Second and Fourth Air Forces were
thus very different even though some of the traits to be rated were simiia.

The details of procedure used in constructing and administering scan
A and B in the Second Air Force are described in chapter 4, Airplane COm
mander, in the subsection on ratings. In addition to items referring to each
aircrew officer and to the gunziers of the crew as a group, a nmnber of ites
in each scale referred to characteristics of the crew as a whole. Scale A
contained six such items requiring ratings of the following: (1) interpme
Procedure (2) Crew Discipline (3) Calmness in Emergencies (4) Prefl*
Procedures (5) Eagerness and Enthusiasm and" (6) Potential Lead Crto
Proficiency. Scale B contained eight items including: (1) Potential Lad
Crew Proficiency (2) Preflight Procedures (3) Eagerness and Enthusiam
(4) Interphone Discipline (5) Foresight and Planning (6) Teamwmt
(7) Crew Discipline and (8) Ranking in Proficiency (among other crew.
of the class). In addition, with Scale B confidential judgments were ih.
tained from each airplane commander as to the five best-and five pooret
crews in his class. In table 11.2 are given the distributions of ratings m
each item referring to the total crew for both Scale A and Scale B. Also
given are the distributions of the total ratings on all the crew items for each
scale. Note that with Scale B all crews were not rated on all items.

With both Scale A and Scale B independent ratings from two or more
observers were obtained wherever possible at each of the stations wheie
ratings were made. The reliabilities of such ratings are shown by the aor-
relation between independent ratings of the same crews. These are givm

T~zaz 112.-Distributions of ratings on items referring to the crew as a wkt¢e
16th AND l7th WINGS-SECOND AIR FORCE

Scale AL-itema numbered

Item numbers

Ratios 1 2 I 4 S

I............................................................ 3S 43 27 54 52 *
2........................................................... 149 134 161 1402 145 12n
3 ... ..... ...... ...................................... 117 1M2 128 63 107 1in
4...................................................... 1 9 4 1 3s
s....................................................... I 1 0 01 i

'Two raters 160 crew,.
Scale B'2-tems numbered

Item numbes
Rais1 2 .3 4 5 6j 7

I.................................. .............. 54 62 49 40 42 33 666
2.................................. .............. 76 105 87 46 100 921114 91
3.................................. .............. 93 95 114 60 92 72 57 is

................................. ............... 5S7 31 44 11 32 23 25 A3
5 ................................ ............... 14 S 4 .3 2 1 t0o

T(ah ........................ ................. 2i94 298 2 16 *j 6j0W 7

Number of crews varied.
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rad N-u, m , .1 ,s s T.,d s mr f .0 0p98
Rea. ScaA .kyou $ode 3

. 9 -9 .3
S...................... S I-9 ............. 36

........ 12-1. ... it

9 ...................... is 14-IS .. 4$

1 0... .............. . U1 16-17 . .. 31

11.o ............. 27 13-9 ................... 6

1 - ................... o 3S 20-21 .................... 29

14..................... 32 22-23 .................... 40
14..... I....... 424-......... 2 5

15................... .9 26-27 .. 6

16 ..................... 31 28-2 .................... 16

17 ...................... 39 30-31 . 7

IS ...................... 24 32-33 ................... 9

19 ...................... 6 34-35 .................... 3

*20........ *........... S 36-37.................. 2

21. ........... . TOW ................. 37

22 .................... 0
23 ...................... 2

Total ................. 320

in table 11.3 for each of the item of the scales. ts were cosnmted

separately for each class or squadron rated. These were then averaged by

FLseWs weighted z method to give the coefficients listed in the table. In

table 11.4 are presented the reliabilities of the Lotal scores for both

scales, based on all items. Separate cofients are given for ech station

and for all statiojs combined. It is dear that the reliabilities Of the crew

ratings were considerably higher for Scale B than fo: Scale A. It is also
interesting that there is a fair corrlJation between the standard deviation
of the ratings and the reliabilit,, the lowest standard deviation for Scale
B being higher than the highest for Scale A. From the distributions of the

total ratings on all crew items in table 11.2 it is apparent that there is a-

TABLZ li.3.-Reliabiilies of independent Taligfs of dCi ProfidWc

16th AND i7th WINGS-SECOND AIR FORC
• " ] Numbe Fust rtef, I SOCCOed nter, Z

ite rated, ofodntrl asa 11can S. D. Mews S. D.
ScaleA. 160 -.IS 0.66 2.51 0.71 0.24

t. e ......................... F 2.o 261 . 1 2.39 .69 .30E= po ................................... 160 2.331 .56 2.37 .71 .24

3. ......................................... 2.3 .1
1602.I 5 .60 2.32 .69 .21

. 160 2.36 .63 2.27 .72 .30
6. ..................... ............ 160 2.24 .* 9 2.33 .57 .

1. 1....................................... 49 2 62 .73 2.41 .76 .45

2. Putreligh ................................... 4 I I .99 I 2. .8 .t
•. Egem; .................................... "...20 2 36 .96 2.27 1.10 .25

. Tea120 .. t9...................................12 2 1. 2.3j3 .92 .4

. TDmwre.................................... 136 I . 2 . 1.01 .42

it=. & ..... ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... I5 - - 2.3 . . - --
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good range of scores for the t-ew scales as a whole. Eviently the h.
structors did make some d~ mi ination between the potential lead tmv

profciencies of the different crews, although the basis of dbawmi,
may have been spurious or irrekvant.

The r-iability of the ratings for each different aircrew specialty ratd
are given in table 11.S for Scales A and B. The coefficients are in ea
case based on the combined ratings on all items of the specialty. The

TAuz 1IA.-R&A 7rdY COt Of fod Zcotl Of c'C rling scd16Wk AND ltd WL S 'MD All FGMCZ

FL* ra .1 I . dt za

i 4 m S. D MN, S f

A ............................................ 23 2.24 0.SS 2.19 "j 1.3
-------------------------------------...-- n 1. 17 .3 2.0S .56 .g

41 1.91 .5s 1.91 -66
". . . . . . 16 2.3 .35 2.61 ,,. .x

......: ....: ...... 3 2.2' .3* 2.72 .43 *U

C. d.................................... 60 2.24 .59 2.33 .57scakU I f
Qleat Zi ...................................... 16 2.561 0.651 2.14 tt~.49 13S.

WaR .......................................... 22 ' X3 2.22 .9
42 231 96 2.22

. 43 2.56 .51 2-75 9 .q

........................................... 1; 1 2. 11,a 2. 5 _ j r F O........ 131 2.41.121 2.35 .31.

'Avajed by an a( Yfuk's a tmhacb ue-

differences in reliability between Scale A and Sc.-de B are not as -madke
in the case of the separate specialties as they are in the case of the rat-,V
of the crew as a whole. In genera, the scales show moderate reliability for
all positions. It is interesting that the navigater and bombardier ratinA
which have the lowest reliability in Scale B have the highest reliability in
Scale A. It is probable that further study of the wording of the itmas cm
these scales would reveal the reasor, im this outcome; hoN'ever cesAtio
of training prevented frther investigation of this sort.

Ttr.x lS.--Corrdaiow betwex indePen rt raolis

16th AND 17th WINGS-SECO.ND AIR FORCE

SNu e Fi-t rater. I Secrcad rater,Z

cases Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Cnwg] 6......0 4
(2RW ........................................... ... 2.24 0.59 2".33 OX0.$

AC ............................................. 160 2.41 .63 -. 47 .S .SC1 160 2.71 .51 2. ..4 .0

N .................................................. 160 2.76 .62 2.64- .60 .03 ........... ....... I.......................... .. ] 160 2.71 .68 2.62 j 69 .74

F. ........................................ 160 2.47 .90 2.52 .": Af
VO ......................................... I 160 2.50 .62 2.60 .6t, .-

............................................ 160 2.69 .70 3.90 .72 ,

SadeR :
W............................................... 151 2.43 0.82 2.35 0.31 *.U

AC.......................................... 16S F2.46 ." 2.s4 &j .7"

Cl....... ..... ..................... 127 2.47 .71 2.40 .76 .54
......................................... 92 2.63 .90 2.38 .. .0

................................................. 142 2.54 .82 2.63 .79 .6

FE ...... ...................................... 116 2.86 .85 2.57 92 .SS
VO ................................................. 19 2.66 .79 2.46 .34 .

ROM .............................................. 143 2.33 .6' 2.;0 .90 .7j

.................. .. .... 93 2.62 .73 2.-9 .V3 .
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I
Item rdiabilities for Scale A in all specialties ranged from 0.07 to 0.73

with & median coefient of 0.36 (N of 16o). For Scale B the codfilents

ranged from 0.16 to 0.66 with a median of 0.41. (The number of cases
per item varied in the case of Scale B from 52 to 151). There were dlf-
fences between bases as to the reliability with which items were rated
and considerable variation in reliability from item to item at a single base.
The only general conclusion that seems warranted from the study of Item

re nilties is that instructors showed greater agreement amotig themselves
when rating students on general over-all items than when making ratings
on specific items of behavior. The average coefficients of reliability for
o0-all or general items were 0.46 and 0.53 while :hose for the more
specific items were 0.38 and 0.42 for Scales A and B resDectively. In
other words, instructors were more likely to agree that Student A was a
good lead crew prospect than that he was good at his preflight check.

All scales for all aircrew positions showed high intercorrelations of items.
This fact, taken togtther with the higher reliability of over-all items, in-
dicates that there was considerable halo effect in the ratings on all scales.

The ratings 6' the crew were generally made by the same instructor who
rated the airplane commander. As might be expected the ratings of the
aew, in the case of both scales, showed a high correlation with the rat-

ings of the airplane commander. Apparently, the instructor's rating of the
crew was strongly influenced by his rating of the airplane commander. The
approprizte correlations are given in table 11.6. All coefficients ii the table
represent the weighted z average of separate coefficients for each class and
station.

The sum of the ratings of the crew as a whole showed only a low degree
o, correlation with the ratings given individuals other than the airplane
comunander. There was evidence of some correlation between ratings of
copilots and navigators and crew ratings while the ratings of gunners were
least related to the ratings of the total crew.

TABLE 11.6.-Correiations between total score on crew scale ad told
score for eack spedalty soa

16th AND 17th WINGS-SEt'OND AIR FORCEv

C ew ale. I Scale,.specialty Mean S. D. Mean S. D.
ScalA:

1. A:, TpnecomraLndet................... ...... 160 27.36 5.77 24.30 5.28 0.75
t. Cop-ot .......................................... 160 27.36 5.77 21.61 3.99 .33

N............ ...................................... 160 27.36 5.77 21.67 4.37 .13' 4 om ,det................................ - 73 .7 1.8 43 0
160 27.36 5.77 16.18 4.33 .064. ligterinetr............................... 736 S.77 1.33 5.32 .24

5. o v ht 160 27.36 5.77 20.35 4.77 .20
7. Gunnen ........ ... ............ 160 2736 .77 1Scale B:.................... ...... 736 57 12 .45 .1
. Akp1 ecomm nde........................... 192 38 22 11.43 34.50 10.76 .921. co mm ne........ ............................. 188 38.10 11.48 35.50 1.s6 .sr

3. Nvilott -......................... 85 38.? 11.44 25.78 7.83 .23
4. Bobm di .................................. 186 . 1.44 36.14 9 r. 84. lightei .................. 186 38.30 1.36 3S 9 .31

e 122 36.14 11.72 26.26 7.41 .337. Radiooperato............... ............. i 37.88 '1.60 23.S8 6.56 -. 02
. u erat ................................... 190 38.18 11.36 25.0 6.48 .21
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The crew ratings obtained from the Lead Crew School at Muroc Army

Air Field in the Fourth Air Force included ratings of three types. Firt,
each crew member was rated on 6 to 10 specific Items on each mission that
was rated. Second, each crew member was rated on over-all proficiency 04

~each mission. Finally, each crew was given an over-all rating as a potentia
i lead crew on each mission. In table 1 1.7 are given the reliabilities of t4e

individual item and over-all ratings. in obtaining these re-liabilities an
unweighted average individual rating was obtained from the Item-ratinm.
Then for all three types of ratings odd-even mission correlations weft
computed separately for each sample of crews. These coefficients were thef
corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula and the weighted average of the
corrected coefficients for three classes at the school were obtained. Th
latter form the data included in the table. The over-all ratings of radar ob.
server and crew and the average individual item ratings of the radar oh.
server have a high degree of reliability. In general the other reliabilities
are moderately high and roughly comparable to those obtained in the Sec.
ond Air Force. One marked difference was in the navigator ratings which
were considerably less reliable in the Fourth Air Force data. It is known
that administrative difficulties were adversely affecting the reliability of the
navigator rating situation at Muroc and the significance of this result is
not clear from the data at hand. Distribution statistics are not presented
since in all computations the ratings were converted to standard scores with
a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.

STA=L 11.7.--Reiabilities of mission ralings of B-29 lead crews
LEAD CREW CHOOL, MUROC, FOURTH AIR FORCE

Number
Poitlo. of cues

Aveema diMvia ratdw.
Aikpla commander ................................................. js o.SNviateo................................................................ 9b A

................. ....................................................................... 93 :
Radar oeae e ............................................................... as .6)

Ni: : ................. * ........................ 90 .2
lqa~~dpto.......................................................................1 2

Radar ob a ............................................. ................. ....... &5 ..
Crew rati................................................................. ... 102 74

Crew Proficiency Check

The Crew Proficiency Check (VHB) developed in the Third Air For\
represented a somewhat different approach to proficiency measurement.
The purpose of the instrument was to obtain as objective a measure as
possible of over-all crew proficiency. Surveys of measures of crew profi-
ciency had revealed none that were reliable. It was, therefore, dc.rned
necessary to construct a special instrument for the purpose. Findings of
previous research formed the basis of much of the developmental work.
Most of the background material was taken from studies on the qualifica-
tions of an airplane commander and evaluation of airplane commnder
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ability In CCTS training done In the Third Air Force. These -tudes are

presented In detail in chapter 4, Airplane Commander. LI these studies
descriptions of combat situations In which airplane commander ability was

exhibited were analyzed to obtain information on the qualifications of su.-

Cessfil airplane commanders. Research personnel then flew with student

f ¢re on nearly all of the required missions in CCTS training keeping
Iogs on each mission, in which record was made of all observed aspects of

briefing, preflight, flight, and post flight activities of airplane commander

and crew. These logs were analyzed to determine those areas or activities
where airplane commander ability was manifested and where measurement

could be introduced.
During these studies it was also possible to obtain information on the

extent to which the airplane commander contributed to the proficiency of

the crew as a whole. Since the airplane commander was the individual

around whom all crew activities revolved, since he was largely responsible

for much of the training of the crew, and since he was immediate superior

ofcer of all crew members, it was not surprising to observe that the profi-

dency of the individual airplane commander was reflected to a large extent

in the proficiency of the crew as a whole.
From analyses of qualifications of airplane commanders obtained fror'

combat situations, from analyses of flight logs, and from general observa-

tions and discussions with supervisory and instructor personnel, an airplane

commander check list was constructed. Developmental work was carried

on until the program for the selection of potential lead crews was in-

augurated. Because of the relationship between airplane commander ability

and over-all crew proficiency, the airplane commander check was modified

to become a crew proficiency check for ,ery heavy bombardment crews.

Airplane commander items which did not contribute to over-all crew profi-

ciency were dropped and items reflecting proficiency of other crew members,

intracrew relations and cooperation were introduced.

The Crew Proficiency Check (VHB; B-29) in its fonal form consisted,

of a crew history cover-page and 53 items arranged in sequence to follow

the logical progression of a mission from briefing to critique. This item

arrangement was made to facilitate the administration of the check list

since it had to be done during the mission. Areas covered by the items

were: General Proficiency; Discipline, Air and Ground; Intracrew Coopera-

tion; and Crew Compatibility. The items were largely of the multiple-

choice, descriptive-objective type. Fach item dealt with an area of behavior

or with specific acts of crew members with the multiple-choice alternatives

being the possible reactions or ways of meeting the problem involved. Some

items involved general over-all ratings of crew or crew members.

A preliminary form of the check was administerL ' to 40 crews at Barks-,

dale Field in July 1945. From an analysis of this ,ministration further

t{ refinements were introduced and the final form was administered to 130

crews in training at four Third Air Force CCTS stal is. The check was
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adninistered to all crews with whom an instructor pilot rode during the
period 5-15 August 1945 regirdless of mission or phase of training. Two
scoring formulas were deveo ped. One assigned weights to alternatives ;.
cording to judgments cf "goodness" or "piorness" of the alternative re
spouses, determined in conferences with training personnel and fron; study
o! training directives and the like. A more refined scoring procedure yij-ed
scores that correlated 0.94 ce more with the method described ad it w
therefore, discarded.

In table 11.8 are given the meins and standard deviations of scores oh.
tained at each station and the same data for the total group of 130 crews.
Cessation of hostilities and the subsequent curtailment of tra;aing pre-
vented the collection of sufficient data for determining the reliabBity of the
Crew Proficiency Check (VHB).I,

TAux ill.--ores on crew proiduwy ckeck (VHB; B--9)
N-29--THIRD All FORiC

Weeks In NEmber Mean
Static. training of aes sore &jD.

MacD L ............................................................ 1-10 17 30.94 1.2

Do..........................................- 1 S 33.9 4.7
Do.......................................-70 18 33.83 8.741-4 19 133.26 7.01

D .......................................................- 10 I7

ToA group............................................... 130 '2.91 7.e

Rate of Mission and Training Accomplishment

Another type of criterion which initially appeared to be promising was
the efficiency and dispatch with which crews attacked and completed' their
training requirements. Various training accomplishment scores were stlied
by research personnel. For detailed discussion of this type of criterion a.-d
attempts to measure its reliability see chapter 4, Airplane Commander.

In one of the studies Second Air Force research personnel obtained cer-
tain accomplishment-of-training scores for all crews on each of fou: classts
(VII) for whom rating scale scores had been obtained for all crew person-
nel. Two training accomplishment scores weic arrived at for eacu crea.
One score was a measure of the number of Second Air Force traii :g re-
quirements that had been completed at ' he end of a given period of vLdn-
ing while the other was based on the number of Army Air Forces Trainwt
Standard requirements completed. In the case of both scores, a missi, ,'
requirement flown but not completed was counted as one point. When
mission or requirement was completed it was counted as two points. It was
found that the degree of correlation between the two measures of training
accomplishment was quite high, as might be expecter. At the end of 6
weeks of training the coefficient was 0.83 for 170 crews. At 12 and I8
weeks the 4 -easures correlated 0.82 and 0.74 respectively, based oa dtU
from 90 crews.

The advant<tes and disadvantages of this type of criterion are discussed
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at length in chapter 4, Airplane Commander. It will suffice here to repeat
that no satisfactory measure of reliability is available for this criterion
Wid it is known to have been influenced by a large number of variable
factors for which controls are difficult if not impossible. Crew accomplish-
vent scores apparently had some degree of reliability, but not much more
can be said with certainty.

Crew Awards
Several stations in the various air forces made an attempt to reward

crews that did an outstanding job during training. The rewards took various
forms. In some cases rather valuable prizes were given. At several stat'ons
winning crews were g'ven the privilege of flying to the home city of some
crew member on a short leave or furlough. In other cases the honor of the
citation was considered sufficient reward. Research personnel felt that the
selection of outstanding crews for these awards might provide a criterion of
proficiency that would be useful in validation and lead crew studies.

Examination of the award procedures indicated that crew awards had -

little value as a criterion of crew proficiency. For example, at one station
in the Second Air Force, one crew was chosen each week as the "Crew
of the Week." Over-all ratings made by training personnel of the indivdual
oifcers of four successive crews of the week were examined. Two of these
crews had officers with very high ratings. in the case of the other two,
several of the officers had almost the lowest possible ratings. Inquiry re-
vealed that the Director of Training thought that these crews needed a
"shot in the arm" to improve their morale. Hence he had had them desig-
nated as crew of the week.

At one station a fairly standard procedure had been set up to determine
the ten most successful crews in training to whom award. would be made at
the end of training. Since records used in this deteraination had been kept
on file for several recent classes, a more detailed study of this criterion was

'mdertaken. The scores entering into the crew award score together with
the intercorrelations between them are shown in table 11.9. The award

score was obtained simply by adding together all of the other scores. From
the intercorrelations it can be sefa that the MilitarU Training Grade deter-

mined to a large measure what Lhe award score of the crew would be. This

is due to the fact that the Military Training Grade had a considerably

larger spread of scores than any other measure. Also given in the table are

the correlations between the various grades and scores at the end of the first

half of training and those for the totai training period. These coefficients
are spuriously high since the firsi half scores were combined with second
half scores to obtain the total score.

, ssion Failures

Comments on the unsatisfactory performance of ceriin crews sometimes
included references to a tendency to return from Pghts ;thout accomplish-
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0q2%=rML AU1C=PS -: stody tbis criterke tMet with The dixczdy e~x

the arailable records 6A not ac~tab emz!b4 infocnadca to sepazat i~c

tjums tiz1 reptsiented Zood judxent fn dhas dzt0 IkIwe cuised by pow

,modvadwk =d ,zio kL oi the crew.

TAUZ I1L9.-C5AU E* 4-d ' OSIif usr cM CA

GOE FlaD~ SECOND AM~ YC3IX

CM Vz p aZ9- - D--

02c In -
-

------------------

SE=d ardbS.1 rrd-

Asu sm -------------------------------- 56 XLS 3.0 fl 5 2M

Q-T £57~ C-133i26 1-1 Ai.

_____________________________________ 
I .Czev'ci --------- 94 331 5.3 90 3-0

1Inw~earr'dhtions of Cx-iEti6

Table 11.10, HII, 11.12, and 11.13 present data that were v

showing the relationsbips between various measume of crew proficiem)

First of all, ratings of the crew as a whole on various rating scales shaw-

no relationship either to practice or radar bombing scores Since b~ratizi

and the bombing scores both showed moderate reliabilt t Asrts-

gests that there was real independence in the two measures. it shv-,d be

pointed out in this connection that the instructors --making the ratings ot -N

crew as a whole did not consult the bombing scores and, at least in the ci

of radar bombing scores, did npt have access to them Similar evidenlce is

found in the fact that the ccrrelation between crew accornplis of i

training at the end of 6 weeks and the practice bombing average c=

error of the bo.abardier was 0.01 for 974 crews (B-17 and B-24) in the

Second Air Force.
On both Second Air Force Descriptive Rating Scales crew ratings shoied

only a slight relationship to crew progress as indicated by the nuniberof

training requirements completed at a given stage of training. This vWS

true for both of the training accomplishment scores: number of missiow

completed and AAF Standards completed.
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Tz iaO.-I bfc t rsc ACE &W amw nalat, Sca A
3-29 CRE~S-EMND AM YOUa

Gwob -, I Cnw nd*AL

SDx-- .SD

- -------- - i 23 M-9e .0 hIJ AX02 -

41 U&6.IS 39.40 23.U2 S.14 -. 11

- . 35 241-24 44.4 3.L 31 .59

g7o j nh e ) --- - --- ----- 110 22 1.3 44.1 21.36 S.0 1 .86

TA=z 111-Corrdeazs becizcr ew rmw xskxe
smi ri-dcicAw &ga~u T-scewa

3-29 CRIEN-SEMD, AIR FMCZ

~8ZuS.D. 3LI.U ts

j3 --------- ------------- 11 I2.h 4.C2 4-73 5-14 0.5t

ii32.91 3.12 49-36j 3.52 .0

33 29.90 13.W 49.21 4 2 .917
S. 1.14 a . .1.3

C~31 3g3.eyisasz 1252. M.8 it S.62 rQ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L ------ - ---- ---------- 9 0-.4 K &
w A W -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - 2 1 3 3 1 9 9 . 3 6 5 0 .0 4 .4 0 ' .

Gmu.1 wawc by e~' ------------ 6 3-51 2.32 49.99 4-66 -12

TA3iz 1U12-IuterorrdclaOi4 of swe&twes of crw rofidgucy

M-9LAW CZEW SICBOOL-FOURM1 AMl FORM1

I-c A-al :347Slnriu ii~ ~c M~e ~wossecat 7 o~aif

TABLE Ii j3.--Cored~iO n beUirccn dcscriPli'6 ralings of combat ctc$ a

SCALES A AND B-SECOND AIR FORCE

Scak 1 .D 3m .D
Of .ssosa. pb~ 2 27 1 48 36.8 5.6 0.13

No =asc............. ....................................
.......................... .................................. 13 231. 2

% btof tzalnin suzxdatd ccmpltd 6.
cle ............................................. 27 2 .4 3. 12.3 to

Scate A ........................ ...........
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7

VALIDATION OF INDIVIDUAL STANINES AGAINST CREW
F Ci~TERIA

Average Circular Error
For data on the relation between the stanines of individual crew membem

and the average circular error of the crew, see Chapter 4 through 10. It
general, very low or zero correlation was found. The interpretation of thi

lack of relationship has varied, depending on the specialty concerned. Is
some cases, there might well be no relatioDship between the stanine of the
specialist and bombing scores. (In other cases, a possile relationsi

might have been obscured by the fact that neither of the scores is cm.

pletely reliable).

Crew atigs
The augmented pilot stanines of 73 airplane commanders in the 16th

Wing of the Second Air Force correlated 0.11 with the rating of the crew.

In the case of Scale B (17th Wing), coefficients rere 0.08, -0.0g and

0.04 for the bombardier, navigator and augmented pilot stanines of 86 air

plane commanders. Ratings of the crew were not compared with the

stanines of the other aircrew specialists..

Crew Awards

The correlation between stanines of various crew members and certais

scores used in making crew awards are given in table 11.14. Non. of the

correlations is significantly greater than zero.

TAALx 11.14.-CorTelatioU between stonies and crew award xores
SECO(nD AIR FORCE

Nwober Stanlue4 I Cdterias, 2

Type of Of- - -_ c a m M ean SD . M ea n S. D . i

. ............... 199 6.54 1.6 S0. ,.4 -0.11
Crew academic verae............................. 189 6.54 1.6 84.5 1.9 -. A

Crew tyingave ................................ 189 6.4 1.6 89.5 4.6 Vi

Crew mitry ave, e .......... 189 6.54 1.6 92.3 8.4 .01

Crew attitude rang ..................... 189 6.54 1.6 2.0 .3 .X

co5!:oapilot Stan= gina
awardcore' ........................... 21 6.4 1.7 50.0 9.8 .07

Crew attitude ............... 211 6.04 1.7 2.0 .4 .14

Navigato's nkvig1to2 s7.Sr • -. 01
(Crrn awrd core

t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 192 7.65 1.1 50.4 10.2 .

Crew attitrde rtin: ............................... 192 7.65 .1i  2.0 .3 .0
Bombardier's bombardier staatI agasus:- .

Crew award score ................................ 212 6.12 1. 50.4 10.1 -N
Crewtttude rt............ 212 6.12 L. 2.0 .04 -05

'After total aew award score bad been Prepared, crews were ranked accord. to this scota

the a were converted to Standard Scores with a mean of So and S.D. of 10.

Rate of Training Accomplishments

Data on the relation b, tween training requirements completed at 6 week

and stanines of various crew members are given in chapters 4 through 10.

Airplane commander stanines were found to correlate significantly witb
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training accomplishment scores. None of the stanines of other crew mem-

bers were related significantly to training accomplLshment.

VALIDATION OF COMBINATIONS OF STANINES AGAINST
MEASURES OF CREW PROFICIENCY

introductlon
Many of the criteria discussed earlier in this chapter reflect the ability

of several, and in some cases, of most of the members of the crew. It

seemed worthwhile, therefore, to determine whether a score, representing

more or less the average aptitude score of the crew members was related to
these measures of proficiency. A number of such comparisons were made by

reserch personnel in the Second Air Force. Since stanines were not aval-

able for all of the commissioned personnel, it was nece-sary to make sepa-

rate studies with a number of different groups; i.e., a group bf crews with
stanines for 4 specialties, crews with stanines for 5 specialties, and crews

with stanines for all aircrew officers. In all studies, the augmented pilot

stanine was ased for both airplane commander and copilot. For the flight
engineer the nonaugmented pilot stanine was used. For the other aircrew

positions the appropriate stanine was used: N stanine for navigator, B

stanine for bombardier and N stanine for radar observer.

Crew Ratinp
The correlations between the average stanines of crew members and rat-

ings of the crew as a whole on both scales are shown in table 11.15. In

TABIr ll.15.-Corrdatons between average crew stans amd t0al
score on crew rating scaki

16th AND 17th WM7GS-SECOND AIR FORME

Stanlne, I Cre ratlb& 2
N -ruMeans S.D. Mean S. D.

Crew rang4 tle A: 58 6.97 55 29.23 4.86 0.07
Average six stanines ............................... 66 6.83 $4 27.61 5.43 -. 03
Average five stanincs .............................. 25 6.88 59 24.22 5.10 .23

Averagefourstanines ............. ............ 159 6.56 54 27.11 5.64 1.04
Avera e (regardless of number)...............

C ratiog scale B: 46 7.27 0.92 36.02 11.05 .20
Averagestanine (Great Rend) ........................ 50 6.86 1.02 38.46 12.40 -. 1
Average stanine (Waler)........................... 45 6.60 0.63 35.06 10.72 -. 09
Average stanine Albuquerque) ....................... 50 6.89 0.62 42.62 9.68 .13
Average starie (Pyote)........................... . - ....... 91 6.91 0O.!.S s 381-4 F1-,4o F .0|

Combined ............................... 6 3

1 Averap by Fishers z of separate coeients for different station3 and classe.

table 11.16 are shown the validities for comP ite stanines when the total

scores on all the individual rating scales were added together to form a

crew rating. Extensive work was done with thes- data, combining both rat-

ing scores and stanines in several different wa3 All combinations dem-
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onstated the same lack of relationship as is shown In tables I1.1S aS11.16. !

TAzg 1.16.-Cofla$iou beugees evae crw taies d £.d sad
scores of d isdividual rfixg scaes

16dt4 AD 17tb WINGS-SECOND AIR FOR Q

N U.' SD.8 N.' SD.' 'a
t re ; ~ s a le A :
Aver osk stashse&. ......... ........... 5S 6.97 .- SS 14. U 13.47 f
Aveag"fi t ami ........................ 6.13 .-€4 128.310 14.09 M
A................................ 2S 6.11 .59 126.20 12. *4Ave:!ge at m wber) .............. 159 G."6 .5& 1"9.21 14. 61

AvezW suunae (Grest Bea ........................... 44 7.27 .92 4.91 90 -g.m
Awmre stanine W0lke) 50 6.8U 1.02 4.1. .15 .
Avgestar e ( ................. 49 6.S3 .67 5.35 .79 -.*
Aw Stg sa ee so 6.89 62 5.35 7 *.

.. ..ae.d................ 195 6.9 . .11

'Averag ty F-We's a Of separae Cor rsa for each cla aed sadn.

Crew Awar&
There was in general little relationship between crew average stanine and

scores used in making crew awards at Gowen Field in the Second Air Force,
as is evident from table 11.17. However, two of the coefficients are signifi.
cant at the S-percent level. In this connection, it should be pointed out
that the attitude rating and average academic grade were highly correated
and both scores represent much the same accomplishment. As with validity
studies of individual stanines, there was some prediction of academic suc.
cess by the stanines.

|-

TAxzK 11.17.---Correl4tions betfzeen crew average strnes and crew award scores
GOWEN FIELD-SECOND AM FORCE

Number tiI ud,ype of crew awasrd of
cases Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Totalswad scee................... 0Averntz itu d **t "....... - * .......... IS"* *''* '" ' 18 656 0.7 $8.2 4.8 0.01v agan de ra ............ 38 6.S6 .7 2.2 .2 0.15A q venecee .m............................... lS1 6.56 .7 84.6 1.S e.14Average yizg.................... "".58 6.S6 .7 89.4 4.7 -. 03Average mitaryu.15 6.S6 .7 91.3 10.1 .01

Training Accomplishment
The correlations between various types of training accomplishment scores

and crew average stanines are given in table 11.18. Although two of the
correlation coefficients are significant with the large nun-ber of crews in-
volved, there is little evidence of a practical degree of relationship. The
stanines of the airplane commander showed a much higher degie of re-
lationship to this criterion than does the crew average stanine. It would
seem that the rest of the crew played a small part in connection with this-
criterion.
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RELATIONS BETWEENa PROFICIENCY OF DIWFEREMr CREW

MEMBERS
Assembly of crews in the Continental Air Forces was done for the most

part with regard only to military occupational specialty and certain ad-
trative requirements. Some attention was paid to relative ag= MV--s

adthe like, but little or no effort wab made to equate crew members in

trms of proficiency. It would, therefore, be logical to assume that at the

outset of operational training there is only a chance relation between the

proficiency of the different crew members. However, the hypothesis has oc-

casionally been advanced that in the process of living and working together

crews tend to become increasingly homogeneous in many ways, even with
respect to proficiency. A number of studies were made to test this

hypothesis.
* In the Fourth Air Force three classes of heavy bombardment crews from

three stations were studied to see what relationships there were between
the available proficiency measures for different crew members. The avail-

able measures of proficiency were converted to standard scores and the

intercorrelations among the measures for the fo r aircrew officers deter-

mined. These are given in table 11.19 for the 1 ,0 crews studied. Also

shown are the mean and standard deviations of t!. intercorrelations and

the mean ir, tercorrelations for each station for each 'hre,- types of profi-

7 ! .
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cinymeasurms 0=e ea ntefcwrttllio of --)Dntetk nne axf
.,A_ gVrM choa grades are tely zero while those obtained fa

iWgructos" ratinp are positive and si n tly different from zero. Tis

result might indicate that there was some bon eity within crews al-

tbough other twes of meaums do not support this view. On the otber

hud, the result migbt indkte ,he presnce of a halo effect, Le., th* i-

dividuals of the crews were rated in conformity with a generA iw; ess1

made by ooe ac mo e of the crew nmmbes

Tm ij9.-Ijm fdti.s smuz'nu. ~ . in'
3-z4 TL4MWWGF0VRTH AIR YORCI

AR csi (3= 140)
__ k V__ a 2 __1_ _ 9 U_ U_

L'.a. i~c yj. I .4 0.02 -0.01 0.1, 0.06 0.15 0.21-0.67 0.z-p e

7- ........... -"-... . . - "
... .22 .97 .12 .Al -. 0 .-X

CA 1 06 -03 " .21 .5 " - ""

E A-aw t e K.4.
1  9 .. . .13 -.S - .0 .0 --.t

,. .0. -s .45 .sJ -16
,t . , .....b-Io...... ...... -.0 . 12 i -' "

....................---...... ............... ...... ...... .14 a

ACV .9 ------------ --- I- .. ,. .. ,.... ': ' ..

* i of =86e.zs hav br med t iale PMt%,oe azodad" i ce 42 a Pmf'min

Minoc Mu& F.;-Id W ahk Wo

-M-------m---------------------............. 0.04 -14 Al
S.mb D ......... .13.4 4

.24 -44____

Mec inte reiaio accMdin to type of main

Creia I Muo Ma=h FkId Wafl Walk Al sUtab

...a ................................... 33 0.23 0.I e.3

mie a-8.1 -. 02 .05 A2.Grs dsd Q V d .... .............. . .: "" ........ - .03 .1s .46

The correlations between rankings of different crew mezibery by Second

Air Force instructors are given in table 11.20. A total ol I- CCIS (H)

classes are represented in the data. Except for the high correLz.ons be-

tween the rank given pilots and copilots the correlations between :-, ig
of different crew members are low. The similarity in ranking of pilot e,,

TAzLz 1120.-Itercorrdiions among rankings oj differas crewo membaS

11 R-17 AND B-24 CCTS CLASSES-SECOND AIR FORCK

Crew nmb A B C .

A =.............................................. A ...... 0.65 0 10 0.15

CoO - :..................... ............................ B.4.39 :16 .'

X&Aor.............................. ...................... C...602 437 [ 0
Bombaie.............................. ....................... D...602 437 602

Gxxw No--Entries bekw the dL,;oWa are de number of eisa for the corre*00" C"

aomh Co '&adeta.
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copilot is probably due to the fact that the latter were not well known to
the instructor_ Such correlations as were here obtained can probably best
be explained as due to a generalized halo effect in the mnds of the rams.
In fact, in view of the emphasis on total crew In operational trainin& these

c-telotnis are surprisingly low.
The intercorrelations between the scores used in making crew awards

for different crcw members are listed in table 11.21. As in the studies in
the Fourth Air Force there is little evi.dence of homogeneity of prvtclencY
wthin crews except when ratings are used as the measur of that

TAM.E 11.2 1.-Luercorelgiones ofceoa-r oes o ien owMmerfU'
GOWE FIEL.D--OSrh IDAHO

Critais A B C D

.rp.,c a ................................................ 0.02 -o.o -0.13

................................................... ........ ..............06 .0-

Si., ........... . . .

Airplane comisder .................................. A.......... -. 21 .31 .13
copilot.....- ......................... .. " . ............ 09 .03

. .................. CD.n.............."..

&N = 112.

Intercorrelations of the over-all and average iatings of individuals and

the rating of the crew, in the case of the Mutoc scales, provide some in-

sight into the relative contributions of the various specialists -0 crew profi-
ciency (at least insofar as crew proficiency was measured by the rating of'

the crew). In contrast to the crew ratings in the Second Air Force, at the
Lead Crew School every instructor rated the crew as a whole, regardless of

his specialty. In the crew over-all rating, therefore, were represented, in

about equal proportions the ratings of the crew by instructors in all spe-
cialties except flight engineer and gunnery instructors. Examintion of the
coefficients in table 11.22 indicate that the ratings of the pilot, navigator
and radar observer were a little more closely related to the ratings of the

crew than were the ratings of the bornbardiers. Since this was a school for

TABLE 11.22.-Correlations of individual rating scores with rating

of crew and with radar ACE

LFAD CREW SCHOOL, MUROC, FOURTH AIR FORCE
(N = 102)

With With
over-all total

crew radar

Criteria ratiflg ACE
0.47 0.04

Average rating of pilot ........................................... 0 .2 -. 0
Over.Lll rating of pilot ..................... .60 " .1

Average rating of navigator ....................... ... . .. . . ............... . .45 .30
Over-illrating of navigator ..................................... ......... J -. 01
Average rating of bombardier ........... ............... .09
Over-all rating of bombardier ................................... .................. 1 .19
Averag; rating of radar observer ..................... ........ S6 .20

Over-ni rating of radar observer .............. "...........01 .06
tverage ra:lng of flight engineer ....... .......................................- .0.
Over-all rating of flight engineer ............................
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bombing. it is interesting that the bombar-dier contributed so little. on the
other hand, it is not surprising that the ratings of flight engineer were not
related to over-ali crew rating since flight engineer instructors did not par.
Cipate in the ratings of the crew.

Eiamination of the correlation of the individual ratings with radar aver.

age circular error scores, also shown in table 11.22 suggests that the per-
formance of these two specialists as measured by the rating scale was
somewhat more closely related to crew performance as measured by the
bombing score than was the case for the other aircrew positions.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERESTS AND MEASURES
OF LEAD CREW PROFICIENCY

Although It was recognized as important, this problem was ot ex.
haustivy st.ud.Jid by r uAch peronnel due to the cessation of tra.ang at
the end of the war. However, some preliminary studies were carri.d on.
Since being a member of a lead crew involved certain hazards and :p.
siilities in addition to certain reward. in the way of prestige, t n

reported by training officials that not all individuals were interestedI in
being a member of a lead crew. Hence it was believed that the interest of
individuals in the crew in being part of a lead crew would have soi-, bear-
ing on the efficiency with which they carried on their duties and the izane
in which the crew as a whole performed.

Research was done in this area in both the 16th and 17th Wingso .e"
Second Air Force with the descriptive rating scales that were descrL. \
earlier. In the 16th Wing each individual was asked to indicate his streng.
oi interest in being a member of a lead crew and his appraisal of the
amount of his crew's interest in being a lead crew, and several other ques-
tions varying slightly in approach and wording to determine the sL'evngth
of interest in lead crew membership. In the 17th Wing, the airplane ,-om-
mander was asked to estimate his crew's desire for a lead assignment ,il-
each crew member was requested to indicate his interest in being a mtibw
of a lead crew.

In the 16th Wing the correlation between the sum of the interests J a.
crew members in being members of a lead crew and the ratings of the ,tw
as a potential lead crew was low (0.31) but significntly different iro&,zero. This was obtained 'for 156 crews in the 16th Wp'gz. For this same
group, the correlation between the individual's interest in lead crew and
his rating as potential lead crew material was not different ht.,m zero for
airplane commanders, copilots, bombardiers and navigatoz. Low but
sig cant correlations were found for radar observers and flight L',ineers.
Exactly the same result was obtained when the interests of the indivi,cs
in having their crew be a lead, crew were correlated with their rating ..-

potential lead crew specialisis.
As might be expected there was a high correlation in the case of all air-

crew posit-ns between the strength of the individual's desire for lead crew
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duty and his estimate of the strength of the desire of the crew for that duty.
This might be due to an actual relationship or to the fact that the individual

projected his desires on the crew. Because of this high correlatloq, esti-

mates of individuals of the strength of the interest of their crew for lead
crew duties showed the same relationship to ratings of the crew. and of In-
dividuals as was described above for strength of personal nterest.

A low but significant relationship was found between the daers of the
airplane commander and those of other crew members for lead crew duty. ,

There was no evidence that personnel of one aircrew specialty wcre more

desirous than those of any other for lead crew assignmenL All" personnel,
regardless of position, reported on the average they were highly interested
in lead crew assignments.

In the 17th Wing each crew member, except the airplane commander,
indicated on a 9-point scale the strength of his interest for lead crew as-
signment. The airplane commander was asked to estimate on a similar form-

his crew's desire for lead duty. The correlation coefficient between the above
estimates and instructors ratings of proficiency of airplane commanders on

Scale B was 0.29. Correlation coefficients between crew members prefer-
ences and instructors ratings of respective crew members were: 0.25 for 148

copilots; 0.17 for 155 navigators; 0.30 for 147 bombardiers; 0.18 for 143

flight engineers; 0.13 for 71 radar observers. While low, these coefficients

indicate that so.ne relationship existed between the two measures. The

correlation coefficient between the average interest of all crew members

except the airplane commander and the airplane commanders' estimates of

their crews' desires for lead duty was 0.29.
On tWe basis of the above results, conclusions regarding the relationship

between inter~.t in lead crew assignment and measures of proficiency must

be highly tentative. It does appear, however, that the two factots are re-

lated in spite of the inadequacy of the criteria. The preliminary research

suggests further that while preferences of the airplane commander were

related to the interests oi the other crew members, they were.not major

factors in determining those interests. The level of interest expressed in

lead crew assignment was high throughout with no specialty showing greater

interest than any other. The fact that the ratings of interest were bunched

near the high end of the scale probably lowered the relationship between in-

terest and proficiency.

STUDIES IN THE ASSEMBLY OF CREWS

Problem

Two important characteristics of good lead crews have implications with

respect to assignment of individuals to combat crews. These are proficiency

(or ability) and teamwork. With the increasing ;-nportance of lead crews
.j the question was: given a particular group of ind. duals to be assigned to

combat crews, how should they be assigned so as to produce the maximum

number of outstanding crews? A number of factors re suggested for con-
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sidsaton in the matching of individuals for assignment to particular cre-.
AAF Letter S.0.17 specified some of these that had to do primarily with

pro&decy. Teamwork, howrer, depends greatly upon how wel crew
members get along with each other, bow compatible they are. Among the
factors suggested as important for compatibility were age, rank, geographt.

lcal origin, hobbies and interests, and special friendships. It was the opinkosSof training personnel that individuals that were similar in termu ofths

factors would be more compatible than individuals that had extreme dif.
ferences in one or more factors. Some study was, therefore, made of the

role of these factors in the assembly of crews.

Evaluation of Crew Assembly in the Second Air Force

Routine procedure for the assignment of individuals to crews in the Third
Air Force up until the fall of 1944 paid little atteaition to any factors that

might improve the quality of the crews in terms of proficiency and com-
patibility. Assignment was usually based solely upon military occupational
specialty and administrative convenience. In the Second Air Force, how.
ever, processing personnel at the combat crew classification and routing
pool reported that an attempt was made to secure crews with good morale
by sorting the trainees into crews on the basis of compatibility. For ex-
ample, the formal structure of the crew requires that the airplane coin
mander be in charge. An attempt was made to assign to his crew other crew
members who would accept him in that status without question. Thus
when possible, the airplane commander was the oldest and highest ranking
officer on the crew. When an officer or EM waiting assignment requested
assignment with some one or two other officers or EM. this was done if it
did not interfere with the meeting of the quotas. Also considered to a
lesser extent were geographical background and experience. No conscious
attempt was made to consider proficiency or ability, although, it was well
recognized that the positions of a'rplane commander and copilot required
different levels of ability. However, the decision regarding assignment to
one of the two positions was usually made in the AAF Training Command
prior to arrival in the Second Air Force.

From data available in other connections, the ages and stanines of air-
crew officers were obtained for approximately 24 CCTS (H) classes in the
Second Air Force. These data were analyzed to determine the extent to
which the above factors were considered in assignming individuals to crews.
In table 11.23 are given the means and standard deviations for tlt- stanines
and -,ges of the occupants cf four aircrew positions f,,r whicil such data
were available. The data show that the airplane comm: ,iders tended to be

slighf.ly older than the other officers. The differences in -n stanines (eX-
cept for airplane commander and copilot) reflected larg d iifferences in
standards' of admission to various types of cadet train*n- For exilnple,
rc ,-.ments for navigation training had long been higi. th:- ' the
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i other specialties. Since the assignment of piil u a sim comuder

* and copilts was carried out in the AAF Training Command supposedly

without knowledge of the stanines, the difference in stanine betwem the
two would seem to provide additional evidence of the validlty of t

TAsLz 11.23.-Ages wm4 stnmism *I efrsw elim
24 5-17 AD -24 CCTS CIASMES-SO'D AM EMS

_ _vhl Aga 11

I a'sI Un - 3

In table 11.24 are. iven the correlations between the stanines and ages of

tl e airplane commanders and those of the other crew mt-bem It can be
seeM that age was given considerable weight in determining assignments to
crews, particularly - regards airplane commanders and copilots. The
positive correlations between stanines, though low, are somewhat un-
expected since aptitude scores presumably were not considered in crew
assitinments. The most, obvious explanation would seem to be that this
relation between stanines was brought about indirectly through the age
factor. If the older and more experienced copilots were assigned to the

.,me crews as the older and more experienced airplane commanders, two
,,pes of influences might operate to produce a correlation between their
stanines. One would be whatever selective factors (either positive or
negative) operated to delay older pilots and airplane commanders so as to

arrive at the same time at the stage of operational training. The second

type of influence would be any trends in population stanines over a period.
of time, with different pairs of airplane commanders and copilots being
drawn from different testing populations.

TABLz 11.24.-Correlations between ages and stanines of airpln command's
and tkose of oker crew members

24 B-17 AND R-24 CTS CLASSES-SECOND All FORCg

Number correlation Correltion
of between betwes

Crew members came stawunes ame

rne commander v. 2om..... ................................... 0
biplnecbmad r dir................51 .16 .15lpnecommuider 9. navigator ........ ..................... 887 .02 .15

a commander .aew averge.................................. 465 .14 .3

Crew Changes During Operational Training

Analysis was made of the crew changes occuring in two B-24 CCTS

classes at one station in the Fourth Air Force and in rive B-17 and B-24

classes at five stations n the Second Air Force. The ft uencies of changes
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The frequencies with which 70 crew members in the ci: --ses studi-
the Fou'rth Air Force cited certain factors Ps important. ii -ausirg cre'-

l e given in t-able 11.27. TA'rL:-- trJi, zable it is app-. .I .
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agrtmenat Was obtained than wo+d be expect by hance .For t
total VO the agement was complete for 73.3 percent of the crews. Th
diffenmce between tkhi and chawc exectancy has a critical ratio of 2:2
Which is sigifcart at between the I and S percent eveL

A questionnaire war administered to combat crew membe.-s to obtaM
their opiniOts relative to the use of such factors as geographic iocatk^
education and age as matching principles in the fomation of crews. I
table 11.29 are presented the summaries of the answe 3 to the questam-
nares. Except for geographic location, a substantial majority of comba
crolw trainees supported the use of the factors used in the Third Air Form

for the formation of crews.
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-With the continsWa dievelopumt and revision, of bombing techniqet
and the introduction of new equipment, the Jed crew assumned an iwcras-

* ~~~y important role as the war progressed- Eight inooths after rsac

psyddogists were assigned to Cocitinental Air Fwces, procedurs were

established for the assembly of all crews by the Training Commndn and the
desigatio of certam of these crew-% as potential .e.d crews- This desia-

. . . .was to be reviewed and changed if necsry on the basis of perform-

ZK noperational training. So*ch procedure necessitated thoo& gnd

of methods for evaluating the pri cecy of crews. Soo. . after they we

sturtt by research persone in the Secwxi, Third and Fourth Air Formes,
-tee s-d-es w..e i.r .. by tL e csatin of hostlities and the rslt-

ni lig downi of training. Hence the dat presented permit (Na* eta

1. the area of critera, measue of boui);. accuray, es.. .iay th

of radar ;)obing of industrial trgets seee particularly good as acrtera
of the pToienDCY Of the crw since they were boh moderatey reliabe wd

represented the proficiency of an members of the bombing teamn Three

rating scaes wre developed and anazed; two in the Saoii and ooe in

the Fourth Air Forcce They wer used in cometion with B-29 training
afund to b e moderatly reliable. One result that seFs worthy of sPe-

cial comment in coinect:o with the use of rating scales was the tendency
for over-.a oeudgnnts t bemor ra ehan rat ecic itemof

behavior.
Rate of mission accomplishment and crew awards were subJect to many

criticisms and were not considered satisfactory as crite Meaures.

The stanines of individual members of the crew showed no significant

relationship to the riteria except for tha stanies Of the zirplane com-
tander which showed significant correlation with training accomplislm-t

* scores.
Composite stanines y such as the average Stanit of all crew members or

the sum of their stanines showed almost no re a ship to the various

criteria of crew proficiency.
The evidence on the homogeneity of proficiency crew m.imbers was
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Studies in the Acquisition and
Retention of Aircrew Skils

Snce the m eF r 2ility assined to aviatim prsyeotOs i the

Cntinntal Air Farces was that of obning criterion data for tt -la .
doq, little time was availabie Jor carrying out studle on the e M e F

acquisition :M retention of aircrew skils. The few studies which wre s-

oApisbed were necessarily limited in smpe and oFMotu PUSti in regard to
sabjct matter and desn. In fact, the dement of exwrimental desW in

these cif aillerential gro treatments and the sysematic control of
k ortant codtiscan hardly be said to have obtained iany of the

itdies to be descrbed in this chapter. Nevertheess varios nalyses ci

tie availll training records have been made, some of which sugest iW-

poartant mnxiica of future pperatiomJ training policie-
At the outset, the reader must acquire a broad iudetandh o the

cnditions under which asures of skill in operationa1l training wre Ob-
amed. Although many of the constions have been discused ehewbre in
tin vamne, especialy in sections deai with the veability of mI

of poficenc3r, further discussion is apropriate her It shoud be pointed
out that filling the commitments for t,2i. men to combat themter en-

forced the strictest kind of adherence to time schedules imposed uon train-

ing bases by higher headqamrter-. This mant that conditions could seldom,

if ever. be kept more than roughly comparable from one "trial" or practice

period to the next_ For example, it is known that numerous factors affect
[ the abiity of the Eighter pilot student to secure hits on an aeia tart.

The airplane, the altitude, the direction of attack, the turbulence of the

air, and the range and angle off at which firing is commenced am but a few

of these factors. Sirce no systematic control of these factors was possible,

it was only a chance matter if the pattern were the same on successive

trials. A-- a matter of fact, from the standpoint of training for combat,

COnstancy of conditions would have been highly undesirable. A similar

Problem existed in the case of bombardment skills. In synchronous and

fixed-angle bombing the skill of the bombardier w -s affected by the air-

plane, the bombsight, the skill of the pilot, the turL :ence of the air, the

*tmechanical condition of the autopilot, and a host ol other factors which

varied from trial to trial and over which the bombar er had no control.
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ing the acquisition at aiimw skils, and (2) the retention of lAnd gny
and bombing AM&S over periods of trn in which they wmr ot mod m

FMIORS AFFECING THE ACQuIsITIO OF SuLLS

In spite of the fact that mos mes of aircrew AM$is had
moderate refiability, there is soeevidin to idicate tha such sht U
fixed aerial gunnexy, flexible aerial gunnery, and radar bombardmn In-
prove in a measurable way wihv acie

Fized Acrid Gins..'

Early studism in which the pfeents of hits obtained an an aeria targd
Mere plotted against, succesive swoable raissions, were somewhat ambhgur
with respect to the demonstration of learning. From the dat pn.eAlted in
table 12.1 it would appear that some increment in score was prisent in few
out of the five clase reprseted.

More conciusive results were obtained in later studies. In one of thm it

was possible to examine the scores of 2 small groups of instructors, 3somP of

TABLz IL.-Awriae percenss.hts obIi. un onssv inizSsi f$Lx byV A, duun'
FIMiT AIR FORME AUGUSTr TO CT05

urna Im, bit@ s """lcaive in~m

Scbol N 1 1 34 1 4

MW3................................ 106 2.? 1. 1 .262.3 1.
Nofl................................. 7 *.4 *44"5** "4.9

...~eus..................... 8S$ 2.4 35.4I 3.7 $I S.) .....
........ 8. 2.0 2.1 3.3 3.
.......... 1.3 2.2111.22 22 3.
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am be preserved their recodl for a3 naMW 25s nduk.hm hed
uMiU0tS Of hdts for succesW e grou Of M ~usw Were, amd and
phttW jggflg a time axi4 the curs shiwn in figure 12.1 were obtaud.
Icures dem~onstrate small but definite mcremeuats. per, unt of pact,

,A oranpractiWa pavops, s, to be withou acceleralo. Tkese &b

we omewhat awbiguous however, since the pqxulation decreas frm
e groupfiv~e iowto the next. The data knotwh theagygs
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of hits for successive performance units of S missions each, are shown h

figure 12.2. From this figure it is apparent that the advantage of the
initially superior group is maintained for approximately 4S missions. After

4S missions the curves are extremnely irregular, which is doubtless a functma
of the small number of cusms

The foregoing results would seem to inicate that larning fixed aen.1

gunnery is deosrtbe during operational training. In fact, the datb

obtained from instructors show that there~can be steady improvement over

a long period of time beyond the requirements of operational traini*~

There is no evidence that the upper limit of shooting accurucy bad ben'
reached within any of the amoints of practice studied.

Flexible Aemidl Gwoer

For the demonstraton of learning in flexible aerial gunnery, small grow$S

of data were available from a guinnery instructors school and from coO1m
crew tra-ning station classes in the Second Air Force. These data, obtiU
from two successive gun camer missions, illustrate the progress to be ez-

pected with the use of both noncomputing and B-29 computing sighb-
Tb.e score representing proficienicy with the computing sight is a compOsit
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score Involving mil error, visual target size In percent, and an oer-a!
modment of the quality of the film. The presence of learning would be
shown by a decrease In this score with practice. The score band upon the
nocomputing sight (waist guns) Is equivalent to a percent-of.hlts scowr,
with due allowances made for error In film assessment. This score would
be espected to Increase with practice if learning were present.

Tbe changes in scores from the first to the second missions are shown In
table 122. Changes in scores from the first to the second attacks In the

Fi oug 12--teduaos of hdividud &l dulmcas wtLb Pgk.

3
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Successive Groups of Fivle 1-fissiOns
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Anst misao are shown In table 12.4. These data suggest that some bNaO
meat in proa dency has be a pined although %ecause of the small numwb
of cases #.1 6d- eeaces between the mean Is sigilant only in the ta,
of the Iastructors usng the coayut dt.
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Some slight evidence of learning in navigation wa found. in the ratia
given to 430 navigators on three successive missions in the Second Air
Force. The missions were graded on a three-point scale, with a "3" rqe-
resenting the best pe;'formance. The average ratings were 1.91,2.05 and
2.13 with standard deviations of 0.66, 0.68 and 0.62 for the first, secod
and third missions respectively. The difference between the average ratig
for the third mission and that for the first mission is significant at the oe
percent leveL There is some likelihood, however, that this incremeat is
rating reflects no.hing more than the instructors' beliefs that students
should improve with practke.

4

Distribution of Practiee

Training policies established by command headquarters usually specifdl
the number of missions to be flown by fighter pilot student for the accoa
plishment of minimum aerial gurjuery requirements. In the Fourth Air
Force this number was originally set at six missions. In actua! practice,
however, the number of missions employed was found to vary from four to
eight. For a sample of 221 students trained at Van Nuys and Ontario
during the autumn and winter months of 1944, the distribution of missiocs
flown to accomplish 2,000 rounds of aeriat gunnery is shown in table 12.
From this table it is evident that some students used twke the number of
missions to meet minimum gunnery requ!rements as did others. It WO5

thought possible that the factor of number of missions would bear SoWe
consistent relationship to final proficiency.
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In order to Investigate the possibility that the number of missl had
$econsistent relationship to final proficiency, the individual afa gSm.

mission records of 3 classes (Fourth Air Force, Ontario A a&d B, Van
,ysinI) were examined. For each student t.he ndsio up= which be *

find his 2,000th round was noted, together with is p-ren of bib for

tut mision. Discarded irm the analysis were cases In which the target

Tmm 12..-Number of fzd g .g ,o " s MWPiminimums vere~men o1 2,0 r.mdg
221 P-38 TA1En-FOUxrH All PORCX

?1mber 41 ubuhin md p

.....................

hd been lost or shot off on the final misson. Ile remaining ca. -e
then sorted into mission-frequency groups within classes. The averag
Percent of hits was computed for each mission-frequency group. Table
12.6 presents these data for each of the classes.

From table 12.6 it is evident that terminal aeria gunnery proficiency is
a positive function of the number of missions over which the required
rounds are distrbuted. It is believed flat this finding is in accordance.
with results usually obtained in distributed practice experiments, although

T;,ns 12.6.-Average percent kits ox find aerial juxr n o ix reko to xkmbf

221 P-38 TRAINEE-FOU-IiTf AIR FORM(2

Out&&o A Onstao I Van NwB

L.

N I F=Mt N I rMA N h"Oft

............................................ ....... 13 3.3 0 ........ 15 7.I
I.......................................... ....... 13 1.9 3 ,3.2 1I S .6~........ 37 1.9 7 2.6 21 $.

.................................................... ..... 3,3 L.$ 19 1.6 7 40l
....................................................... 12 0.9 6 1.! 0 ......

it %hould be noted that the temporal arrangement of "practice" and "rest"
*elements is somiewhat atypical. In the typical dstn'buted practice experi-

!!ment either the length of time between practice periods or the amount of

4.

Practice in a sin h f continuous semsion are systematically varied while other
t factors are controlled. In aerial gunnery, however, the design is not

pear-cut. Obvious enough i the fact that 2,000 rounds distribued over$
miseons will tend to be fired at a lower rate per mission than they wold

Le if distributed over onily 4 missions. ifthat tei aesra gunner pfmber of
rounds fired per pass at the target is fairly constanta isd instructors report
that this is the case, though they may be wrong-it lows that the stmb

dents who required eight mnissions have made fewer p0 per mision than
S. 261
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Thbe fatrof poitive tiUaSw~ holds -fkr"lmiesp a fair sf-.
crew trainin for upon the extent to which it can be ream depemds a
successfid me of syntbetic training devices It is obvious that if tru
can be effected from performance iz mock-ups to perfonance in the * a

consderblesavimg can be made in mateals to say nothing: of time sae
sarily expended it tra i ag

Upon the a pimi assumption that transfer of training coud be obtaid
the Army Air Forces has made extensive use of synethetic training devk
One of these was the Gunairstructor. The iumairstructor is a train*
device for fixed gunnery, intended to simulate aerial combat and to provide
practice in control coordination, aircraft alignment, range estimation, 0i

deffection allowance- The equipment was mounted in a specially caw
structed dark room. The student, sitting in a standard fighter aircrAt
cockpit equie.xi w-th regulation controls, fired at the image of a mowA4
target (an a1plaiie silhouette) controlled by the operator. The imae
was projected upon a screen in front of the student's cockpit. In order to
register hits the student had '3 establish the correct defletion allowanct
and alignment. When hits wexe scored the target blinked red and an auto-
matic device recorded the number of rounds fired and the number of hits
scored. Since the path and attitude of the target airplane w-re contr1lle
by the operator, it was possible for him to present problems ,,,Aiich vari4
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eandi nube of sy2ihefic traicing was, therefcne, directly

u fetabk en cxrdatioms, with istriution statistics, are zown n'
bble 12.7. It is evident fron tbew results that the ae[ia gucneWy Per-,.

rimmwre of fightcr stuzents with ma~ny synthetic tr2iuirmg sessum yr. lot

1? Mtl dfferent from that of studients with few suck esaa
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Communazly of aerial and syntketic terjormances.-I the Gunairstnuc-
trhas rationale as a synthetic training deiefor fixed gunnerY, it would

seem that the two performances should be so similar as to be significantly

Correlated. The student W71o Scores Many hits in the GUnairtructo does
so presumably because he has learned to solve the problemis of range, de-

flection, alignment and control coordination. Solving these problems on the

ground should bear some relaiion to solving them in the air. In order to

determine the extent of this relationshilr, the product-momeilt correlation

between percent hits in the training device and per -at hits in the air was

Compited for one class (Fourth Air Force, Van \ -3 II). The results,

showrn in table 12.8 indicate that thi.' two scores exhij~t no communality.

Factors reducing the efficacy of the Gunai7'stractor. -In an effort to ex-
Plain the foregoing results, additional studies of syn1 lic training were
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These results indicate (1) that there were significant differences in score
between ciass groups, (2) that instructors differed from one another in t6e
scores which they gave and (3) that a given instructor's scoring te~idecY
varied from class to class.

The adequacy of synthetic instruction was examined further by 22
analysis of the skill with which operators could diagnos, and correct in-
dividual deficiencies in lead estimation, angle estimatkr-n, and control Mo
ordination, It was assumed that, under adequate conditions of instci~
and rating of periLorinnc, the scores made on the Gunairstructor would CL-

hibit some communalit y with ratings by instructors. The u.naysis consiste
of the computation of biserial coefficients of correlation betw~een ratings n
scores for each of three items rated. The discrete variable consisted 01
bL.elow.-average/above-average dichotomy. The three biser' I coefficnb
thus obtained ranged !rom 0.06 to 0.19. If it is granted fli.1 the sconiJ4
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~gE ENTIN OF SIllS DURINW- PERIODS OF DISUS
lk the handlin of assinments and ipments of larV Ia I m ofz

it is ievza& tiat some uividuals will bk subject' to pe&&iofc in-
xtirtyua regaods the practic of their spedal kifls. it is of gre~t pma,
bml importane theretore, to determine whether these periods of dism
@I skiDs result in a reduction of pinfciency.

TWOstde were undertaken in the Fourth Air Force to determine the
eitent, to whhvarying per iods of lack of practice affected profickwuy. In
me swtudy of 30D fighte pilots who campketed P-38 trini it was found
tht the average air-to-ground gunnery score of those who were bactisna for

* U I~~3s g as 2W0 days was on~ly 6 percent pourer than that of pilots whorn
tave for not ove: 50 days. In the othet study, invovn bunbardlers it

ins found that the average circla bombing erro for those who were i*-
actve for as long as 90days was only one percent poorerthan thatc of
hambardiers who were inactive for no more than !3) days. For the periodsf
of time studied, therefore, the loss of proficiency resulting from periods of-

Seea tde :f :he qiin adetnto of aircuew

heen reviewed. In these reviews the reader's attention has been called to
the difficulty of performing adequate and crucia investigations under the
exigencies of wartimie training. In'spite of these difficulties, however, cer-.
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II

Attitudes of Aircrew Personnel
Returned From Combat Toward

t' Further Duty

|[: - . RODUCflON
At te dnm of the Research Division, Of" of the Air Swgm,V~q~a J Jf& ForcM tU esac Sti of the Trd aForce coaducted a survey of the attitudes Of aircrew dccers and gmuns

retmued to the United States after a tour of combat duty. The =,Mvey wl
concerned -1&4 with the attitudes of these retra-nem toward their further
utilaiia in the Air Forces, including their attitude toward a soed tow
of combat duty. An analysis was made of the eect of factom such as age,
grade, iil severity of combat expeuienace on tie attitude of these retumm
Inferm itor obtained fmw questionnaires was supplementea by interview
with'iturnees, commanding officers, training officers and flight surge.m
Since the survey of the attitudes of returned aircrew oficers and the study
of fturmed gwazrs were carried out independently, the two studies are
discamed .eparately on the following pages.

SURVEY OF RJURNED AICREW OFFICERS

Resealch personnel %isited 26 out of 38 main stations in the Third Air
Force administering a questionnaire to a representative group of 528 re.
turned aircrew officers in all This sample was carefully selected to re-
semble as closely as possible the total group of returned aircrew officers
in the Third Air Force with respect to grade, rating, (pilot, bombardier,
navigator), combat theater and length of time in the United States since
return from combat When time permitted, information obtained from the
questionnaire was supplemented by interviews with the returnees.

The questionnaire (see appendix 11) subitted to the officers consisted
of 77 items covering the following areas:

Willingness to return for second tvur of combat duty. Length of stay in
the United States.

Combat experiences.
Attitude toword further training.
P 2snt job assignment and job satisfaction.
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"he I mes of the returnees were recorded c IBX punch cards.
faS~esortnu were made an all items, lnteritem counts wee made to

determne the effect of ,ar-s factors upon the rtu & attitudes as
neaected in certain critical itecs. The difference between grops wik, an•
smatora in the following discussion are statisticaly siificant at 1-I

at the s pecet leveL In somee c .. -i m, respos to simia itas
woe pooled in Order to icrease the number of cases Won which to cow

* ~pate the significance of the difference The sample fastoimr .p

peodu LI includes a tabulation of the percentage of re:VO0s to each
alternative of al itsm.

Gmerd Ckeraciemtics of Retwd Ofi
An accurate interpretation of the findiwp of this survey requires a

!kowledge of the composition of the sample. The fowing paagaphs

summarize pertinent x acteristcs of the icturnees.
1. Pesoal charavtistis. a. Grade.--Sghtly more than half of the

returnees were first lieutenants; one third of them were captains.
b. Ag .- About half of the returnees were betwer- the ages of 24 and 26.
c. Mma statu.---lightly more than one-third were single. Of the 61

Percent who were married, 43 percent had married since their return from

combaL
d. Dependents.--Slightly more than one-third had no dependents; 61

percent had I or 2 dependents, including wife.
e. Edcation.-Twenty-eight percent had no college trai ; 52 peo-

cent'had from" 1 to 3 years college, and the reaining 20 percent had 4

years or more of college.
f. Time in the United States since return from combat.-More than two-

thirds of the returnees had been back from 3 to 12 mouths.
2. Facts about combat tour.--a. Approximately 60 percent were pilots

or copilots, 19 percent were navigators and 21 percent were bombardiers.
b. About 20 percent flew in group lead positions as pilots, bombardiers

or navigators while in combat.
c. Theaters were represented in the samples as follows: European 17.

percent, Mediterranean 44 percent, Pacific 27 percent, others 12 percent.

d. Fifty-seven percent of the group had been overseas from 9 to 14

months inclusive.
e. The median number of missions was in the interval betwen 41 to SO.

Seventeen percent reported 70 or more missions.
f. Slightly less than half of the group flew between 100 and 200 combat

hours; 30 percent flew between 200 and 300 heurs.

g. Ten percent completed less than the require, number of missions for

their theaters. Forty-one percent reported no poli..y in effect relative to
the required number of missions.

h. More than half of the sample were assigned medium and light
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bomlers, 22 percent &-w heavy bombers; 19 percent nlew fighter aircr*
L Rouaton policy was responsie for the return of 55 percent, 2g ~

-ent were returned because of combat fatigue, wounds or injuries.
j. O Sly per t o h e were on iited service statu at Ge

cone of sudy.
3. Severy of combn" c-peece-a. A:most half of the returnees wal

eiperienced forced lardinp in friendly territocy. Seven percent were formd

down in eny teritay.
b. More than two-thirds met eDmy opposition cn every or nearly e&

C. Six percent had baied out in either friendly or eaemy territory.
d. Nineteen percent were wounded in combat; 12 percent sustained is.

juries in connection with aircraft in non-combat situatios.
e. Twenty-nine percent reported having suffered from operational fatigue
E. Thsirteen petter, reported having members of their crew kll, 42 per.

cent reported wounds among their crew members.
g. Almost half (40 percent) reported a fourth or more of their de

friends missing killed or wounded;
h. Eight percent reported experiencing air-sickness sometime during their

combat tom.
4. Carmt dudy assigxmet.--Sixty-five percent of the officers were as.

signed a9 ying instructors; 17 percent had flying duties other than in.
structin. Five percent were ground school instructors and 13 percent were
assigned to administrative duties.

Willimgness to Rebne to Combat

Three questions were so wn -ded as to determine in a specific way the
wi.ligness of'these aircrew tficers to return to combat. The first question
was concerned with the atthivde of the officer toward return within various
periods of time; the second was concerned with the willingness to volunteer
for a second tour; the third was concerned with the strength of desire to
return to combat. Thirteen percent indicated they would return at onm
An additional 15 percent would return within 6 months. More than hal'
of the officers would not volunteer for a second tour and only 30 percent
expressed any desire at all to return to combat. The three questions were
found to be highly reliable in that if an individual answered one question
by indicating great willingness to return, he answered the other questions
with responses indicative of great willingness. The sa-ie was true of those
indicating a reluctance to return; their responses on the other questions
indicated a similar reluctance.

Fc -tors A.fecting Willingness to Return to Combat
The willingness of officers to return was found to be related in various

ways to other variables on which data were collected. These factors are

listed below.
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I. Rank.--There was no clear ct evidence that rank was related to
Wjinness to return for another tour, although it was found that captain

ve more willing to return than were first Nieutenza
2. !aUn. stati.--Marred officers regardless of whether they wr

maried before or since their tour of duty, were less desirous of returning to
combat than were single oficers. This was verified by the fact that famBy
ies and obligations were given most often as the reasm for not desiringto return to combtat.

3. Lexgtk of time in United States.-The longer officers had been In this
country the more wlling they were to return to combat duty.

4. Duty assignment.-In general, officers assigned to flying duty wee
more willing to return than officers in other assignments. A greater per-
centage of officers who were assigned as operations officers were wiing to
return than of officers in any other military occupationa specialty. -
S. Miitary stalus.--A larger percentage of officers who were in the Reg -

ular Army or National Guard were willing to return than officers who had
DO suh onnection.

6. Amount of combat experience.--In general, the greater the number of -
misions completed the less willing the officer to return to combat.

7. Type of aircrall used in combat.-A greater percentage of those of-

fers who had combat experience in 13-76 type aircraft expressed willing-
am to return than was the case with any other aircraft. Fighter pilots
showed the next highest percentage willing to return.
8. Severity of combat experience-The more severe the enemy oppo&L

tion encountered the greater the proportion of.individuals who expressed a
strong desire not to return -,) combat. A greater percentage of officers whohad histories of combat fatigue were unwilling to return than of officers"
without such histories.
9. Degree of satisfaction with general conditions in the United Stateg,-

More of the officers who expressed dissatisfaction with military courtesy,
discipline and training in the Zone of Interior were willing to return than
was the case for officers expressing dissatisfaction with other conditions.

10. Attitude toward assignment.-Those officers who were indifferent to
their assignment were more willing to return than ware officers who were
either satisfied or dissatisfi& with thei present jobs. A greater proportion
of officers who felt that lihie i., was being made of their ability or ex-
perience were willing to return than of officers who felt good use was
Sbeing made of their abilities. More of the officers who desired flying;'duties not involving instruction ware willing to return than officers desiringi

other types of assignment. Officers who desired ground duty were least
willing to return to combat
1I. Attitude toward combat effectivenes.-Mo ,f the officers who felt

that their stay in the United States since returning from combat had in-
creased their combat efficiency were willing to returi to combat than of-
ficers who felt their efficiency had been unaffected or ':creared.
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IL12D for retention it1k nY.--Offi rs who dsied to rem*
active duty with the Air Forces (Regular Army) were more willing to to.
turn than were officers who desired to return to civilan life.

13, Futufe uombet Cdoiow.-Sixy-two percent of the retumees In.
dicated they would be more willing to return with a crew all of *box
members had combat experience. Slightly more than half would be g
willing to return if given an assignment not inviing frequent combat fly.
nS. Assignment to very heavy bombardment aircraft would also increase

willingness to return to combat
Factws Not Related to Wilgness to Redwh to ComWb

No relatkmhip was found between willingness to return for a second

tour of combat duty and any of the following variables: Age, aeronautka

rating, length of time overseas, number of c.mbat flying hours, theater o(

previous combat experience and number of friends who were casualties.

Motihtion Dioixg CombW

Although somewhat outside the scope of the survey, an attempt was
made to determine the rel itive strength of various motivating factors dur-
ing combat The two factors checked by almost three-fourths of the re-
turnees as . aving greatly influenced them while in combat were: Desire
to do a gooo job and preference for flying duty rather than ground duty.
Less than 5alf of the returnees were greatly influenced by quch factors a
The excif'ment of combat, not wanting to let other crew members dow%,
being ordered to perform the duties by authorities or regarding their assign-
ments as the best way to strike the enemy. Only a small percentage r-
ported that they were strongly motivated to return to combat by sud
factors as desire to square accounts with the enemy because of the loss of
friends, preference for combat Cuty over present assignment, dissatisfaction

with conditions in the United States or a desire to be in the middle of
things rather than on the sidelines.

Utilization oj Returned Officers in the Zone of the Interior

1. Present assignment.-The duties to which the officers were assigned
together with the percentages in each are shown in table 13.1.

2. Satisfaction with job assignment.-More than 70 percent were ratis-
fled with their job assignment and felt that good use was being made of
their ability and experience. Officers who held lead positions in combst

TA3L. 13.1.-Duty assignments and preftrce: of aircrew offi1ers

Flying duty as instructor .................................................. 3.65 1
lyl- dutvnot as itructo ............... ............................ 17 : 17

Orou~ ~ioo]lntrutor ...... .................................
Admlnttlve ou duties....... ..................................... . .1

Individuals were permitted to ezpress preference for more than one asLipaen,.
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were Iss ofte satisfied with the duties than offcers without that ex-
• petince. Ground school instructors were less satisfied than officers In other

assignments. Officers who had been in the United States longest were less
satisfied than officers more recently returned.

3. Preferred assignment.-The returned officers expressed preferences
for assignment as shown in table 13.1. Also shown are the duty assign-
ments of these officers. There are marked discrepancdes between the actual
assignments made and the preferences regAiding assignments. However,
the fact ..at more than 70 percent expressed themselves as satisfied with
their assignments suggebts that a general good adjustment was being made
by the returned officers.

Certain variables were found related to duty preferences. There was a
general tendency for the proportion desiring administrative duties to In-
crease with increasing rank. The proportion of officers who desired ad-
ministrative duties increased with the amount of education they'had re-
ceived. A greater proportion of pilots desired noninstructional flying duties
than did navigators and bombardiers. Officers who had considerable re-
spons~bility in combat were less desirous of ;lying instructor assignments
than officers with less responsibility. More fighter pilots preferred flying
instruction duties than bombardment pilots. Over 60 percent of the of-
ficers who were dissatisfied with their assignmeut preferred flying duties
other than as an instructor. More of the officers who desired to remain in
the Air Forces preferred flying duties th,., officers who had no desire to
remain.

4, Present combat efficiency.-Sligitly more than half of ihe officers
felt that their stay in the United States had increased their efficency for
future combat duty.

S. Attitude toward further training.-Almost all (95 percent) of tL "
turnees desired further technical training in the Army. Pilots epresstd
a desire for engineering training. Most of the navigators and bombardiers
desired pilot training. Although given the opportunity to select training
other than in Army specialties, the subjects most frequently selected fell in
this category.

6. Post-war army plans.-More than half of the officers expressed a de-
sire to remain on active duty with the Air Forces (Regular Army). Slightly
more than one.third preferred Reserve Officer Status. Oniy 4 percent de-
sired to return to civilian life without retaining any army affiliation. More
of the officers with the rank of major and captain preferred Regular Army
status than officers of lower rank. Married officers were more interested
than single officers in such an assignment. More pilots were interested in a
career in the Regular Army than other aircrew specialists.

Comments of Commandi.Ig Officers, Training Offi. .-s and Flight Surgeons

Station commanders, flight surgeons, directors of training, directors of
administration, air inspectors and administrative i .,ectors were in sub-
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t. eir sie ona cards-. it a e--or thatnk anwern wfte

obtained and that the results could be considered accurste refiectiODm Of

the attitudes of the individuals sampld The results of the intervew sub.

stantiate in an respects those obtained from the questionae and there-

fore are nt presented separatey in the following disu u The sanih

bu e.ti a rin the appendix gives the percentage of the gunners respond
ing to each ateative of all the queetio.s

Gmaqr CharacterWi--k4 of Returnd Gwser,

1. pefoal characteristcy, a. Grade-More than 90 Percent j the

g.znners were high ranking noncommissioned officers (staff and technicl
sergeants).

b. Age.-More than 60 percent were between the ages of 21 and 26

years of age.
c. marital staxa.-Slightly more than half of the gunn:7 were Single1

with no dependents.
d. Education.--About 60 percent had had 3 to 4 years of high schoOl

or vocational schoe. A v,-y small percentage had tr: "ning beyond high
schoo-

e. Time in the United States since relurn from combat.-About two-

, .h sof the gunners had been in the United States frorn I to 7 months

since return from combat.
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s eciaists uch as g cre chief orchancs n additn2 m
w beik* gunnr w& in cmbt; sightly moe the m ~e-t "W
aro posers; me-fifth ere ralio.or radar gwm and Al t m
*" oone-. wore pVMMS edy.

re t n or ost of teir In R-17 ty e a-

aft. B-24 gunners were next in frequency (22 pecent) foZved by B-2S

m A negliible nunber were assigd to other aircraft.
c. Thiety-six percent wee based in England; 3S percent wee frm tm

fediteranean Theater. The remainder were prncipally frm the Pacfi"

d. The gunners were dist.ibuted faid.y equally among the various gn

positions except for the nose p osition which bad markedly fewer represeta-
tives. The relatively small number of no gunners is probably explained
by the fact that bombardiers freq,ently fired the nose guns.

e. host of t.be gunners had been ,'verseas from 7 to 14 months and had
own from 20 to 5O mis.!
f. About half of the gunners flew exactly the number of missions re-

quired by the theater. A fifth reported no policy in effect regarding num-

ber of missim.
3. Seventy o combat exper .-ce.-a. Slightly less than half of the gun-

ners had expenenced crash ]andin
b. More than 80 percent reported enemy opposition on all or almost

an Imissions.
c. About 10 percent had bailed out of disabled airaft.
d. Twenty percent were wounded in combaL
e. Almost half of the gunners were given some sort of treatment foc op-

erational fatigue.
f. About one-fourth of the gunners reported fatalities among their crew

members; more than half reported wounds among fellow crewmen.
g. The majority of the gunners were returned as a result of the rotation

policy prevailing at the time of their tour.

Willingness to Return to Combat

Only 6 percent of the guners were willing to return to combat im.

mediately. Sixteen percent had "some" desire to return or were indifferent

toward return. The majority were not desirous of a second tour. More

than half preferred being assigned to duty as basic soldiers to being re-

turned to combat: Approximately half indicated they would be willing

to return only after all available trained gunners had been sent to combat.

Factors Affecting Willingness to Return to Combat

1. Marital status.-Single men were more williny than married men to

return for a second tour.
2. Amount of comiat experience.-Gunners who I " spetit more than 18
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tmtis overseas during their first tour were more willing to returm tin
gunners who had spent Jess tbm.

3. Tkeae.-Gunners from other theaters than the Eurpean
terranean and Pacifc were more willing to return than gunners from those
theaters. Gunners from the China-Burma-India, Carribbean, Alaska a
other theaters were inclined to explain any lack of willingness to etua
to combat on the grounds that they- had made their combat contnbutit
Gunners who had experience against the Germans, on the other hand, were
reluctant to return because they felt that they could -:ot stand the strain of
further coman

4. Type of air ef-In general, type of aircraft had no affect tw
willingnm to return

S. Crmp rosi .- Radio gunners were less willing to return than gun.
ners in other positiomn.

6. Sewily of combat e= xjece.--Specific factors indicative of at
severity of combat experience, sch as number of bail-outs, crash landinA
inm mies or fatalities among fellow crewmen were not found related to mw-
lingness to return. However, the general factor related to severity of com.
bat experience, namely, history of operational fatigue, did show such a
relationship. Gunners with histores of operational fatigue were less wi-
ling to return than were gunners without that history.

Uldzation of Returned Gunnes in the Zone of Interior
1. Job asinmets.--The gunners in the sample were assigned as f.

lows: 57 percent instructors on flying status; 21 percent ground instructors
in gunnery, armament, radio, mechanics, etc.; 10 percent ground duty net
involving instruction; 3 percent instructing other than above; 1 percent
clerical and administrative work; 8 percent no assignment.

2. Job satisjaction.--Sixty-eight percent of the gunners were satisfied
with their job assignments. Seventy-two percent felt that the army was
making good use of their ability and experience. The longer a gunner ad
been in the United States the more likely it was that he was satisfied with
his assignment

Attitude Toweard Further Training
About 40 percent felt they needed no further gunnery training. Twenty-

seven percent felt the need for more training in air-to-air firing. Certain
important courses had been omitted in the original training of these gun-
ners, as evidenced by the fact that 53 percent had had no gun camera mis-
sions and 29 percent had no course in position firing. With regard to
additional training in specialties other than gunnery, 37 percent indicated
they needed no further training. Additional training in such areas as
armament, mechanics and radio operations was considered necessary by
from 10-IS percent of the gunners. Fifty percent of the gu,-iers reported
that they were interested in attending school while in the Arm,, in prepars-
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for return to civillan life, provided the courses were not restricted to

am speciaists. Courses most often requested were In mechanics, busi-

ams, radio and radar, special trades and high school subject&.

Ceaumnts by Commanding Offiers, Training Officers esd Plight Swrgewas
Th1e officers interviewed were in substantial agreement that the majority.

of thie gunners were making an adequate adjustment upon return to the
United States. This adjustment, in their opinion, took from 3 to 6 months.
The officers stated that surplus gunners could be absorbed by return to
cgjbat, reclassification to other jobs and by replacement of gunnery in-
structors without combat experience. Only about 10 percent were in deft-.

nite need of immediate dischage, according to officers interviewed. rb

officers felt that the returned gunners were in need of further "on-the-jo?
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II

Summary and Evaluation .

1.
TINRODUCIION

In this final chapter, an attempt will be made to summarize the mowe
important conclusions which came out of the work herein reported, and to
evaluate the results obtained. In this connection the point of view from
which judgments are made is an important consideration. In the case of
the present report, at least three viewpoints can be taken, each with some
re&5or The material can be -reviewed in terms of the formal missions of
the psychological sections, as described in chapter 1, with conclusions
stated in terms of how completely the stated objectives were attained.
Again, the report may be examined to dfiscover what contributions have-
been .made to Army Air Forces selection and training. procedures. This
type of evaluation can be made only in terms of possible post-war orn.
tributions, since this research resulted in only minor changes in operating
procedures in the Continental Air Forces dtuing the war. From a third
frame of reference, the results may be reviewed as a contribution by
psychologists- to the methods and subject matter of aviation psychology.
As was the case with other sections of the Aviation Psychology Program,
the research workers in the Continental Air Forces enjoyed an unusual op-
portunity for application of psychological principles to problems of selec-
tion and training involving very large popu1ations, larger than are available
in most peacetime military, educational, or industrial situas!ons. This lat-
ter point of view would place chief emphasis on the methods used to secure
the data, on the problems (and in some cases the anoualies) arising in the
statistical handling o the data, and on the development of criteria for
judging the practicai usefulness of relationships discovered.

Throughout this chapter, the attempt will be made to discuss the research
in terms of all three of these methods ot evaluation. However, the writers
have perhaps been most concerned with evaluation of the work in terms of a
scientific project, as is indicated in the last of the three approaches. This
position has been taken advisedly, in line with the general conviction thz-f
the largest national service can be rendered in a continuous effort to revise
experimental hypotheses, sharpen research tools and perfect the methods
used in investigating fundamental or underlying facts whether the phenoln-
ena be physical, psychological or social.

The evaluations offered will be confined to a discussion of the problems
and findings presented in the chapters on the seven aircrew positions, on
the ci ew as a whole, and on studies in the acquisition of skills. No further
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remarks will be made on the study of attitudes of aircrew persond r-

turned from combat, done by the Third Air Force, nor on the Mnds e

bneous studies reported in chapter 12. While these were undetaken u 1

either broad or specific provisions of directives from Headquarter Army
Air Forces, they were somewhat aside from the main stream of the reseaca
effort of the Aviation Psychology Program, and, therefore, will be allowed

to stand alone.
Discussion in this chapter will proceed under four major topics: organiz-

tion and operating procedures, analyses of duties, criteria of proficiency and

validation of stanines and test scores. While the obvious orientation of this
section and of the work it reviews is toward evaluation and improvement
of psychological selection procedures, the close connection between selection

and training procedures can hardly be overemphasired. For example, while
.he criteria of proficiency were studied primarily to find scores against
which to validate tests, they would often have been equally useful in

evaluating training. For only insofar as measures of achievement existed,
with which individuals were measured from time to time throughout ;
course of training, could the effectiveness of the efforts spent in training be

critically appraised.

ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES-

Certain comments need to be made on administrative experience gaied
in fulfilling the assigned missions in the four continental air forces. Ts

experience revealed several factors which affected in an important way the

accomplishment of research in the operational training situation. •

Number of Research Personnel "

In the first place, it seems almost self-evident that the number of pSyo.

chologists assigned was insufficient for adequate completion of the prm-.

scribed mission. From the fall of 1944 until the close of the war, there

were at most times roughly 4,000 combat crews in training at the approxi-

mately 80 CCTS and OTU stations in the 4 numbered air forces. Them

were in addition more than 20 stations devoted to the training of fighter

pilots. It was impossible with the available personnel to make more than

an occasional visit to most of these stations, o that detailed procedures in

the assignment of grades and evaluation of perfo-mance could not often

be followed up on the spot. There was thus no way research personnel

could keep track of the frequent changes in training procedures or the

special conditions which frequently arose in the training at a particular

station.
Heterogeneity of training and the vaz' size of the ..r forces prevented

aviation psychologists in three of them frc - maintaining complete coverage

of all trainees being trained in their comi. ,,nds. These two factors were

somewhat less in evidence in the First Air F -rce where no heavy bombard-

ment training was done and where researc. nersonIel were able to con-
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centrate oU a single type of training-P-47 fighter pilot training It
was thu s in the First Air Force to keep a complete file of the p-47
trainees In the command. The problem could not be solved In the other
three a& forces by having a small staff at headquarters perform the evabig.
tom studies, since profiiency records of individual trainees were not oftem
transmitted from station to headquarters, and since the local stations had

: • great deal of autonomy in carrying out their training. Ony at the statio

level were the actual names of crew members available prior to completion
of operational ining and assignment to staging for combat

The smal number of aviation psychologists available had another d.
feet on esearch in the Continental Air Forces. Because there were so few
of them, research personnel hesitatcd to undertake the tremendous job of
instituting new procedures of evaluation ct any large number of stations in
the various air forces, and spent considerable time studying and attempting
to use existing records and routine procedures, even when it was apparent
that such records and procedures were far from ideal.

Allocation of Research Personnd

Since in tLe Second Air Force, the aviation psychologists were assigned
to each training wiuig, while in the other air forces they were concentrated
at a central point some question arises as to which was the more effective
organizational plan. In venernl, it is belteved that concentration was more
effective. However, there were some advantages to deployment in the
wings. These included location in the geographical Nicinity of a number of
bases which carried on the same type of training, and direct contact with a
headquarters primarily' concerned with fulfilling training directives. On
the other hand, day to day contact with each other in central units enabled

research personnel to criticize and revise research procedures and to pool
statistical services. Visits to bases were made on a temporary duty basis,
and, *hile likely to be less frequent than those made from the wing, were
probably equally effective. Continuous discussion at the central point made
it possible to shift research emphases and to transfer work to those bases
where conditions were most suitable to the research being undertaken.

lecting Useful Research in Operational Training Situstions

Throughout the psychological program, an attempt was continuoue;
made to judge the importance of any research undertaking in terms of it
possible contribution, to the war effort. In order for the results of research
to lead to action, an operating problem had to exist and be recognized by
command avd administrative personnel. The reseach then had to be di-
rected fairly specifically toward a solution of that problem. In the case of
siudies on the validation of test scores and stanines the action was clear
enough. Any new facts regarding the relative validities of tests could be
readily used in revision of the classification test battery administered in the
psychological units of the training command.
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In other types of studies the mechanisms for getting action based on -

search results had to be worked out. For exainple, for a long time It was
believed by various officers in the air forces that crews should be assembled
before training on some sort of proficiency -basis, and that information OR
the relative success of the whole crew in training should be transmitted to
the overseas commander for use in determining suitable crew assignments.
Some research had been done by psychologists on the characteristics of
successful lead crews. However, research in methods of crew evaluation wLZ

not always supported locally and did not at first have any practical out-
:ne. Later, psychologists had opportunity to make rece:,nmendations In

V a planning conference and aided in the preparation at Headquarters, Army
Air Forces, of an AAF Letter outlining specific procedures to be used in as-
signing crews and directing that their proficiency be routinely evaluated at
the station level., Since this AAF Letter required that an evaluation be sent
overseas with each crew, it was possible to send through command chan-
nels a letter from Headquarters, Continental Air Forces, directing each
member air force to undertake research on individual and crew proficiency

measurement in order to establish suitable procedures for use in evalua-
tion called for in the AAF Letter. With this clear admnistrative need for

a measuring instrument at the station level, psychologists were invited to
work in close cooperation with training personnel on the solution of what
was now a practical problem of immediate interest to. a2H concerned. ThIa
experience illustrats how proper coordination of research objectives at all
levels of commands often results in better recognition of the need for cer-
tain research and brings about closer cooperation among interested sections
in the attainment of the research objectives.

ANALYSIS OF DUTIES

Job analysis is a technique or a tool which is almost alwvs employed by
the psychologist when faced with problems of selection or classification for

jobs in industry. The type of analysis, and the level of detail in description

of the duties depend upon what use is to be made of the information.

Throughout the Aviation Psychology Program frequent use has been made

of job analysis techniques. In the early days of the program, a series of

bulletins on the analysis of duties of all aircrew positions was published for

the guidance of research workers in devising tests and test procedures.

Informal analyses were constantly being made as research workers came in

contact with aircrew personnel on the job. The Psychological Research

Projects for each aircrew position, located in the AAF Training Command,
devoted considerable effort to systematic and relatively exhaustive job

analyses of the aircrew position with which they were concerned, especially

to the students' job in the early stages of training. Research workers in the

Continental Air Forces, on the other hand, did ..ot undertake extensive for-

mral job analyses of aircrew duties since job r,-quirements in operational

training were essentially similar to those in the AF Training Command,
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diffent In ome Jtal. However* refer. Was .M

Stsoug -ut the text of this report to training manuals, etc., which oudlwh
wla and bow variousills v to be exercised and what further train.
ing wzs given In each specialty in operational tM :&

In this connection, It might be argued that, in one sense, the studies of

the criteria .eorted in the preceding chapters represent job analyses of a
sort. The object of these efforts was to discover or to develop methods of

measuring individual differences in skill or competence on the job, and

depeaded for success Up= how representative each variable was of te i.

dividual's skill In the total requirements of the job. Insofar as variables

were discovered and measured in which indivduals on the job did differ

from one another in mner of perfornance, it uay be said that an opera-

tional definition of the job was developed. Obviously, such criteria in the

aggregate do not enumerate a/ the activities required nor aU skills and

aptitudes which must be present in at least minimal amount3 for the in.

dividual to hold the job at lLSome attempts at systematic job analyses were made for three types of

aircrew duties in the.training air forces. These analyses emphasized eqpe*

cially the phases of the job which were new to the trainee when he entered

operational training from the AAF Training Command.

Fighter Ml
The irst of the more detailed analyses had to do with the job of the

fighter pilot, that is, the job of the man who had just learned to fly an air-

plane and now had the job of learning to fight with it. The skills required

were determined by interview, by examination of training dik-c-ives, by
study of ratings and objective criteria, and from analysis of records of t:-

cidcnits and Flying Evaluation Board proceedings. Traits, defined as those

modes of behavior which appear to spring from the psychological back-

ground of the pilot, were determined chiefly by interviews with trainees,
instructors and returned combat pilots. The general conclusion of these

investigations was that within the Continental Air Forces almost all the

students possessed the minimum flying skills, (perhaps because the weaker

studcnts were eliminated in the Training Command), so that many of the

must important differences between good and poor pilots lay in the per-

sonality characteristics determining aggressiveness, ability to take respon-

sibility and t'sdgmenL

Ait-plane Comtkander

""he second area of job analysis was that of the airplane commander.

Hcrc attention was centered not. only on the skills and traits required in

flying a bombardment aircraft, but also in the requirements for the ade-

quate exercise of command and leadership in a military situation. Two

approaches were made: one through direct observation of the airplane
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commander in the air on training missions, and the other through the col-

lection of reports from returned combat personnel and trainees about situs-
tions in which airplane commander ability was exercised. The results of
these studies point to the importance of certain personality charactss
which seem to determine success in leadership and command, cha acelstlu'
which were assessed to only a very limited extent in preselection and las-
sification procedures. The research workers also observed that relatively
little training was given the airplane commander in the techniques of leader-
ship or the ways of exerc'sing command. It is the opinion of the writers
that spacific instruction can be given in these matters, and that it I essen-
tial to set up special instructional procedures in command techniques,
utilizing the known principles of executive leadership combined with illus-
trations of the adequate exercise of command in aerial bombardment war-
fare. To young pilots, it is believed that much distilled experience in com-
bat training leadership could be transmitted by precept and example
through instruction specific to the duties and responsibilities of the airplane
commander."

The Bombarment Crew

The third area for specific job-analysis was that of the crew-as-a-whole,
with particular attention to the duties and responsibilities of the lead crew.
Source material for these studies was confined to interviews with instructors
and especially aircrew members returned from combat. Unanimous agree-
ment was quickly reached on the importance of individual proficiency in
determining the success of the crew. Also, the necessity for teamwork and
cooperation among all members was beavily stressed. However entire
agreement was not reached in the interesting question of whether a com-
plete assessment of the individual proficiencies of each crew member would
give an adequate measure of the proficiency of the crew as a whole. The
question is an important one, and some opportunity for a quantitative
answer to it was set up in the procedures estabiished under AAF Letter
50-117. However, hostilities ceased and combat crew training was stopped
before an answer could be obtained.

CRITERIA

Studies of the criterl' of proficiency of individuals -d crews in opera-
tional training constituted the most important activity of aviation psy-
chologists in the Continental Air Forces. Reliable measurement of skill In
job performance is, of course, fundamental to any adequate assessment of

either selection or training procedures. In this sect ',i the criteria of profi-
ciency studied are discussed briefly in terms of certan important character-
istics and there is also brief discussion of some of te,- special conditions of

operational training which influenced the outcome of studies made.
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asaificatlon of Profidency Criteria
Gencid CoeoWeu

Criteria of proficiency might be classified in an almost infinite number
o-f different ways. The particular categories chosen for the analyses in this
sedion are thus but a few out of manypossible classifications. As wil be
obvious upon examinatiun, the various categories of classification ar, no
in practice by any means independent of one another. However, each
dimension of dassification given does represent a somewhat dh7erent an.
phasis, and an emphasis which is believed by the authors to be of interest
in th: consideration of the itedia.

Dircclass"
The first dimension in terms of which the criteria are classified btlow is

the directness-indirectness of the measurement of the skill involved. This
dimension runs from those criteria which measure the actuai performance of
some aspect of the job of the aircrew member concerned, as for example,
the numnier of hits that a fighter pilot gets in an aerial target, to some
measure of an indirect outcome of skillful performance of the job such as
rate of training accomplishment. Analysis in terms of this dimension is
important in the selection of criteria for use in training, where the moe
direct a criterion is, the more effective it is likely to be in the learning
situation.

A second continuum on which proficiency criteria may be placed might
be called generality-specificity. It refers to the extent to which a measure
gets at the total performance of an aircrew member on his job. For ex-
ample, the records of landing and take-offs obtained from mobile control

Jits represent specific or limited aspects of the job of fighter pilot, while
ranking airplane commanders in order of expected proficiency in combat
represents a very general measure.

While of twc criteria otherwise equally desirable the more general would
,'obably be best f L, use as a sole criterion, it would be quite possible for

a combination of ,pecific criteria to be superior to any available combi-
nation of generi criteria. In this connection the question arises of how
various specific measures are related to each other and how an estimate of an
individual's over-all proficiency on the job can be most economically derived.
A number of separate specific criteria are likely to be more useful in train-
in- than general criteria since they would reveal specific weaknezsses in theresults of training and would direct tie attention of instructors and students

thereto.

Simplicity
Precise measurement constitutes the cornerstone of any scie'fntific edifice.

In the last analysis, all measurement depends on a judgment made by an
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observer. The object in developing precise instruments and techniques of
measurement Is to provide situations such that the judgments made byb. A
serve's are as stmple as possible. Reading the scale value to which an
instrument needle is pointing, is one of the simpler types of judgment.
Rating a personality characteristic of a pilot trainee is one of the mr

complex types. Thus one of the most important categories of classificata
of criteria in this report is that describd in terms of the smldCcm

plexity aspect of the judgmental situation.

Obeclity
There might be some question as to whether there be needed to consider

the objectivity-subjectivity of criteria in addition to their classification In

terms of simplicity. Certainly judgcents made in simple situations are
less likely to be influenced by subjective 'actors than those involving ex-

treme complexity. However, it is believect that the emphasis is sufficiently
different to warrant consideration of the various criteria in terms of objec-
tivity as well as simplicity.

The final dimension or categoryof classification of criteria, is that defined
in terms of the permanence-transitoriness of the nat',.re of the phenomena
observed. Results of written proficiency examinations, the answer sheets
of which might be held indefinitely, would represent relatively pernmaent
criteria. The judgment by the mobile control unit operator regarding the
quality of a particular landing of a plane would represent a criterion at the
transitory end of the scale.

In table 14.1 the criteria used in the studies reported in this volume are
roughly categorized in terms of the dimensions described above. Under
each dimension, each criterion is given a value of "H," "M," or 4L," rep-
resenting high, moderate or little amount of the crit rion: quality rep-
resented by the first term of each pair describing the various dimensions.
Thus in the column marked "Sim.-Comp." an "H" would mean a criterion
such that the observation involved only a simple judgment while an "V'
would refer to a criterion such that a complex judgment was involved. An
"M" would refer to a criterion lying between the two extremes. It is recog-
nized that the particular values listed for the various criteria in table 14.1
are somewhat arbitrary. However, they represent the composite judgment
of several aviation psychologists who participated in the collection and

.j analysis of much of the criterion data.
Also shown in the table are rough averages of the reliability coefficrts

for various proficiency criteria. The approximate numbers of cases in-

cluded are shown in parenthesces following each cc ficient. Mission grades
and comment scores are seen to have the highest degree of reliability of all

the criteria studied. Gunnery scores, bombing sec es and sortie grades
have moderate reliability. With the exception of thL i tings of individual
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4.. ",** various criteria of navigation proficiency, gft
r:1 5; -Mes ad varivu; ground trainer scores have a low degree of re.

.-q,,:, - i,: I F. i.;t ,na Encounth.lre

,..-'ghout the Outii.ental Air Forces, there were great variations is
ir I-:~jra' Aedures, in nwdiods of recording proficiency and In the inter.
pr- i.-.,,' c(4 tr,i,ir-g -eqArementq. There were differences at all levels of

al ±:!I. ~,t "1, between J C -.,'o ns and air forces. Some of these
,. *:, "Ccs, such as those- having to do with scoring of bombing perform.

.um.ily had a ital effect upou the scores of crews at certain statiofs
"1,L. ,aiation in conditions rot only served to attenuate any relationships
! ,- stanines and proflcieicy criteria, but also may have discouraged

, ... of training persounel to develop better proficiency measures, s
0 ,-% 'w.±. that any such measures developed would probably be limited
i.l I. W the sLation where they were developed.

If k o) In:trest in Proficiency Measuremeu

!,,-7 4 i1VL-er of iea-ons there 'as little interest on the part of many
...I ,cfficers in the measurement of proficiency. Two of the most in,.
S,:f(Ant rr.sons were as follows. First, there was no practical administrative

pr,-edurc set up for eliminating individuals and crews thought not profi-

dent. Al administrative pressure was to graduate every crew regardless
of proficiency, so as to meet personnel commitments to combat theaters.
A -econd reason for the lack of interest shown was the belief that all of the
individuals reaching operational training had attained a satisfactory degree
of proficiency. Training officers frequently stated "all of our crews are
proficient."

Prob lem ol Control Groups

Be-ause facilities were not available, the aviation psychologists In the
a,ous he.!.vy bombazdineit commands were unable to maintain a complete

"-Ie of naanes of all per.onnel entering operational training. It was thus
... ' in some cases to choose a control group for comparison with an
c.peri,..enial group, or . group where a particular condition had obtained.
S...h contiols almost irc'itably tui:ed out to have been open to some sort
of hkis, opcating either explicitly or implicitly in their selection.

W', i' I' Y OF STANLOrES AND CLASSIFICATION TEST SCORES
T.,ken by position, there is no doubt that the stanines (B, N and P) and

w!i,idual classification test scores better predicted the proficiency In op-
eiad!otal training of fighter pilots than they did the proficiency of individ-
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tzas of any other flying specialty. Validity coeff-ilets were larger sad
more consistently positive, both in different samples of a particular type of
sco, and among different types of scores. Three types of proficiency I
meures might be singled out as especially promising: gunay sores
(air-to-air aud air-to-ground,, mssion comments, and training accompih
ment scores. Stanine validities of roughly 0.15, 0.23 and 0.23 respectively,
were obtained. Wile the gunnery and mission comment scores were also

suitable for use in evaluation of training, the training accomplishment
scores were not well suited for this purpose. For, if the rapid accomplish-
ment of training requirements became a recognized goal and students were
evaluated in those terms, other more important goals would be neglected.

Another important feature of the validity data presented in the fore.
going chapters was the relatively poor success attained in the prediction of
crew bombing accuracy. As with other criteria, the fact that the bombing -

scores were not perfectly reliable may have tended to obscure possible re-
lationships. However, a second and more important consideration was the
fact that bombing scores represented the cooperative performance of at least
two and sometimes three aircrew members. Thus the stanines and das-

sification test scores of a single aircrew officer could not be expected to ac-
count for more than a small part of the total variance in such scores. How-
,-ver, attempts to predict the crew bombing scores by a combination of
stanines of several crew members did not yield promising -results either.
Here it is probable a number of additional sources of error were intro-
duced since for only a few of the crews were stanines available for all air-
crew officers. It is not known what selective factors were operating to
determine which crew members were with and without such data..

Among the vzrious types of criteria over-all ratings and descriptive rat-
ings of all sorts were in general not well predicted by stanines of the in-
dividuals concerned. Somewhat more promising results were obtained for
the ratings of performance on synthetic trainers. Link trainer scores of
various types and CNT ratings were better predicted by the stanines than
most other criteria. Finally, ground school grades usually reflected to some
extent the stanines of the individuals concerned. This type of criterion

* suffers from the fact that it logically represents only a small part (if any)
of the type of actvity actually carried on in combat operations. The
"validity" of ground school performance is itself open to question, when
the ultimate objective is the prediction of su'cess in combat. Although few

of the coefficients attained statistical significance, it can be pointed out in
summary that positive results were obtained in most cases. Taking the
data as a whole, individuals with higher stanines had some tendency to at-
tain higher proficiency scores.

The validities of individual aircrew classificatic-1 tests were obtained for
only a few of the criteria studied and for the mo. part only with fighter
Pilots. No very striking results were obtained. In general, the Mechanical
Principles and Mechanical Information Tests and !'.e Biographical Data
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t best predicted success in operational training for fighter pilots. While most

of these validity coefficients were positive, It Is Interesting that no ae
psychomotor test coasistently yielded validity coefficients that reacj
statistical significance.

i'wo serious difficulties were encountered In validity studies in operationa4
'rhining. The first was the presence of differential factors of selection with
r.!pect to the original testing population, in a particular group of cm
n.ight be included individual crew members who belonged to testing pop.
ulation as much as two years apart. Not only had testing procedures and
:Lsts been revised, but the character. of the population tested lud changed.
iecause of the small numbers of cases available, it was frequently not
possible to control this factor. 'The second difficulty was that introduced
by extreme differences in level of experience of aircrew members in a single
CCTS class. It is obvious that level of proficiency should vary with amount
of experience. Thus, in validity s'udies utilizing populations of extreme
variability in experience, it would be surprising if consisteut correlations
were found between original classification test scores or stanines and
criteria of proficiency.

The data obtained do not permit a decision as to what might be the
optimum combination of various more or less specific criteria. The degree of
correlation between most of the proficiency measures studied was rather
high considering the level ol reliability of the various measures. Hence,
whenever it was tried, the statistical combination of several measures yieldedI
validities not much superior to th e obtained with one or more of the sepa.,-ate scores which went into the combinatidn. Most of the rating procedures

would not lead oi to expect that a "clinical" combination of criterion
scores would give any higher coefficients of validity than did the direct.
statistical cbmbinations. It is doubtful whether sufficient knowledge of
the interrelationships of abilities exists to make possible a successful
clinical cotabation of criteria. Ideally, for combination, one would probably
desire a r.umber of specific criteria, each of which measured a different
aspect (, the total job and the intercorrelations of which were low. Prac-
tically, this would ordinarily result in a combined criterion with a low
degree of reliability. When there is added to this consideration the fact
that the i,'jercorrelations, and even frequently the reliabilities of the various
possible scores, are not well established the decision as to what criteria or
cc:ibinations of criteria should be used in validation becomes a matter for
arbitrary decision using whitever insight the aviation psychologist may
possest

SUMUARY

Aviation psychologists :.,5signed to the various Continental Air Forces
spent appro.:imately a ye.: studying criteria of proficiency in operational
training, determining valiities of classification test scores and stanines in
p -:dicting success of airci '.;v officers in such training, developing procedures
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for the identification of potential lead crews and pertming variou servm
activities of interest to the local commands. A rebvely thorough survey
was made of available records and procedures for evaluatin prof cleAL7

at individuals and crews and additional procedures were developed in c0.
operation with training departments. Had training continued another 6
amoths, it would probably have been possible to put into univesal opera-
tion some of the more promising of these procedures. As it was, only F r
fighter pilots was there available adequate information on proficiency for
tither validation of selection procedures or studies of effectiveness of alter-
native methods of training. Finally, within the limitations of the data Oere
was a great deal of evidence that individuals with high stanines ten&d to.
reveal greater proficiency in operational training than did individuals with
Imvstanes.
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g AAF Letter 204-13
Subject:Aviation Psychology 1

the Continental Air Forces.

* Appendix A.1

- BiADoQUARTUs, AnaY Axx Foacu
W&J&intow, 19 Jody 1w.5

Susjzr. Aviatio PsycOkag In the Continental Air Forces.
TO: Commawdfn General, Continental Air Forcm

uargNk, C.ontinmntal Air Forces to carry out the following functions,
a- Making ALvailble to commanding offcers existing psychological test recom*

PoldecKY test sosreS, and tMining records% and advising concerning the me of
=A~ Information In the selection of Personnel for lead crew and other spedal
types of operationa tranWiW

b- Devis!ng and/or administering aPtitude and/or proficiency tests for thepurpose of securing additional information to be used in the selection of permonaid foe special tramnng

C- Developing measures, and/or collecting data on the proficiency of indvidnaandcr combat czews- to be used in evaluating the accuracy of selection pwo

d- Undraig additional research studies that may be directed by the Co.
Mending Genetal, AAF or the Commanding General, Continental Air Force&.

.Aviation Psychologists Will be attached to the surgeons of the several continenal
alfiorces and to- the surgens of such Stations Uith these air focsamy be ncz
to camy out the inibzon bndicated above.

3. Aviation psychologists will have access to records of proficiency in operaioWa
training. They will be Provided opportunities to gather supplemenitary lnftrmatlon (A
aptitude and proficiency of personnel in operational training in so far as this does adiuterfere with the primacy training mission of the Continental Air Force&.4. Headquarters, Continental Air Forces winl submit to the Commndigenr
Army Air Forces, Washington 2S, D.C., Attention: Air Surseon. a monthly report cdresearch activities of aviation psychologists in those air forces nle report for the month
Of June WMl include a summary report of research activities for'the previousf fisca Year
This report is assigned Reports Control Symbol AAF-AS-.g

BT COwMMMnor GnAL Axwowo.
[=ALI IRA C. EAKER,

LkIetnat General, United Sl atesi ArmY

DeM*Y Commander, Army Air PFces
6-721, AlY
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APPENDIX B

Fighter Pilot Mission Records
and Rating Scales.

Appendix Li.1
SrUnVwx MzSMO Ruam"

... ....... .......................................
(N.) (OSN).(Du a

...............................

(Mini N.. (*00*ee

Dirediou: Under each applicable heading write specifically what the student pilot did

that was either (1) Poor, faulty, or sloppy (Particsxry pohnt out whes the MWre
made exdangered is or other Nots fies) or (2) OutstandIxg, remz*.by g W .
far above average, particularly in view of his point in training. Do not cosmm

*ben the pilot's performnance was merely satisfactory, a~dea, uok, good bit net
much better, or ssb.

Amrznm cz io Bunrmm INrsmucrns:
B kic FLYDIo TwHMhruE (rai, take-off, trafic pattern, and had~g:
Jonr-UP:Fonmiwt~ :"

AeGAoKvc:

hnmxms:"

PzaroR3Wcz nc EMza;ccv SrrATIOW:Ormm:

Appendix B.2

* SrUDNuT MrssON RxcOi
W on No• ........ .... Date ..........

me .................. OSN .......... Instnctor

Direcon.--Opposite each applicable item check commendation or criticism In the a4-

propriate column.
Particularly good means outstanding, in view of student's experience. Weak means
below standard, in view of student's expertiene

DO not check riben the pilot's performance was merely soL ctory, adequate, l,

ood but not tnuch better, or passabl.
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m n2t- o •• o I- -e
L clo tem s tre ............ ................. ........ .. ... ... ...

IL A** *** IS U~...& ,, ........................................ . .

L .............................. .... .........:: : : :::::::::::::.............t i:ii t""

1. Cue*mda or b.

it. ~IT~0
2. Speed
I& Adam to EJA. ......................................................

14. Iina3Sw" Og .L. A..b....
I' -. -o *- *.. .*.. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ............
IL. PeU b en..............................................................
it. A r ...... ...."............................................ .. ..........

Remarks,-.

16. . ~um us.................................................. ............

Proficiency rating scale for trainee fighter pilots at.................................

Full name ..................... Rank............... ......

Cu.............................Total number of flying hours............

Arrival date ......................... Departure date ............................

DirecUess. Instructors in consultation with their unit commanders will rate each of

their trainees on proficiency as a fighter pilot. These ratings should represent the

pooled judgment of all supervisors who have actually flown with the trainee. Tranes
usually show greater proficiency in some aspects of flying than in others; so the

ratings below should vary from one item to another. Trainee pilots are to be rated by

comparison with other ren now in training, or having passed through in receM

commitments. Recent graduates from Training Command schools (newly-rated pilots)

tre to be compared only with other pilots with similar flying experience. In asniul

ratings use should be made of all five steps on the scale when they are applicable.

These ratings will not be seen by trainees, will not be entered on- their records, and

will not influence their future assignment in any way. Instructors will not, at 1a1Y

future date, be taken to task for any ratings they may have assigned.

Scale to be used for rating each item

(5) ....... Tr'inee shows outstanding ability on this item; is as good as best trainees

now in training.
(4) ...... Trainee is above average on this Item.
(3) ...... Trainee, on this item, falls in the majority or middle group of pilots;

shows "average" ability.
(2) ....... Trainee Is slightly below average on this item, compared with 1thers now

in training.
(1) ....... Trainee is weak on this item; proficiency not yet up to exp.cted standard-
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appassia n ag b fo ro ds lee wI0

.B lys n AIn tdniatq u.........12 41Ta3. off ................................................. 1 2 3 4 S
Flyin Int patter .......... ........ 1 4 S

3. Landing ........................... .......... 1 2 3 4 S
. aiing ................................................. 1 2 3 4 S

L Formation YV
S. joining formation ............................ 1 2 3 4 S
6. Maintaining position ............................. 1 2 3 4 S

7. Cross-oves ................................... 1 2 3 4 S

8. Use of throttle ................................ 1 2 3 4 S
9. Sighting otheraircraft. . .................. 1 2 S 4 S

10. Formation take-off ............................. 1 2 S 4 S

C. Navigation:
11. Preparation for missions .. .... ............................ 1 23$ 4 S

12. Pilotage (orieutaon ............................. 1 2 3 4 S
13. Speed and accuracy of cor-.ctions (of course, altitude and r-

speed) ............ ... ....................... 1 2 3 4 S

1. Adberence to ETA ..... ....................... ...,: 1 2 3 4 S

D. 1S. Irment flying (single over-all ratil g) .................. 1 2 3 4 S

E. 16. Acrobatics (single over-all rating) ......................... .1 2 3 4 S

F. 17. Night Flying (single over-all rating) .................. 1 2 3 4 S

G Is. Combai flying WOvleovr-al rthi, ...................... 1 2 3 4 S
IL 19. Radio procedure (single over-al rating) .................. 1 2 3 4 S

Rating of importwsS P"o grow

1. Eagerness for combat duty (degree of enthusiasm for fighting) ... 1 2 3 4 S

2. Air discipline (dependability; how greatly would you desire to have

this trainee flying on your wing in combat?) ............... 2 3 4 S

3. Alertness (ability to learn quickly, remember previous lngrUCtl 1 3
and keep "on the ball" while flying) .............. . ... 2 3 4 S

4. Aggressiveness (zest shown in acrobatics, combat ying& and "on
the deck" flying) ...... .......... ........... 2

5. Headwork (ability to plan ahead at-d to foresee consequencs; does

trainee think 'while in the air? ............................... o 1 2 3 4 S

6. Coolness (tendency to remain calm and unexcited when the u-
usual occurs) .................... ........ 14

7. Conscientiousness (desire to fly additional missions In the Interet of

self-improvement; does trainee study material he nigt need in ad-
dition to that he must know?) .-a.......................

Date of this proficiency rating ............................................
Signature of instructor ................... . ......................

Initials of unit or flight commander ................................Remarks .....

.... .... ... .... .... ...... ..o...............
.................... ...... ooI........... ..o

. . . . . . ..................................................
.. . . . . ................ ............. . .................. ..
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Appeaad BA*.
Proficincy rating cAle for traiig hter Ao at ... .... .........

: ~Full name .......................... RVAn ............... ,........

Cbhn . .................. Total number of hoying ours ....
Ariva date ............. ......

D*kIu.oss. butn in consultation with their unit commanders will rate e&4
* their trainees on profidency as a fighter piloL These ratings should represent tt

pooled judgment of all supervbozz who have actually flown with the trainee. Tnalneu
usually show greater proficiency in some aspects of flying than in others; so tie
ratings below s-Ad vary from one Item to another. Trainee pilots are to be rated
by comp wick t ker meu xco in traixn, or having paned throul is rt,

c*,Nxgksteu. Recent graduates from Training Command schools (newly rated pilots)
am to be compared o-Iv with other pilots with similar flying experience. In asdbgn
rating use should be ma& of a Act OePs on the scale wk thY are ap Pic.
These ratings wIL not be seen by traLes, will not be entered on their records, and
will not in,-nce their future assignment in any way. Instructors wil not, at anyfuture date , ta m to task for any ratings they may have assigned.

Sraleto be used for ratixg eac!s item
(S) ...... Trainee shows outstaxding abiUly on this item; Is as good as best tralnee

.. now in training.

(4) ...... Trainee is aboVe avCFae oA this ItM.
(3) ...... Trainee, on this item, falls in the majority or middle group of pflots;

shows "average" abmty.

(2) ...... Trainee Is sfigAy below o age on this item, compared witu oers am
v training.

(1) ...... 'nine is weak on this item; proficiency not yet up to expected standsArth

RAdin of ),Ig Profdency
iE de the apprmprie number for each item below.)

A. Forw j',n flying ,
S.Anta.in.ng position ................. 1 2 3 4 5

Use of throttle ........................................... I A 3 4 5

3. Sighting other planes .................................... 1 2 3 4 5

4. 'Formation at high altitude ............................... 1 23 4 5

j. joining Formatis:
S. Joining as quickly as possible ............................... 1 2 3 4 S

6. Getting into and maintailing a correct position ........... 1 23.4

C. Maneuvers:
7. Doing ,maneuvers difficult to follow ....................... 1 2 3 4

8. Doing tight turns ................................ 2 45

D. Gunnery Pattern:

9. Position before starting pass ........................ 1 2 3 4 5

10. Curve of pursuit ......................................... 1 2 3 4 5

11. Rejoin .................................................. 1 2 3 4 5

E. Aeriil Gunnery:
12 F irin g in r n g p ...... ... ............. .................... 1 2 3 A *

13. Line of dght ........... ..................... 1 2 3___" :

F. Ground Gw :nery:

14. Pattern ........................... ..................... I 2 -3 4

iS. Firing i range .......................................... 3 4
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RoaIng .1 iWPud P84 keft

. Esrom for combat duty (degree of enthusiasm for LA~ ... 1 2 3 4 S
2 Air dlspline (depedability; how greatly would you desire to lm

thistrainee fying on your wing In combat?) ................... 1 2 S 4 S*
3. Alertness (ability to learn quickly, remember pmous lnstmdism

and keep "on the ball* while flying) ........................... 1 2 3 4 S '

4. Aggressiveness (test shown In acrobatics, combat flyig Sid '* I
the dec flying) ................. ................ 1 2 3 4 S'

S. HeAduark (ability to plan ahead and foresee consequencea; doe
trainee tkink whe in the air?) ............................... 1 2 3 4 S

6. Coolness (tendency to remain calm and unexdted when he unuul
occurs) ..................................................... 1 2 3 4 S

. Cunsdentiousness (desire to fly additional missns In the Interat *I
self-improvement; does trainee study mate.rial he milk need In a6-
dition to that he txst know?) .............................. 1 2 3 4 S

Date of this proficiency rating .... I .....................
signature of instructor .............................................
Initials of unit or Right commander ..............................................
Reaiarks ...........................................................
.............................................................
R.... . . ......... . ..........

......... . . . . . .... .........

.. . . . . ....................... ........... ....f........
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B-29 Airplane Commander
Questionnaire

* Affeulx V1
%-29 A m CciswM z Qcsxr M

16 q im is beb Sed ut fhr the Reseacu Sectio d t" I d Ak Tom
lbI I , 0 is t gain a ittr idea as to wa tlhe R-29 .AL-ae Cmnmdr doems
das o doh h is nfm Wtb hi cre. h w also SrMe as a gXide a the Ak Pan
in pI g fature cmecs sad aids Lar the -29 Aurphae C4@...hx-

7Te is in a way to be cemde! a t or a ezmmtiadm. . The we
so - w w ang as to the *aeszoes The only rghOt aamwr is the em ft
aqpis to yom at begt &ezbs yw a

The ame y" gif WE in so W ty act yew Present Su ; MW it b &Vt
beanrig ,p yi yw 1 or fatmeas as zz aubai e cm Ma--.. lbrems
of the diosae not be Sgir to the tz a or .tdoc penmel of IU bw
but w be used ody by :ke 1lsd Air Fare Rmreh Secitk s l upm if to -
imhatsion abut and a beter 3tr ieg e! the akplae comandses x

R e , tbm an me r4it or uwowg ar-xcm The orly rigt anso is tbe sot
at best desrbes you Autmis or acfm=L
................------ ......... -.. .o........ ---- ---- -- -- .. ............. |

(Ide EMC) *aem) 0a) CASX) MOMnl)

P .m . $y . ku. ,uc. .: Y e......... .. I ...... . . .)..". .w .lmt .

craft .. . .h of tie as iaruor (y ad me *".AS .....

Combg eaiesce : Yes ...... N o ..... If 'ys," P in the folloiq:
........ o..o......................... ..................
ry e air. .t 5 . .i .combat................................. .

Number Mssiom ................. (or bo3 ................

-AnLA Co3MN LnzIVirroOIr
1. Have you witnessed nr heard any dissensEio among your crew members during the

past week?
...... a- iave witnessed or i;ezrd considerabi- dssein In the past week.
...... b. Have witnessed or heard some crew dissension in the past wee
...... c. Have witnessed or heard nn crew disvension in the p'st week.

2 How much off-duty time have yoi spent with your officer crew members duriit
the past week?

...... a. Have spent as much time as posible on off-duty hurs xith o4.Cf"'
crew members during the past week

...... b. Have spent considtrable off-duty time with offictr crci mmbcs dar. -
ing the past weekL
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..... . Have Vest sme el-dty doee wvth .5w amw smess daing As

.... Bane 'Paey We lt -dety due with .Bam crew sauer Aar-
Iisthe Par WU

. *.. e. EFzve q*esat off.-dety time wish *Sc e ew members dain ft
pant L

L Do yo fed it bkwpuaat aid desink to awachi secily wkb ye .evk

-...a- Fed kt b extimdy icp.tant and do se at evey go I Ni
.. ...I Fed is imgpottaxt and assocat wrilk thes a great 49h

....c. Fed it is of 2tsk issportaxie and associsdoe sho@dd be sdilho

----d. Feel it is somewhat detimenta and so& asdm s l beavb

I. Cbeck apposte the posioms kId beow the crew me~mbers wboa linet twon yo

. *h. L NaPW - .... g. R~k xuM

. *.. c. Boinbarr ... . 141~f ssm.

.... d. R3& OPCt.... L Tal gw

---- C FYT ( ...... J. RbW gg w

L. Have yes fal~3ed at proies you have inde to yow crar deft~ triin at
Skbm?

....a. Haim ftlbled al prataks rue =a& to my hew.
b. Haze asuall fulied promses muade to MY crew.
c. Haw,- crasiozaty fulfled prouis Pve nade to my crew.

---- .d Have =a& o Pewaies to my crew.

6. Do you fed it is desrabi to associat mcdal-ly with time enlisted memers At yaw

.*.. a. Feed at is *=siable to asocite socially with es&SWe member of ray
a-s~ arnd do so finnquuty.

....b- Fed ft is degirb to assocate socially with ezlisted ebesof my
arw ami do so occamianf.

c. editisdeirbl : asociate sociagy with enkied mebr fmy

ce but do Doa & so.
....d. Feel it is =ot desiable to asociate "socy with eassw crew mem-

bers but do so froenAilY. fhe~dce ea
.. *. e-. Fed it is not desirabe to assoc I smciaBY wt la rwu

bers but do so occasionallY.
* L Feel i. is not desirabl to z&,odate socially with enlasedI crew ;mbei

and refrain 1o dins.
7. How have you deazlt 'with Prublnns involving "r" t&ffcultks or bWD~iut&lTdks

durin your tra.inin7, at this base?
.a H- ve turned over to higher authoritis all d&ffkculties which have arisen

.... . Have turned over to higher authorities oDly those probkemi and dithl,

ciltie which I have ben unable to correct aryuK

....c. Hav.- been unable to solve some diifficulties rays&-f but have not turned

them over to hirber authorities.

... . _ Hjave su-cpectt problems and difficulties eisted but did not invasti

gate further thinking they would Anve the=selvMs

....e. I am certain no problems or diliculte have ocred with sny crew.

8. Is there a "trouble maker" on yourI CCW?

.... .YMS

....b. No. If "yes, descriw in what way he cau-ts trouble ...........

........................................ ....................
703330-4297
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'I 9. Do 7eu fed It b deklmk to labw d4len od ! ag lemeul a t lb fb.
crew (bo oMncers and enlisted mn) Is PM ?
.. . Fed socd enagemets for entire crew in dedrabe and bedd4 b,

bald frequentl. :crwaedlrl3an -''

, .. b. Fed OM enpgements lor t entire crew are W b

. . Fed so dlY engagmets foe entire crew are somewhat desirabe bot

should be held ver infrequetly.
....... Fed sal en.emnts for etire crew are detrimental and su& .

gaemnsshould nodt be helk.

10. Rafe any of YOur c members been Involved in disciplinary action (It, o&k

reprimand by an oficer who is not a membr of your crew; A.W. 104; courts an.
t al) d n your tinbg at tis be?
... a. l~~~n or more crew members have been Involved in disciplinary cm

dur our training at this base-
b h. Two crew members have been involved in disciplinary action do*

our training at this base.
. C. One crew member has been involved in disciplinary action during ow

training at this base.
d. No crew member has been involved in discplinay action during ow

trann at this bae.

11. After each of the past four missions have you discussed, reviewed or critiqued vitd
yar crew, enos or problems which occurred during the mision?

...... a. Yes" held a critique alfter each of the past four missins.

...... b. Yes; had a critique after three of the past four misdom.

. C. Yes; held a critique after two of the past four migios

..... d. Yes; held a critique after one of the past four missions.

. e. Have held no critique after the last four mlsdou.

12. In your critique of a misson do you usually:
...... a. Talk to the entire crew as a group.
...... b. Talk with some but not all crew members as a group.

...... c. Talk with individual crew members only.

...... d. Do not hold a crtque.

13. In the last 4 personal equipment inspections of your crew did you usually:

...... a. Make a thorough, detailed inspection of all crew members.
...... b. Make a thorough inspection for only certain crew member.

.. .... c. Make a rapid and superficial inspection of all crew members.

. ...... d. Fal to make a personal equipment inspection.

14. Have you designated to individual crew members responsbil-ities and duties ia

addition to those ordinarily required for the performance of their assigned positions?

...... a. Yes; to a very few crew members (1 or 2).

...... b. Yes; to some crew members (3, 4 or 5).

...... c. Yes, to half or more (6, 7 or 8).
...... d. Yes, to most crew members (9 or 10).

...... e. No; have not designated additional duties and responsibilities to nY4

crew members. 

IS. To whom do your crew members bring their personal problems?

...... . To you as the airplane commander.

...... b. To the copilot.

...... c. To the bombardier or navigator.

..... d. Other (name by position ............ ). IP
...... e. Personal problems are brought to no crew member's tt on in par-

tlcutir.



1e. When aassary to conet a crew member reprdhn tw yerformuc of his dotm
do you generally:

a. Take up the matter immedately regardless o, pi;e or time of occur-

*... b. Take up the matter at a thne when the majorit of the cew anr

...... c. Have a private talk with the crew member Invoved..

...... d. Have had no occasion to correct a crew member regarding the Per-
formance of his duties.

17. Do you keep personal records of individual proficiency of al crew membets?
...... a. Keep adequate records of all crew membera.
...... b. Keep Incomplete records which are usually sufficient for my Purpose.
...... c. Keep records but they are not very good.
...... d. Would like to keep records but have been too busy to do s.
...... e. Do not keep records.
...... f. Do not keep records and do not think records are necessary.

1i. Below is a list of sources from which you can learn about the proficiency of your
crew members. Check as many of hese sources as you have used during your
training at this station:
...... a. Ground school rteords (engineering, grades, das records)-

...... b. Trainer records (A-S, supersonic, etc.)

...... c. Flight records (logs, mission reports, etc.)

...... d. Instructor opinion.

...... e. Talking with crew members.
...... f. Observing crew members at work.
...... g. Other, describe.
...... h. Have checked none of the above.

19. When you receive extra or incidental information (from other than cl om
sources) which is related to or would assist in the training of your crew, do you
...... a. Pass it on to the entire crew during a "bull sesslon" or crew meeting.
...... b. Pass it on to the crew member to whose job the information is most

closely related.
...... c. Keep the information for your own personal use.

20. Prior to a mission, do you give to your crew instruction and/or orientation I
addition to that given at briefing?
...... a. Always give additional instruction and/or orientation to crew" prior

to a mission.
...... b. Nearly always give additional instruction and/or orientation to crew

prior to a mission.
...... c. Frequently give additional instruction and/or orientation to crew prior

to a mission.
...... d. Occasionally give additional instruction and/or orientation to crew

prior to a mission.
...... e. Seldom give add.itional instruction and/or orientation to crew prior to

a mission.
f. Do not give additional instruction and/or orientation to crew prior to

a mission.

21. In regards to giving your crew briefing and/or instruction additional to that given

in regular briefing, do you feel
-. a. You should always give additional briefing ar 1/or Instruction.

...... b. You should frequently give additional briefing andor Instruction.

...... c. Ynu should occas: .ally give additional briefiv' and/or instruction.

...... d. You should never give additional briefing and/ anstructlon.
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n2. Select th gAtemeat below whic best describes the readiness &a stauge of eq

meat Prior to take-of, on your last four mimioa.
a. Al equipment was ready and propeIy stwed

. b. All equipment was present but Lot propedy stow*Ld
...... e. Not ll equipment was ready but that whic was ready was pMp

d. Nod ceck wasmade. 
23. Wbem you have extra "waiting time" between briefing and take-of, do you

...... a. Utilse this "waiting time" by instructions, practke of training prm.
dure, en/or discussions of some phase of trx.ndir|l

...... b. Utilize this "waiting time" by holding informal "bull session*, in NWhI

entire crew participates.
. C. Keep all the crew In the vicinity of the plane unes I e!c

authorize them to leave but do not utilize this "waiting time.'
d. Allow each crew member to choose his own activity untn it is tim

to take-Of
24. When crew members fail to use correct interphone procedure do you

...... a. Correct the error immediately when it occurs.

...... b. Wait unti you are on the ground to correct the error.

...... C. Never bother to correct the error, because, on the whole, the cw's
procedure is superior.

d. Allow the error to pass uncorrected because in most cases it is a *
that will be corrected with additional practke.

....... e. Never pay attention to the error so long as the message is heard dmd*
and distinctly.

25. During f ight do you
...... a. Make frequent combat crew position reports.
...... b. Occasionally call for combat crew position reports.
...... c. Seldom cai for cwmLat crew position reports.
...... d. Do not call or combat crew position reports.

26. On the last four missions have you practiced emergency procedures where posm5
whether specifically called for by mission requirements?
...... a. Yes; on all four missions.
...... b. Yes; on threeo f the last four missions.
...... c. Yes; on two of the last four missions.
...... d. Yes; on one of the last four missions.
...... e. No; not on any of the last four missions.

27. Do you check to see that all equipment is kept in an orderly manner during flight?

a. I make frequent checks to see that all equipment Is kept in an ord",
manner during flight.

...... b. I occasionally make checks to cee that all equipment Is kept In in
orderly minner during flight.

...... c. I seldom make checks to see that all equipment Is kept in an ordedy
manner during flight.

...... d. I do not check to see that all '.quipmnt is kept in an orderly manner
during flight.

28. Do you require crew mnzmbers to report and/or record important land observations
made during flight (e.g., villages, airfield with type of plane on field, factories, or
industrial areas).
...... a. Require crew members to report and/or record a!' land observations

during flight.
...... b. specify to crew what type of land observations which are to be re

ported and do not require them to report anything else.
...... c. Do not require crcw to make or report land observa'iorn.
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A1 the fola* suheg *sta u Ms hhadfhes ycw Ir~ doU CM
VictimS of the %.A 4 or S Nibkas?
. *.. . & Keda critiqe wilh eey ac- minbe us
.... . Bello, a Citdqe with the malisity of crew UUmbs PO
.. *. c. Helda critique hilvidwafy with me of team uam.a
. *.. & Haidi aritiqe only Mikl hwu wo maNdu muo

*e. Usua~y felt no critiue wu - Pes

A. Why*h of the following statets bead &sz4 1 PYew gaitu &04 1rin so"
to aztaing fun deer to rolesa " ss regubdo P do -& am

actious of Aliay peesd.
....a. Requie stcta&emceat atn n e sk sofrd mg&e POEM

.....b.Reie strct awueceAt an wies ate andmdmatetmhd

....c. Strict adherence ataM doinmesk *e but fedatIu asmtspond
sot imathi.

.... d. Fed orate aseenebth nthe an t I Is n &
Is neeazy.

C . Fed that nate umderate or Aidi adbereace ismm is bUIWI
while in tis coamry.

3L Upon the completion of a mucmmfd mbds doye
....a. GinePraise to the Crew as a whuk
.... b. Give Praise to those inclihishah whose work vu0b~b
.... c. Infreqgently give praise hecaus I fed it dme s pa
Sd. Nxeve give praise because Ifed it bs dtrient

32. Which of the folowing statements best d *~ese way the eakal crew -

bers usually address you?

.. .. i First, name or nsckna e (u as BA, Joe 21d4 I&C)
....b. Eals ew mnr adrs me by MY last R suly (M&l W

Brown, Smith etc-)
......... c. Enlisted crew members addessm e by my rnk o*l (sucn Iva-

tenant, captain, major). m a n......... d. Enlisid4 crew membwr addres we as "sir," or by mind ,
name (such as 1.k-2enant BrMWn, Captain Smith, Ma*o Brown, et.)

33. Which of the following statements best dwt IMo teWAY the o crew wim
usttally address you? a -I

......... a. Offcer crew members addes me by my fiAt nme or a *1mm
(such as: Joe, ]bill, Red, etc.).

......... b. Officer crew members address me by my last nme onl (00& a
Brown, Smith, Jones).rakol(scasNt"2

......... c. officer crew members address We by rn ny(uha lneat
captain, major, etc.).

......... d. Officer crew members address me Us -sir," or by using my rank and
name (such as Lieutenant Brown, CaptaIft Smith etc-).

34. Have you spent extra time in the Past week with any crew member in helping hM
increase his proficiency?

........a. Have had no occa-sion to do so.
......... b. Have not had any time L- assist crew members

.......... c. Have helped one or two crewV members.
......... d. Have helped three or more crew members

3S. Do you feel that an airplane commander should adirlit his mistakes to his crew?

.......... a. Yes; hmist es sdbhadethsm an~r s the ms

taikes of aiiy of his crew members
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...... L ye; lin l -b b emdd be adkud to the Ae r aem .Mt

ben a*.
...... €. y; be sed4 M hmils mbtkes but a ppew cscme ihedd be a@&

a t the pmrtip of the phae commader wi met be afemgd b asbrddMt.
...... & No; the -w commader odbo net adti s mbtbats beam % Ib

me wdd be detrimemt to his cmu eMr !he 09W.

3. Ceck tk idsm' 11-29 Sk Cr pebsideS YON bav knt i dwbg 7Me Ud6
ing St rs bm 1W upi-me of .estatle o fasaakadin
...... a. Sambewr. ...... e. US*i Speakic.

L.. 16 o.- ...... L. SC~M
C... MW lqSt/ OMf ...... g Tagt .gwo

a Radar .paxi

$7. DMIL6 ad~lM 28d i- AKEiOM jxbr ItO & Md6M d* roM ask ffw qvat-,
s,4gpssm, ad/e elpinm of ober aeu rumbea th- to: the mspl 4d

...... a. Elm a"t dwe w becasme 2i idnfnatim pertinvo to the miW m Fs

...... lb. Eam oecasiomal asd crew members for qetu epr

...... C. Ehav end a -dw aew P for quesiom, Msutifm 8Uv/

...... d. HEvm newly darys asked aew members for qusd sq~sbm

...... c. Have always asked crew members fmr questions, suggestions, a= u

3L. Eam you bad your aew members cr--np positions during ffih is order to t
Isr eder r, bt Poal

...... &. Hve had al crew members cA2 pixtion at lkast once &M nft
bave chneed poskoL se5ta times

...... L. Frequently have crew members ch-ns pmosiin when it does ad
interfere with the execution of the missioo.

...... €. 0ceamnallr have cre'w member change postions when at does ad
interfere with the ctecution of the m'ss*

...... d. Seldom have crew members cbhage pasitions whaen it does not htrf
wtbte executin of the missioe

...... e. Have not bad cze members chmne positions but tiey have doe so
of their own accord.

...... f. Have not had any interhnging of position3 on my crew as I We It
has not been neesr.

39. Would you request the transer from your crew any man who (check any thst
q.p ).
...... a. Questioned your boity.
...... b. Was a sourc a of crew dfssntio.
...... c. Was aent too frequently (even trough the r son fcr his absence it

jusa"le).
.. . Did not do his sare of the crew's work in peparing for • flight AVd '

returning equipment after the flight.
...... e. Was not proficient in his pecilty.

*..... f. Was objconable because of his personality,
40. What Is the most diefcult asct of your job as an Airplane Commander? mmi#

your answer bdow:

3OM

* f.Hav nothadanyintechagin of osiionson y cew a I ed



APLNDIX ,
Pilot's Rating Sheet

Appeaft EL
lum% 1=00 v

Mjtt ran SO1

3M. S J45)

pAots Me ..... ...... Crew M ....... N.l o...... E. ..........

Urder "pg place the appropriate grade (S. 4. , 2, .c 1) whkch 7A fed adW -
qut de t%a the pilot ccor ding to te following ratn scales: Uctlowm S;.
Abmv avesage, 4; Average 3; Belw aMp 2* Powr L

Then cirle the letter (a, 9,, d~ec.) pftmedEg I9os ite w Ia~ W"ec Ou
Ia your dexrnation of a grade, bearing in mind thit you soM comp e m
your concption of the ideal lead aew vibL

1.1?'t_' "

C. Fam ....................
.. . . t... . om- ...................
c.... .. .r.. , t .....................

Sd.Con',3usufcas..........A. L cM,,AO....DOM .........

L T~w="szibik, ct0e .a4.. ............
Tnr. MaeWs ..................

L Crw ft ..................

a. I ..................

L re ozhrg...................
C. IhaWest. ..................

d. . Q;----.- .-" "
L CF .E. ...............

.................... ........................

Cbis. CerfarmsatoU.
a. oAI ct.odde .............

c- Ad. to ae.............

..............................................

..... and........................... d and -. t. . . ..............M...ison in.....................

............................... ............. .

. .... . t...... etr ................
b. L -* - 'ot covem* ................

C. Iter ..................L F. e~mnal rm.rks:
d, Pnoi,.e . ................
b. Crrespect................
e. Attitude ..................i1 d. Per-onaui ............. . .... •

/
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I
APPENDIX I________ ,

Sca.e of Instrument Flying

Skill-HB(B17)

Appezix El

ScIz orxs m Fx T.o SKur-.H(B-1?)

(Experimental Form)

Directions for using tk scale. In order to achieve standardized measurement, U is

essential that directions be followed dosely. Elements for each maneuver are.listed

Check pilots will make sure pilot understands all the elements of a maneuver before be-

ginning it, otherwise variations in testing will occur.
Turbulence may have a marked effect upon a pilot's execution of a maneuver. Check

pilot will record his estimate of the amount of turbulence, but will base judgment of pro-

ficiency on behavior of pilot at times when turbulence is not effective. Insofar as po-

sible, the proficiency grade should not be influenced by turbulence. By light turb-

le-.c is meant that the air is slightly rough but not rough enough to influence the pilot's

performance. Moderate turbulence is when the air is rough enough that the pIlot's

performance of the maneuver is affected but the effect of the turbulence can be sub-

tracted in evaluating the performance. Heavy turbulence is when the air is so rough that

its effect on the pilot's performance cannot be estimated and the entire check on the

given maneuver should not be used.
Proficiency in control of deviation is to be measured by indicating that type of

correction used by the pilot during a specific time interval during a maneuver. Dif-

ferent characteristics of the flying will be cbscrved during different time Intervals. Ore

of the following types of correction is to be recorded for each charactedtic:

a. Failure to attempt correction of a deviation.
b. Oscillating over-correction or over-correcting in both directions resulting In an

oscillating deviation.
c. Simple over-correction in recovery which sets up a deviation in the opposite direc-

tioz; and Simple under-correction in which the original deviation Is never entirely re-

moved.
d. Perfect fiying--no deviation occurring during interval.

Example. Spiral Climb. Performance o! the pilot during climb will be measured dur-

ing first 45 seconds after instructions on maneuver are given, using following sequence:

First Secod Thid
Instruction 15 secons IS seconds IS wecods Climb

completed No measurement Bark deviation Climb altitude Completed

During second IS-second period, Bank deviation only is to be evaluated. That type

of ccrrection used by the pilot most of the time during this 15-second period is to b

iccorded. For example, if the pilot uses oscillating over-corrections most of the IS-

second period, oscillating over-correction will be checked in recording the pilot's per-
formatnce.

' ,,,ir'.c third 15-mscond period, Climb attitude deviatlor only is to be evaluated.
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ThM type of correction used by the pilot during his 1-second period I& maW.ajajg t
comet attitude wit be ed lvuatin hs pedormiac.

Prolcency valuation as described above will be made of deviations a beairspee altitude, rt of tua, rate of climb, and rate of glide, Deviatons i climb
attitude, glide attitude, and bnk will be measured on the Blot Indicator eat,.

Mexhmmu devistim will also be recorded for some characteistic. Ti- oee ..
be the largest deviation occurring in that interval during which the gven chancterigic
was being ob ved. Deviation occurring at other times than durinj the specified inter.val ane not to be reore

Degr . kesding ero. During turns and g'ides the Initial and Aal hadn
be rpcred AIn order to obtain the degree of er r In perfomanc .

Check pilot will score proficiency of pilot a. completion of each maneuve. w
possible at this time, pilot will be instructed to By straight and level until scorhq. icompleted and next maneuver is described. To score proficiency, place a check nark
in the appropriate space for each measure of the maneuver. The check pilot will A i
the fo&lwing information before the flight beginm:Pilot's name ............................. Ranu ............. AMN ............

Number of raduating class in Training Command ........ Hours in B-7 ........
Pilot's status: Trainee .............. Flying Inst. .............. Administmt o
Ground L.t...... ...
Check b,.ot's name .................................... R . . .
Date ............................ "'lme of day check bepn .................
On completion of flight check pilot will fill in the following:

Time of day check ended;
Over-all rating of pilot's Instrumently skAl:

Excellent ............... Good ................ Poor ..............(10%r .1 91.5.) (Mui* 7 .1 91.) (10% .,1 p11.,)

Directions to c.eck pilot. Ain the airplane with the runway. With the pilot list -
ig In, contact the tower and obtain and record the direction of apy cross wind and the
speed of the wind.
Cross wind at take-off: Direction ............ o Speed ................
Runway reading ............... 0.
Instruction: t. pilot: Set directional Vro to nearest So indice of runway heading
and take-off.
Rte of gaiximg directional co"trol:

Gained directional control quickly .....................
Gained directional control in average time .....................
Gained directional control slowly ................

AWNJ at precise moment that speed of 140 MPH is first attained ............ feet.
Assisxnce on te-oJ rus:

No assistance given .....................
AsAistance by words or signs .....................
Assistance by movements of any controls ..................
2. SPi. climb to right for 1,000 feet, fly straight for 30 seconds and climb to

left for 1,000 feet.
L Bank ISO.
b. Airspeed ISO mp.h.
c. Rate S0 ft. per. min.
Cleck Pilot will have pilot put plane on a round numbered altitude e.g., 1,000, 2M,0

3,00, etc., and will inform pilot of the altitude 1,000 feet higher at which the climb isto be completed. At end of right climb and before beginning left climb pilot Is to BYstraight for about 30 seconds Altitude at end of each climb Is taken at that moment
wings are made level regardless of climbing attitude of plane
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Bash dneti" ad C~baskowk dWuiIow, are e&4h to be obftrvd dubsm upedVe
(I~e IS) WoCod interek in the following w *t

me-~tK mw e m t a k d vstd a -~ ;a mI

Mfriasum &Waligaonh~ to 4 recorded for each carecteritic 1r doe spdkI ill-
terval eiuly, using the ftk-ht kidcator. Deviations In bank arr to be meooued indgre
from the origna bank set up by the pilot. Deviation I dib-aflltuile ane to bit
jmaured In terms of the linear distance tha the bodton line fluctlates frow the Oeau
position set up by the p"lt

l d a t b e g in n in g o f dig t tu r . . ..f -I

iAlttude at moment wings are AWs made Ierd ....... ft
* ~ ~ ~ Bnk deviakio (2d 15-secnd Interval only-check em):

Failed to correct .........

Osailtng oe-o~o
Simpke over or under correction.......

Masimu devWcaoi-4Ak (Crtec onr):

260 lhnlis.
4vr±0 it .......

Odlating over-correction ......
Simple over or under correction.......
Perfect flying-no deviation uzz- 4 . . . . . .

Afe,rum dcvialow-in& IIJifude (dhec ow):
:- 1/16-Inda limits .......

In~6chimits .......
-9t 4.nCh lmit......
±L Y-Inch limits.....

Altitude at beginning of left turn ....... ft.
Altitueat taomet vrnaft rt m:dlevel.......ft.
Bank devialion (2d IS-second int,2rva1 onl-<heck One):

Faile to correct.......
OvIlating over-correction .......
Simple over or under correction .......
Perfect flying-no deviation occurred.......

Maximum dcvWWio-bank (check One):

Ovr±t6 0 limits ......
Climb attitude deviation (3d IS-second intcrval only, check one):

Fied to correct .......
Oclangover-correction .......

Simle veror under correction .......
Pretflying-no deviation Occurred .......
Mw*nmdeviation-climb altitude (check (Joe):

- 1/16--inch lim!Its .......
~nch lnitte....

4- -Inch limits ....

';-finh limits....... 3I



7is$m ....... :Y.....

3. IJd rA~ iK $ Uba

&Abvw L Lm Pb.LI
b- i~ef ..... C be bs0 ).
c. Akkw&-------.hIL(so b Om.

6m~ A"Wkgm dtifi Owuva Ai , PW &ViSMsmM&fr

ik =t t be mId Ir £Mw n hacwisfi &ck qpmf

A~iu* &v,.tt Nm@W m-d&m-

ride *ivusi I ' - ea- ........

]Fz~d to c a......

Sin* em drc-as .....

ftimrt yOg-m. ---------

Ak speed &vtis (4&h 13M ** mI-do& Ow):
Fa~ed to I .......

~mp in or wook cahm .....

s-es .... m ....... P b

'timme pue:Ys .....; N ....
Weetker dwfg A&:

.a*&....
tkbt tbm...
If odesate tuzbakLm .......
Heavy rmalemc .....
4. 9G* and ItO0 tzzms-SO0 turn to the rigbt; sti-.igh rV.41t Joe 3o OIC2 he

No twa
. 90*turs-4bank Ir.
b. Airsped ISSmaLp- b.
c Altitude... ft-(to be gves).
Banik deviation axd aliilude decviation are ecb to be observed durht spedhe ft

(10) second intervals in the following seqotoce:
XKSeca"i Tbu

Icstractlas 1 sods 10WOW&e
No rezwz~ext Bisk deviulmc Altitude deviatias

Maximum deiatcion ar-. to be recorded for ecich characteristic for the speied inter

val ni~y.
If cadizg at beginning of 900 turn ....... degius.
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sargat sea -b am of =0 k ........ 60
-gs *966Mi CM 34K§06mkm~

rte I w-a OW---- ------

± M4 f .....

61, d~ft -----

Ale Ac~fm O kM bftv--w O

swg am~ of~~- maw=~ __s . ....

sme&l ----

1igkwa --....

-kw ......-. ~ a iJ£h.

us - li ism- 1.

c.. -- ----- f (ob

( ism iguswa in t e recimk fo e haxtuikfrte d

HMearm at ofiah .1w~ tiu ......

Heudixg at nw~ut wz ae fitt=&LM----

Bs.k deuiutiou (Zd iS-Wosd k"m&aa-cbAc 4w):
F'aled to Crrec-.--
Osdcmzin over-correctiag
Sbnp~e over O-rune correas .....
perfect =.ig- deia ocazrftd.....

Mazhmzm drc*4-iow--baxk (check Ome):

0 r40. .........

:L ±6 0 mits .......

Ovz. ±t 60 limfts .......
A1 T2 sde de-iatiox (d IS-SecOnd interV31-check Oee):

Failed to correct .......I Oscillating over-correction .......
Simple ever or under CO!rectim....
Perfect fling-no d-ViAtiOn occ-13ed .......

lfazd.um deviatior-tiU'4 ........ ft



weaka, Arhe Sao swur

L Smoak ........ OP kwb

L ~dG ed1S2- X -

e. tM.dmm ....... .
Msdms tmdm....

S.S.5ih luw diniq *.p bnI:

& A u ........ . (tosbe m).
ankd @ sd aW i1md dvion m eah to be obsn dv lg wedded us

I TIMM

11 jecm~es am to be racoded for end haracteds c for the spefied he,.
tu i m ily. au. :-dme and comutiom of plne when Vmp W

BO&l &Vwia (2d 10-iemd iuvd- k see):
alded is Pt d .........

0ua e. or i .........
SnFde org under dm .........
l*edet fiyng-an ,vs~ o Mrr .........

MArsim Iu FA (ek am):

L4" ± olt ........
:t: 60 lo~t .........

Over - 60 N .........
A/ftifne deviation (3d 10-second bterval-check oe):

Failedto rewoft .........
Osc~ang . a ......... dom

smot. ogr o ndeC c .........
Pefe' lying--no deviation o a .........

NMewm 4n~k*--a l r ........ feet.
Deoma III ccOshk smea So:

Accomplished smooth turn in less than 1 0 .........
Accompiilhed smooth turn between I20 and 180 .........
Accomplished smooth turn in over 1800 .........
Did not ;ccomplish smooth turn .........
Required by check pilot to roll out of turn because of ding e .........

Plane co il* --Satisfactory for steep bank: Yes ........ ; No .........
WeakeAr dsiwg Steep bak:

Smooth .........
Light turbul e a .........
Moderate turbulence .........
Heavy turbul .........

6. 51,ls-dete-iox and recover,:
a. Glide withot RaM
b. Power oL
c. Hteading........ 0 (given by check pilot).

d. Altitude ........ ft. (given by check pilot).
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AWN&ud lost 1IMMtC~ Y frm Ata (check so):
0- ." .... SO--S0 ft. .........

so-l0 ft. ......... 400-40 ft.
nO-ISO ft ......... 45- ..........
ISO-200 ft. ......... 500-550 ft ...

25-300 ft......... =0-"0 ft.

300-350 ft. . 6-700 it ..

Muzimum deviatikn-Aesfg: oe oI ....

No deviatlo .........
±3@ limits .... ...
±t 30 imts.
: So limit ..........

Smoolhness of control dwrxg recovery.-Rate the smoothness of coordiation of throttle,
rudder, and stick during recovery from stall

Fxcelent .................. Good ............... Poor ................
(10% of paws) (M-ty o1 P.a) (10% o. Pd)

Ttxdewy towrd secesd sta:
Excellent procedure-no loss in air speed .........
Faulty procedur-Allowed nose to rise reducing air speed .........
Actual tendency toward second stall-sligt vibration .........

Weaker:
Smooth .....
Light turbulen ......
Moderate turbulence ......
Heavy turbulence .......

7. Recovery from unusual maxUver a. Ful n
Check Pilot will give definite eadig, air speed, and altitude to pilot, then take the

controls. He then will perform a maneuver that will place the plane in an unsual

position before returning controls to the pilot. Proficiency will be measured In terms of
the rate and smoothness with which the pilot regains the initial headibg air speed aW

altitude. Rating can be given after pilot has corrected heading, and airspeed and has -.

established climb or glide that will regain original altitude
Heading given was 0..... - .
Air speed given was ...... m. p. h.
Altitude given was ........
Origina heading: Original air speed:

Regained quickly ......... Regained quicky .........
Regained average time ......... Regained average time .........
Rcgained slowly ......... Regained slowly * .......

Original latitude: Smoothness in recovey:
Regained quickly ......... Smooth on coutls......
Regained average time .... Rough on controls .........

Regained slowly ......... . .erky on controls ......
Over-controls ......

Assistance during rocovery:

No as.stance givenr ........
Assistance by words or signs .........
Assistance by movements of any controls .........

Smoothness of control during recovery. Rate the smoot' ::cs of coordination of

throttles, rudder, stick during recovery from unusual maneuver.

Excellent ................ ood ................... Por ...................

( Mjj o dt y .1 p (1 % ell t ~ io3 s)
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moe"Wll- - - - -o

LPNWv glide. TO righ for 1I00 feet, straigh! elight for 30 secoads and thee U
to left foe loop~ feet, another straight lde and leveling of1 at , specified altude ae

Leala&U fl F d. Airsd S O . p .
. Whels down e. Descent 500 ft. per. ad.
b. bak IS.. L f. lNeadings (to be give.).

Chek ile wllhave pltput 03m an round numbered altitude, e-g. 3000 4000

M.00 etc., and will informa pilot of the altitude 1000 feet lower at which the silde Is

be completed. At end of right glid and before beginning left glide Pilot, Is to Ay

straight for about 3o seconds. Altitude at end of each glidle 4 taken at that moia

the wings are made level regardless of gliding attitude of the plane At end of mooed

gldW check pilot will specify altitude and heading ai w~ch pilot is to level ot Check

pilot will observe before start of glid the readiug of thL flight indicator which is indir.

ative Of level fid.
B&nk deviaio and gide attitude deviation are each to be observed darin spedkd

Jfieen (IS) second intervals In the followingsum :
1knd TbW

isrlm IS sscsmh IsSO& ISa 15ON 7161
COMPInd N. .gingmuent Bask deyjia GH&d atttm

Marimum deviations are to be recorded for each characteristic for the specified hoteuid

oxly, using the flight indicator. Deviations in bank are to be measured is degree
from the origiWa bank set up by the ploL Deviations in glide attitude are to he
measured in term of the linear distance that the horizon line fluctua~es froms the
origina postion set up by the pilot

Right ism
Altitude at beginning of right turn.......ft.
Altitude at moment wings are firstma de le ....... ft
Bank deviation (2d 15-secnd Interval only, Maximum deviation-bank (c1.eck am):

Failed to correct ...... 0 limits .......
Oscillating over-correction ...... ± 40 limits .......
Simple over or under correction ......... ±- 60 limits .......
Perfect flying-no deviation ........... Over t 60 limits .......

Glide attitude deviation (3d IS-second in- Maximum deviation-glide attitude (check
terval only): one):
Failed to correct ±.... -t **-inchbimits .......
Oscillating over-correction ±.... 'L-A-inch limits .......
Simple over or under correction ......... ± :L 4-inch limits .....
Perfect flying-no deviation ......... ± :t -inch limits .......

Left turn

Altitude at beginning of left turn ....... feet.

Altitude at moment wings are first made level ....... feet.

Bc ?viarion (2d IS-second interval only, Maximum deviation-ban (check one):
cbeck one):
Failed to correct ..... ±t20 limits .......
Czcillating aver-correction ...... ±t 40 limits .......
Simple over or under correction ......... ±t 60 limits.......
Perfect flying.-no deviation ........... Over ± 60 limits .......
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Gi&a wode dnbU~m (3d ~umd bi. Mmmi &wow roll, &itua(

Fa~ed to c N I C2...... I s......
~ccot~ OY6-awfftk ...... t 3ifm& Nf ......

Si*evw md wnc2 ...... ±t g4-ha su ....

Ad d~u bet ...........

Spieca hakulh law hwdg of .....

AaudW .mltk at " Ac lewho .1....

Tiin*4 jiem (for -boe a na): Y..... N ....

Weather dwing SM:

*j -ml dmap. ...

Reavy torWhkm.
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Airplane Commander
Rating Scales

Appendix F.1
RAMor A~ft uz COODAaxam(Aa I Fa U I I

Numbers weeks eapeuimene 6

rou. ..p studes ...........

You an bWia asd to rate ema of sevu: Airplane Commanders of cew in tri-
kc at yer sation- Fr "c of the iems en tis rating scale, you should rad At
questim at the top and ea& of the fve state nd it. TIhe for each ,uded,

I'A wamc oef the five statmens in Yew ejioui begt desculie thatudent ad
his abies sad prohbl e actions. Them, bsd the name of that student, put a
in the ban having the sa coiua number as the satn you hame selected. It b
doubtfuml that any tatesw.~ wM descnlbe a student exactly, but you are being sAed
to use your judgment : dec lI which one of the five statements most nw fs eah
studet. Avoid ugng the ogpiom of others; this rating should be yor opiloof On
Airlan Commanders Ide
Item A.. How str=xSiy wofd this swrpkae ceinmader be recommexdd fora -.,k

kIcre essignment?
I. This airplane commander has done an od-

standing job and definitly would be isw'm
mended as a lead aL'phe commanda.

2 T is airplane commder has done wet mad
would be strongly consldered as lead cr
mateubl.

3. This airplm- commander has done what vs
expected of him and might be recommend
for a lead crew position provided he worts
harder.

4. This airplane commander probably would ad
be recommended for a kad assignment al-
though he has completed the requirements.

S. This airplane commander has scarcely Cow-

nPleted the minimum essentials and would Dd
Ije considered as lead cahbre.

1 2 3 4
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. Is& altPhui commander e$ very VA i hanfamalo poddogs ,ad Opes m-
witeet Jugmetnat In antidpte acdos

2. Tbs airplane commander is pod i fore.
sflong, obsesm ,M-di ea,,g p-Fm-

durts, a easiy maataim his podiha.

3. This aibplae commander understands ftome
don Lying and is fik Is assembly and bmek-

upof formatons,
4. M aPrplane commander maintans bs prower

position irith some diffcaty and b a ltd M
rough in formation penetratio and itMesm-bly

*S. Tbis airplane commander sometimes fab to
fOW standi opeaing procedures and oc-
CasoUafly negects to warn other aC o(

13 4 Sil I I'I
Item C. Moto er axd inWersed it Skis swjpmae coomnde is hi job isA Irshsi

1: This airplane commander Is an ager beser,
works hard at extra tasks learns new ted&
giqug a completes trn abead of otbem.

2. This airplane commander does his jao b adshows morm than average intrest by Putth*
in exr hours an trainers, mssins, AMd bY
going to classes of other crew members.

3. This airplaw comnuer does al that Is ez-
pected of him and shows average interest In
the progress of his crew.

4. This airplane commander seems to dsplay a
lack of interest but usually can be relied upon
to comp.ete the Mi"imum esentials of tralning.

S. This airplane commander seems to be dis-
interested in his job, slovenly In accompIsh-
ing his training, and unconcerned about im-

proving hsms:f.

2 3 4 S
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tIhewo D. Now w4E ds es efr$.u conder Jwe~ve, p h* Aed, *4a

She adtk, *I As a,.?

. & airplane COmmfan&r always plhas As4
uses e cllent judgment, and nmr kaM aW.
thing to chance for which he can pre z,.

2. This airplane commander usuly A P h
activities of his crew In some detail, uses go.
judgment, and seldom I. hurried In makia

3. This airplane commander plans and pep"- I
adequately, uses fair judgment, but sometimes j
is hesitant about effectinS appropriate aCt1

4. This airplane commander plans the Aight se-

tivities of his crew fairly wel but sometimes
neglects important factors and has some diM
culty in making necessary dedsons.

S. This airplane commander seldom prepams
sufficiently well, seems to become confused

under pressure, and makes mistakes.

1 2 3 4 S

Item E. How adequazte is this airplane commander's ability to lead and superWe?

1. Ti airplane commander obtains the mail-
mum from his own team and has the respect
of other crews. He k exceptional

2. This airplane commander is conscientious
understanding, and reasonably skillful as a
leader.

3. This airplane commander accepts his resoon-
sibilities and shows average effort in leading
the activities of his crew.

4. This airplane commendc knows what is ex-
pected of him but fails to obtain the confi-
dence of his crew.

S. This airplane commander lacks understand-ing of his responsibilities and thinks his Job
is done when he lands the aircraft.

4 S
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ii

Jru. He* skir ks thks B-"9 .frp~m cmexeder i k nmivi ya
__ _ ,__ __ __ __ i

1. This airplane coMnder Noie Oelti eb
with preciso, ccentrates wtb ese, am d
does not become coufue&

2. This airplane commander Is nose "WU than
the average In fling by WdrMet and "-

don becomes fatigued.

3. This airplane mmmandeir demaAnAs ar-
age proficiency In instnument ft g a ties

no more than may be expected.

4. This airplae commander seems to be weak
In radio orientation and In, ument ktC-dowM •

procedures and sometimes midntespst bis
instruments.

S. This airplane commander is sowxw t do-

fcient In instrument lying techniques and ..

seems to lack adequate undera dng of sir-
craft instrnlents.

I
S 3 4 S

Item G. Ho 7 would you rank this airPan commander 's over-.l ef"ency and .Wty
among all Aie airplane commsders now in tradiing at YOw s4d"? I

1. In the highest 10 Percent--l2 of the very
best.

2. In the upper 20 percent-verY good.

3. In the middle 40 percent-ompetent and able,

4. In the lower 20 percent-faIrly profident.

S. In the lowest 10 percent-minimum satdfac-

tory.

Appendix F.2

pMA~o or AWaLANZ COIXWIMERSScale A
(N... . . ...). .

........... .................

(........... )
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you are being aW"e to rte eaft of several airplane commantlersn at Ina t&d,

ing at your station. For each of the Items on this raig scale you should read the qms.
tion at the top old ea& of th fie atements unde it. Then for each student ,df

which ow, of the Aw satemeant In ' opinion best describe, that studeni or his

abilities and proba remtions. Then plgce a check ak In the box having the sum

column number as the number of the statement which best describes each one and wd

is immediately opposite the appropriate re number. It is doubtful that any *ateak-

will enctly describe a student, but you a being asked to use you- judgment n deddg

which one of the ive statements mVSt xc&4y fits each studenL Awid ising te oplaios

of others; this ratin should be yow opinion of the airplane commanden listed.

Some airplane commanders appear to be able to antcipate Impending events mm -

rapidly than others. This may be called foresight. For example, anticipation of tunw,
changes In altitude, gasoline coMIumptlo, necessary equipment, flak, LP., weathe , etc.

How much foresight does this ailne commander demonstrate?

. Ths airplane commander has ihe unique

ability to foresee almost e Y Imending oc-
currence and their complete Iplcations. He

invariably evades their underable effects by
appriate aftion

2. This airplane commander is always alert to
the possibilities of Impending occurrences and

their probable Implication. He minimie ther

effect by wise preventive and corrective ac-

3. This airplane commander Is generally alert to

the possibilities of impending occurrences and
their probable Implication. He is generaly
adept in initiating the proper preventive and'

correctve action.

4. This airplane commander sometimes sees the
possibility of some situations occurring. He
may fal to see al the Implications Involved

and occasionally has difficulty i, choosing the
proper corrective action.

S, This airplane commander frequently faiis to
see the possibility of situations occurng He

oft'n fails to see all implications involv,.- and
is sometimes confused with regard t the
proper preventive procedue..

CrewI
Number Name ASN S5 4 3 12 1
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Uow much Interest does this airplane commander take Is hib am?

i. This airplane commander Is enthusuticaly in.
terested In all phases of the crew activites
both personal and technical. He k monstantly
alert to assist them In any res-_nable manma
even if it results in embarrassment for him-

2. This airplane commander Is interested in at
phases of crew activity both personal and
technical. He is usually ale.rt to assist thera
in any reasonable manner even If it rusl,4 in
added effort on his pet.

3. This airplane commander is usually Interested
in all phase- of crew activity. He will always
help them with their personal and technical
problems.

4. This airplane commander rarely evidences in-
terest in the activities of the crew. However,
when crew members present their personal or
technical problems to him he usually helps
solve them.

S. This airjAane commander is obviously disin-

terested in his crew. He apparently Is not
interested in their personal problems and is
unconcerned with their technical improve-
ment.

Number Name ASN S 4

i 319 I _liz I__(ZZIZIII
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APHIX G
Check List of

Airplane Commander Ability

Appenaax Q1

Cmcz Ir cw A~rA Cmaom Am=

c am ............. W -- s-- A ......... . .
Tpe ad trang mif ......................... .............................
T"pe of akc . . . . H-m-- this a kcfait ................
NFORIMA"K ON CHEX PiLOT
Mnem -------------------------------- _RszA .............. ASN .........
Dat ................................. F'idd ...............................

God or wat Avuzrt or Poor vit
top 10% d what av-aM Uve* 10% Fueti

plot jIOs o(Ppos tomake
wold i-i would do aM do checkBefore tak,.a decks

1. VM'MuI outsie dud
( ro na me in h c

check is condunc) .. ............ e............d............ )...........
2. W021a inteior check

(UManer in wbh
cheisckiscondtrted)

3. Check on crew men-
ben prefighting of
positions ........... ............ ............ ............ * ...........

4. Personal equjpe

inpcin..... ........... ............ ............
SBriefing of cre .. .............. .......6. Instrction to crew

(if nec y) ............................... ............ .
Cockpit procedure and
d ............. ..o. .oo .oo.o . . .. . .....

8. Pilot's manner of mak-

ing aH checks (e.g.,
systernatic, business-like) ............... ............ ............ ............ . . ....

9. Taxi procedure ...... ............ ............ ............10. Check if crew is in

take-off position:Yes .; o
3 2........ No ........
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Lb f jkye by a -- ------- -- -- --- - .. . ..

PS- b"~us -e -~c pby i mwgfk-- .........

OWt ago MR26 im vie .op ftt c- ifs wa n --- ...

6. n cw *scpd f i ......... --- ------ _

Goatd er v49 A'uW at Pewerw
uap 10% of via: sveorm I*t W0%

---- ---- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- --

1I. C316 0E for bM~

Aft 5.dnt.: Fn NO
L Walke after um g cbe&s -------- --------- -- o-----

3. chc zrwmhaes criijas, mmic ---------- ... ...
4- e~~rrors. Sims ------- . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
S. Ceks polie of ybas r mp -------------- --- ---

cM~ ff d .- Good or vhat A veage or Por or w W
W9p -&% per- what average 1*u 10 prFle to

cent of -gt pilots woud cent of Plots uSake
would do do would do Cho&

1.Cveralf at* as at
airp-i ou adr . ....... ....... ...... ..ae ......

2. GeeAl Pilot 2blity.. ........... ............ ............ .......................
3. GezerA1 pilot-crew re-

SGround discipline..n......e...... .......- *..

7.aCaed officers by cor-
rect titles

Called enlisted inca

Remarks:



II

AAF Letter 50-117.
Subject: Screening of Combat

Crew Personnel

" 2 paw
phaw

neamum si AmyT Amt Fm
Was&%top 7 limse LOM

A&F I %U.
Scaju a .go Cus Caew P
TO: Cm Ab . fonivg Major AAY Cp otMk

Directo, Air Tamcm Smet CNNOW
crp mmodims Geme ak and Cominam , Ot Idependan AAP t m
Comading Giemem k ao i Commhudieg Oicn Scd--Ai m AAN

Cinaib and AAF Dkirems, Wimp mtd Dst c s,
Ctmmabg Oficem AAF Base Uns (not imrh eAm)-

Mis ~tu swe01e1e1 AAFJ I -%r-117, 1 May 194S-)
. Onee of the or in O LteLa is the s and tai of qam d

had azu& At pew th bo - oe oa mn lad cres has b placed an the tac&
tal crpatias in the Fid after thcrewsm oave completed ther taning is the Zo
of the Interior- In the pro A of foaming lead crews an the tactical orenizalia- it is
qve often weuy to break two ot tnree crews, thus po-dli =a& of the Lacs
training and breakiang the i erigy of the combat ad It s beved that the,
ferwain jpwoccdures wil facfiizate- the idenification, and taiing of lead arw and
redue the susber of necssay --h- anp crew pezacne

2. The asseft of ersonnel to crews and tz-: designation of certain crs AA
potential lead rew be made at the AAF Combat Crew Processing and D tid
tion Center in the AAF Trainig Command oa the basis of a lead crew aptitude "ci
given to each officer aoircrew member- This kid crew aptitude score will be a weighted
average of evaluations of aerial training and experience, written profidency ezanina-
tions in appropriate specialties, "~d original aircrew aptitude test scores.

3. The lied crew aptitude score for eaa crew member will be entered on his AAl
Individual Traiing Record Form as provided for in PLAF Letter ZS5. If he is assigned
te a potential lead crew the letter "L will be enured aftr 6e lead crew aptitu&
score. If! during subsequent tr~ining he is removed from a potential lead crew for. liak
of proficccy, suitablac notation Will be made in the URema~k" secton.

4. Potential lead crews will be composed of ai~c-ew membzrs who have the highest
lead crew aptitude scores, rarnely, seven, eight, and nine. Insofar as possible, potential
lead crews will be made up of crew memb--rs all of whom have lead crew aptitude SCOj
of nine, all of whom have lead crew aptitude scores of eight, or all of whom have lead
crew aptitude scores of seven. The remaining combat crews will be assembled withOut
regard to lead crew aptitude scores.
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L A C4"m"e Cw Remid Furn (COPY saced) wil be Wit" at the AAI Cw
be Caer ?amhtg and Dbn6Wm Caet., "A~ WE hdlicale Ihte Ah 1w 

sobr al esa aemembe awipa to the arm wil be edtrv& Mda Srn wil be
lawaido In doPSte to the coba arew ub jt to &iite cm ka WO
AsiheikY b Etal to de AAF Trahm Cmajd for the eprodalo 0 fi tgs 
as Awnu a the anacoee to tus Leter, is qnckat qaadUes to frni& a, th, (.3)
0040 =Mbp~ lo me 2t the MIU Combat Cm-w Procemg mad Digzibodom Cob

L VOOS camgidia of 090 at- trash the dlssd of pulual caw
at of combat rm mae in the AAI TriAinog Cogmaad wE be ,m- ,t w - -
at ib tcdarm s force iafwa aud sakabie sadswE hr e M&d so t&e im=
AvproPrde I Ib a m- the prodeacy of the crew as a wboh vw be ewkwL

7. Ike I W of the Combat City Recod Femn wil be forwarded to the timbe

fmr the b~omation of the comisot arpairti* to fich the amw is =dg@" ng
&*Node wM be forwarded to tke coussaaft Vrmla at uhe ak fin in ubkb -aa,

praxat the headqmrters of the air form v w tus kiousaflm to, evn tie

LIf. at any Caesbas to wcaml zsmh f th crw, itmy beom
asem"y to smbuilut for mzy a. ncbr, euy effort wA he made to p *
witb an awirew --mber havio the saw ead ame Optko&

S. A ctraaarm b is na.e teqkdu for the Combat Cam lemd pTen =&
ofv~ .1ppagza 4a. (2). AAF Aqpia M1-L

IM Cwx w Gzamn Amoa
tmLJ IRA C- EAZZ0,

Lksitexo Carrel, U=Ved eats JAn,
DcjPuty Ceminwa Army Air PortL

Atachmat:- Suog CMOmbat CIVIV Record loam.L
Diszibti~Ai form and AAI comas& evein.

Cowum Qxw Ra@ FoK

AAM TAU30 CMM
Sectiol
Aphmo ccr=sad (" ww AW I DawI Trxd ofjw C'ao

3. MM e C lI IaCwE

Crew RostA'
Lag same irst same MI Gad ASN Lagt same F" mw M Grs AM1

4. I_______

Fiigbt eagaw

Radar obsene Gua

Guam

Remarks Authcnticat'" by:
9. Station:
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3-14 104r
...... Ar Fore CTrlrlb

IL ha = LI amsE

R C W J * I C I M C h W * 4 0 i n r d 4 t a

IL34L

5'be Cab Crew Rm Fam as esigm.d v- scadne U 14U" Lu Wi-ll,
ItO PrOWk I COmtFJ eVU ~ MOm of the bobrmn ho th 6e lme It is

TI $I ~ lo S 7

IMM... A LMd iste cPUICS CCr bab ed ti t o o be co, 4e-e fS a thA

3act m -S& - I

A. Ns ., vrade, and A-'q of siln cminw at the time of crew axi-
meatIf the "a w i s p IL be
drawn thorz6 mds e and the nw C m com c sam c be

Ie Combat in i a roomt sace &*md m olsc w AEI.a 4

b- fr of ak-u t for S of the at.w is rUmt ded.
c. Code number or curr symbA for desiation of the cmr.

d Name of the CMu to which the cwew is sent ifor trab A

On the basis of proceduras out D in p Centerph 2 of the ,&.V I 'i
above and specific hectivmA. trom the Co- t-comba Cr, Tra ta CAW-

m&4cl the c-ew wzT, be evaluated as potential lead crew or corol-lacre and a
"X" w be p d in the appropuMe b.

Using onl spime which are applicable for the type of ircraft to which de
ew is a g rade, ad as , and AaN 's of crew members w be eteml

When crew changes are made a lin be m drawn thrugh the name of eac
member eplaced and new members will be listed as specire ed below.

Remarks on any additional pertinent information regardin the assembly of

particular crew. The officer in charge of crew assembly ill authenticate thu
section.
Secalox Ii, TraiWng Air Force. Two copies of the form wM be compkd,
The original will be placed in a sealed envelope and entrusted to the ailWJ
commander for delivery to the commanding officer of the combat group to WWkC
the crew is assigned " the theater oi operations. The duplicate %,rill be for-
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Owde lt e camu Gmema of the aft fmu In whbCT3 WAS

a. N2M ( ccMs
IL ClassI the aeW coMlktes ad
C. Date of cMupkfs of seetd" IL

.AverAp detahr emrt of the crew niade in compleft die m**mm
for bombs d~ as outfied is !be AAY Traido tauarads 0-%, M4

Ciew laces IwA be lrcorded by hofnaiu :ke crw poskis of the new
meber (airplane coinimead, sawiptor, ecm), sae grade and AWO of t w

la at prokicay, etc.).

Adifional eraluatiom of tke cre wN be culette O-Remas2 Ilk me-

va Im be uthenticale by tie ohcer in carp of tl
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MIDIIX I , . .,I

Experience and Opinions
Questionnaire

t*

Apftdh Li

(,amd on cam uss otherwise inulcated

nes questionire a to determine and record your eveenences, and oglinlaf as
an oicer returned fina cvrsb L Amy Air Forces am vktay interested in hing
ot your i-etic to yow traii, to what you have dome and seen wh I
combst and to your present 2 sment This qeustiomnaire is not to be coa*ied
a test of any kind but rather as a record of what you have seen, wbat you lint
doe and what you tMmL

You wil frad that the uetioms may be answered by inlatin the n of s
of the alternative amnwers in the space provided oa the answer sheet. Be sue that yea
write the number L_.Iating your answer in the space corresponding to the questim.
However, in some of the questions you will find that the alternatives listed do at
include your answer. Instructions are oven with these questions to write your answer
in the space provided on the badck of your ansver sheet. Read the question and a of the
alternatve answers before ansuwring the question. Do not skip any question. Answer
ech oae to the best of your abilty.

This booklet of questions will be used again for another returned ofcer, therefore,
you are requested rot to make any pencH marks vpon it or dace it in any way.
Write your name, serial number, present post 0! field and date on the answer sheet
in the space provided. Record the principal MOS held in combat and all other MO0s in
which you are qualified on the lines provided. Your name is desired in order tki
further information about you way be obtained from your Form 66-2. Your name
will not accompany any report of the findings of this study. Do not hesitate to choose
the answers that express the way you really feel a=d think. There will be no time

The first question asks, "What is your present grade?" Under the question is lit
of grades from Colonel to Flight Officer. Pick out your present grade and write the
number corresponding to it on the list of alternmative answers in the space under "I'
on your answer sheet. Continue in the same manner for the remainder of the questions.

OFlC QUEMTONNAMR

AW Perent Age Pa
O k ........................... 1 .9 26 ................................ 17.

3 .................. ................ 3.4 21 ................................... 11.1
23 ...... I.S 38................................. 9j

14 ................................... 17.2 29 ................................... 6.1'
25 .................................. 1.0 30 or more .......................... 4.1
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(?erceage disLtd.io of answer Is Indated In usrO..

(1) Wat h yCr Pesent Va~e? (Write the correct aumber k 4ea N..)
O0 I CohMd.
.2 2 Tkeat Cdoled.

S.? 3 MaJsr.
3434 Capb
52.5 S Flat -
4.7 6 Secodod Ucatat.
2.6 7 Fkk fwte.

S Other (indicate what on bak of answr seet next to No. 1).

(z) What s your age in years, to your erex birthday? (Wite It hem No. 2)

(3) Are you married w sing!e? (Write only one numbr .In m N6. 3)
31 1 gle.

.0 2 widowed.

.9 3 divorced or separated other than by miltary neceny.
33.9 4 mari" befor going ovcrses.

.9 S marid, wklce overss.
26.1 6 marrd, since returning from ovm .

(;) How many dependents do you have? (Llud wife, dependent pmts cc
children)

40.0 I am .

20.9 2 two.
1.1 3. thrme.
.6 4 four.
.6 S iveormore. -

36.0 6 none.

(5) Before entering the army how far did you go In school?
27.7 1 high school and/or vocational school graduate or h.-
10.0 2 one year college.
26.3 3 two years college.
16.1 4 three years college.
14.0 S four years college or graduated from'college.
2. 6 did post graduate work in college or universaty.
2.5 7 attended or graduated from professional school (dental, medc A

engineering, etc.).
.4 8 attended United States Military Academy but did not graduate.
.2 9 United States Military Academy graduate.

(6) What was your principal duty or aeronautical rating during MOST of the time
you were in cmbat tLeaters? (Write only one number In space No. 6.)

54.9 1 Pilot.
4.4 2 Copilot.

14.6 3 Bombardier.
19.1 4 Navigator.

S.9 S Bombardier-Navigator.
.4 6 Aircraft Observer.
.0 7 Officer: Flight Engineer.
.0 8 Offictr: Radar Observer.
.8 9 Other (write what on the back of the answer shL a after No. 6).
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(i W ryau y a lad po*sit in la ftgi squadron Or group formation for at rag j
fin mluion? Ut you "el bobh a squadron and a group position reord
the gp positWon I you held a squadron or group position not hKdg im
the 1W below. write in alternative 10 and wrile the nme of the pouition as
the beck of the answer hbee mezt, to No. 7. (Write o* ny.e number in sp
NIL .)

1U7 I Lead A a po
8.1 I Lead pIbtp

1". 3 Lad pilot, NOWt
$.7 4 Lead bombaudier, group.

68 S Lead bombardier. squadrnm
3i 6 Lead bombardier, SOLt

28 & Lead aw~pto,I
22 Led sv-*doc fbL

231 10 other (Wne what on back of answer sheet after No. 7) or dbd aat
hold porp, squadron or M&gh position.

Various espreseloas ' opinion concerning the motivation of men in combat have beta
given. It is know that the motivating factors are different during the wnta isdoam
thas during the remainder of the tour of combat. Indicate the degree to which ezah 4l
t3M following factors motivated you during the secoxd h.1f of your stsy in the cvwba
thed

(a) Thought it wits the but way to strike an active blow agairat the enemy.
40.5 1 influenced me greatly.
48L7 2 Influened me somewhat.
10.0 3 did notlinuence me.

(9) Desired to do a good job and contribute mny share
78.4 1 influenced me greatly.
19.9 2 Influenced me somewhat.

.9 3 dId no Infuence me.

(10) Didn't want to Jet the other members of 6,-. crew down by quitting.
49.1 1 infuenced me greatly.
25.4 2 infuenced me somewhat.
24.2 3 did not infuence me.

11) Uced the excitement of combat.
18.0 1 Influenced me greatly.
42.2 2 Influenced mue somewhat.
39-L 3 did not Influence me.

(12) Pref~erred flying duty to ground duty.
71.2 1 Influenced me greatly.
19.7 2 Influeucel me somewhat.
8.3 3 did not influence me.

(13) Performed the duties only because I was ordered to do so.
.3.4 1 influenced me greatly.

18.0 2 Influenced me sornewha!..
77.1 3 did not influence me.

Judging from your experience in combat from what age periods do the most successfl
combat officers come? Make your judgment on the basis of the performance of the
officer in combat. T1here are four questions to be answered: Question 14 for bomber
pilots and co-pilots. Question IS for fighter pilots. Question 16 for boibardlers And

question 17 for navigators
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14) Age period of mot sucowtui combat be-,be pilots sad bomber cneo*

(Based on 335 cases, 36.6 percent of the 528 felt they et not qUAli 1d

answ.)
.0 11-19

3.3 2 20-21
28J3 22-23
52.6 4 24-2S
14.1 S 26-27
1.2 6 Z$;-"

.3 7 30-31
,0 S 32-M3
J 9 34 or ova

(IS) Age period of most successful combat fighter pilot (9MA! 0 364 C.P
31.0 percent of the 528 felt th-y wre not qualified to SMMM-)
1.1 1 18-19

26.A 2 20-21
50 3 22-23

3.05S 26-2718.4 4 24-25

1. 6 2$-29
7 30-31
8 32--M
9 34 or oe

(16) Age period of most successfl combat bombardi.e (Based on.309 cM s,
41.S percent of the 528 felt they were not qualified to answer).

0.0 1 18-19.
7.4 2 20-1.

33.5 3 22-23.
39.5 4 24-5.
11.9 $ 26-21.
2.6 6 28-29.

7 30-31.
8 32-33.
9 34 or over.

(17) Age period of most successful combat navigators. (Based on 319 cases,

39.6 percent of the S28 felt they were not qualified to anwer.)
0.0 1 18-19.
2.8 2 20-21.

27.0 3 22-23.
47.6 4 24-25.
19.4 5 26-27.

2.2 6 28-29.
.6 7 30-31.
.3 8 32-33.
.0 9 34 or over.

(18) How long were you overseas?
2.1 1 4 months or lem
4.2 2 Sor6monthL.
8.7 3 7 or8months.

32.8 4 9, 10, or 11 months.
24.4 5 12, 13, or 14 months.
15.7 6 15, 16, or 17 months.
5.1 7 18, 19, or 20 months.

3.0 8 21, 22, or 23 months.

4.0 9 24 or more mont..3
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(19) Now may mission did you compite outside of the continental United State?

(By authority of the I teligeac Offi all men are permitted to answer ti

4. 1 10orJ.
36 I I1t230.
i 3 2 3toZL
.8 4 X4 z4,

U3$ S 31to 40.
203 6 41 to .
:6.5 I A to6
6.4 8 61 to ?
1.A 9 momrethan2&

(20) Row cany comlbat iy* hours did you coMplete? (By authority of the In.

tetpna Ofrfr, all men are permitted to answer this quesgio)

11.0 1 b, WO0 bors.
42.4 2 10) to 200 hours.
3W. 3 2CO to X0 boos.
11A 4 300 to400bours.

1.1 $ 4Vn o so bom,

1. 6 S00 to 600 bom
.4 7 &Mto700hom
A 8 700 to SW %ours

1.3 9 SOhoursormomt.

(21) Did you fiy more or less than the regularly requied number of missions or bors
for your theter and type of plane? (Write only one numbez ", space No. 21)

9.2 1 f1 w less than the required number of missions or hous
292 2 Jw exactly th required number of missions or hour.
19.5 3 flew more than the required number of missions or hours.
413 4 there was no exact policy on the number of missions or hours required

or do not tnow.

(22) In wbht theater did you fly ad or most of your combat missions?
16.7 1 European-(England-Fruce).
443 2 Mediterranean (Italy, North Africa, Middle East).
27.1 3 Pacific (Central, South, Southwest).
4.0 4 China-Burma-Indii.
2.3 S Caribban.
4.0 6 Alaska.

.4 7 North Atlantic-Greenland
1.3 8 other (if you flew in a theater not listed here, write its name oy. the

back of the answer sheet after No. 22).

(23) In what one type of plane did you fly all or most of your combat missions?
(Write only one number in space No. 23.)

18.2 1 B-17.
3.8 2 B-24.

32.4 3 B-25.
16.9 4 B-26.
2.7 5 A-20.
8.7 6 P-40.
3.8 7 P-S.
4.2 8 P-39.
1.9 9 P-.3&
7.6 10 other.

(If you flew a type not listed here, write In alternative 10, and .write
its type or name on the back of the answer sheet after No. 23.)
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(24) How mazy crash landng&s, forced landn ns, or ditbhings bA gIsdly t,,rmy bmw
you been in? (Write the actual number In "cc No. 24 on your answer shee)

(25) How many crash landings, forced landings, or ditchlns &a xemy Unary W
territory not controlled by Jriendjy troops have you been In? (WrIte the &d=13
number In space No. 2S on your answer sheet.) (By authority of the JateE.
gence Officer all returnees nray answer this questio.)

(26) On what proportion of your missions did you meet enemy opposition of me
kind? Opposition ;n-!udes fak, fighters, etc. (Write only one number Islow
No. 26.)
4D. nerq.
4.5 2 rarely.
5.9 3 less than half of the missions.

16.7 4 half or more of the missions.
S2.1 S almost every mission.
16.7 6 every mission.

(27) Did you ever "bail out" on a combat flight? (Write only one number in qm
No. 27.)
4.0 1 ye-; over friendly territory.
2.3 2 yes; over enemy territory, or territory not controlled by friendly troops

(by authority of the Intelligence Officer, returnees may give this
answer if it is true).

.0 3 yes; over both friendly and enemy territory at dlifferent times.
93.6 4 no; never bailed out.

(28) Were you ever wounded in combat? (Write only one number In spac No. 2A
If you were wounded more than once, answer for the worst one.)

10.0 1 slight wound; not nospitalized.
4.0 2 slight wound; in hospital less than one week.

.6 3 moderately severe wound but not hospitalized.
2.3 4 moderately severe wouad; in hospiWal up to 6 wres
2.1 S severe wound; in hospital more than 6 weeks,

80.7 6 was never wounded.
(29) While on foreign service, were you ever injured in connection with aircraft while

not in combat? (Write only one number in space No. 29. If you were In.
jured more than once, answer for the worst injury.)
6.6 ! slight injury; not hospitalized.
1.3 2 slight irury; in hospital less than one week.
.4 3 moderatey severe injury; not in hospital.

1.7 4 moderately severe injury; in hospital up to 6 week.
1.7 5 severe injury; in hospital more than 6 weeks.

87.5 6 was never Injured.
(30) How much were you bothered by air sickness while In combat?

93.6 1 never.
5.9 2 only on a few flights.
.4 3 frequently.
.2 4 on nearly every flight.
.0 5 on every flight.

(31) While on foreign service, were you ever-(Mark the number of the statement
that applies to you. Write only one number in space No. 31.)
4.4 1 sent to a hospital because of operational fatigue or exhaustion.

13.6 2 sent to a rest camp because of operational fatigue.
6.6 3 giv.en leave(s) for reason of operational fati-tie.
40 4 diagnosed as having flying fatigue or operation " fatigue, but not treated

for It.
24.6 S sent to a rest camp routinely, not for orratlonai fatigue.
19.5 6 neve: had operational fatigue nor sent to a rest amp.
27.x 7 givcn routine corabat leave.
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(3U) Wef u of sI thehm of di t. k~ed is te Vlm in

7.4 l1 w1 hi.
23 2 2 mkh
S 3 3 um .
A9 4 4 n 1.
A0 S S Um si.
A5 6 6 WM I&
A5 7 7 VW Ub.
A S 2 WameWM kU

W2. 9 a V
3)Weft my if the x~uhm of The cew -&ade is the Pbafts you Am

is cme? (Wtift my owc zuabw l em N& !-..3
lUIi I t I M WWI&
!L1 2 3 to 4 m u d.
3A 3 S te 6 wen u4
L9 4 7 t S um

A6 S 9 t10 nnWfaneb
a0 6 11 t 12 = a
.2 7 13t 14 m in
* IS 1cr m u -&owad

43A 9 som was .
(34) How =aY of yawn don fne&,, xot aarnbn of yew cvw, we=

Wed or wounded? (Those viko fiew is the SaePlane are sa to be conaid.
Write otly ow inbecm a No- 34.)

172 1 haff or Uore of thea WMe Vnsssng k or W'Imded.
2717 2 between a quarter and a half weve missing, k~ed cr woum&
34.7 3 eual mmr mlssi=g kiled or wcrubdcd, b~t I=s than a jearter.
13.0 4 only a few me =sdag kIMled or Moo4SD.&

2. 5 no dose friend was ising. kimed or wamde&
(3S) What was the j.-7ssdpd reason for your being rp-tuned to the Uvtd States frm -

anm overseas theater? (Write onl one nrumber in No. 3S.) I
55-1 I rotation poicy; having flown the required number of inissions or holns
18.8 2 returned because of flying fatigue, afte compken about the OWu

number of missions in my theater.
2.3 3 return-ed because Of flyi;ng fatigue or o;perationa fatigue without cwe-

pleting the usua number of ruissiobi.
3.4 4 wounded in action or injured in connection wit airaft.
3.6 S Olness, injury Or O~peration not connected with aircrOft
1-3 6 escaped prisoner of war or evader of capture (on instructions of nt.ud

gence officer returnees may give this reason if it ;s trme)
S.? ? returned for instruction or reassigument.
-£ 8 personal reque-t tc be returned.

9-5 9 other (lndicat- ; bat on back of answer sheet after No. 3S.)
(36) After *you returned from overseas duty, were you processed in a )teditributiol

Center between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944? (The three Redistriution
Centers are at Atlantic City, N.J., Miami Beach, Fla., and Sante Monia
Cam.)

2S.9 1 not processed in Redistribution Center.
5.9 2 processed rt Atlantic City between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944.
8.3 3 processed at Miami Beach between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944.
4.7 4 processed at Santa Monica between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944.

S4.7 5 processed at Atlantic City, Miami Beach or Santa Monica but not
during period 24 May 1944 to 6 August 1rV44.
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(37) How 1g bm yn beu e tn 0 & Zt=y 2a ye utwwtd rm duty emMM1?

3,5 1 Zxm atlm.
US 2 3 or4 .-w ..
13.1 3 Se 6n.w
17A 4 7 msmabea
131 S 9 r O WR

33A 6 11 c 1 e b
91 7 UorI4 14nwa.
7.6 S 1S51ir eaJ k

927 9 17 ammds c-

(35) Wkkb OW~ C the 1C&Euig 0=61;0= ix dhe UAied SafeS tC YIN! AA db-
Ssted mlk? (Wike osby 4= inb va S. X.)

441 1 the atkne i c in Ln acoey.

.7 te zU c basm and indnsal zam hke O O LcrY.
1L4 3 the V = C1 Iffa cde CJ divr zs to M tz P m m d .
12.9 4 the =t-e of k2azry costesy, &dp;e and t-aa is cusOby.

L.3 S zaiuo.

i11 6 the zrtht o- miTha y PZ 3ond vU baveler betMR m s.

A 7 =Y n fAz nhfGiyz iPa

(39) W'akh m of the f.-Zovig types of a3ss pmeaL do ym hvet at Prmot?

65-2 1 asgn inrohig yin dtksas as insuctr.

16,9 2 r-h=-g 5YM: 9 dej, S ot as as iludsc.
s3 3 asgnet hing lyin detai s as as as gtor-

12-7 4 s4 t iciing grotod duties of au administrative natr±' (wt as

a instrct-or).

(40) hich on oi the following pbrses b st dzscribes you szft wiS Yaw

present ai nt&?
27.3 1 very sz -

44.7 2 satisfactc-y.
10.6 3 incferM.

132 4 unsatisfactory.

4.0 5 vary unsatisfadof'-Y.
(41) In your opinion., bow well is the Army now rvakmg use of your alf i

experience? (Include either or both military ad Livilian Cexperie .)

20.8 1 bes use of my abilit azd exerieC.

555 2 good use of my ability and experknc-

19.9 3 very litle use of my abiity and experiecM

3.6 4 no use of my ability and experience

.2 5 have no present assignmenL

(42) Regardless of what. you are doing at the present time, vnich one of the following

types of assignment appeals to you most?

33.1 1 assignment involving flying duties as an Instructor.

52.7 2 assignment involving flying duties not involving instructing.

4.4 3 assignment involving ground dutits as an instructor.

9.8 4 assignment involving ground duties of an administrative nature (not at

an instructor).

(43) Regardless of what you are doing ,-t the present ti -. which one of the following

best expresses yoir desire relative to assignment to :ying duties as an instructor?

33.7 1 desire assignment to flying duties as an instructor.

33.3 2 indifferent to assignment to flying duties as a Instructor,

33.C 3 desire uot to be assigned to flying duties a n intructor.
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1.(44) yemMelway a Wgat the eeset that, ut~h amof the !~j

1J 1 ps e to SYiCC dties mMf iuvwdv harutkg.
.32. 2 h mEa to okmmst to Aybg daies iaM hmw.in b~udj
US 3 Ani lot 1-0be !!*MA t* BY*g d M 0 kvivg btzuCtbm

(.?3) Regaes of vhg you are dei at the 1~e 1on, am oft the 5.Igu*
bew P F yow 4eie Wuxi"e to asaipMCeM t* xrn 6tks a an hj.

8.1 1 d -sgu~ to alin dwies as inam htrvw
161 2 1 to as~mt to 6 '"a" du!5es as a kwlfrUd
?5S2 3 W.~ to be aiga to ground auis an hAtfr~g ~.

(46) Repr5eM al wbai yuia are- doieg at the presnt fim, ahc m of tim k&uwg
eg P your dedat relative to assinwat to wrn &0%e al anmi i..

trative nate (na as axw !structar).
2CLS Idsr k = to Pround duties Of as admialit =a8M (not

24.2 a- hagierent to asaipwowt to grmur4 duties of an admnstative sau
(Not hiructo).

SSJ3 3 deP me nt to b-- -aMiW to p093.1 duidc as administrative zoe
(Mat hmetuder).

(47) How strog is your dseto remain ou tying stabs?
74-1 1 very I gq
1S.7 2 raw.
4.9 3 inuiferw
194 somewat opposed tc i.
A S stroflI0oppcaed tC It

3.0 6 ---t on Wyig stain at presa r-Me -

(48) At present, how much are you bothered by iii sickness?
9021 never.
6.3 2 only on afew fihts.
1.3 3 frequentl.
D0 4 an nearly every "ilt.

2.0 6 on every Right.
236not on Aying szatua,.

(49) Are you on limited service at the pyiesant time-?
94.7 1 no..

2.S 2 yes; physical ailment.
2.7 3 yes; operational fatigue or combat fatigue.
.2 4 yes; other non-pbysic7'1 reason not mentioned In 3 above.

It has bee-n suggested that the following factors influence officers' feeling relative to
returning to combat duty. Indicat. the degree to which each of the following factors
influences your feelings toward re turning to combat.

(SO) Want to return to square accounth because of my friends who have ieen wounde
or killed overseas.

1.3 1 influences me greatly.
21.6 2 hzflu!-nces me. ;,meWbat.
77.1 3 does not influence me.

1%S1) Want to return because I prefer duty in corh~at to the duty to which I am DOI
assigned.

11.0 1 Influences me gre~tly.*
24.1 2 influences me somewbat.

6S.0 3 does not influence me.
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wS) Wowa to ir-u because I an & isez uvzh c"MSIdo as 1 have IWA tb
bere In the Unized Sises.
fj 1 I1"aces gmdy.

23-9 2 Mama~cs we sonewbaL
o"3 3 dos notbivace im

(S) Wa to rturm became I prefer t s tl nde of ! rad *a, O 69

119 I bloec me Pealy.
36.2 2 iU*teces met -

$L7 3 dessot bdhw= me.-
(54) WMc ow o: the statewcos b-w bet de:sries your pom. attitsde twr d

r g to combat duty? (Write ady am umber V-" sOe N .)
I woN return iMMeia*d.

3.0 2 wou.d retu after oonme =&

33 3 wUMd retu after two mre KAgt&L
4S 4 ,Wod return after three More
2.? S wold retur altrfour oe m102L7.1 6 w :revtum fft v;2m 25Gm

39.0 7 wcd retur after sx more ot .

20 S would not retur under any drcu .

indicate the degree to whih each of the faowing factors bhu m p e fd
agamat returning to comba.
(55) De xot wnt to return because of faniy ties and obvi _w

43.4 I inflmes me grCaly.
32.0 2 influences me somewbat
24.6 3 does notDa enb me.

(56) Do xot ua to return beause I fed T have Co~tributed my ShaMe in coma

17.6 1 influences me greatly.
32.0 2 in~uences me somehl

50.4 3 does not irauence me.

(57) Do r0.8 wcd ID return because I fee I could not stand rp under the traia of

further combat.
14.6 1 infences me gratly.
2S.8 2 influencci m. somewhat
59., 3 does not influence me.(s8) To wht extent do you feel that your siay in the Unfi-d State sincetumbWa

from combat dtty has affected your efficiency for future duty?

24.4 1 increased my efficiency consierably.
30.1 2 increased my efficiency somewhaL

28.4 3 no effect on my effidency.
11.4 4 decreased my efficiency somewhat.

.1 dccrrca-sc my eluenry my -UM.

(59) In your opinion, how long should an officer returned from combat, (and physkafly

qualified for overseas duty) ;emain in the United 3tates before going back for

asecond tour of co~bat duty? Jn waking your judgment, do not Include

time in hospital.) -

.4 1 less than I month.
1.7 2 between I and 2 months.

2.S 3 betwcen 2 and 3 months.

1.3 4 between 3 and 4 months.

1.1 5 between 4 and S months

9.3 6 between S and 6 months.

10.6 7 between 6 and 7 months.

9.8 8 betwecn 7 and 8 months.

61.7 9 more than a months.
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(40) fw AArg k Yo &i ie to ma-x to ? yp
* 10 1 wesY *rwigdedt "W3.

2.A 2 m f de o tr t oetmna
X0 I " at as to rcm e d mlot ffasrioed).
23 4 svoe 6t* * fot to t a. I

.9 S VOy e MW tq M e to fto simm.
(61) If !hie AUP akes It fed~e ryou to wsh"Affe for a a tio d Ma

9.? 1 wovste for wcond towt InodmdY.
3.4 2 vebauce fot seconed torn lter em moan UMMM

( A362)o f ecm towr after thorUe MOstMo&h

1.3 6 volunteer fe scoW tour after fgve more mo a .
17.2 7 v efor semo tour after Ax s tmouth.
". at d to valateer for a meod tow.

(62) Some aen returned iros co nbat have in5cated that certain codjtj, dukathe food, recrcati, et--, in the overseas that wtre very vustisfactory. fIwy
also kimted that if these conditions wer improved, they would have a g=tW
desre to return to conabat. Which oew of the folowing conditiona, if impgOV,
would isease your desire to retin? Mark only the one amber you Owu.de
the ms impfrtant. (Write only one number in space No. 62.)

S6 I !oed.
1.: g quarte.K
178 3 rest and reaeal.nad facatif.

3! 4 sanitary conditions (.contr of disease).
' -L S medicalcare.

34 6 longer time'between missions.

Irreqsectve of your past training and experience wou~d you be moi' wling to
return to corabat if you were assigned to a" one or more of the following ships. Be
sure to answer every questiso
(63) She engine ighter

41.7 1 yes.
.6A 2 no.

(64) Twin engin fighters
43. I yes.
56.4 2 no.

(65) Attack bombers.
28.2 1 ye.
71.4 2 no.

(66) Medium bombers.
29.2 1 yes.
70.5 2 no.

(67) Heivy bombers.
13.8 1. yes.
85.5 2 no.

(68) Very heavy bomber.
33.5 1 yes.
66.1 2 no.

(69) Reconnai ance.
21.2 1 ye,.
78.2 2 no.
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) W d y

ing frequent combat tying?

42A 2 .
a )W ould you be moe williag to it e to combat i so x a the t e m o n$
(7) f the cew 213,0 Wa previoudy omplet a tw of combat duty? -j

61A I yeL

(f2) Do you hive a permanent grade in the Regular Army, National Guard or R0-

6.1 1 yes; an enlisted grade ir. the Regru Army.-
A I yes; a commissioned grade In the Regular Army.
.0 3 yes; ar. enlisted grade in the National Guard.
.2 4 yes; a comidoe grade ir the NZiional Cxuard.
.2 f yes; an enlisted grade in the Reserve Corps.

69-3 6 yes; a commissioned grade in the Reserve Corps.
23.5 7 no; do not have any pe.-maneot grade.

(73) At the end of the present national emergency, do you desire to:
S91 1 remain on active duty with the Air Forces (Regular Army)?
37.1 2 ,return to civilian life in an Army Reserve Officer status?

3.8 3 retumr to civilian life without retaining Army Reserve Officer stats

(74) If you were given a choite of your future assigunment during the present emer-
gency, do you have a specific assignment inmind which you would most prefer?

S63 1 yes.
33.7 2 no.

9 5 (if your answer is myes," write this specific assignment on the back of
the answer sheet after No. 74.)

(75) Have you attended any Army school other than the regular bombardier, navi-
gator and pilot (primary, basic, advanced) schools?

42.6 1 yes.

(If your answer i yes " write the type of school or schools attende
on the back of the answer sheet after No. 7S).I

(76) If it were possible for you to get iurther training or attend an Army technical

school, would you he interested in any one or more of the following. Indicate
your choice(s) on the back of the answer sheet after No. 76. 11st any others

you may wish.
2 biombrdt traing .
1 piotbr~ training.
3 navigator training.-
4 engineering school
S radio school.
6 weather school.
7 gunnery school.

8 coru'at Intelligence.
(77) if, at some future time, it were possible for the Air Corps to set up a training

program which would not necessarily be limited to Army specialties would you

be interested in going to school for three (3) to six (6) months?

1Yes.
2 no.

(if your answer is "yes," list in order of preference on back of answer

sheet after No. "'7 the th,*ce (3) courses which you would like to take,

Remember that these preferences need not necess ly be related or limited

to Army specialties.
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Appendlx L2

(Based on 2659 elm oa wise d
S..T'bh qal i is to d--r,e ad record your tgwdtlenm and op o ns

pyTIMIA s ownba gunMY. The Army Air Fome is Ivitaly h esIed in finding ys

' nugtzoa to yow traihb& to wha you have doce and sz-- while Ea combat and to yew

Woida kikh. 'questionnair is not to be cosertd a .sz -- xwl' kind % 5wd.
as ror FRitha what you ae seem, what you have don# and wba YOU tblk

you will AM t ,e questons may be answered by indicating the number of @
of the srmutive aa-m is the space provided on the answer sheet. Be mre that you
write the number ladcatig your answ-s in the space corresponding to the questi.
Howevtr, in some of the question-- you will fi-d that the alternatives listed do not

give yowr ansMwe. tructions ae give with these questions to write your armn
in the spc provided on the bock of your answer sheet. Read the question and A ei

the alternative answers more answering the question. If none of the alternative

answers is satfactory to you, raise your band and the administrauar will gladly bhp
vo. Do not skip any question. Answer each one to the best of yu abilitw.

"fLii hcoklet of qestlons wIP be used &gin for another :-eturned gunner. Therefore,

you ae requegted not to wake any pencil ma:ks uton it or de&ace it in any way,
Write your name, serial number, present post or fie and date on the answer sheet fa
the space provided and then proced with the firt question. There will be no time

limit. When you have finisbed, please raise you: hand.
The first question asks 'What is your present grade?" Under the question is a Ed

of grades from Master Sergeant to Private. Pick out your present grade aad write the
number orrespondmng to it on the list of alternative answers in the space. under "I"
on your answer sheet. Continue in the same manner for the remainder of the queston.

A** Pm:t Age
0 .................................... 0.1 S 27, 2...................... 11.3
1 2orbelow ..................... 2.3 6 29,30......................... .1
2 21, 22 ............................ ILI 7 3,3 ............................ S.
3 23. 24 .......................... .28.3 8 33, 34 ............................ 2.5

4 2S, 26 ............................ 19.3 9 S and over....................... 33

(Percentage distribution of answers is I.dtlcated in margin.)
(1) What is your present grade? (Write '.he correct number in space No. 1.)

1.5 A Master Sergeant.
.8 2 First Sergeant.

36.4 3 Technical Sergeant.
56.6 4 Staff Segeant.
2.7 S Sergeant.

.7 6 Corporal.

.1 7 Private First Cass.
1.1 8 Private.

(2) What is your age in years, to your nearest birthday? (Write it in space No. 2.)

(3) Beiore you entered the Army, how far along In school did you F..?
1.7 1 Less than the eighth grade.
8.1 2 completed the eighth grade.

18.0 3 . or two years in high school or vocational school.
60.3 4 three or four years in high school or vocational school.

S.7 5 one year in college.
3.6 6 two years In college.
1.2 7 three years In college.

1.1 8 four years In college or graduated from college,
.1 9 did post graduate work In college or university.

.0 10 attended or graduated from professional school (dental, medical, etc.)

.2 0
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I ff

(4) In genera how were your grtdes In scioos you attended befoue cordg We

the Army? (Write only one Pumbe s the pac No. 4.) 1
0.llupe or.

20.4 2 above awnr. -

ISA 3 average.
. 4 belowaverage.
.1 S farlag--
040

(S) Are you married or single? (Wete only one number In Space No. S.)

S4.3 ng
. 2 "wl.. ..

1. 3 divorced or sepaated other than by niitary nece"ty.
19.3 4 married, before going overeaL

.7 S married, wkie overseaL"
23.7 6 married, since returning from oversea.

(6) How many lvirg children do yon have?

9.6 1o er. ---

12 2 two.
A 3thrae.
.044 four.*
.0 S five or more.

a 7.; &6 none.
1A .0

(7) What was your reaction at the tine you first learned that you were asped
to gunnery training? (Write oly one number in space No. 7.)

30.2 1 highly pleased.
41.2 2 pleased.
12.3 3 inderent.
2A 4 displeased.

.9 5 very unhappy.
9.0 6 never had gunnery training.
3.6 0

(8) In which one of the following fields of gunnery do you think you could have

benefited most by additional training belore being sent Into combat? (Write
only one number in space No. 8.)

10.5 0
58.3 1 air to air firing.

1.9 2 -machine gun ground firing.
9.1 3 turret operation.
.8 4 intercommunication training (intercom).

2.1 S range estinaton.
7.6 6 sights or ighting.[12.9 7 in no fields.

3.0 8 parachute and escape procedures.

3.8 9 other (If not listed above, write what field on the back of the answer

sheet after No. 8.)
10 never had gunnery training.
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(9) After InAisi gumry tr&ng but be ore you were actually assigned to g o%
a mision, ow did you fte about gettif into combat?
U 0

23L7 i favored it m=al
3L7 ; favo-.ed It moeratelyh.
10.6 3 favred it a Utle
14.7 4 hbdfferent-ndther for nor aa12st it.

2.7 S against it sigthtly.a6 29rAI n .~*
A9 I against it moerately.
.7 a nverbdgue raih .

(10) What was your pincipal duty during most of your time in combat taters?
(Write only one number in space Vo. I0.)

26.4 1 gunner and mechanical specialist (engineer, crew chief, mechanic, etc.).
21.1 2 gunner and radio or radar specialist.
35.9 3 guner and armorer.

.9 4 gunner and photographer.

.6 $ gunner and fire contml specialist.

.3 6 gnner and remote control turret mechanic.
13.9 7 gunner only.

9.9 0

(11) If you receaved any training in special fields other than gunery such as arma.
ment, radio, mechanics, etc., either in the Uited States or oversees, was it
sufficent for your needs in combat? (Write only one number in space Nor it.)

21.1 1 su/ dent In all phases.
43.S 1 sufflent in most phases.
13.1 3 sufficient in a few phases.

5.7 4 entirely insufficienL
1S5. S did not receive training in fields other than gunnery.

(12) How much use did you make in combat of the training you receiv.d (both in the
United States and overseas) in the special field other than gunnery such as
armament, radio operation, airplane mechanics, and other simila fields. (Write
only one number in space No. 12.)
1. 0

14.3 1 very extensive use.
28.0 2 wide use.
42.0 3 some use.

7.0 4 nouse.
7.3 S received no training othtr than gunnery.

(13) After you were assigned to a combat crew, which one of the following reasons
was the strongest in keeping you there? (Write only one number in pace
No. 13.)

13.3 1 thought It was the best way to strike an active blow against the enemy.
46.4 2 desired to do a good job and contribute my share.

4.1 3 didn't want to let the other members of the crew down by quitting.
9.3 4 liked the excitement of combat gunnery.
2.1 S performed the duties because I didn't want to be ca'led a quitter.

21.3 6 preferred flying duty to ground Auty.
1.6 7 warted the extra money from flight duty.
1.1 8 performed the duties only because I was ordered to do so.
,S 0
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(14) Judging from your experience In combat from whid, -zc of thb folloing aV
periods dc the most successful combat gunners come? Make your judgemeat on
the basis of the performance of the gunner In combat (Write on on ram-

bet In qpce No. 14.)
4.7 1 18, 19.

27.7 2 V, 21.
40.1 3 22, 23.
19.7 4 74,25.
3.9 S 26, 27.
1.4 6 2, 29.

1.1 7 30orover.
15 0

(15) How long were you overseat.
.4 1 2 months or less.
.9 2 3 or 4 months.

6.7 3 Sor6months.
16.7 4 7 or 8 months.
34.2 S 9, 10, or 11 motLs.
19.8 6 12, 13, or 14 months.
7.6 7 15, 16, or 17 months.
4.9 8 18, 19, or 20 monibs.
9.0 9 21 or more months.

(16) How much time was there between your first combat r:-_-ion and the completion
of your lst mission?

4.2 1 2 months or less.
93 2 3 or 4 months.

23.7 3 S or 6 months.
24.4 4 7 or 8 months.
23.8 S 9, 10,'or 11 months;

7.9 6 12, 13, or 14 mor'.s.
2.6 7 15, 16, or 17 months.
15 8 18, 19, of 20 months.
LS 9 21 or more months.
1.1 0

(17) How many t. inbat missions did you complete?
6.1 1 10 or less.
3.9 2 11 to 20.

23.6 3 21 to 25.
11.5 4 26 to 30.
10.5 S 31 to 40.
27.5 6 41 to SO.
12.2 7 S1 to 60.

1.6 8 61 to 70.
1.8 9 More than 70.
IS 0

(18) Did you fly more or less than the regularly rec;Ared number of missions or hours

for your theater and type of plane? (Write only ,n-e number in space No. 18.)

10.8 1 flew less than the required number 9f mis- -ns or hours.

51.4 2 flew exactly the number of missions or hours.

16.9 3 flew more than the required number of missions or hours

20. 4 there was no exact policy on the number of ssions or hours required

or do not know.
5.5 0
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Vr(M9 U wUe desse d r y &A, or SM of ywr cMabo Ukoo

2 3 1ucla (eAM4d SOM6 S40210 .
S 4 m
25 S C~bf

4 I =& Admid-Gmued-
J 8 etber ( yuwhisatb esr set E ib m, u b bs gmfd

'~u of dw ammsfe tdsawrNo. M)3

(20) is wbst ow ty o phn d ym ft d 6 mof Your ca omd o
(Wdtl eab m nmber JS M&a )0)

asL 1 S-17.n1. 2 B-x

7 1(21) As zsa W C mer, whit ws w posiio n tie phe mt of the time?

eo ay aeunumter in qc N . 1)

3.2 1 isegm o--m turre
251top gza w~ top tuLt

1-. 4 botom gmt or bdtuet
24A S wst:m gw

20.4 6 tA gu or tal tmur
'I other (I 7oe fired from a posaon not listed bere, write oao on the

back of the answer $hee after No. 2!.)

(22) From your experiences in combat, which gmazer's position would you say Is the
most dangero's? (Write only one number L pace No. 22.)

9.6 1 nose gun or nose turret
4.7 2 top gu or top turret.

.8 3 operats gun.
t2 4 bottom unner ball turret.

18.S 6 waist gun.
14.3 6 tal gms.

.2 7 other (If it is a position not listed above, write its locailon on the i ie
after No. 22.)

43.2 8 all gun positions w.'e equally dangerou.

(23) Were you ever in a crash landing, forced landing, or "ditching " that caused

injury to any person? (Wrie only one number in space No. 23.)

.070
23.7 1 ye.i; in friendly tenrtory.
4.3 2 yes; Iz, enemy territory, or territory not controlled by friendly groupL.
1.7 3 yes; in both frlcndly and enemy territory at different times.

56.7 4 no; never had a crash landing.
13.0 5 had a crash landing, forced !anding or ditching but no one Hjured.
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_"d -p oh-o b. 
11Bk 

k tr% ec W igaw w m ~ s V

1 0

SA I

i

0 -0) -S

LS 2 =n -

U 3 h than hacf the abdouL
ILO 4 baXetmore o the mkdmL
46.5 S almost evey =h .
35.2 6 evmey nm

(25) Did you ever lbag-oat" on a corn -0.. S .4 (Write only one mmber in spe
No..Z.+.)

3.3 1 y; over friedly territry.
U3 2 yes; over caemy territory, or territory not controled by ffleaft

troops (by authority of the Intelgence office, returnee may ive tis
answer if it is true).

.1 3 yes; over both friendly and enemy territory at dl-rent 9mm

92.2 4 no; never balled out.
.2 0

(26) Were ycu ever wounded in combat? (Write only one number in Vaci No. 26,
if you were wounded more than once, answer for the worst oe.

0.3 0
11.9 1 slight wound; not in hospital, or in bospftal less than one week
3.2 2 moderately severe wound; ;n hospital up to 6 weeksA

2.6 3 severe wound; in hospital more than 6 weeks. .

80.2 4 wa.s never wounded.
1.8 S received mc. eratly severe wound but was not hospitaledL.

(27) While on foreigc, service, wee you ever ixjured in connection with ar.araft

while xot in combat? (Write only one number In space No. 27. If you wer

injured more than once, answe: for the worst injury.)

10.1 1 slight injury; not in hospital, or in hospital less than I week.

1.2 2 moderately severe injury; in hospital up to 6 weeks.

.8 3 severe injury; in hosital more than 6 weeks

87.7 4 was never injured.
.20

(28) How much were you bothered by air-sickness while in combat?

76.0 1 !ever.
20.2 2 on only a few flights.
2.9 3 frequently.

.6 4 on nearly -:very flight.

.3 5 on every flight.
.2 0

(29) While on foreign service, were you ever- (Mark the number of the final

statement that applies to you. Write only one number In space No. 29.)

2.7 1 sent to a hospital because of operational fatigue or exhaustion.

22.5 2 sent to a rest camp because of operational fatigue.

12.1 3 given fu1rloligh(s) for reason of operational fatigue.

7.8 4 diagnoCd as having flying fatigue or oper., -nal fatigue, but not treated

for It.
21.3 s sent to a rest camp routinely, not for operational fatigue.

33.0 6 never had oerational fatigue nor went to .rest camp.
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(30) Weu a7 o yew rew mm Md k the plan In wMc you Acw? (Wzt

14A I un kML
3S 2 2w hmldL
iJy 3 3 weasUW
L 4 4were OdL
A SwS kad. j
j 65 6 wenM L,

S 7 7 wakWad.
3 8 8w esLd.

763 9 no was Ld.

(31) Wert any of your crw mates wounded in the pbaes In which you flew? (WtC
ony ose nwnber In space No. 31.)

3S.4 1 1-2 were wounded.
1.6 2 3-4 mre wounded.
32 3 S-6 were wouned
1. 4 74 were wounded.

A2 7 9-1 wer wounded.
.8 S 9-10 weren Wounded.
.1 6 13-14 were wounded.
I 15-16 were wounded or mcr.

41.5 9 none wr wounded.
(32) How did the death or wounding of your crew mates affect your desire to remarn'

on combat duty?
62 0 

11S.9 1 ral nrae ydsr for comba duty.
12.4 2 somewhat increased my desire fo .mbat duty.
35.1 3 didn't affect my desire for combat duty.
14.6 4 somewhat decreased my desire for combat duty. -

SD S greatly decreased my desire for combat duty.
20.7 6 none of my crew mates were killed or wounded.

(33) How many of your dose friends, xot crew mates, were missing, killed or wounded?
(Those who flew in the same plane are not to De considered. Write only one
number in space No. 33.)

35.9 1 half or more of them were missing, killed or wounded.
23.2 2 between a quarter and a half were missing, kilied or wounded.
22.0 3 several were missing, killed or wounded, but less than a quarter.
14.9 4 only a few were missing, killed or wounded.
3.6 S no close friend was missing, killed or wounded.
.A 0

(34) In general, how well did you like your jol' as an aerial gunner while ix combat?

322 1 liked It very much.
33.5 2 liked it somewhat.
22.9 3 indifferent-neither liked or disliked It.
7.6 4 disliked it somewhat.
2.8 5 disliked It very much.
• 9 0

(35) W hat was the principal reason for your being returned to the United States
from an overseas theater? (Write only one number In space No. 35.)

63.2 1 rotation policy; having flown the required number of missions or houm
19.9 2 returned because of flying fatigue, after completing about the usual

number of missions in my theater.
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14 3 returned because d fty'ng fatigue or op-,stonsl fatigue without call
plain; the usual number of ilsdima

2A 4 wounded In action or Injured In connection with abus&L

1.1 S illns, Injury, or operation not connected with aircraft.

4.9 6 escaped prisoner of war or evader of capt -e (On instructons of Il-
telligence Officer, retumees may give this reason If it Is tun

6.1 7 other rason. (Write what on the back of the answer sheet after No.3S)
0.9 a

(36) How long have you been in this country since you returned from duty overeas?

0.4 I less than 1 mcnt&.
3.7 2 1 month.
6.4 3 2 months.
9.6 4 3 months.

10.0 $ 4 months.
12.0 6 6 months
13.0 7 6 months .
8.0 8 7 months

36.3 9 more than 7 months.

(37) How do you feel about the duration of the furlough and rest period given'you

upon your return to the United States and before you were reassigned to active

duty?

43.5 1 much too short.
31.0 2 just a little too short.
22.1 3 about right.

.6 4 just a little too loig.

.1 5 much too long.
2.3 6 no furlough or rest period given me.
.4 0

(38) What is your present MOS? (Military Occupation Specialty.)

21 1 do not know.
8.6 2 611-aerial gunner.

31.8 3 612-airplane armorer.
21.S 4 748-army airplane mechanic-gunner.
1s.3 S 7S7-AAF radio operator-m6banc-gunnDr.

.1 6 SgO-remote control turret mechanic.
.0 7 960-remote control turret mechanic.
.0 8 940-army aerial photographer.

20.2 9 other. (If not listed above write MOS number and job title on the back

of the answer sheet after no. 38.)

A 0

(39) Since you returned to the United States how many jobs have you had on which

you have worked a week or longer?

59.1 1 1 Job.
21.8 2 2 Jobs.

7.0 3 3 jobs.
2.1 4 4 Jobs.

.8 5 SJobs.

.1 6 6 Jobs.
.1 7 7 Jobs.
.4 8 8 jobs or more.

8.1 9 no job.
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o (40) Wh1b owa of the following btst describes your major duty assignet Siwe youj
have nturred to thae UAWte States?

$7.1 1 InsLnuctor on Eying 5181W

20. 2 ground instructor in gunne, armament, radlo etc.
21 3 instructor other thaalor L
9.7 4 armament, radio, mechanic, etc. (ground duty but not Instructing.)
.7 S clerical or administratws

.1 6 publ~c nWlanuu.

335 9 other. (Write whaton back ofanswer shetafter No. 4.)

(41) Tz your opinklo how well Is the Army row mak1ng use of your ability and e.
per"eceother than in combat gunnery, military or pre-war experienc such as
armament, radio, clerical, administrative, etc

25.1 1 test use of myability and experence.
46.7 2 good use of my ability and experience
16.1 5 very little use of myablity and experence.
734 no use ofmy ability and experience.
4.5 S no asslpmunnt has been given to me.

(42) Which one of the following phrases best describes your satisfaction with your
-mn anment? -

22.1 1 very satisfactory.
45.7 2 satisfactory.
143 3 Indifferent.
10.0 4 unsatisfactory. -

6.8 S very unsatisfactory.
.90

(43) How well do you think you are performing the duties of y~ur present csilgnment?
5.2 1 outstandinily.

6.5 2 weD.
2S.3 3 acceptabl.
1S 4 poorly.
1.6 S very Pooklr.

(4.4) Do you feel that your services as a combat gunner are of more value in winning
the war thnir' 4he services you are performing In your present Job?

12.8 1 services as a combat gunner very much more valuable.
10.1 2 services as a combat gunner somewhat more valuable.
34.7 3 services as a combat gunner of equal value to services on present job.
19.4 4 services as a combat gunner somewhat less valuable.
20.0 S services as a combat gunner v'ory much less valuable.
2.9 6 0

(45) Which one of the following conditions in ;,he United States are you most dis-
satisfied with? (Answer only one number in space No. 4S.)
1.0 0

18.6 1the attitude of lahor In this cotin' -

5.9 2 the attitude of busines and Industrial management in this couintry.
11.7 3 the general attitude of civilians to military petsonnel.
1S.0 4 the nature of military courtesy, discipline and training In this country.
2.1 S rationing.
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31.1 6 the attitude of mitary personnd who have never been ovese.

1.9 7 my own family relatlonshipa.

12.s 8 not dissatisfied with any condition n the Unted St
(46) How strong Is your desire to remain on flying statW?

223 1 very Arong..
24.9 2 strong.
22.4 3 IndIfferet.
6.3 4 somewhat oposed to t.

4.3 S strongly opposed to It.

18.9 6 not on flying status at present tbe

.30

(47) Which one of the following statements best describes your feelings relative to ro-

turning to combat duty as a guitner?

.9 1 want to return to square accounts because of my friends who have bees

wounded and killed oversea

6.3 2 want to return because I prefer duty as a combat gunner tothe duty to
which I am now asigned.

5.8 3 want to return because I am dissatisfied with conditions is I have found

them here in the United States.

.2 4 want to return in order to obtain increased Pay.

12.6 5 do not care whether or not I return to combaL.

20.9 6 do not want to 'eturn because of family ties and obligatlons.

16.3 7 do not want to return because I feel I have contributed my share In

combat.
36.2 8 do not want to return because I fed I could not stand up 1 the

strain ol further combat.

.7 0
(48) Which one of the statements below best describes your present attowe toward

returning to combat duty as a gunner? (Write only one number In space

No. 48.)
4.1 1 eager to return immedia ly..

12.0 2 would return at any time I am needed.
.8 3 would return if I could first have advanced training In gunnery.

.7 4 would return after I have been in this county about 3 months.

1.6 5 would return after I have been in this country about 6 months.

9.2 6 would want to return only if the war continues longer than Is generaUy

expected.
48.8 7 would want to return only after all available trained gunners in the

United States have been sent to combat.

22.0 8 would not want to return under any cicumstanc -. ,

.6 0
(49) Some men returned from combat have indicated that certain conditions such as

the food, recreation, etc., in the overseas theater were very unsatisfactory.

They also indicated that if these conditions were improved they would have a

greater desire to return to combat. Which on- of the following conditions, If

improved, would increase your desire to return? Mark only one which you

consider most import.ant. (Write only one number in space No. 49.)

48.5 1 food.13.1 2 living quarters.

21.2 3 rest and recreational facilities.

4.8 4 sanitary conditions (control of disease.)

.7 S medical care.
6.0 6 longer time between missions.
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SO) An y e moe desirous of returning for a second tour of combat duty th"
yo n were at the time you first amved back in the United States.
U I have much more deire now than when I first returned to the Uned

10.0 2 ave More dse now than when I first returned to the United States.

26,8 3 hve about the same desire now as when I first returned to the United

StatL
23A 4 have less desire now than when I first returned to the United Stat.
32A S have much less desire now than when I first returned to the United

(S) To what emtent do you feel that your stay in the United States since returan"

from combat duty has affected your etfciency for future combat duty?

14.5 1 undoubtedly increased my effidency.
23.2 2 probably inres-d my efficency.
3.0 3 no effect. -

17.3 4 probably decreased my efficency.
9. S undoubtedly ecrtased by efficncy.
A4 0

(52) in your opinion, how do most re'urned combat gunners feel abou returning f!o
another tour as v- xbt gunners?
.9 1 very wilYg to retnm.

S.22 wllingtc retum.
10.9 3 indifferent as to returning.
53.3 4 not anxious to return.
288 5 definitely do not want to retn.

.3 0,

(53) How strong Is your desire to return to combat as a gnuwve?
5. 1 very strong desire to return.
9. 2 some desire to return.

1S.7 3 indifferent as to returni.g (not for or against)
27S 4 some desire not to return.
40.1 S very strong desire not to return.
1.8 0

(54) Do you expect to volunteer for a second combat tour of duty as a gunner?

4.7 1 plan to volunteer for second tour.Immediately.
1.8 2 in to volunteer for second tour after 1 more month.
1.5 3 .lan to volunteer for second tour after 2 more months..
1.3 4 plan to volunteer for second tour after 3 more months.
1.3 S plan to volunteer for second tour after 4 more months.
.7 6 plan to volunteer for a second tour after S more months.

4.3 7 plan to volunteer for second tour after 6 more months.
81.4 8 do not pian to volunteer for a second tour.
2.9 0

(55) In your opinion, how long should a gunner returned from combat remain In the

United States before going back for a second tour of combat duty? (In making
your judgment, do not include time in hospital.)

1.5 1 less than I month.
1.4 2 lztwce. I and 2 months.
2.2 3 between 2 and 4 months.
1.5 4 between 3 an' 4 months.
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I

6S $ betwaenSand6months.
10.9 6 between 6 and Y months.

4A 7 between ? and 8 months.

7.5 8 between 9 and 10 months. $
602 9 more than 10 mouths.
3.8 0

If you were to be returned to combat as a gunner, do you fed that you would Me.M-

more training in specific phases of gunnery before being sent overseas? (If you do not

feel In reed of additional training, write "I" In all three spaces, 56, S7 and $6.)

41.6 t do not feel in need of adaitional training.

27.3 2 would like more training In air-to-air Lung.

8.1 3 would like more traing In turret operatio.'

2.3 4 would like more training in range estimatlm.

6.7 5 would like more training in sights andsgtng. .

.4 6 would like more training in intercommuncation training (intercom.).

8.5 7 would like more trining in other air crew duties, crewmaashlp, etc.

2.8 8 would like more training in Jam Handy, Waller, Trainer, etc.

23 0

(56) Record in space No. S6 the number of your first choke (the type -f training you

need most).

(57) Record in space No. 57 the number of your second choke or requitmeUL

(58) Record in space No. S8 the number of you. third choice or requirement.

Some gunners received training in a specialty other than gtnnery such as armament,

radio operation, etc. Indicate in the next two questions whether you feel that your

present ability in the specialty other than gunnery which you may have Is suffident foe

meeting the needs of combat operations, or whether you think a refresher course would

be required.

(59) In which one of the specialties listed below do you think you need a refresher

course before going back to combat? (Write only one number in space No. S9.)

14.8 1 received no special training other than gunnery.

36.7 2 do not need a refresher course in my specialty.
9.6 3 .need a refresher course in radio operation.

10.4 4 need a refresher course in mechanics.
16.8 5 need a refresher course in armamenL

6.5 6 need a refresher course in airplane mechanks.
1.0 7 need a refresher course in photography.

1.5 8 other (if not fisted above, write in specialty on back of answer sheet

after No. 59).
2.6 0

(60) In which one of the specialties listed below do you consider yourself qualified for

meeting the needs of combat?
15.7 1 received no special training other than gunnery.

19.8 2 need a refresher course in my specialty.

14.0 3 feel qualified for combat in radio operation.

11.0 4 feel qualified for combat in mechans.

27.4 5 feet qualified for combat In armament.

7.1 6 feel qualified for combat In airplane mechanics.

.4 7 feel qualified for combat in photography.
1.3 8 oiher (if not listed above write in specialty on back of answer sheet

after No. 60).
3.2 0
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"ti) Since returnng from combat, do you become ea.iy exhatuted OC a Oi,
WL I AMin

43A 2 smetau.
73 3 mw
j •

(62) Since returning from overseu duty, have you felt sick to your stomach or felt that
you bad to vomit?,

12.4 ofte.
4SA 2 sometitma.
416 3 never.

(63) Do you now fWd It difficult to concentrate on tasks that didn't bother you before

you went to combat?

3$S5 I often.
503 2 sometimes.
23.73 never.

(64) Do you have shaking or trembling bands or knees or muscular twitches?

24A I often.
S1.3 2 sometimes
24.1 3 geme.
..1 0,

(6S) Are you now more easily made grouchy or more easily irritated than you were
before you went to combat?

S8.9 1 mote.
31.8 2 just as often.
9.13 lef.
.1 0

(66) Do thoughts of your combat experience produce feelings of fear?

14.3 1 oftei.
33.0 2 sometimes.
32.6 3 nevr..

.1 0

(67) Since returning from overseas duty are you easily confused or "rattled"?

16.2 1 often.
55.§ 2 sometimes.
28.1 3 never.

.1 C.

(68) Do you worry about things or conditions that you probably can't change anyway?

23.4 1 often.

53.8 2 sometimes.
22.7 3 never.

(69) Do you have fears which you cannot seem to drive out of your mind?

13.7 1 often.
41.9 2 sometimes
44.2 3 never.

.1 0
Distribution of Health Scores
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Sum of answer to questions 61 to 76 Includve

Score Pertce
1 ...................... *22 and below ... .....2/ .23,24,25 . * 10A

3.....o......-.26, 27, 28 ................... 14.94.......................29, 3, 31 ......................... 163
S32,33#34............ ..... . 14.96...................... M, 36, 37 .................

'
...................... 3, 39, 4 ....... ............. 10.4................... 41, 42, 43 .....................9... ........... . .44 and above

(70) Are you now bothered with sleepless nights?

19.3 1 often.
52.3 2 sometimes.
28.3 3 never.

(71) Are you now restless or not able to sit still?
42.4 1 often.
4S.9 2 sometimes.
11.8 3 never.

(72) Do loud or sudden sounds make you jumpy? .

40.2 1 often.
46.1 2 sometM
13.8 3 never.

(73) Do you feel "blue" or depressed?

21.2 1 often.
63.6 2 sometimes. ' -f .L "t ,-
15.2 3 never.

(74) Do you become aesitant and so uncertain of yourself that you are unabl, to make
a decision as quickly as you think you should?

15.3 I often. .,
53.9 2 sometimes.
30.8 3 never.

(75) Do you relive the "close calls" which you experienced In combat? (Not tallied-.
coV!mn 7S use to code h.jth score.)

1 often.
2 sometimes.
3 never.
4 did not have 'dose calls."

(76) 'Since returning from combat do you have nlghtmawe?

10.0 1 qittL
45.3 2 oin cdmes.
43.9 3 never.

.7 0
70333. 47324
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(1y In yo r Opiio, bow long donieft require to ret wp after ¢ompef t a tour of
duty as a gunner in a combat crew? In nuldng your Judgment do not corsider
caes reqtdring an extended stay In a hospital. (Write only one aumber In

sce No. 7).
1.0 1 jewtun2 week. "
1J 2 2o3 i eu.L
4.4 3 I moat.
5.2 4 2 mouths
63 S 3moatf
3.4 6 4 monthb1.6 7 S moat"" "

1.86moutl. .

$4.1 9 more than6montha,
UJ 0

(78) If you were given a choice today betwcen assignment to a second tour of duty as
a gunner or assignment as a basic soldier, which assignment would you prefer?

39.9 1 assignment to a second tour as a gwUner.
55.4 2 assignment as a basic sokler.
4.6 0

(79) After you returned" from overseas duty, were you procesed in a Redistribution
Center between 24 May 1944 and 6 Aug. 1944? The three Redistribution Cen-
ters are St Atlanti City, N. J., Miami Beach, Fla., and Santa Monica, Calif.

25.4 1 not processed in Redistribution Center.
11.4 2 processed at Atlantic City between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944.
13.1 3 processed at Mami Beach between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944.
6.1 4 processed at Santa Monica between 24 May 1944 and 6 August 1944.

42.6 S processed at Atlantic City, Miami Beach or Santa Monica but not during
period 24 May 1944 to 6 August 1944.

1.4 0

(80) Following is a list of courses offered at most gunnery schools. Write down the
number of each of the courses in which you have not received Instruction. Be
,sure you Indicate every course which you have not taken. (Write the numbes
on the back of the answer sheet after No. 80).

28.7 1 position fAr.
S29 2 gun camera m ions.
19.6 3 preventive mairtenanoe.
21.2 4 basic deflection rang,.
3G.7 S shotgun turrets.

.'6.0 6 jam Handy training.
8.1 7 turret operaton.

14.6 8 training on the job and not In gunnery school.
18.9 9 received instructions in all courses listed.
2.5 10 never Lad gunnery training.
3.8 0

(81) If It became necessary for you to make one of the rcllowing ch,,tes which one
wou],H you select?,

1. I no lo4cr want to remain on Ilying status hut prefer reassignment to ground
duty in the Air Forces In this country.

1. I wish to remain on flying status and am willing to return to combat for a
second tour after I have received further training even thoigh during part
of this training I do not receive flight pay.

3. 1 wish to remain on flying status and want !.,mediiate assignment to a secopd

four of combat duty.
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(s2) State briefly what promises wete made to you when you came through the Re-
distribution Center, - ncernIng assignment, type of work, 10%be)oit~u
etc. Tell to what extent these promises wer met or fulfifled

(83) Wol o emr ~n ortr ocma.Uyuwr sindt
1. Yes.
2. No.

(84) If, at some future time, it wern poss;Ible for thie Air Corps to set up a trabalu
program which would not necessarily be limited to, army Specialties woauc- you
belinterestedlingoing to school for three (3) tosix (6) moamth?

I. Ye&.
2. No.
If your answer Is yes, list in order of preference on beck of answer sheet the three

courses which you would like to taL-. Remember that theseo.references need not
necessarily he related or limited to arcr, specialties

(85) At present, how much are you bothered by air sickness?
1.. never.
2. only on afewilghtu.
3. frequently.
4. on nearly every flight.
S. on every filiht
6. not on flying sta.
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